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A major threat in present political climate is 
identity group conflict as shown in such disparate cases 
as former Yugoslavia, Rwanda , Northern Ireland and the 
rise in racism and xenophobia in Europe. Conflict 
Resolution theory has addressed itself to intervention in 
existing conflict situations either by third parties or 
the conflicting parties themselves but conflict 
prevention has been a relatively neglected area. 
This thesis takes a case study of relations between 
the Muslim and white majority communities in Bradford 
where underlying tensions occasionally erupt into 
conflicts which have national ramifications and sometimes 
international dimensions. Within this situation there is 
scope for conflict resolution work but also conflict 
prevention work. Reference is made to Northern Ireland 
where identity group conflict has been longstanding and 
where community relations approaches have ben tried and 
tested over a period of fifteen to twenty yeas. The 
community relations work already being undertaken in 
Bradford is explored along with where and how this needs 
to be strengthened. 
An action research project was undertaken to bring 
together young members of the Muslims and white majority 
communities in an attempt to assess the usefulness of 
workshop based approaches in improving inter-group 
relations and transmitting skills of conflict handling to 
the participants. 
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There is ample proof at the present time of the 
salience of identity group conflict. It is not necessary 
to look to the Third World to find examples, we need only 
look within the European region to former Yugoslavia, and 
to the rise in nationalism and racism in Europe which has 
resulted in attacks on immigrant communities, to see the 
centrality of inter-group relations to peace in the 
broader sphere. Conflict resolution research has 
focussed much attention on the international arena and on 
those violent, deep-seated long-term conflicts such as 
Cyprus and Palestine but there are many areas where 
groups live in close proximity and underlying tensions 
may be brought to the point of open conflict by any 
provocative incident. In such situations conflict 
resolution is better described as conflict prevention, 
aiming to prevent the escalation of tensions by working 
to improve existing community relations. This is the 
area to be considered in this thesis. 
The overall aim of the thesis is to look at conflict 
resolution and community relations approaches and their 
role in situations of inter-group tension and conflict. 
Bradford has been chosen as a case study due to its 
multi-ethnic, multi-religious composition with sizeable 
minorities living within the area which are clearly 
identified by culture and religion. The area has also 
experienced times of tension and open conflict between 
the Muslim community and the white majority community. 
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In framing the case study as an investigation of 
relations between the Muslim community and the white 
majority a number of dimensions are being excepted. it 
would have been possible to view the situation in racial 
discrimination terms and divide the society into white 
and black. However, this would have been to obscure 
many of the conflicts, latent and otherwise, that exist 
in Bradford. There are significant conflicts, for 
example, between the Muslim and Hindu minorities in 
Bradford which have local aspects (such as the allocation 
of resources from local government) and international 
dimensions (such as the conflicts in the Indian sub- 
continent). There are also generational and gender 
conflicts within the immigrant communities and the 
internal conflict for those attempting to -come to terms 
with culture clashes in their own life experiences. By 
choosing. the Muslim community as a unit of analysis a 
number of religious, sect, regional and national 
identities are subsumed, each of which have their own 
significance and relevance in inter-group relations. 
However, the Muslim community in Britain has been 
active and vocal on a number of controversial issues and 
the community in Bradford has particularly gained 
prominence as a relatively united community capable of 
presenting views and opinions to the media. There is 
also the significance of the broader conflict between 
Islam and the West in its historical expression and, 
with the end of the Cold War, in its potential new guise 
as a substitute for superpower antagonism. The local, 
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national and international links thus make the study of 
Muslim-white majority community relations in Bradford a 
fruitful one. 
The thesis will look to the expertise and experience 
of those working in the field of community relations and 
conflict resolution, particularly in Northern Ireland, 
(where the conflict is clearly more acute but shares some 
features with the Bradford situation) to see what 
contribution such approaches can make to the improvement 
of relations between communities in Bradford. Northern 
Ireland has been chosen as a useful reference due to the 
longevity of the conflict and the well-developed nature 
of the practice in community relations that has evolved. 
The conflict in Northern Ireland has been increasingly 
referred to in recent years as a conflict between two 
identity groups with the issues of security, identity 
and the recognition of identity, as being crucial to the 
understanding of the conflict and the search for 
solutions. Whyte, in his survey of the various analyses 
of the Northern Ireland conflict (1), has noted this 
widespread tendency which appears in British Government 
whitepapers and the speeches of politicians as well as 
academic analyses of the situation. 
' 
The saliency of identity as a factor for the Muslim 
community (particularly for the second generation) 
will be shown to be of central importance in efforts to 
ameliorate tensions and conflict between the Muslim 
community and the majority white community. This is 
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where the methodologies developed in Northern Ireland can 
be of great relevance. 
Action Research 
An important aspect of this thesis is that it 
falls within the area described as action research, most 
particularly with regard to the later sections dealing 
with workshop based approaches to community relations. 
According to Frank Dukes action research is: "the 
name given a class of methods that combine research with 
the practice of social intervention. " (2) Kurt Lewin, a 
social psychologist, began the development of such 
research techniques in order to address two questions: 
How does one most effectively produce social change? How 
can one do research that will aid the practitioner? He 
thus conceived action research as: "a comparative 
research on the conditions and effects of various forms 
of social action, and research leading to social 
action. '(3) 
The work of Kelman, Burton, and many others 
operating as researchers and practitioners within the 
area of conflict resolution, falls within this area. To 
quote Kelman: 'our action requires involvement in a 
research program just as our research requires 
involvement in an action program. ' (4) 
As Dukes notes there are many difficulties in 
attempting to conduct research about conflict and 
conflict resolution but the approach of action research 
would seem to be beneficial for both the practitioner and 
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the researcher and 'for those who accept the mantle of 
both roles'(5). 
The problem of accommodating values within research 
has been addressed throughout the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries by attempts to be 'value-free'. The 
emphasis has been on scientific method with a tendency to 
positivisitic and mechanistic approaches which have 
become over-reductionist. Dukes argues that: 
"The rigours of 'scientific method' ... have become, 
not a liberating mechanism, but a clumsy piece of 
machinery that creates the very error and inaccuracy it 
was intended to eliminate. We are left with a 
mechanistic view of ourselves, a mind-body dualism, 
fixation for linear causality, and the need to understand 
by reduction and atomism, determinism, reification, and 
detachment. "(6) 
Altrichter has written of the traditional separation 
between the researcher and the practitioner: 
"A characteristic feature of traditional empirical 
research is that reflection and action are separated both 
institutionally and with regard to the acting persons. 
The experimental setting is designed in the institutions 
of scholarly research; it has to be implemented by 
practitioners in the institutions of (e. g. education) 
practice whose implementation fidelity is supervised by 
some emissaries of the world of science. Data are 
collected by scientists and brought back to the 
institutions of science to be analyzed. 
Compared to everyday deliberation, the practice 
being researched and the reflection on it are strangely 
fragmented. " (7) 
This brings some advantages, such as removing oneself 
from the pressure of subsequent action to allow time for 
reflection, and, to some extent, brings detachment from 
motivation and loyalties in the 'action system' which 
should allow for more freedom of manoeuvre. However, 
this means it is not necessary to have the results of 
reflection continuously tested in subsequent action and, 
although there is some degree of detachment, such 
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researchers are not free from all motives and loyalties. 
There may be loyalties to a system of institutionalized 
research and here the danger is that the results may 
develop to the point that they are irrelevant to the 
needs of everyday practice, whereas: "[t]he necessities 
of professional action can provide some rationale which 
helps to focus one's research and from which to critique 
its results. " (8) 
Carl Rogers in the field of humanistic psychology 
was also critical of what he termed the 'straitjacket of 
logical positivism' (9). He argued that it is only in 
the laboratory that researchers can approach certainty 
and that in the life experiences and behaviours 
investigated by humanistic psychology there will 
necessarily be varying degrees of imprecision in the 
knowledge gained. It is required of the researcher to 
adopt the values and develop the skills which she/he is 
attempting to communicate and evaluate (10). 
This comment relates to two areas: ethical 
responsibility and self-development for the researcher. 
Altrichter has pointed out that research is an 
intervention in social situations: "many research 
instruments are 'reactive' (i. e. they stimulate persons 
being researched to do things they would not have done 
otherwise); the research situation is a learning 
situation itself. " (11) Thus he argues the need for what 
he calls 'ethical quality criteria'. He suggests two: 
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- Action research should be compatible with the 
educational aims of the situation under research. It 
should even be conducive to these aims not only in the 
long term but also as much as possible through the 
immediate research activities. 
- Action research holds that profound and lasting 
development of practice will only occur in collaboration 
with other persons concerned with the situation under 
research and not against their will, thus, the research 
strategy must build on democratic and co-operative human 
relationships and contribute to their further 
development. " (12) 
The second consideration is that action research 
implies research and development of one's own self- 
concept and competency. Altrichter notes that unlike 
traditional researchers, action researchers do not 
research other persons' practice but their own: 
"It follows that, by investigating a situation they 
themselves are deeply implicated in, they also scrutinize 
their own contribution to this situation and, 
consequently, their own competency and self-concept. 
This is what gives action research rigour and 
seriousness. Action researchers also research and 
develop themselves and they have to live with the 
effects of their theories and experiments. This is one 
reason for the fact that some action researchers undergo 
phases of anxiety, uneasiness and feelings of being 
'deskilled'. " (13) 
In the case of this thesis the research project was 
so conceived as to require the researcher to undertake 
training in skills as well as research into theoretical 
aspects of the topic. Thus a large part of the research 
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time was spent in acquiring the necessary skills and 
experience to be able to appreciate the nature of the 
methods being discussed and how they operate, as well as 
to be able to design and run experimental workshops 
specifically for the research project of the thesis. 
This entailed training over a period of eighteen months 
in community mediation, conflict resolution skills, non- 
violence, counselling and prejudice reduction - both in 
England and Northern Ireland. Plus additional 
commitments to voluntary agencies in order to gain 
further experience. 
The thesis is divided into three sections. Section 
One deals with the theoretical background to the study, 
locating the subject within the field of conflict 
resolution and investigating some of the theoretical 
approaches which bear on inter-group conflict and 
community conflict resolution. 
Section Two presents the background to the case 
study of Muslim-majority community relations in Bradford. 
Chapter Three looks at the wider context of Islam and the 
West the historical and international aspects of the 
conflicts. Chapter Four provides a sketch of the Muslim 
community in Bradford. Chapter Five recounts the history 
of the tensions and conflict points in Bradford over the 
past ten years and Chapter Six looks at the impact that 
this has had on the Muslim community by means of 
interviews with Muslim spokespeople. 
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Section Three focuses on the community relations 
approach as applied in Bradford. Chapter Seven looks at 
existing initiatives in this field and Chapter Eight 
includes the report of a seminar in which Bradford 
professionals discuss the situation and the possibilities 
for community relations in the area. Chapters Nine and 
Ten present the results of workshops held with young 
people from the Muslim and white majority community in 
Bradford and discuss the results of a series of 
interviews conducted with this group. This research 
project was conceived as a means of assessing the 
interaction and contact between young Muslims and members 
of the white majority community. Given that the 
pressures are most highly concentrated on this age group 
(late teens) with the pressures to achieve academically 
and to find a job, it was considered that their 
perceptions would be sharp in the area of discrimination 
and tensions between the groups. For the Muslim group, 
in addition, there are the added pressures of being the 
second generation of an immigrant community with all that 
implies of clashing cultures and the necessity of finding 
an identity. 
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1 Whyte refers to the analysis presented in a British white paper: 
The majority of the population in Northern Ireland think of themselves as British. 
They regard themselves as part of the social and cultural fabric of the United Kingdom 
and thier loyalty lies to the Crown ... 
There is also a substantial minority within 
Northern Ireland who think of themselves as Irish, whether in terms of their identity, 
their social and cultural trditions, or their political aspirations .... 
This different in 
identity and aspiration lies at the heart of the 'proble' of Northern Ireland; it cannot be 
ignored or wished away. (14) 
And from the nationalist perspective Whyte points to the 1982 Dimblelby 
lecture of Garret Fitzgerald, the then taoiseach, entitled "Irish Identitites", in which he 
explored the coifusion of identities existing within Ireland. (15) 
It is interesting to observe that this analysis is popular across sectarian 
divisions. Whyte cites the evidence of gathered for an M. SC thesis in psychology 
completed by Anthony Gallagher (1982) at Queen's university, Belfast. Early in 1982 
Gallagher interviewed spokesmen for six major groups in Northern Ireland - the five 
main political parties (the Official Univionists, Democratic Unionists, Alliance Party, 
Social Democratic and Labour Party and Sinn Fein), and the Ulster Defence 
Association. Among the questions he asked them was 'what would your party describe 
as being the Northern Ireland porblem? ' Apart from two of the six respondents all 
supported a definition which saw the problem as a clash of identities (the Sinn Fein 
spokesman gave a traditional nationalist or traditional Marxit anser: 'we see the 
problem as a colonial porblem' . 
The DUP spokesman saw the problem as primarily 
caused by the IRA: ") Whyte quotes two examples: "there is a conflict between two 
different national identitites and national aspirations' (OUP ); 'we see the problem as 
being 
... a problem of identity, and ... of conflict of 




CHAPTER ONE: CONFLICT AND 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
This chapter is intended to sketch the field of 
conflict resolution theory and to locate the subject of 
this study within it. Chapter two will look in more 
detail at specific theoretical approaches which can 
contribute to an understanding of inter-group conflict 
which is the substantive concern of this thesis. 
Conflict 
In the popular imagination, conflict is associated 
with violence. Perhaps because of this popular usage 
conflict has been seen as undesirable and peace has been 
sought in the form of absence of conflict. More recently 
a more sophisticated view of conflict has emerged which 
points out the positive attributes of conflict - it's 
stimulating effect, its spur to creativity, the 
opportunity it offers for a higher synthesis beyond 
contending views or positions. The desirable objective 
has now become to manage conflict sufficiently well that 
its creative potential is liberated but its destructive 
manifestations are curtailed. 
Mitchell has suggested that in the field of 
conflict research a broad definition of conflict is used 
attempting thereby to "encompass many of the features of 
terms used synonymously with 'conflict' such as 
'competition', 'disharmony', 'tensions', 'antagonism', 
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'friction', 'hostility', 'struggle' or 'controversy' (1). 
Mitchell himself proposes a composite definition of 
conflict which is analytically useful. He identifies 
three inter-related components of any conflict or 
dispute: a) conflict situation, b) conflict behaviour, 
and c) conflict attitudes and perceptions. (2) 
Controversy exists among conflict analysts as to the 
objective or subjective nature of conflict. Keith Webb 
sums up the two positions thus: 
"The objectivist perceives the 'real' nature of conflict 
to be embedded in the social structures and independent 
of the perception of the actors in the situation ... 
The subjectivist, however, recognizes conflict only 
insofar as it manifests itself in the perceptions of the 
actors; conflict exists only insofar as there is a 
perceived incompatibility of goals. " (3) 
Common sense would seem to indicate that conflicts are 
most frequently a mix of objective and subjective 
elements. Mitchell combines the two perspectives thus: 
"While a conflict may be objective at a particular point 
in time, changes in the parties' objectives, 
preferences, evaluations, and calculations that occur 
over a period of time render it a changeable and hence an 
intensely subjective phenomenon. Conflict may be 
described as subjective, then, in the sense that changes 
occur within the parties themselves (and in their 
orientations to the dispute forming part of their 
environment), rather than in the "objective" situation 
external to them from which the originally mutually 
incompatible goals arose" (4) 
Over practically any aspect of conflict there are 
competing theories. Wehr lists seven analytical 
frameworks which purport to explain the origins of social 
and international conflict ranging from the presumed 
innate violent tendencies of human beings to social 
determinism, arguing anything from the dysfunctional 
character of conflict in. social systems to its essential 
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role in development. There are also differing models of 
conflict dynamics - conflict is dialectical and phasic; 
conflict is cyclical and moves through a predictable 
sequence of stages; conflict is non-linear and multi- 
faceted (5) The aim here is not to explore in detail 
all these competing hypotheses but to give an indication 
of the scope of the debates. However, returning to 
Mitchell's definition of conflict it is useful to note 
the reciprocal interactions which are part of the process 
of conflict development: 
a) Situations affect behaviour (goals, especially 
salient goals, being frustrated call forth intense 
efforts to achieve those goals). 
b) Situations affect attitudes (goal incompatibility is 
likely to increase suspicion and mistrust). 
c) Behaviour affects situations (success may bring more 
issues into the dispute as demands escalate). 
d) Behaviour affects attitudes (destruction increases 
anger, success can affect the sense of in-group 
solidarity). 
e) Attitudes affect behaviour (expectations that ... 'Our traditional enemies the X's are up to no good again' 
will affect defensive preparations and contingency 
plans). 
f) Attitudes affect situations (More issues will be 
perceived to be in dispute with an adversary, so that a 
long drawn-out confrontation may develop). (6) 
However, as Azar notes in his work on protracted 
social conflict, conflictual and co-operative events flow 
together even in the most severe of intense conflicts. 
In fact, it is often the case that co-operative events 
are more numerous that conflictual ones despite a 
situation of intense social conflict. Nevertheless: 
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"conflictual events are clearly more absorbing and have 
more impact on determining the consequent actions of 
groups and nations. Co-operative events are not 
sufficient to abate protracted social conflicts. "(7) 
Conflict Resolution 
Predictably there are as many theories of the 
resolution of conflict as there are of the origins, 
nature and development of conflict. To begin again with 
definitions, many terms have been used to refer to 
efforts to manage or control conflicts - resolution, 
conciliation, regulation, facilitation, management, or 
control. These terms are used in different ways by 
different analysts and can describe efforts by the 
adversaries themselves or outside intermediaries (or a 
combination of both), processes relating to different 
stages of conflict or they may be limited in the types of 
conflict which to which they are applicable. 
One of the distinctions that is usually made in the 
literature is between resolution and settlement: 
"By resolution of conflict we mean the transformation of 
relationships in a particular case by the solution of the 
problems which led to the conflictual behaviour in the 
first place. Thus distinction between resolution - 
treatment of the problems that are the sources of 
conflict and the suppression or settlement of conflict by 
coercive means, or by bargaining and negotiation in which 
relative power determines the outcome. " (8) 
In his eagerness to stress the benefits of resolution 
over settlement Burton rather overstates the case where 
settlement is an : 
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" outcome [which] involves win-lose or some compromise in 
which all or some parties are to some degree losers - and 
probably feel somewhat aggrieved. e. g. parties have been 
obliged to share a scarce resource and cannot be wholly 
satisfied. Some coercion is probably necessary to 
enforce the settlement. " (9) 
and resolution is: 
"when there is an outcome which fully meets the felt 
needs and interests of all parties. Self-sustaining. e. g. 
parties have been able to share a resource in plentiful 
supply and are wholly satisfied. " (10) 
Other analysts in the field of conflict resolution 
recognize that while resolution may have a greater chance 
of addressing the underlying issues and therefore 
reaching an outcome where satisfaction for all parties is 
greater than in an imposed settlement the hope that the 
needs and interest of all parties are fully met such that 
they are wholly satisfied is rather too optimistic. 
Burton developed his ideas on conflict resolution 
within the framework of the 'Problem-Solving Workshop' 
approach along with others such as Kelman (11). However, 
Kelman's analysis is useful for interactions in 
settings other than the structure of the problem-solving 
workshop. He is a social-psychologist and his emphasis 
is on interaction between individuals and groups. His 
approach focuses on the way interactions between the 
parties, at different levels, create the conditions for 
conflict, and help to "feed, escalate, and perpetuate 
conflict. " (12) Consequently, resolution here means: 
"the introduction of different kinds of interactions that 
are capable of reversing these processes and setting a 
deescalatory dynamic into motion. Amongst other things, 
such interactions would enable the parties to discover 
ways of influencing each other, by exploring what the 
other needs and what they can therefore offer the other 
to induce reciprocation. " (13) 
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Although Kelman's work is with individuals and is 
directed at their affective and cognitive processes, the 
ultimate aim is to produce changes at the level of the 
larger conflict system. He recognizes the 
complementarity of approaches to conflict resolution (a 
point that will be discussed in more detail at the end of 
this chapter): 
"As a social psychologist, I look to the joint operation 
of psychological and institutional processes in 
attempting to understand the dynamics of conflict. The 
stuff of which conflict is made concerns the purposes and 
goals, the perceptions and images, the expectations and 
identity concerns of individuals and groups - as these 
find expression in collective orientations and become 
translated into national policies. Conflict resolution, 
in this view, requires changes in individual attitudes 
and images as a vehicle for and as an accompaniment of 
changes in official policy and societal action. " (14) 
One of the strengths of conflict resolution theory 
is that it is inter-disciplinary. As many causal factors 
are recognized in the production of conflict so many 
academic disciplines can contribute to the understanding 
of conflict and ways to resolve it. Kelman is from a 
social-psychology background but admits the partial 
nature of the role of social-psychological theories in 
conflict resolution: 
"Social-psychological analysis is not a substitute for or 
an alternative to political analysis. 
Psychological factors do not operate separately from 
political factors, but suffuse them. Furthermore, 
psychological conditions cannot be divorced from the 
objective conditions that underlie the conflict. In 
intense and protracted conflicts of interest and 
ideological differences exist that cannot be simply 
attributed to misperception or distrust. The main 
significance of psychological factors is that they 
contribute to escalation and perpetuation of conflict by 
creating barriers to both the occurrence and the 
perception of change. Overcoming the psychological 
barriers does not in itself resolve the conflict. A 
settlement must ultimately take place at the political 
level, through political and diplomatic processes. " (15) 
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Psychological factors are often seen as exacerbating 
rather than initiating a conflict but it is clear that 
such factors have an important role in the development 
and maintenance of a conflict once it has begun and 
therefore must have a role in its resolution. Kelman is 
not under the misapprehension that international 
conflicts are merely a failure of communication. He sees 
that most conflicts do involve real clashes of interests, 
ideologies centring around incompatible goals, and 
structural commitments to the perpetuation of the 
conflict. 
There have long been debates about the value of 
attempts to improve communication, understanding and 
relationships in general between communities in conflict. 
It has been considered by some that the problems lie in 
structures of unequal and unjust economic, social and 
political relations and no amount of goodwill and 
friendly feeling is going to change that fact. Such 
deep-seated problems need to be addressed at the 
political level and require structural change. On the 
contrary, it has been countered that structural change 
without the will to make the system work and without the 
underpinning of good relationships between communities, 
will be ineffective in the long-run. This has been 
discussed by Ruane and Todd (16)in the Northern Ireland 
context where such community based approaches to 
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improving relations between conflicting groups have been 
tried over a period of fifteen years or more. 
However, in recent years this has come to be seen 
for the fruitless debate that it is and the necessity for 
both approaches, what have been termed 'structural' and 
'cultural' approaches, has been recognized. In 1986 two 
proponents of community relations work in Northern 
Ireland were asked to review existing practice and advise 
how such work could be more efficiently and effectively 
carried out. In the report that they produced they 
highlighted the necessity of community relations work 
in order to achieve a workable political settlement: 
". .. there may be grounds for saying that there will be 
no constitutional settlement that will lead to lasting 
peace unless the way in which each group sees the other's 
aspirations has shifted to one of understanding and 
relative trust. Hence to leave the problem of improving 
community relations until one has finally solved the 
constitutional issue may merely exacerbate, not only the 
problem of relationship between the. communities, but also 
the task of finding an acceptable constitutional 
settlement. " (17) 
The recognition from those working on the ground of 
the necessity of a variety of approaches to conflict 
resolution is also reflected in the theoretical 
literature where attempts have been made to work out the 
relationships between these approaches in more detail. 
In an interesting article Fisher and Keashley explore the 
possibilities of developing a contingency approach to 
third party intervention which would basically attempt to 
match the type of third party intervention to the 
characteristics of a particular conflict. (18) 
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Fisher and Keashley posit that conflicts go through a 
recognizable development of stages of escalation and de- 
escalation and that third party interventions can be 
matched to the stage at which the conflict is at the 
time: 
"A contingency approach to third party intervention is 
based on the assessment that social conflict involves a 
dynamic process in which objective and subjective 
elements interact over time as the conflict escalates and 
de-escalates. Depending on the objective-subjective mix, 
different interventions will be appropriate at different 
stages of the conflict. "(19) 
Fisher and Keashley illustrate this point with the 
example of a situation where objective elements, linked 
to resource scarcity at a particular time, could be 
addressed by third party interventions (such as 
facilitated negotiation or arbitration) which could lead 
to a compromise or provide a judgement. And where the 
major problems appear to lie in the realm of 
misperception, miscommunication and the 'differential 
valuing of objective interests', then it is more 
appropriate to introduce methods which improve the 
relationship and enhance the possibilities for problem- 
solving approaches. 
Fisher and Keashley refer to the mixture of 
subjective and objective elements in any conflict. It is 
generally agreed among conflict analysts that the 
subjective elements tend to increase and become more 
significant as the conflict escalates. In conflict 
resolution theory it has also been argued that 
settlements reached on objective issues may only prove 
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durable in the short or medium-term. The more profound 
process of resolution is required to address the 
subjective elements and lead to a longer term solution 
to the problem. Fisher and Keashley argue: 
"Since third party interventions differ in the emphases 
they give to objective and subjective aspects, the 
potential of matching the type of intervention to the 
level of escalation (i. e. to the objective-subjective 
mix) becomes apparent. It also becomes conceivable to 
engage in a sequencing and co-ordinating of different 
third party interventions in any one conflict in order to 
de-escalate and resolve it beginning at any specific 
stage. In line with a complex conceptualization of social 
conflict, this approach acknowledges that no one third 
party method should be expected to deal with all or even 
most elements of a given conflict. " (20) 
The aim is rather for conflict parties or third party 
intervenors to "entertain a complex view of conflict, and 
to develop and adapt strategies from a range of 
options. "(21) 
The recognition of the complexity of conflict is 
somewhat belied by the tidy model provided for the 
identification of appropriate strategies and their 
application: 
"The overall strategy of the contingency approach is to 
intervene with the appropriate third party method at the 
appropriate time in order to de-escalate the conflict ." 
" This is potentially accomplished by initially 
matching a particular intervention to a specific stage 
and then by combining further interventions, if 
necessary, in appropriate sequences to further de- 
escalate the conflict. " (22) 
However, the co-ordination of such efforts, the co- 
operation of all the third party intervenors and the 
actors from the conflict parties themselves, balancing 
all interests, vested and otherwise, seems a gigantic 
task and it remains to be elaborated how this would 
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operate and who is determining the overall view of the 
conflict. 
In addition to the idea of contingency, matching the 
appropriate conflict management/resolution intervention 
to the stage or phase of the conflict, Fisher and 
Keashley also point to the complementarity of a variety 
of third party methods. Such methods should not be seen 
as competing or contradictory. This idea is taken up by 
Woodhouse: 
"new understandings and practices of conflict resolution 
are beginning to demonstrate a capacity for linkage 
between what has been called track one level mediation 
(official diplomatic and political activity) and track 
two levels (domestic and international mediatory work 
undertaken by a variety of non-governmental and 
international non-governmental organisations). " (23) 
Hoffman lists some of the many levels and aspects of such 
interventions: 
"On the basis of empirical research and academic 
theorizing, a wide number of diverse and divergent 
aspects of third-party activities have been highlighted. 
These can be differentiated according to the nature of 
the outcome being pursued (partial settlement versus 
integrative resolution), the processes used (arbitration, 
bargaining and negotiation, leveraged mediation, 
facilitative problem-solving workshops), the nature of 
the mediator (private individuals, scholar-practitioners, 
diplomats, regional organization, international 
organization, international non-governmental 
organization), the level or 'track' at which they operate 
(official, unofficial), the nature of the conflict they 
are dealing with (dispute, conflict, protracted social 
conflict), and the level of conflict causation they are 
addressing (interests, values, or needs). These diverse 
elements are variously combined ... " (24) 
The complementary operation of different methods of 
conflict resolution is not a new phenomenon. The case of 
Northern Ireland is instructive here, where political, 
military and community-based attempts to halt the 
violence and produce lasting agreement have been 
simultaneously undertaken for years. There is, however, 
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no co-ordinating agency. The type of community based 
initiatives which make up the world of community 
relations in Northern Ireland are very often spontaneous 
and ad hoc. There has not always been an identifiable 
third party as many of the initiatives come from within 
the conflict bound communities themselves. Some attempt 
at categorisation, identification and co-ordination has 
been made at this level by the Community Relations 
Council (and this will be explored further in the 
following chapters), however, there has not been much 
consultation across the different levels of operation. 
Unofficial mediation has, however, been more directed and 
long term as in the case of the work of such as Quaker 
Peace and Service and Corrymeela (in its role as 
mediation venue). 
Fisher & Keashly use a simple typology of 
intervention methods which are to be drawn upon within 
the conflict process: conciliation, mediation, mediation 
with muscle, consultation, arbitration and peacekeeping. 
Fig. 1 overleaf illustrates the suggested intervention 
sequence for these methods. 
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Fisher & Keashly 1990 
Fisher and Keashly are referring to an existing 
conflict situation. However, in Bradford what is 
required are not only responses to occasional conflicts 
which escalate from the discussion to the polarization 
stage (with potential to escalate to the segregation 
stage) but preventative work which provides the 
information, understanding and skills to negotiate 
differences between communities. At this level too the 
principle of complementarity comes into operation. There 
are many different approaches to community relations work 
which may be conducted simultaneously. Fig. 2 below 
illustrates this point: - 
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Although the case study of Bradford will refer to 
responses to conflicts arising between the Muslim and the 
white majority communities the main focus will be on the 
prevention of conflict and the amelioration of tensions 
leading to improved community relations. This is an area 
of conflict resolution theory which has recently received 
increased attention but as yet remains relatively 
undeveloped. 
Chapter Two will discuss theoretical approaches 
which can give some insights into conflicts at inter- 
group level before going on to explore how these might 
relate to conflict resolution practice in the field. 
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CHAPTER TWO: COMMUNITY CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION 
This chapter will look specifically at the community 
level, focussing on inter-group conflict and conflict 
resolution. Several theoretical perspectives will be 
considered which bear on community or inter-group 
conflict. This discussion will provide the theoretical 
context within which the case study of Muslim-white 
majority community conflict in Bradford will be viewed. 
The contribution of Burton's notion of the 
universality of human needs and their fundamental role in 
conflict resolution will briefly be discussed and the 
related field of ethnic conflict theory will be explored 
for further insights into the dynamics of inter-group 
conflict. Research in the field of social psychology, 
particularly relating to the 'contact hypothesis', has a 
direct bearing on community conflict resolution and thus 
merits discussion at this point. I will also refer to 
the work of Henri Tajfel on 'Social Identity Theory' 
(SIT) which throws some light on the dynamics of inter- 
group and interpersonal behaviour. 
The case study will be introduced in Section Two and 
the long experience of community relations initiatives 
in Northern Ireland will be related to the situation in 
Bradford in Section Three. Although the situation in 
Northern Ireland is clearly much more severe and violent 
than that maintaining in Bradford, the cultural cleavages 
in that society, and the attempts made over many years to 
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improve inter-group understanding and relationships 
through community relations work, make reference to 
Northern Ireland a fruitful study and in the latter part 
of this chapter there will be a brief exploration of the 
types of conflict resolution, or community relations 
work, which may be useful in situations of inter-group 
conflict. 
Human Needs 
In the field of conflict resolution some 
considerable debate was aroused by John Burton's 
presentation of his theory of human needs (1) . This was 
due not so much to its basic premise (the idea of human 
needs underlying human behaviour was not in itself novel) 
as to the specific needs which were selected as being 
fundamental, and the associated claims of a paradigm 
shift which many considered to be premature and 
misguided. Burton makes a distinction, on the one hand, 
between basic human needs which are ontological, 
universal and, within a conflict, non-negotiable, and, on 
the other, the values and interests which are specific to 
cultures and form a hierarchy which is subject to change. 
The stated reasons for conflict are often not the 
real goals and concerns according to Burton. Whatever 
the stated issue Burton traces the underlying causes to 
the frustration of one or other of the basic human needs 
which he has identified (using the work of Sites) as 
follows: - 
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1) a need 
2) a need 
3) a need 
4) a need 
5) a need 
6) a need 
7) a need 
8) a need 
















meaning in response 
a sense of control 
role defence (2) 
Hoffman groups the criticisms of Burton's theory 
into four categories: questions regarding its 
applicability at the level of international conflict; the 
implications of the universality of needs; the cultural 
biases of needs; and questions surrounding the concept of 
needs itself. (3) 
Mitchell indicates six aspects of the theory which 
need to be clarified before it can be usefully developed: 
"First, what does the list of human needs contain and is 
there a hierarchy among them? Second, are human needs 
universal and fundamental in all societies and across 
cultures? If there is a hierarchy of needs, is it the 
same across different cultures? Third, even if needs are 
non-hierarchical, do they remain the same over time and 
space? Fourth, can needs be partially fulfilled? Fifth, 
are certain satisfiers linked to specific needs? Sixth, 
are these connections culturally determined? " (4) 
Nevertheless, it can be seen that certain of these 
needs have become accepted more widely as playing a 
significant role in the process of conflict and conflict 
resolution. These are generally agreed to be identity, 
security and recognition. Certainly it will be seen in 
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Section Two that each of these play an important role in 
the genesis and development of the conflict between the 
minority Muslim and the majority white population in 
Bradford. 
Azar's work on protracted social conflicts provides 
some valuable analytical insights. He finds that, in 
fact, the most useful unit of analysis in protracted 
social conflict situations is the 'identity group' 
whether racial, religious, ethnic, cultural or other. He 
believes that political analysis should neither 
concentrate on such large entities as the nation-state 
nor focus exclusively on the individual, rather Azar 
would have us concentrate on the societal needs of the 
individual which he identifies as the needs of security, 
identity, recognition(5). 
According to Azar protracted social conflicts among 
such identity groups, (and it may also be argued lower 
level tensions which spasmodically erupt into conflict) 
arise from: 
"attempts to combat conditions of perceived victimization 
stemming from: 1) a denial of separate identity of 
parties involved in the political process; 2) an absence 
of security of culture and valued relationships; and 3) 
an absence of effective political participation through 
which victimization can be remedied. " (6) 
It can clearly be seen how these factors are at play 
in the situation in Northern Ireland but they also 
represent factors which affect minority groups such as 
the Muslims of Bradford and these issues will be 
addressed in Section Two of the thesis. 
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Ethnicity and Conflict 
An area which has received increased attention, 
public and scholarly, in recent years is that of the role 
of ethnicity in conflict. The conflict in Bradford 
could be couched in ethnic terms and the exploration of 
ethnicity provides some insight into the dynamic of 
identity formation and consolidation which is relevant to 
the Muslim community in Bradford. Anthony Smith is one 
of the leading theorists in the field and describes two 
extreme views on the nature of ethnicity. The first sees 
ethnicity as one of the 'givens' of human existence (a 
view which has received some support from socio- 
biological analyses) where it is seen as "an extension of 
processes of genetic selection and inclusive fitness"(7). 
Alternatively, it has been seen as 'situational' such 
that: 
"Belonging to an ethnic group is a matter of attitudes, 
perceptions and sentiments that are necessarily fleeting 
and mutable, varying with the particular situation of the 
subject. As the individual's situation changes, so will 
the group identification; or at least, the many 
identities and discourses to which the individual adheres 
will vary in importance for that individual in successive 
periods and different situations. " (8) 
Smith himself adopts a middle way, stressing the 
historical and symbolic-cultural attributes of ethnic 
identity: 
"An ethnic group is a type of cultural collectivity, one 
that emphasizes the role of myths of descent and 
historical memories, and that is recognized by one or 
more cultural differences like religion, customs, 
language or institutions. "(9) 
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The concept of ethnicity is by no means clear-cut, stable 
or enduring. Esman highlights the dual aspect of the 
commonly ascribed attributes of ethnicity: 
"It has both objective and subjective attributes: 
objective cultural properties expressed in language, 
religion, historical experience, or common institutions; 
and the subjective awareness of identity, belonging 
solidarity, and common interests. "(10) 
However, Smith argues that it is not the objective fact 
of differences in elements of culture such as language, 
religion, customs and pigmentation (although these may be 
seen as 'persisting independently of the will of 
individuals, and even appear to constrain them"(11)) 
which are most important. Rather it is the significance 
with which such attributes are imbued by individuals and 
groups which is crucial for ethnic identification 
Esman makes the important point that although 
ethnicity has an objective base it is 'contextual in its 
manifestation' i. e. the boundaries of ethnic groups, the 
priority issues and the intensity of their import will 
vary with any ethnic group in response to experience and 
environment - 
"Ethnic solidarities derive meaning only in "we-they" 
relational terms. Thus, ethnic solidarity is mobilized 
and politicized though grievances in reference to the 
encompassing political system or to rival ethnic groups, 
which are perceived both as different and as competitive 
or threatening. " (12) 
There is a connection between the subjective significance 
given to these cultural markers and the cohesion and 
self-awareness of the members of a particular community: 
"As these several attributes come together and become 
more intense and salient, so does the sense of ethnic 
identity and, with it, of ethnic community. Conversely, 
as each of these attributes is attentuated and declines, 
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so does the overall sense of ethnicity, and hence the 
ethnie itself would dissolve or be absorbed. " (13) 
Smith notes the existence of 'concentric 
allegiances' and suggests that over time it is not a 
uniformity of content in the cultural identity but rather 
a sense of continuity among the successive generations 
together with "shared memories of earlier events and 
periods in the history of that unit and to notions 
entertained by each generation about the collective 
destiny of that unit and its culture. " that unites an 
ethnie (14). In this view changes in cultural identities 
result from traumatic developments which disturb, to a 
greater or lesser degree, the sense of continuity among 
the cultural groups. 
Horowitz, however, stresses the reciprocal nature of 
ethnic group identity formation and conflict processes. 
"Ethnic boundary change and cultural movements illustrate 
several general characteristics of ethnicity. Underlying 
all of them is the interactive quality of the variables 
related to group identity: culture, boundaries, conflict, 
and the policy outcomes of conflict. " (15) He is 
sceptical of the tidy definitions of ethnic groups which 
list shared cultures, histories and traditions as forming 
rigid entities which then enter into conflict with each 
other. While acknowledging the necessity of utilizing a 
static idiom at times, he stresses the reciprocal rather 
than unidirectional nature of ethnic conflict and 
conflict policy response. Horowitz points out that the 
construction, and reconstruction, of group boundaries are 
not processes "wholly prior to ethnic conflict" rather 
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they take place partly in anticipation of conflict. He 
goes on to point to further misleading assumptions with 
regard to ethnic conflict: 
"as ethnic conflict proceeds, it can influence the shape 
and firmness of the boundaries, by such means as 
heightened pressure for endogamy. ... group 
boundaries are not simply the produce of common culture. 
Emerging boundaries can alter cultural patterns by, for 
example, homogenizing them as amalgamation proceeds. .. 
. policy is not merely an end product of ethnic conflict, 
for it reacts in turn upon conflict and upon boundaries 
and culture. In all of this, there is ample evidence 
that phenomena which our mind's eye tends to keep 
separate are parts of a system. " (16) 
Horowitz is critical of many theories of ethnic conflict 
due to their derivative nature. They have grown out of a 
major concern in another area e. g. the process of 
modernisation, where attempts have been made to relate 
ethnic phenomena to the development of Third World 
countries, or class analysis where ethnic conflict 
becomes subsumed as a special case within the general 
theory. Horowitz blames this approach for the relative 
paucity of theory, in terms of quantity and quality, in 
this field: "The subsidiary origins of these theories 
have virtually guaranteed them a partial character: they 
fit certain aspects of ethnic conflict much better than 
they fit other aspects. Furthermore, at key points these 
differing perspectives are mutually inconsistent. " (17) 
Azar, however, argues that the increased attention 
to specifically 'ethnic' conflict is due to the relative 
visibility of ethnic and communal cleavages (and the 
political structures associated with them) vis-a-vis such 
intangibles as a sense of insecurity, for example. Azar 
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does not believe that this visibility should make 
ethnicity - which he defines as identity groups which 
make up a polity -a special case. This would be 
focussing on what is accessible rather than what is 
relevant. 
"Ethnicity is an important case, though not a special 
one, because it draws out attention to a need that is 
fundamental. The study of ethnicity and the drive for 
ethnic identity enables us to understand the nature of 
conflicts generally. It is the denial of human needs, of 
which ethnic identity is merely one, that finally emerges 
as the source of conflict, be it domestic, communal, 
international or inter-state. " (18) 
Although Azar has been critical of the prominence given 
to ethnicity, he does acknowledge the role that it plays 
in inter-group conflicts. Among the observable 
features which Azar believes provide the infrastructure 
for protracted social conflict are . "multi-ethnic and 
communal cleavages and disintegrations, underdevelopment 
and distributive injustice. " (19) Nevertheless, Azar 
insists that the 'real' causes of conflict as distinct 
from the 'features' of conflict derive from deep-rooted 
needs in the 'ontological being' of the protagonist. 
Azar does, however, include among these needs elements 
which are satisfied by membership of a group e. g. an 
ethnic group: 
"We are led to the hypothesis that the source of 
protracted social conflict is the denial of those 
elements required in the development of all people and 
societies, and whose pursuit is a compelling need in all. 
These are security, distinctive identity, social 
recognition of identity, and effective participation in 
the processes that determine conditions of security and 
identity, and other such developmental requirements. The 
real source of conflict is the denial of those human 
needs that are common to all and whose pursuit is an 
ontological drive in all. " (20) 
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In Azar's theory of 'protracted social conflict' he 
identifies four interactive causal categories: communal 
content, human needs, governance and the role of the 
state and international linkages. Although it is not 
suggested that Bradford is the centre of a protracted 
social conflict, the conflicts between the Muslim 
minority and the white majority do possess some of the 
indicators that Azar refers to. His first point relates 
to the multi-communal composition of a society as 
providing a breeding ground for conflict. This is 
certainly true of Bradford. The second factor relates to 
human needs, a subject discussed at the beginning of this 
chapter. Azar identifies three interrelated sets of 
needs: access needs (participation in the superstructural 
institutions of society), acceptance needs (recognition 
of identity defined as shared cultural values and 
heritage) and security needs (physical welfare). it 
may be argued that identity and social recognition of 
identity are key factors in the conflicts that have 
erupted between the Muslim and white majority communities 
in Bradford. A situation of relative deprivation and 
underrepresentation in the institutions of political and 
economic power has also fed the tensions between the 
communities. In Section Two the interplay of these 
factors will be explored and the formative role they, 
particularly the former, have played in the definition 
and development of Bradford's Muslim community will be 
examined through the testimony of the Muslims of Bradford 
themselves. It is at the level of social and 
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psychological group interaction that this thesis focuses. 
Azar's other categories, of governance and international 
linkage, are less useful within the scope of the thesis 
(although the Bradford situation does have international 
linkages, actual and potential, as will be discussed in 
Chapter Three). 
Social Identity Theory 
Within community relations work there has been a 
strong element of 'contact' work i. e. the bringing 
together of identity groups with the aim of decreasing 
prejudice, increasing understanding and co-operation and 
so forth. Before looking at this 'contact hypothesis' in 
more detail it will be instructive to look at the work on 
the construction and role of social identities undertaken 
by Henri Tajfel. This work is directly relevant to 
community level initiatives intended to improve relations 
between groups in that it analyses aspects of inter-group 
relations which need to be addressed in such work. Ed 
Cairns, a social psychologist at the University of 
Ulster, has assembled evidence from a number of research 
studies which indicate that Northern Ireland data fit the 
theory (21). As Whyte comments: "If the theory is right, 
it has advantages. It can explain why in Northern 
Ireland the intensity of group conflict appears to go 
beyond what the real interests of the groups would seem 
to require. Furthermore, it can help explain the 
preoccupation with identity that many observers have 
noted in Northern Ireland. " (22) 
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Henri Tajfel in his work on what he has termed 
Social Identity Theory (SIT) (23) has looked at the 
attitudes and behaviour of individuals as members of 
groups. SIT focuses not on the analytical level of 
psychological forces and pressures acting on the 
individual, nor on the idea of a mass or crowd psychology 
but on the intermediate level of the psychological 
pressures and influences which flow from membership of 
social groups. It is evident that the world presents a 
wealth of data to the human individual and that it is 
necessary to categorise and simplify this complexity in 
order to be able to operate in an efficient way. This 
process of categorisation includes the perception of 
other people as members of groups which then has 
behavioural consequences. Social categorisation serves 
several important functions: reducing the complexity of 
incoming information; facilitating rapid identification 
of stimuli; predicting and guiding behaviour (24). 
Allport (25) recognized that, because of these functions, 
categorical prejudgement and erroneous generalization 
were natural and common capacities of the human mind. So 
here we are dealing not with interpersonal behaviour 
where individuals operate as individuals but intergroup 
behaviour where individuals behave as representatives of 
groups. 
Tajfel posited that the differences between 
intergroup and interpersonal behaviour are indicated by 
three criteria: 
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1) The presence or absence of at least two clearly 
identifiable social categories, for example black and 
white, Catholic or Protestant. 
2) Whether there is low or high inter-subject 
variability of behaviour or attitude within each group 
(intergroup behaviour is typically homogeneous or 
uniform, while interpersonal behaviour shows the normal 
range of individual differences). 
3) Whether there is low or high intra-subject 
variability in relation to other group members (does the 
same person react similarly to a wide range of different 
others - as in the case of stereotyping - or does he or 
she show a differentiated response to them? ). (26) 
Intergroup behaviour then is 'whenever individuals 
belonging to one group interact, collectively or 
individually, with another group or its members in terms 
of their group identification'(27). Interpersonal 
behaviour is where the interaction is determined by the 
individual characteristics and personal relationships 
between participants (28). Thus individuals possess 
as an element of their identity their social or group 
membership and this is termed their 'social identity'. 
For psychological health individuals attempt to maintain 
a positive social identity, a process undertaken through 
comparative assessment between in-group and out-groups. 
Naturally, the tendency is to utilize this process to 
create a positive image for the in-group. Thus the 
process of social comparison affects the social identity 
of ingroup members: "Thus what are likely to affect 
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intergroup behaviour are not interpersonal relations, but 
intergroup relations of status, power, material 
interdependence and so on ... " (29) 
Stereotyping is clearly an important mechanism used 
in the categorisation process. Hewstone and Giles (30) 
identify three essential aspects of stereotyping: 
1. Other individuals are categorized, usually on the 
basis of easily identifiable characteristics such as sex 
or ethnicity. 
2. A set of attributes is ascribed to all (or most) 
members of that category. Individuals belonging to the 
stereotyped group are assumed to be similar to each 
other, and different from other groups, on this set of 
attributes. 
3. The set of attributes is ascribed to any individual 
member of that category. 
However, it is too simplistic to dismiss stereotypes 
as always and everywhere bad or harmful; they are part of 
a way of simplifying the world and coping with it and 
serve some psychological and social functions. (In any 
case there are many positive stereotypes of ingroup 
members. ) What has been observed is that the images of 
outgroups are less numerous and varied than those of 
ingroups. Outgroups are often perceived as 'homogeneous 
and monolithic' whereas ingroups. are 'variegated and 
complex' (31). It has been argued that these effects are 
most common among majority groups' perceptions of 
minorities and not necessarily vice versa. Nevertheless 
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it has been suggested that by creating more and varied 
images of outgroups prejudice and hostility could 
effectively be reduced. 
It is not, however, necessary for the inter-group 
comparative process to be accompanied by conflict. If 
the comparison is on a different dimension then there is 
little likelihood of conflict arising. Naturally if the 
ingroup identity is secure and the outgroup is not 
perceived as a threat this also affects the possibility 
of conflict emerging. It is also possible that stability 
can derive from a situation of positional inequality, for 
example, where one group clearly dominates the other and 
the other group accepts its inferior position. The lack 
of overt conflict may be due to the context of this 
behaviour being seen as legitimate or to the fact that 
no alternative can be perceived. (32) 
A much more volatile situation is where social 
change is perceived as possible or inevitable. A change 
in the perception of the inferior-positioned group of its 
own status can trigger a conflict, or the superior- 
positioned group may feel itself threatened by change 
and may act to prevent it. Peaceful methods of handling 
such a conflict are possible e. g. the assimilation of the 
inferior positioned group into the superior positioned 
group. Individual strategies may also be attempted such 
as crossing between groups or leaving the situational 
context altogether. Where this seems difficult SIT 
suggests that recourse to social strategies by groups of 
people is more likely (33). 
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Tajfel's theory takes account of the dynamic nature 
of group relationships and the fact that the stability of 
these depends on the context. Conflict is therefore not 
a constant but an ever present possibility. Also SIT 
argues that intergroup behaviour can take place on a 
variety of levels and intergroup behaviour may take 
various forms e. g. 
"group strategies to prevent social change, 
assimilationist strategies, reformist strategies, or more 
radical attempts to produce social change. It may well 
be that the last of these becomes more likely as the 
efficacy of the alternatives decreases. " (34) 
Gallagher suggests that in societies where there exists a 
power imbalance between groups and group identity is 
significant for people in that society, then what he 
calls the "psychological consequences of threatened 
identity" are most likely to be observed. It may be that 
the very visibility and proximity of an outgroup in such 
contexts can lead to an inferior group asserting itself 
or a superior group perceiving any impulse to social 
change as a threat to itself (35) 
The 'Contact Hypothesis' 
The theoretical work discussed above has had an 
important influence on those who wish to improve inter- 
group relations and believe that this can be achieved 
through bringing different groups into contact. The 
'contact hypothesis' has undergone some refinement over 
the years but there remains the difficulty of the 
contradictory nature of the research findings. The 
hope has been that intergroup contact would increase the 
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accuracy of the intergroup images in situations where 
opportunities are created to allow intergroup 
similarities to be perceived thus leading to a decrease 
of prejudice. However, the research findings have been 
inconclusive. One question which remains with regard to 
the studies that have been carried out is whether the 
results gained in the workshop setting can be generalized 
to the broader social setting. Short term effects may be 
dramatic but the real test is the durability and 
transferability of the changes. 
One of the assumptions of many people working 
in intergroup or multicultural settings is that ignorance 
is at the root of prejudice. It therefore follows that 
with more information and more contact misperceptions 
will disappear and understanding between groups will 
increase. However,, there is only a moderate correlation 
between ignorance and prejudice and hostility (36). 
There have been different approaches to such contact work 
with some practitioners believing that the most 
productive method is to emphasize similarities and others 
that differences need to be explored. Hewstone and Brown 
argue that, for example, multicultural curricula have 
tended to deny that group differences exist. However, 
dangers also exist in presenting differences in a non- 
evaluative way. This may lead to a view that any group 
difference implies an inferiority (37). 
In any case there is no guarantee that the groups 
will discover many previously unrecognized similarities. 
It is quite possible that the groups may turn out to have 
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dissimilar values and attitudes. Contact in cases where 
there are many differences e. g. in economic, political 
and religious spheres, may lead to the revelation or 
elaboration of these differences. In such cases the 
argument that the greater the similarity between groups 
the greater the attraction does not hold as the level of 
intergroup amicability is likely to be lower not higher 
as a result of the contact (38) . Bagley and Verna 
(39) 
point to other factors which could produce a negative 
result from inter-group contacts, for example, "where 
contact is involuntary and unpleasant, where individuals 
are frustrated and where groups have cultural standards 
that are objectionable to each other, interaction will 
tend to increase prejudice" (40) 
Although knowledge and understanding of both 
differences and similarities between groups is important 
it is not sufficient merely to possess the information. 
An attitude of respect and understanding for other 
groups' customs, beliefs, traditions, etc. needs to be 
fostered. Tajfel has acknowledged that intergroup 
hostility and discrimination is often due to more than an 
absence of knowledge or inaccurate perceptions; there are 
also objective conflicts of interests: "Factors which 
affect the identity of group members - altering 
stability or legitimacy of status relations, minority 
status of the ingroup or power relations - [are] all 
shown to be influential in changing intergroup attitudes 
(41). 
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The problem of transferring the results of 
workshops, encounters, etc. is one which hinders 
conflict resolution work and prejudice reduction work 
both, and has been encountered in 'Problem-solving 
Workshops' such as those conducted by Kelman and Burton 
among others. One of the major problems is defining the 
interaction as intergroup rather than interpersonal: 
"It follows that if the interaction takes place on an 
intergroup basis, and also if some of the various 
qualifying conditions for successful contact are present, 
then there is a chance that any positive attitudes so 
engendered will be seen as applying not just to those 
present, but to others in the same category. To be 
successful in changing the evaluation of an outgroup, 
favourable contact with an outgroup member must be 
defined as an intergroup encounter. ... this means 
making the group affiliations more salient and not less 
and ensuring that in some way the participants in the 
contact encounters see each other as representatives of 
their groups and not merely as 'exceptions to the rule' 
(42) 
The exemption mechanism referred to is one way of 
maintaining discriminations and prejudice in the face of 
personal friendships which erode the stereotypical 
images. 
The contact experience has been adapted in various 
experiments by adding new factors and making the 
experience richer, more directed and so on. Hewstone 
and Brown highlight four main factors which increase the 
probability of significant outcomes from such contact - 
the achievement of superordinate goals, co-operation, 
cross-cutting categories or the manipulation of 
expectations states. However, they advise caution in the 
application and interpretation of these factors. (43) 
Brown and Turner argue that the (possible) success of 
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intergroup contact derives from the change it brings 
about in the nature and structure of the intergroup 
relationship and emphatically not because it permits and 
encourages interpersonal friendships between members of 
different groups: "From this viewpoint, improvements and 
positive changes in interpersonal relations are viewed as 
an effect, rather than a cause, of a more general 
alteration in intergroup relations. "(44) Tajfel is 
realistic in his assessment of the potential of such 
contact situations and suggests that: 'whenever the 
underlying structure of social divisions and power or 
status differentials is fairly resilient, it is not 
likely to be affected by piecemeal attempts at reform in 
selected situations of 'contact'' (45). 
Intergroup work at the social-psychological level 
can be described as falling into the realm of cultural 
initiatives. In the field of conflict resolution such 
approaches operate at the community level aiming to 
increase understanding between groups, reduce mistrust 
and misunderstanding. The focus is on relationship- 
building but also on skill development with a recognition 
that most of us are taught, formally and informally, 
competitive-aggressive means of handling difference and 
conflict, or at best defensive, avoidance strategies. 
There is, however, a recognition of the need to rectify 
structural injustices and institutional discrimination 
and clearly the means most appropriate to this work are 
political. For the majority of serious conflicts it is 
clear that there are grievances deriving from structural 
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injustices which will have to be addressed in order for 
the conflict to be resolved. However, it is also clear 
that humans possess deep psychological needs and activate 
mechanisms for self-preservation and protection - of 
physical, emotional and psychological integrity - which 
affect the course of the conflict. Without addressing 
these factors it is unlikely that the context will be 
conducive to addressing the structural injustices in the 
society. Many theorists of conflict resolution see 
psychological factors as exacerbating rather than 
initiating a conflict situation but nevertheless they 
recognize that the longer a conflict continues the 
greater the relative importance of these factors and the 
more imperative the need to address them as part of the 
conflict resolution process (46). Social psychologists 
such as Hewstone and Brown are modest in their claims for 
the contribution of social-psychology to intergroup 
conflict resolution. They recognize that most social 
conflicts derive from historical, political and economic 
divisions in society and that it would be a mistake to 
lay too much emphasis on social psychology. In their 
discussion of the 'contact hypothesis' Hewstone and Brown 
conclude with the following comment: 
"intergroup contact can play a role in improving 
intergroup relations in society, but ... the contact 
hypothesis as traditionally conceived is too narrow and 
limited. To create the conditions for truly successful 
intergroup contact, more radical social changes are 
prerequisites. For example, following Triandis (1976), 
blacks and other oppressed groups must seek a share of 
power; members of majority groups secure in their 
identity must learn the value and integrity of other 
groups or cultures; economic programmes are required that 
will guarantee jobs to every capable citizen willing to 
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work. These changes will not come easily and will have 
to be fought for on many fronts. " (45) 
Northern Ireland 
Inter-group conflict resolution, including many 
variations of contact situations, have been practically 
applied in the context of Northern Ireland for the past 
fifteen to twenty years. The understanding and practice 
developed in this setting thus makes it a useful source 
of approaches which could be applied in Bradford. 
Maurice Hayes, who has been active in the field of 
cultural traditions work in Northern Ireland, also 
focuses on the group as a vital element in the 
establishment of identity and support. He argues that in 
the same way as an individual needs to be secure in 
himself or herself, so the group, especially the minority 
group, need to develop self-confidence: 
"A self-confident group, secure in its own values, can 
deal with other groups much more constructively than a 
group which is insecure, lacking in self-confidence, or 
which sees itself as oppressed or undervalued by the 
wider society. " (48) 
Hayes' approach to conflict resolution is based on his 
analysis of inter-group or ethnic conflict: 
"Much of what presents as inter-group or ethnic conflict 
is, I believe, determined by the self-perception of the 
groups concerned, their perception of others, and their 
preconceptions of others' view of them. Underlying most 
of these conflicts is a failure of communication, a lack 
of empathy and understanding which results in 
stereotyping and scapegoating, and a basic lack of trust 
without which no social, political or other contract is 
conceivable. " (47) 
It is in the area of communication, prejudice reduction 
and conflict resolution that much of the community 
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relations work in Northern Ireland has taken place. In 
Northern Ireland misperceptions and misunderstandings 
are reinforced by the divisions in society in housing, in 
employment, in schooling and in recreation and this has 
led to different interpretations of common history or 
even different histories. In the final section of this 
chapter we will look at the different ways in which 
attempts have been made to improve inter-group relations 
in the field of community relations. 
In Northern Ireland there have been different 
approaches pitched at different levels: as well as the 
political and structural initiatives there are very many 
small-scale community relations initiatives. Such 
community relations work (as it is usually referred to in 
Northern Ireland) is usually locally based, informal, and 
results from grassroots initiatives. However, in recent 
years methods have been imported from the USA and adapted 
to the local situation to complement the locally 
developed approaches. For these reasons community 
relations experience in Northern Ireland has relevance 
for divided communities elsewhere and provides a useful 
reference point. 
In 1985 the Standing Advisory Commission on Human 
Rights received a suggestion from various groups in 
Northern Ireland working in the area of community 
relations that they should study the possibility of 
setting up a new body which would have a role in 
promoting improved community relations in the Province. 
Mari Fitzduff, a journalist and researcher as well as an 
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activist and trainer in conflict resolution, and Hugh 
Frazer Director of the Northern Ireland Voluntary Trust, 
were commissioned to produce a report which would: 
a) assess the adequacy and effectiveness of present 
structures for promoting improvement in community 
relations in Northern Ireland. 
b) recommend whether a central body should be created to 
co-ordinate and fund community relations in the 
province. (48) 
Following a broad consultation process with individuals 
and groups working in community relations or related 
fields, one of the key recommendations of the report was 
that a community relations agency be set up as an 
independent body but with core funding from the British 
Government. This recommendation came to fruition in 1990 
with the formation of the Community Relations Council, a 
semi-autonomous agency set up to support and develop 
cross-community work in Northern Ireland with Mari 
Fitzduff as Director. 
In 1989 Fitzduff produced a survey of the different 
kinds of approaches to community relations work in 
Northern Ireland. The typology that she has drawn up 
shows where theory is translated into, or derived from, 
practice at community level. It gives an indication of 
the possibilities in this area and provides a useful 
reference map for looking at the situation in Bradford. 
Fitzduff's typology is not intended as a model and is not 
referred to in that light in this thesis. Rather 
Fitzduff provides a useful categorisation of possible 
approaches to community relations work. In the following 
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chapters the transferability of these approaches and 
their relevance for identity group conflict in Bradford 
will be explored. 
Work designed to decrease ignorance, suspicion and 
prejudices within and between communities. 
Methods: Contact work. 
Collective issues work 
Co-operation work e. g. industry, sports, etc. 
(The quality of contact in the above work varies 
from that which requires no structured 
discussion of political or cultural differences 
to work which includes some such discussion) 
Group work, within and between communities, i. e. 
work whose main purpose is to focus on listening 
and understanding between the communities. 
Work designed to decrease discrimination and sectarianism 
at individual, group and institutional level. 
Methods: Analysis of existing composition of a work 
force and clientele. 
Discussion of the causes of the particular imbalances 
observed. 
Establishing an Anti-Sectarian policy within an 
organisation. 
Development of work with a focus on action to redress 
Discrimination/Sectarianism. 
Work which is designed to address intimidation occurring 
within or between communities. 
Methods: Skills training in dealing with allegations of 
intimidation. 
Developing resource packs for crisis occurrences. 
Counselling Service for those who are intimidated. 
Victim/Offender Mediation. 
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Work designed to affirm and develop cultural confidence 
that is not exclusive. 
Methods: Local history groups. 
Irish language development. 
Historical reaffirmation 




Cross-community trips to areas of historical interest 
Theatre 
Videos, Radio, Films, Books. 
The development of collectively agreed principles of 
justice and rights upon which political frameworks can be 
based. 
Methods: Group discussion on possible Bill of Rights. 
Legal options work. 
Civil Liberties Education with cross community groups. 
Work designed to facilitate political discussion within 
and between communities. 
Methods: Political discussion work, through groups, 
seminars and publication. Studies of constitutional 
pluralism in action elsewhere. 
Work concerned with developing the theological work which 




Bible Study sessions 
Inter-church visitations 
Joint Church services 
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Conflict Resolution Work 
Developing approaches to resolving conflicts which 
increase possibilities for agreed political settlements. 
Methods: Conflict Management Skills. 
Cultural Awareness training for conflict managers 
Anger and aggression management 
Mediation work and training 
Prejudice reduction workshops 
Political mediation skills (49) 
Fitzduff stresses the importance of what she calls 
the 'contextual necessities' for community relations 
work. That is, the building up of networks and 
structures which will provide the basis for initial 
contact work. She believes that this can: 
"provide opportunities for issue based work to be 
developed at a co-operative level and on an on-going 
basis between communities, which can in turn increase the 
possibility of people obtaining accurate information 
about each other and the gradual development of respect 
between them. It can provide mechanisms for developing 
confidence in people and communities to engage in the 
wider political process. It can also help to encourage 
the emergence of community leaders who are capable of 
moving beyond the simple cliches of much present day 
politics and of engaging with the actual complexities of 
developing a pluralist society. " (50) 
Although she is speaking about the Northern Ireland 
context here her comments are equally relevant to the 
pluralist society in Great Britain and Bradford in 
particular. 
In the following chapters a number of the points 
highlighted here will be discussed with reference to the 
situation of inter-group tensions existing in Bradford 
between the Muslim community and the white majority 
community. Among these will be the role of such human 
needs as identity, security and recognition; ethnic group 
formation and boundary change in response to conflictual 
situations; the cultural approach to conflict resolution 
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at community level including 'contact' situations; and an 
exploration of existing practice and new possibilities in 
the field of community relations with reference to 
Fitzduff's typology. 
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CHAPTER THREE: ISLAM AND THE 
WEST 
The case study chosen for this exploration of 
conflict resolution in the community is very specific: 
Muslim-white majority community relations in Bradford, 
yet the title of this chapter is very broad. However, 
it is true to say that the world of ideas and images at 
this macro level directly impinge on the lives of Muslim 
minorities and the way that they are perceived and 
treated. Conflicts in the local community, from the 
controversy over the Satanic Verses to the suspicion 
created by the formation of a 'Muslim Parliament', 
resonate in the minds of the white majority with a fear 
of militant Muslim fundamentalism. In addition, the 
ideological developments taking place in the wider Muslim 
community are reflected within the local Muslim 
minorities. As the focus is narrowed in the following 
chapters the relevance and importance of these links and 
the value of a broader perspective should become clear. 
"The governments of the world should know that Islam 
cannot be defeated. Islam will be victorious in all the 
countries of the world, and Islam and the teachings of 
the Koran will prevail all over the world. " 
"We have in reality, then, no choice but to destroy those 
systems of government that are corrupt in themselves and 
also entail the corruption of others, and to overthrow 
all treacherous, corrupt, oppressive and criminal 
regimes. This is the duty that all Muslims must fulfil, 
in every one of the Muslim countries, in order to achieve 
the triumphant political revolution of Islam. " (1) 
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It was statements like these which served to jolt Western 
consciousness into an appreciation of the power and 
significance of the Islamic revival. Ever since the 
Islamic Revolution in Iran it has been the motif of 
religious fundamentalism as threat that has recurred to 
shape Western response, in analysis and policy, to this 
revival. In journalistic and academic circles terms such 
as 'Islamic crusade' and 'militant Islam' have been 
carelessly used to bind together many disparate elements 
from within what is, in fact, a much more complex process 
of Islamic revival. 
Islamic activists have been characterized as 
fanatical extremists: 
"They tend, dangerously, to challenge the internationally 
recognised boundaries of nation-states as well as the 
accepted conventions of international relations. In 
their puritanical and zealous pursuit of the ideal 
theocracy they threaten the survival of sectarian and 
ethnic communities in their midst, the territorial 
disintegration of their own states, and endanger world 
peace. "(2) 
Wright exhibits the sensationalising tone adopted by many 
journalists : "No single trend has so threatened the 
interests of Arab, Israeli, Western and, to a lesser 
degree, Eastern governments. Nor has any movement 
sparked such visible fear. " (3) 
By way of contrast to the majority of Western 
observers Muslim commentators have been aware of a more 
pervasive and graduated phenomenon which has affected all 
areas of life from individual piety to political 
activism. 
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Edward Said argues that throughout history Islam has 
always appeared to the West in the guise of a threat of 
one sort or another and that today the situation is even 
more distorted. Said contends that this is due to the 
convergence of media interest in the Islamic resurgence 
and the fact that Iran, Afghanistan and Palestine have 
seemed to be challenging Western, and particularly United 
States, hegemony. This virtual caricature of Islam has 
not been the preserve of journalists and others in the 
media but has also featured in intellectual 
investigations and policy-making in the United States. 
This has had the effect of reinforcing the image in the 
popular imagination. (4) 
It will be helpful to look in more detail at Western 
and non-Western analyses of the various types of Islamic 
revival and to explore some of the categories, 
characteristics and causes of these phenomena. 
Perceptions 
The perception of the Islamic world in the West is 
often coloured by two contradictory emotions. On the 
one ' hand, a sense of cultural and intellectual 
superiority based on centuries of Western political and 
military domination of the Muslim world. And on the 
other, a fear of an Islamic resurgence reminiscent of 
the Arab expansion of the seventh and eighth centuries or 
the period of Ottoman imperial conquest in the fifteenth 
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and sixteenth centuries which resulted in Turkish rule in 
eastern Europe until the nineteenth century. 
The press particularly have been criticized for 
their over-simplistic approach to political issues 
involving Islam. Eric Rouleau castigated certain 
sections of the press for almost automatically coupling 
the words Islam and Islamic with terms such as 
'fanaticism', 'extremism' or 'terrorism'. Even where 
this crude approach is avoided there is little effort 
made to distinguish between the ideologies inspiring the 
different Islamic movements - whether they aim to 
preserve the status quo or overthrow it, whether they 
espouse violence or abjure it, whether they are reformers 
or revolutionaries. (5) 
Mortimer places the blame partly on the distortion 
produced by seeing Islam as a special category with 
Muslims defined primarily as Muslims rather than as: 
"Turks or Arabs, men or women, peasants or merchants, 
radicals or reactionaries. " (6) Mortimer tries to excuse 
some of the sensationalism of the journalistic account of 
events in 1979 and 1980: 
"'Islamic' events did seem to be bursting out all around 
us. The glare of the Islamic revolution in Iran was 
reflected by the Islamic resistance in Afghanistan, the 
'Islamization' of Pakistan under Zia ul-Haq, the seizure 
of the Holy Mosque in Mecca, the guerilla warfare of the 
Muslim Brotherhood in Syria, and reports of Islamic 
'revival' with more or less menacing political overtones 
from almost every Muslim country. We were encouraged, 
moreover, by groups of earnest Muslims who themselves 
argue very strongly that Islam is a total way of life, 
moulding all aspects of thought and behaviour, and that 
therefore it is right to emphasize the distinction 
between Muslims and non-Muslims as superseding others, 
such as those of nation or class. But we were a little 
too prone to take such claims at face value, and to write 
about 'Islam' in an anthropomorphic fashion, as though it 
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were an entity with a will of its own, existing 
independently of the men and women who believe in it and 
capable of bending them to its own purposes. " (7) 
Edward Said sees the distorted Western perceptions of the 
Islamic world as having a history which extends much 
before 1979. He claims not to have been able to find any 
period in European or American history since the Middle 
Ages in which Islam was discussed or thought about 
outside of a framework created by "passion, prejudice, 
and political interests" (8). Said includes in this 
judgement the learned scholars from early 19th century 
onwards who have styled themselves 'orientalists'. 
However, Said is equally scathing of attempted 
apologetics by Muslims which he sees as a 'counter-over- 
simplification' and, therefore, similarly pernicious: 
"I do not think it is an exaggeration to say therefore 
that 'Islam' can now have only two possible meanings, 
both of them unacceptable and impoverishing: on the one 
hand 'Islam' represents the threat of a resurgent 
atavism, which suggests not only the menace of a return 
to the middle ages, but the destruction of what, 
according to Daniel Moynihan, is called the democratic 
order in the Western world. On the other hand, 'Islam' 
is made to stand for defensive counter-response to their 
first image of Islam as a threat. Anything said about 
'Islam' is more or less forced into the apologetic form 
of a plea for Islam's humanism, its contributions to 
civilization, development, and perhaps even to 
democratic niceness. " (9) 
The great difficulty remains, therefore, of finding a way 
between the anti-Islamic rhetoric so commonplace in the 
media and elsewhere and the idealization (if not 
sentimentalization) of Islam. (10) 
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Academic Approaches 
Interest in the roots of Islamic political 
expressions has been confined to the scholarly few until 
recent times and even then the focus has tended to be on 
the influence of European ideas and cultural patterns 
upon the elites of the Muslim world. The progress of 
secular nationalism at the expense of Islamic culture and 
politics was taken more or less for granted. 
This view has been proved to be spectacularly 
inaccurate and the present attention paid to the Islamic 
revival must be seen partly as a reaction to such 
confounded assumptions but also due to what Burke calls 
our: "deeply grounded fears and phantasms about 
Islam. "(11) Burke advises that it is well to remember 
that in the West: "The discourse on the Other, especially 
the Muslim Other, is politically saturated. " (12) 
In a discussion on social scientific attempts to 
analyse 'political Islam' Burke has suggested two 
possible approaches. The first looks at specifically 
Islamic political movements, the second at social 
movements in Islamic societies. The former approach is 
associated with Max Weber and the idea that the structure 
and action of a group are derived from its commitment to 
a particular belief system, from which the goals, 
standards of behaviour, and legitimacy (and ultimately, 
the power) of the authorities spring. In this system, 
challenges to established political systems spring from 
charismatic individuals able to mobilize mass support for 
a particular cause. (13) 
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The second approach is inspired by the work of Marx 
where classes are the result of the organization of 
production, and changes in society reflect changes in the 
organization of production. Here shared aims and beliefs 
derive from shared interests and are determined by each 
class's specific internal structure and relationship to 
other classes. Social movements also coalesce around 
shared interests and they are shaped by similar factors 
including common consciousness. (14) 
Another approach is that of the Durkheimians who 
hold that: "the integration of societies rests on a 
shared consciousness, the disruption of which causes 
anomie, individual disorientation, and eventual 
conflict. " (15) Such an approach sees social change, 
including modernization, as leading to social 
disintegration and disorder and thus placing stress on 
the psychological states and attitudes of the actors and 
the social context which favours or hinders their 
expression. (16) 
In fact each of these approaches has something to 
offer in the analysis of the Islamic revival. Certainly 
the power of belief systems and charismatic leaders is 
evidenced in the various revivalist movements but that is 
clearly not the whole story. The present revival is also 
the result of socio-economic changes which have resulted 
in the incorporation of Muslim states into an 
international economic order, and an increased 
concentration of populations in urban areas. However, 
Durkheim's theory of 'individual anomie' is particularly 
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persuasive as it fits well with the rapid socio-economic, 
political and cultural changes undergone by Muslim 
populations in recent times and the failure to fulfil 
many of the associated rising expectations. It may be 
argued then that these are complementary rather than 
competing analyses. 
It is only in relatively recent times that the 
academic literature has moved its focus from the study of 
the writings of the religious elite towards the study of 
popular culture. Burke is convinced that research into 
Islam in politics will continue to indicate that the 
roots of popular action cannot be solely traced to the 
influence of the religious and political elites: 
"[The] decisive arena seems more and more to be the level 
of local politics. The pulling and tugging of factions, 
the pressures of political and economic exploitation at 
the level of everyday life, the influence of local 
political and religious figures shapes the responses of 
particular groups. The more we look, the more the 
micropolitics of protest appears an affair not of heroic 
poses and radical flourishes, but of bets artfully 
hedged, old grudges paid off in kind, and (sometimes) old 
solidarities reemphasized. " (17) 
Research shows that in different parts of the 
Islamic world, the nature of popular political movements 
is not determined by some pan-Islamic ideology but by the 
different ethnic, ecological and historical contexts. 
The extent to which this is true in the case of the 
Muslim community in Bradford should become clear in the 
course of Chapter Six in which the focus is on some of 
the conflicts which have emerged locally over the past 
ten years. 
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Before going on to look in some detail at the actual 
content of some of these theoretical approaches with 
regard to the Islamic revival I will take a look at the 
nature of Islamic political thought as expressed by some 
of the key ideologues in the evolution of ideas which has 
created the present climate in the Islamic world. 
Islamic Political ho ught 
Political thought as an independent and distinct 
branch of intellectual activity has only emerged quite 
recently within Islamic culture. A number of analysts 
have attributed this to the fact that most Muslims have 
lived, and still live, under regimes which deny them 
essential freedoms. Historically the study of politics 
has been related to the religious disciplines of 
jurisprudence (fiqh) and theology (Kalam) with the 
Islamic approach to politics being restricted to the 
examination of the interrelationship between the state, 
the rulers, and the Shari'a. (18) 
Although the holistic nature of Islam is often 
stressed, its role as a spiritual guide and a means of 
organising a community, in fact the Qur'an and the Sunna 
contain only generalities in regard to the political 
organization of the state. Thus it has been possible 
throughout history for very different Islamic governments 
to derive a justification of their own system from the 
writings of Islamic scholars who based their work on 
these generalities. And this continues to be the case 
today. 
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If, as is often stressed, Islam is to be defined as 
comprising a spiritual and temporal unity then Islamic 
political thought can be described as: "(i]n its 
normative orientation, ... a search for that unity 
through the political sphere; and in its analytic 
orientation, a search for understanding of the failure of 
political institutions to realize that unity. " (19). T. 
& J. Ismael identify two interrelated themes which run 
through Islamic political thought - political legitimacy 
and political accountability - and these they find are 
also the themes of contemporary Islamic activism. 
Typically, these themes are manifested on two levels: 
"in the efforts of various regimes to legitimate their 
rule officially through Islam; and in the efforts of 
various popular activist groups to challenge the 
legitimacy of existing regimes on the grounds of 
accountability to Islamic codes. " (20) 
Shireen Hunter among other authors has sought to 
stress the fact that Islamic political activism is not 
monolithic. In addition to the contextual factors 
already mentioned - geography, history, local experience 
- which affect the evolution of the various movements 
there are ideological differences between and within the 
different groups. There are not only splits between 
traditionalists and militants but also within the 
militant organisations themselves. While acknowledging 
the significant differences between the revivalist 
movements Hunter accepts that there are certain 
underlying views and objectives, and some common causes 
for their emergence. She finds the "greatest unifying 
themes" deriving from social, economic, and political 
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concerns which reflect "widespread yearning for social 
and economic justice and political and cultural 
autonomy. " (21) 
In like fashion, R. Hrair Dekmejian contends that 
the foremost ideologues of contemporary Islamic 
revivalism, for example, Hasan al-Banna, Abu al-Ala 
Mawdudi, Sayid Qutb, Abd as-Salam Farag, despite their 
diversity of views are in accord on certain main tenets 
which can be taken to represent the general ideological 
framework of contemporary Islamic revivalism. These can 
be formulated as follows: - 
1. Din wa Dawla. Islam is a total system of 
existence, universally applicable to all times and 
places. The separation of religion (din) and state 
(dawla) is inconceivable. Rulership (hukm) is inherent 
in Islam; the Qur'an gives the law, and the state 
enforces the law. 
2. Qur'an wa Sunna. The foundations of Islam are 
the Qur'an and the Sunna - the Traditions of the Prophet 
Muhammad and of his pious companions. The Muslims are 
enjoined to return to the early roots of Islam and the 
puritanical practices of the Prophet's umma in the quest 
for authenticity and renewal. Unless the Muslims revert 
to the 'correct path' of their pious ancestors, there 
will be no salvation. 
3. Puritanism and Social Justice. The family is 
the cornerstone of society, where men are placed in a 
position of leadership and responsibility while women are 
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the source of love and kindness. The mixing of the sexes 
should be controlled and women decently dressed to 
maintain dignity and avoid temptation. Western cultural 
values and mores are vehemently rejected as being alien 
to Islam. To this end, the mass media are enjoined to 
propagate Islamic values and practices instead of 
disseminating foreign cultural influences. The return to 
the correct path also requires the establishment of 
socio-economic justice. All property belongs to society 
and ultimately to God; man only uses wealth earned 
through his labour. Islam recognizes the right to 
private property but limits it in accordance with the 
general welfare of the community. Wealth accumulated 
through monopoly, usury, and dishonesty is prohibited. 
The practice of zakat (a type of Islamic tax) coupled 
with state policy will promote social justice and 
ameliorate class antagonisms. In promoting economic 
development, Islamic societies should avoid falling into 
situations of dependency on the advanced industrial 
countries. 
4. Allah's Sovereignty and Rule under the Shari'a. 
The ultimate aim of the Muslims should be the 
establishment of God's sovereignty on earth. It can only 
be accomplished by constituting an Islamic order - nizam 
al-Islami - where Allah's law (Shari'a) is supreme. The 
establishment of an Islamic community will guarantee the 
liberation of man from others and from his own desires. 
Thus, only through Islam can there be salvation for 
humanity. 
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5. Jihad: the sixth Pillar. The good Muslim is 
enjoined to go beyond observing the Five Pillars or 
obligations of Islam and to commit himself to a life of 
action in building the ideal community under the Shari'a. 
To establish such a community, it is necessary to destroy 
the existing jahiliyya - the pre-Islamic society of 
ignorance and impiety - and to dispossess worldly rulers 
of their authority by waging jihad (holy war). The 
resort to jihad should not be 'defensive'; it should aim 
at conquering all obstacles placed in the way of Islam's 
propagation throughout the world, including states, 
social systems, and alien traditions against which the 
mujahidin (holy warriors) will employ a 'comprehensive' 
jihad, including violence. (22) 
Dekmejian does, however, add a caveat: 
"significant areas of diversity are discernible in the 
creeds and programs of the various revivalist societies 
and movements. These differences spring from these 
groups' varying interpretations of the Qur'an, the 
prophet's Sunna, and early Islamic history. Other 
factors shaping ideological content include the nature of 
the crisis situation, peculiarities in social conditions, 
and the personal imprint of a leader on his society or 
movement. "(23) 
This would be particularly true of the understanding of 
'jihad'. 
Other commentators mark not the similarities of the 
Islamic revivalist movements but the flexibility and 
inclusiveness of their politico-religious ideology. In 
commenting on the multifaceted nature of the Islamic 
revival Sivan identifies four expressions: 
"an evident regeneration of culture, a profound renewal 
of religiosity, a political exploitation of the Islamic 
vocabulary by governments that use it to reinforce their 
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legitimacy and to strengthen their power, and a use of 
religion by a political opposition that is often left 
with no other means of expression. .. along a scale 
going from conservative fundamentalism to extreme 
radicalism. " (24) 
Due to its adaptability it is possible for Islam to 
be aligned with conservative or progressive forces: 
"Islam can be, and has frequently been, identified with 
revolution, with progress, with tolerance and freedom, 
and Muslims will fight for those causes with much 
stronger conviction when they identify them with Islam. 
But where Islam is identified with tradition - and in 
societies which have been Muslim for a long time it is 
only natural that should happen - it will also give extra 
intensity and conviction to the struggle to defend 
tradition. " (25) 
Given the generality of political and economic guidance 
given by the Quran, Hadith and Sunna it has been possible 
for Islam to be interpreted in a wide variety of ways: 
"Some see it as essentially democratic, while others 
argue that democracy is a Western notion that has nothing 
to do with Islam. Some emphasize the sanctity of private 
property and condemn nationalization, while others 
emphasize social justice and the need for state 
intervention to curb the excesses of the rich, protect 
the needy and ensure responsible stewardship of communal 
resources. Some say that all forms of interest should be 
banned immediately, others that this is an ideal which 
presupposes many prior reforms, including the abolition 
of inflation! Some present Islam as a kind of economic 
via media which sounds remarkably like Keynesian social 
democracy: free enterprise would be encouraged but 
hoarding and exploitation forbidden; social security 
would be guaranteed for all though a wealth tax (zakat), 
which would also encourage spending rather than saving, 
and thereby stimulate production. "(26) 
Some Muslims would likely dismiss the above comments as 
exaggeration but some of them would point rather to the 
vitality that this flexibility gives the faith allowing 
Muslims to innovate and respond to the changing context. 
This freedom to creatively adapt to the needs of the umma 
in any given era is, it is argued, derived from the 
emphasis on the original sources, the Quran and the 
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Sunna, and contrasts with the rigidity of conservatives 
who follow a particular school of fiqh (law). (27) 
This ability to adopt various social, political and 
economic systems, garnish them with appropriate Quranic 
quotations and claim them as Islamic can obscure the 
motivating interests at work. Maxime Rodinson has argued 
that: "One should always look behind the words and ask 
the real questions: how is the social product 
redistributed? Who takes the investment decisions? " (28) 
The answer to such questions can vary a great deal from 
society to society and across time. 
Fundamentalism 
Reference has been made to the tendency in some 
quarters to treat widely disparate Islamic groups as an 
homogeneous whole. However, labelling is at some point 
inevitable, although it is well to appreciate the 
attendant dangers - analytically and ideologically. 
Terms such as 'fundamentalist' have been loosely and 
widely used to the point where the ratio of information 
content to value judgement has become unhelpfully 
skewed. For the most part the term is now avoided in the 
literature and alternative terms have been used in an 
attempt to produce a system of classification which will 
clarify the situation without over-complicating it. 
At the most general level the revival of Islam 
represents a heightening of Islamic consciousness and an 
increase in the conspicuous observance of Islamic 
practices among the masses. 
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"Despite its pervasiveness and its social and spiritual 
effervescence, this fundamentalism is usually 
characterized by political passivity, except when there 
is an instigations from the government or an external 
hostile source. " (29) 
However, within this rather amorphous group there exist 
pockets of religious activism in the form of militant 
Islamic groups and societies. These groups are much more 
self-consciously political and seek to oppose the ruling 
powers. These two trends cannot be isolated from each 
other: 
"In the incubational environment of crisis, these 
militant groups have evolved in the context of a 
symbiotic relationship with the larger revivalist milieu 
that accords them the opportunity to proselytize, recruit 
new members, and hide when confronted with the security 
force. Because of this symbiotic relationship, the 
contemporary revivalist movement should be regarded as a 
dynamic continuum between passivist spiritualism and 
militancy. " (30) 
One of the most helpful classifications is that 
developed by Choueri. He does use the term 'Islamic 
Fundamentalism' and means by it: 
"a certain intellectual stance that claims to derive 
political principles from a timeless, divine text. " (31) 
However, Choueri is clear that fundamentalism is not the 
preserve of the fanatic or traditionalist: 
"Contrary to common belief, it is an ardent endeavour 
that is imbued with an activist stance and an earnest 
determination to grapple with overwhelming odds. It is 
thus not to be belittled, taken lightly or derided. " 
(32) 
In fact 'fundamentalism' often exhibits a hostile 
attitude towards both traditionalism and official 
religious institutions. In Choueri's definition it is 
not overly tradition-bound or literalist with regard to 
the divine book (and this is true of Muslim, Christian or 
Jewish fundamentalism). In intellectual and political 
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terms it adopts a creative interpretation of its 
revealed text. However, such an interpretation is 
thoroughly "non-critical, apologetic, and didactic. " (33) 
There is, therefore, a marked hostility towards 
historical criticism. 
"This paradoxical approach, straddling simultaneously 
creativity and adherence to fundamentals, leads to a 
constant updating of the text in order to keep abreast of 
new developments and discoveries. " (34) 
Choueri identifies three movements within this 
framework: revivalism, reformism, and radicalism. Each 
movement is seen as a distinct entity with its own 
evolution, environment and conceptual frame of reference. 
Choueri restricts in application the term 'revivalism' 
to those Islamic movements that emerged in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. This was generally a 
phenomenon of the periphery, those areas lying beyond the 
reach of the central authorities. He defines its social 
base as primarily tribal. Its political focus was 
introspective. The starting point of this revivalist 
wave occurred in Central Arabia in 1749, with the final 
consolidation of a political alliance, between Muhammad 
b. 'Abd al-Wahab and Muhammad b. al-Sa'ud. 
Islamic reformism was a product of nineteenth 
century urban growth. It counted among its leaders 
state officials, intellectuals, or 'ulama who rejected 
traditional interpretations of the religion. It looked 
to Europe, in culture and philosophy, with an open mind 
in an attempt to revitalize what it perceived to be a 
moribund Islamic world. It was thought that by studying 
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the pre-industrial phase of European development it would 
be possible to discover the necessary requirements for 
building "viable political structures and a sound 
economic basis. " (35) 
The emergence of sovereign nation-states throughout 
the Islamic world by the middle of the twentieth century, 
saw a decline in the force of both revivalist and 
reformist trends. The process of development in these 
countries served to relegate Islam to the private sphere 
or restrict its use to window-dressing for ideologies 
obtained from elsewhere. 
Islamic radicalism is seen as being a direct 
response to the dominance of the nation-state and its 
associated ills. It is in this group that Choueri places 
the recent migrants to the urban areas and the 
dissatisfied elements of the petit bourgeois. It is 
also attractive to young people who have only experienced 
secular and nationalist systems of government. "Hence, 
radicalism does not revive or reform. Rather, it creates 
a new world and invents its own dystopia. " (36) 
Each of these movements, according to Choueri, 
rediscovered a vital and central principle of the Qur'an: 
"Revivalism saw renewal of Islam by a Mahdi or his 
forerunner as an overriding task in the face of prevalent 
superstitions and religious innovations. Reformism 
reasserted the quest of knowledge and the function of 
consultation in the life of the community. Radicalism 
highlighted God's sovereignty and the role of jihad as 
the most important aspects of Islam. " (37). 
This process of prioritising particular aspects of 
Islamic teaching led to the subordination or even the 
discarding of other Qur'anic injunctions which were not 
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directly relevant. Each of these movements was critical 
of the customs of traditionalists and 'official Islam'. 
Although the Islamic language was the same it now meant 
something different. One common factor between all the 
movements is their rejection of secularism in all its 
forms. (38) 
It is to be hoped that having discussed the 
diversity of expression of Islamic movements, shorthand 
terms such as 'Islamic revival' will be taken to connote 
something much more differentiated and complex than is 
usually assumed in popular perception. 
From Secular Nationalism to Islamic Revival 
A feature of the process of identity formation among 
some young Muslims in Bradford is a rejection of secular 
ideologies and systems and a perception of Islam as all- 
sufficient in political, economic and social terms. 
There are local and specific catalysts for this process 
but such features are common to experiences of Islamic 
revival and radicalisation across the world. Later 
chapters will look in detail at some of the local 
determinants of this process. However, it would be 
instructive to look also at the interplay between Western 
and Islamic ideologies in the past and elsewhere. 
The Islamic world has long been engaged in struggles 
to free itself from Western domination in the political 
and economic spheres. In the process of de-colonisation 
a number of Muslim states have emerged and those pre- 
existing have been radically transformed. 
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One of the key ideologies which has been used by 
those engaged in this struggle has been that of 
nationalism. As Mortimer notes this has sometimes been 
a secular nationalism calling for the separation of 
Church and state but not always: 
"More often - indeed, so long as the primary objective 
was a united national movement against Western 
domination, always - it has been a nationalism including 
a call for the defence of Islam against non-Muslim 
aggression. " (39) 
Though many of the followers of these movements 
interpreted this as a call to restore the traditional 
Islamic order this was often not what the nationalist 
leaders had in mind: 
"it is questionable whether nationalism, once it becomes 
an articulate political doctrine rather than a simple gut 
reaction to foreign interference, is compatible with 
Islam as traditionally understood. " (40) 
Bassam Tibi has looked at the relationship between 
Islam and modern European ideologies and has found that 
the Islamic modernism, which had proved itself a 
progressive ideology in mobilizing opposition to 
colonialism, needed to give way to an ideology more 
suited to the end of the nineteenth century. The 
liberation struggle in the Mashriq was fought against 
the Ottoman empire. Here the ideological legitimacy of 
the ruling powers was founded on Islam and therefore the 
same ideology was not an appropriate basis for 
independence struggles. Thus secular nationalism 
originating in Europe was adopted as an alternative 
rallying force in the Mashriq: 
"The conditions for the adoption of this new ideology 
were ... already given in a world consisting of nation 
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states. Arab nationalism of the Mashriq was both secular 
and pan-Arab. " (41) 
This suggests that adoption of European ideology was a 
strategy determined by the context of the liberation 
struggle: 
"In Algeria, and in Morocco as well, Islam could serve as 
a legitimation against the foreign rule, which happened 
to be European. The foreign rule in the Mashriq was 
Ottoman and a part of the educated elite was Christian. 
From these factors the differences between both national 
movements, that of the Maghrib and that of the Mashriq, 
can be derived. " (42) 
Previously Islamic modernism had been the 
progressive ideology in its particular historical 
context. This was also true for Arab nationalism, in as 
much as it was directed against a 'religious-despotic- 
oriental empire'. Early Arab nationalists were liberal, 
Anglophile and Francophile, westernized intellectuals 
who had attended English and French educational 
institutions and were strongly influenced by the European 
Enlightenment. They suffered great shock and 
disillusion when the colonial powers, Great Britain and 
France, conquered and colonized the Arab nations. They 
were jolted into the espousal of a populist 
nationalism(43). 
It would perhaps be helpful at this point to look at 
some of the significant ideologues involved in 
articulating these changing allegiances and aspirations. 
There is a continuity between the Islamic reformers of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Mohammed 
Abduh (1849-1905) and Rashid Rida (1865-1935), and the 
militant groups of the 1980's: 
"Through Abduh, and especially through Rida's 
interpretation of Abduh, the line of development leads 
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from Afghani's militant reformism, through Islamic 
modernism, to the defensive and even traditionalist 
Islamic militancy of the present day. "(44) 
In order to prevent the forsaking of Islam by young 
Muslim intellectuals keen to embrace 'modern 
civilisation', Abduh attempted to show that the essence 
of Western thought was perfectly compatible with Islam. 
His main area of activity was the law in which he sought 
to harmonize new Westernized codes and traditional 
Islamic jurisprudence. 
Rashid Rida met Abduh in 1894, became his devoted 
disciple and followed him to Cairo. Rida stressed that 
Islam was a political and social system as well as a 
spiritual guide and that if it was properly understood 
and applied it would bring strength and success to the 
Muslim community in this world as well as salvation in 
the next. He later came to see the damaging effect of 
the penetration into Islamic society of 'un-Islamic' 
ideas masquerading as modernism. Following this 
realization the focus of his concern changed from ridding 
Islam of superstitious accretions or scholastic legalism 
to jettisoning Western secular ideas altogether. It is 
this latter task which sets the trend for the next fifty 
years as the modernist reformers of the nineteenth 
century give way to the more tradition-orientated 
movements of today. 
In India Maulana Mawdudi had been developing the 
idea of the 'modern jahiliyya' or 'modernity as the New 
Barbarity' since the late 1930's ('jahiliyya' is the term 
for the era of pre-Islamic ignorance). He was the first 
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Muslim thinker to sweepingly condemn modernity and argue 
its incompatibility with Islam. He clearly laid out the 
danger constituted by the processes of modernization and 
Westernization. Mawdudi met Sayyid Qutb in Cairo and 
found him to be in great sympathy with his own analysis. 
Mawdudi's influence is evident in Qutb's Quranic exegesis 
from 1953 onwards. Sivan summarizes the main thrust of 
the concept of the 'Modern Jahiliyya': 
"The core of Sayyid Qutb's ideas thus consists in a total 
rejection of modernity - following in this his Indian 
teachers Maudoodi and Nadvi - since modernity represents 
the negation of God's sovereignty (hakimiyya) in all 
fields of life and relegation of religion to the dustbin 
of history. Thence the sense of virtual despair which 
permeates his writings: Islam in this century is in the 
process of losing its grip over society, the world is 
passing it by; a new Age of Barbarity (jahiliyya) is in 
the making, similar in nature to one that preceded the 
rise of Islam in the Arabian peninsula; it is thus high 
time for Islam to take the offensive before it is too 
late. " (45) 
Mawdudi elaborated his ideas in a situation of 
external threat - British rule in India - but Qutb was 
operating in an era where direct colonial rule was coming 
to an end and he therefore concentrated his mind on the 
internal challenges. As Sivan explains: 
"the challenges began to come, not from a corrupt 
monarchy and upper class with a history of collaboration 
with imperialism and blatant infatuation with Western 
culture, but from the newly established revolutionary 
republic, with its impeccable anti-imperialist 
credentials, close contacts with the MB [Muslim 
Brotherhood], and a heavily lower-middle-class origin and 
all that this intimated in terms of deep attachment to 
traditional Islam. " (46) 
Qutb became convinced that the secularization of Arabism 
was inevitable. Nationalism was a European import as was 
secularism - they were bound to become allied: 
"The implicit contradiction between nationalism and Islam 
was blurred during the anticolonialist struggle, for they 
had a common enemy. In the post-colonial age, especially 
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with the demise of 'collaborationist' monarchies and the 
rise of nationalist-dominated regimes, the head-on clash 
was ineluctable. " (47) 
However, Islam still faces non-Islamic rivals as a 
focus for cultural identity and loyalty. In Iran, the 
West Bank, to a lesser extent Egypt and some Muslim 
African countries, popular identification and allegiance 
may be channelled elsewhere. Nevertheless, Islam still 
remains a very important feature in perceptions of their 
self-identity and image. 
In the process of what All Merad calls the 
'ideologisation of Islam' there are two indispensable 
elements - the exalting of 'authentic' Islamic values 
and the criticism of foreign, especially Western, values. 
With the high political value placed on Islam at the 
moment 'authenticity or 'asala' is claimed by a wide 
spectrum of regimes from the conservative and traditional 
to the revolutionary. The term evokes images of a Golden 
Age when Islam held sway and shaped the life of the 
community. Authenticity has great symbolic and 
mobilising power: 
"This talisman-like word aims at preserving the 
sanctuary of the Muslim personality threatened by 
external aggressions, essentially those of western 
cultural models. It also underlines loyalty to the 
origins, attachment to national cultural heritage and 
rejection of all foreign influences considered 
incompatible with the traditional and socio-cultural 
values of the community. " (48) 
Western social and cultural values are criticised 
and their moral bankruptcy, and the inevitable decline of 
Western civilisation as a result, are expected. This 
rejection of certain Western values and, more concretely, 
lifestyles is a feature of the response of many Muslims 
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in Bradford, many of them of the second generation, for 
whom it is part of the process of Muslim identity 
formation. 
Having looked at the history of the development of 
revivalist ideologies, the next section will discuss 
some of the theories which attempt to explain the timing 
and character of this latest 'Islamic revival'. 
What particularly characterizes the Islamic revival 
is its sense of renewed self-confidence and self-esteem. 
This is as true at the national and international level 
as it is at the local Bradford level. The 1973 Yom Kippur 
War boosted the morale of the Muslim Arabs. This was 
especially the case for the Egyptians who had linked 
previous military failure to divine displeasure. Success 
thus seemed a divine response to the mood of national 
repentance. The increase in power in international 
affairs afforded by control of oil at this time also 
allayed feelings of inferiority and decline. This mood 
is captured in Daniel Pipes' commentary: 
"The Islamic spirit, increasingly intense after 1970 
entered a new phase; Muslims felt they had finally 
stopped, and perhaps reversed, their long decline. 
Starved for two centuries for some worldly sign of their 
special standing before God, for Muslims the achievements 
of late 1973 appeared to be a vindication of their faith 
and a reward for their long-suffering steadfastness ... 
. These events marked a turning point in Muslim 
consciousness, convincing many that the umma (Islamic 
community) had begun its long-awaited resurgence, and 
improving Muslim attitudes toward themselves, their 
cultural traditions and Islam. " (49) 
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This is borne out by G. W. Choudhury who expresses 
the renewed vision which he sees emerging from within 
the Islamic umma: 
"There is a new realization in the world of Islam that 
the era of the last two centuries, during which the 
Muslim world had been oppressed, suppressed, colonized, 
remained backward and lost its initiative, has, at last, 
come to an end and a new era of unity and inward strength 
based on the broad teachings of Islam has dawned on the 
great Islamic community. "(50) 
Echoes of such sentiments can be found in the earnest 
exhortations of young Muslims in Bradford deriving from a 
combination of a sense of alienation from British culture 
and society and a new found self-esteem and self- 
confidence. Choudhury stresses the trans-sectarian and 
transnational nature of the Islamic message and 
criticizes Western observers for characterising the 
Islamic revival as a leap backwards to the 'intolerance, 
and bigotry of the medieval period. ' (51) On the 
contrary Choudhury believes that Muslims have 
rediscovered their pride in their religion, culture and 
society such that: 
"the advent of this century will mark the beginning of a 
new epoch, in which their high ideals of peace, justice 
and the equality of man, and their unique understanding 
of the universe, will once again enable them to make a 
worthy contribution to the betterment of mankind. " (52) 
The proponents of this hopeful vision feel somewhat 
aggrieved by the failure of some observers and analysts, 
particularly but not exclusively in the West, to perceive 
the re-emergence of what Dekmejian calls the 'Islamic 
zeitgeist': 
"Western specialists on Islam were conceptually and 
temperamentally ill-equipped to detect and prognosticate 
the revivalist profluence. Armed with a plethora of 
materialist and other theories of social causality 
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ranging from liberalism to neo-Marxism and structural 
functionalism, the Western social scientist was 
unprepared to consider the potency of religion as a 
revolutionary force. This conceptual myopia had also 
blinded the majority of American Middle East specialists 
who incessantly taught that "Islam is a way of life, not 
simply a religion", while anticipating its "inevitable" 
depoliticization and encapsulation in an increasingly 
secularized context, in keeping with the pattern followed 
by Western societies. Even more serious was the 
perceptual impotence of Arab and Muslim intellectuals, 
many of whom were shocked and surprised by the emerging 
revivalist phenomenon in their own societies. Perhaps 
their training in Western and Marxist social science had 
been too rigorous. " (53) 
It is a common characteristic of Western social science 
to view religion as an impediment to development or as 
necessarily a negative social and political force. 
Hudson has spoken of the assumption of an inverse 
relationship between political development and religion 
in, politics in the West with secularism being seen as a 
fundamental criterion of political development. (54) 
Nevertheless, there is great social and political 
vitality in Islam at this time and this has not been 
determined entirely by internal developments. 
Nationalist and secular regimes in the Muslim world 
relegated Islam to the private sphere failing to 
recognize the importance of Islam in the socioeconomic, 
political and cultural fabric of these societies. This 
has created a sense of threat to the position and role of 
Islam in society. As Hunter points out, this perception 
was initially limited to the religious establishments and 
allied sectors of society whose interests would be 
directly affected by a decline in the status and 
influence of Islam (55) The growth of the popular 
movements cannot be attributed to this cause. This has 
depended on the convergence of a wide range of social, 
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economic and political factors. Even in the case of the 
religious establishment their perceptions have been 
influenced by the negative impact on their economic and 
power positions. It is clear that factors such as the 
increasing dissatisfaction with the growing social and 
economic disparities and the corresponding desire for 
greater social equality have met with apparent 
unwillingness or inability to respond on the part of the 
ruling authorities and that these are the main motivating 
factors for the masses. 
The success of Islamic groups in capitalising on 
these conditions is related in part to their degree of 
organisation and their communication networks. Wright 
argues that in the Middle East Islamic groups have 
benefited from the undeveloped political systems 
obtaining in newly democratizing regimes where they are 
the only groups sufficiently organized to 'move quickly 
to fill the power vacuum'. He suggests three reasons for 
this. Firstly, Islam is the only major monotheistic 
religion that has a claim to guide the faithful in the 
mundane affairs of state as well as in the spiritual 
path. Perhaps more forcefully it is a familiar idiom 
requiring . no 
ideological education or explanation. 
Secondly, Muslim groups have a network for communication 
through the mosques and Islamic societies. And thirdly, 
in a number of countries - Egypt, Tunisia, Jordan - the 
Islamic groups were being fostered with a view to 
countering the forces of the left. Thus, when the time 
came they were in a strong position to exercise popular 
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influence. (56) A further advantage that I would add to 
these is the fact that in the modern world Islam as a 
political and economic system has not been tried and has, 
therefore, remained unsullied. 
There is a mutually reinforcing effect between ideas 
and social evolution. In this case, the 'Islamic 
solution' is clearly perceived as being capable of 
responding to the current crisis. Whereas: 
"Arab Westernized intellectuals adhering to modern 
ideologies have lost the battle because they have failed 
to relate their acquired ideas to the contents of the 
process of social evolution in their societies; this is 
why they have no enduring effect. " (57) 
Many analysts have pointed to the disruptive effects 
of the processes of modernization and development which 
have been shaped by foreign ideologies and based on 
foreign models. The inequality generated by these 
processes and the erosion of cultural integrity have 
played an important role in the resurgence of Islam but 
this is not the whole story. Hunter reminds us of the 
successful aspects of the development process which have 
aided the revival. For example, the extension of 
education to those layers of society which are close to 
their Islamic roots raising their political and social 
consciousness. The rural-urban migration patterns which 
have concentrated masses of people in poor conditions in 
the towns, (this has been referred to as the 
'villagisation of the cities'). As the position of the 
traditional elites has been eroded a new type of mass 
politics has emerged. (58) . This point is echoed by 
Vatikiotis who finds it ironic that it is precisely the 
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modernisation process which has served to politicise 
Islam: 
"It is modernisation which in the last thirty years 
produced the new urban masses that now express their 
economic and political grievances in Islamic terms. 
These simply transported their Islamic idiom and identity 
from their rural origins to their new urban environment. 
Many of them moved from participation in traditional 
popular Islam in the countryside (religious brotherhoods) 
to membership in more militant populist religio-political 
movements in the cities. With their greater involvement 
in politics, the formulation of political demands and 
political life itself have become naturally, more 
Islamic. Their demands are modern, while their 
formulation remains traditionally Islamic. They carry 
with them cultural idiom which, by sheer weight of 
numbers, overwhelms the secular one adhered to by tiny 
elites. The greater the involvement of these new urban 
masses in politics the more intense the demand for the 
religious over the secular ambience. " (59) 
In Bradford some of the same factors are at work where a 
first generation immigrant from rural Pakistan has to 
cope with a modern urban setting and the second 
generation familiar with the urban Western setting seek 
to express their grievances in Islamic terms and promote 
Islamic solutions. 
The rising expectations which are engendered by a 
development process are a very explosive commodity in 
social and political terms. As the inability of the 
various foreign models, whether socialist or capitalist 
or some mix of the two, failed to deliver their promises 
disillusion spread : 
"The West's powerful technological and cultural impact 
had generated aspirations, hopes, and reluctant 
admiration for its economic and military achievements. 
By the 1970s these hopes had been dashed as the 
socioeconomic viability and moral integrity of Western 
civilization came under attack. " (60) 
A return to the familiar, that which will structure 
and give meaning to one's life is a common response to 
social crisis. This can take the form of religious 
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revival. In the case of Islam the faith provides a 
particularly rich and attractive alternative since it 
addresses itself to the mundane as well as the spiritual. 
Such cycles of crisis and response have been common 
throughout Islamic history according to Dekmejian: 
"Throughout its fourteen centuries, Islam has shown a 
unique capacity to renew and reassert itself against 
competing ideologies and social forces through its 
revivalist mode, an inbuilt, self-regenerating social 
mechanism that is triggered when the moral integrity or 
physical existence of the umma is under threat. " (61) 
A number of Muslim commentators make this point stressing 
that 'tajdid' - renewal and reconstruction - is a 
perennial phenomenon in Islamic history and that this is 
one of the great strengths of Islam. 
Islamic writers such as Khurshid Ahmad portray the 
Islamic movements as a 'third alternative force' which 
takes a path between the modern, westernizing forces and 
the conservative traditional forces and seeks to draw 
strength from both and bring together their best aspects 
(62). Therefore it is not modernization that is being 
rejected but Westernization. 
Despite the great diversity within the Muslim world 
Dekmejian contends that there are sufficient common 
elements in the crisis conditions to be able to 
generalize. He includes among them identity conflict, 
legitimacy crisis, political conflict, class conflict, 
culture crisis, and military impotence among the chief 
aspects of the contemporary crisis. The world-view and 
self-view of the Muslims and particularly the revivalists 
themselves shapes this climate. Key factors perceived by 
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the Muslims are internal degeneration, secularization, 
socioeconomic injustice, political repression, and 
military defeat (63). In one form or another these 
factors operate where the Muslim community constitutes a 
minority within a society and all, bar the last one, have 
been identified by members of Bradford's Muslim community 
in a series of interviews (reported in Chapters Five and 
Six) as elements in a process of consciousness-raising 
and activism within their community. 
There is a strong feeling that imported systems have 
been tried and found wanting. It is possible to find in 
the history of Muslim countries examples of many types of 
socio-economic system and a great variety of regimes. 
Despite these experiments the picture is one of 
increasing relative deprivation and an increasing 
dependency within the international economic system. 
Levels of dissatisfaction have grown and political 
instability has resulted. In addition, Dekmejian points 
to a crisis of legitimacy where "the moral bases of 
authority are in question". (64) There is frequent use 
of coercion against opposition elements. The military 
impotence of Muslim states against the West, Israel, and 
the Soviet Union has undermined confidence. The 'Israeli 
factor' is given more prominence as a causal factor by 
some analysts than others. The humiliating defeats 
suffered at the hands of Israeli military might have, no 
doubt, had a deep impact on Muslim consciousness, 
however, this can be viewed more as a contributory 
factor and not one of central importance. The crises in 
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socio-economic affairs, identity and political legitimacy 
would seem to impinge more directly upon the majority of 
Muslims. 
Dekmejian goes on to discuss why revivalism appeared 
when it did. He identifies several attributes of the 
present crisis which distinguish it from earlier periods 
of crisis: - 
1) pervasiveness - the crisis situation is not limited 
to certain countries, but is pervasive throughout 
the Islamic world. 
2) comprehensiveness - the crisis situation is multi- 
faceted, at once social, economic, political 
cultural, psychological and spiritual . 
3) cumulativeness - the crisis situation is cumulative, 
representing the culmination of unsuccessful efforts 
in nation-building, socioeconomic development, and 
military prowess. 
4) xenophobism -a sense of xenophobia pervades Muslim 
society, the feeling that Islam itself is facing 
a mortal threat. The very integrity of the Islamic 
culture and way of life is threatened by non-Islamic 
forces of secularism and modernity. (65) 
The search for cultural autonomy or authenticity as 
a response to crisis conditions is not confined to Muslim 
societies or Islamic groups within these societies. In 
fact this search is widespread throughout the Third World 
where the invasive nature of Western culture has 
undermined traditional cultures. Hunter stresses that 
themes such as national and collective self-sufficiency 
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as well as cultural self-sufficiency were in common 
currency in the Third World before this present wave of 
Islamic revivalism. 
However, there are those who are not convinced that 
the Islamic revivalist movements can provide the 
necessary innovative approach to cultural revival. Tibi 
argues that while the Arab-Islamic region may well be in 
dire need of cultural renewal this has seldom been 
undertaken with a view to developing a modern 
understanding of Islamic culture: 
"the fundamentalists' movements lack such an innovation 
capability. They are long on vague criticism and short 
on constructive proposals ... cultural innovations 
alone are not sufficient to overcome underdevelopment 
structures underlying the contemporary crisis. " (66) 
This is a strong argument and one that keeps recurring, 
however, the lack of detailed proposals in the economic 
and political field particularly will have to be faced at 
some point in the future. Any opposition may enjoy the 
luxury of criticism without responsibility but 
eventually, and most pointedly if power is achieved, the 
scope of the socio-economic and political problems of 
Muslim countries in the Third World are going to compel 
some degree of pragmatic compromise. 
Islam has alternately been seen as something to 
suppress or something to support by governments with an 
eye to the best political advantage. Hunter argues 
that the actions of secular governments over the past 
sixty years have contributed to the revival of Islamic 
politics by their failure to recognize the importance of 
Islam's place in the socioeconomic, political, and 
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cultural fabric of society. This is when they have not 
actively sought to weaken it. (67). Where political 
debate is stifled then Islam has become the only channel 
for the outpouring of public grievances. Ali Merad notes 
the opposite tendency - the use of Islam as a powerful 
tool for establishing the legitimacy of a government: 
"If governments resort to the argument of religion, it is 
most often as a secondary resource in their political 
strategy, especially in view of the expansion of civic 
education of the masses and the sacralisation of the 
principle of national cohesion around ruling authorities 
(such as head of the state, revolutionary council, party 
leadership, etc. ). Thus, Islam may be invoked and 
exalted where needed in order to reinforce official 
ideology and not because of the specific values it 
represents. " (68) 
Muslim governments have sought to encourage 
revivalist Islam to counter radical or revolutionary 
ideas which threaten their position. Islam at the 
moment is a hot property such that political movements of 
many ideological hues are eager to co-opt Islamic symbols 
and rhetoric to attract mass support by resonating with 
mass sentiment. Where governmental tokenism has been 
tried with regard to Islam without any significant socio- 
economic reform this has failed to defuse the explosive 
potential of Islamic radicalism. Secular governments 
thus find themselves in a cleft stick: 
"Meanwhile while encouraging Islamic tendencies, 
governments have paradoxically created a more congenial 
and receptive environment for the militants' views. This 
is particularly so since, while competing with the 
revivalist in co-opting Islam and using it to their own 
advantage, Muslim governments continue to muzzle and 
repress other political forces and groups. " (69) 
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Prognosis 
How will these revivalist movements adapt to 
changing conditions? Can they survive in the long term? 
They face many external obstacles - the lack of 
individual freedom in many Islamic societies, many state 
authorities hostile to the movements and, in the 
background, the threat from international interests which 
would not favour Islamic revolutions. There are those 
who are convinced that the process of secularisation has 
only been set back rather than abandoned. In addition 
there is the lack of innovation already referred to 
above. Vatikiotis describes militant Islam as 'a 
nostalgic restorative movement'. He is quite dismissive 
of their long term prospects: 
"the restorative - archaic - nature of these movements 
suggests their inability to cope with the problems of 
modernity. To this extent, they may be no more than 
transient phenomena. For the moment, they have acquired 
an exaggerated significance because of the oil wealth of 
several Islamic countries, which gives the latter an 
unreal sense of self-importance. There is no evidence, 
however, that this wealth is being, or will be in the 
future, translated into sources of more lasting 
power. "(70) 
Hunter, extrapolating from the Iranian experience, 
believes that although the victory of revivalist 
movements would create some difficulties in relations 
with the West they would not be sufficient to break all 
economic, commercial, or political relations given the 
detrimental effects this would have on the West's 
position. Moreover, once in power the revivalists would 
have to adapt to the realities of domestic, regional and 
international socioeconomic and political conditions. In 
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following pragmatic policies they would then be judged by 
the same criteria as previous secular governments. They 
would need to deliver the promised satisfaction of the 
social and economic needs and political aspirations of 
their people or suffer a loss of support. (71) 
Vatikiotis considers the question of the future role 
of Islamic revivalism as one of real importance primarily 
to Muslims themselves: 
"the problem it [Islamic resurgence] reflects is not so 
much one which concerns the rest of the world, but 
Islamic society itself. Nor is it a new problem. 
Captiously defined, the Islamic revolution today is once 
again, as in the past, trying to resolve an internal 
problem: the place of Islam in the modern state, and its 
role in politics; or in other words, the relation of 
Islam to political power. To this extent it is 
essentially a social phenomenon. " (72) 
Khurshid Ahmad is also of the opinion that the greatest 
significance of this movement lies in its internal 
effects: 
"I would suggest that the Islamic resurgence is primarily 
an internal, indigenous, positive and ideological 
movement within Muslim society. " (73) 
This is equally valid in the case of Muslim minorities 
as can clearly be seen in Bradford where Islamic revival 
has much to do with a response to discrimination and the 
search for identity and recognition. 
The majority of observers believe that Islamic 
activism will be a major feature of regional politics 
into the twenty-first century. Ahmed Far, an Egyptian 
analyst, has stated 'As long as we are suffering 
economically and politically in the third world, God will 
be the solution, ' (74) and in Algeria Ammar Ben Hemmer, 
editorial writer for the FLN's paper, commented: 'For the 
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next five years there is no alternative to the 
fundamentalist movement in Algeria, " (75). Others 
suggest that Islamic revivalism is a bridge to a new 
dispensation: 
'While Islamic activism will be on the rise for the next 
ten years, until the democratization process is 
completed, even now I think the extreme fanatic violent 
wing is subsiding. The early results show that even 
when Islamic activists gain power and in fact exercise 
it, they will not necessarily fare much better than the 
liberals before them, or the socialists before them. 
They will make their mistakes. Maybe they will achieve 
something in the beginning just by the force of their 
enthusiasm and dedication, but there is always a limit 
for achieving [with only] that kind of dedication or 
devotion. ' (76) 
Conclusion 
In this discussion it has been shown how simplistic 
analysis and misleading generalizations about Islam, 
Muslims and Islamic revival in the media and in the 
academic literature are unhelpful and even dangerous 
where they become the basis of policy decisions. Some of 
the explanations proposed for this phenomenon have been 
discussed and it has been found that the reasons are 
deep and multi-faceted including historical experience, 
psychological fears, and politico-economic interests. An 
explanation has been attempted of the varying form and 
content of the movements which make up the 'Islamic 
revival', to show the diversity of the phenomenon and its 
specificity to local context, and where the common ground 
between them lies. 
In the process Islam has emerged as of vital 
importance as a determinant of identity and culture. 
This is particularly so in situations of crisis and such 
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situations are widespread and severe in Muslim countries 
today. Thus, Islam constitutes a binding force across 
the community and across the ages. It provides comfort 
and a reassuring structure in a rapidly-changing world 
and most importantly it holds out the hope of a better 
way than the imported ideologies which have been tried 
and failed. One of its greatest assets is the very fact 
that it has as yet remained relatively untried. 
The causes suggested for this latest revival of 
Islam indicate the complexity of factors involved. 
Western and Muslim analysts agree on the debilitating 
effects of Islam's self-image as a civilization in a 
process of long-term decline. The colonial experience, 
recent political and military impotence and the inroads 
of Western culture have compounded the lack of cultural 
vitality. 'Foreign' political ideologies and economic 
systems have been discredited as increasing socio- 
economic disparities have frustrated rising expectations. 
While broad trends can be identified there are in 
addition many local causal factors which shape the 
character of individual revivalist or radical movements. 
It is certain that the Western fear of 'resurgent 
Islam' is exaggerated and the arguments of those who see 
the Islamic revival as first and foremost to do with 
internal regeneration are convincing. Economic and 
political realities will intrude to temper anti-Western 
feeling (the Iranian example is instructive here) and 
this will be aided by the_self-confidence and self-esteem 
generated by the rejection of Westernisation in favour of 
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the perceived 'cultural authenticity'. From this strong 
base Islamic countries can engage with Western states. 
Michael Hudson argues that there is not a 
generalized Islamic resurgence against the West but 
rather a series of political conflicts in which Islam 
acts as an agent of integration and solidarity for 
regimes or opposition movements resisting what they 
perceive as continuing encroachment by stronger external 
powers. There is some force in this argument but the 
emphasis on the resistance to external powers is over- 
stressed. Such a view overlooks the struggle against 
internal decline and division. Hudson downplays the 
specifically Islamic character of the movements: 
"To try to identify some peculiarly Islamic trait as the 
cause of the various conflicts between the West and the 
Islamic world is to miss the point that these conflicts 
are political, not religious, and that they do not differ 
fundamentally from the conflicts between the West and the 
Third World in general. In the Middle East Islam is one 
of a number of solidarity myths, such as nationalism, 
that are invoked in the struggles with the outsiders. " 
(77) 
Although Hudson's point about the identity of the 
conflict between Islamic countries and the West and the 
broader Third World struggles is convincing, the 
contention that Islam can be dismissed as another 
'solidarity myth' does not seem to be borne out by 
experience. Islam remains for most Muslim people an 
essential element of identity and its compass transcends 
mere worldly affairs. 
Mortimer's analysis is useful here 
"Islam is a political culture: it often provides the form 
and the vocabulary of political action. It can greatly 
strengthen personal commitment to a cause. But it is not 
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in itself a sufficient explanation for the commitment, or 
a sufficient content for the cause. " (78) 
Certainly, it is true that the experience of Muslims in 
Bradford has much to do with identity formation, internal 
regeneration of the Muslim community and a struggle for 
justice and recognition. In the following chapters the 
way in which these developments emerged will be discussed 
and representatives of Bradford's Muslim community will 
reflect on their experience and express their perceptions 
of the process. However, it will be necessary to first 
sketch in the background of Bradford's Muslims in 
historic and socio-economic terms and this will be done 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MUSLIMS IN 
BRADFORD 
Having looked at some of the broader issues 
concerning Islam, Muslims and the West this chapter 
narrows the focus to the Muslim immigrant community in 
Britain. The chapter will look at the motivation for 
migration, sketch the characteristics and composition of 
the Muslim community, particularly in Bradford, and show 
where the issues and divisions discussed in the last 
chapter are reflected at local level. The socio-economic 
position of the Bradford community will be reviewed as an 
important backdrop to the discussion of tensions and 
conflicts between Muslims and the white majority in 
Bradford in the next chapter. 
South Asian Immi 
The starting 
grants to Britain 
point of this exploration will be a 
brief'look at some of the characteristics of South Asian 
immigrants to Britain and their typical strategies of 
survival and organisation. Badr Dahya has identified 
South Asian migrants to Britain as 'economically 
motivated immigrants', i. e. migrants who migrate not 
simply to obtain a job and earn a livelihood but with a 
concern for the long-term prosperity of themselves, 
their families and for posterity (1). They are seeking 
more than just a higher standard of living, they want to 
realize aspirations for the status mobility of their 
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families. Dahya suggests that economically motivated 
immigrants see migration as an economic investment. Such 
migrants are self-selected: 
"As ambitious individuals, economically motivated 
immigrants tend to have greater expectations than others, 
because they look beyond the traditional home 
environment; they are innovative and hard-working, and 
therefore dissatisfied with customs, traditions and 
institutions in which they happen to be located. That 
is, they suffer from what Weber has called 'a culturally 
induced discontent', and this I suggest is a powerful 
motive impelling them to migrate. " (2) 
Dahya identifies two further characteristics of such 
migrants - their 'expedient rationality' and their 
'emotional aloofness' from out-groups in the country of 
destination. The immigrant is able to keep emotionally 
apart from the wider society, playing the role of 'the 
outsider'. This emotional distance allows the Asians to: 
"mobilize themselves on the basis of kinship ties, 
religion, language, customs, dress, diet, traditions, 
etc., in order to realize their socio-economic goals, and 
also create new identities and new symbols by utilizing 
their pre-existing ethnic characteristics. Further ... 
they become pragmatic and selective in terms of their 
socio-economic attitudes, that is, they adopt expedient 
rationality to justify their acceptance of changes in 
their behaviour and outlook (3). " 
In Bradford, as elsewhere in the country, the self- 
sufficiency of such communities, their cultural distance, 
and what can be perceived as exclusivity, can become 
factors exacerbating if not causing conflict at local 
level. Asian immigrants adopt a rational outlook to 
justify their acceptance of new socio-economic patterns, 
for example, operating in low status occupations as a 
short-term expedient to make money. In the Muslim world 
the occupation of butcher is despised and has low status 
but in Britain all Muslim butchers (like a majority of 
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pedlars and labourers) are of peasant origin and in some 
cases of Mughal/Rajput origin. This is a conscious 
strategy but steps are taken to conceal such activities 
from friends and relatives at home in the country of 
origin: 
"They undertake voluntary downward mobility as a 
strategy, as a temporary move or as a trial run in order 
to achieve a possible and relatively permanent higher 
socio-economic status. " (4). 
Alison Shaw points out that the Pakistani groups who 
came as migrants to Britain did not do so as a radical 
departure from past practice but had a history of such 
migration. Despite the very different backgrounds of the 
Punjabi groups, Mirpuris (or Azad Kashmiris) and Pathans 
they all: 
"share a history of internal migration through which they 
have sought to improve their lot, and in the past too, 
whether for military service or to colonize new land, the 
pattern of the migration has been based mainly on lines 
of kinship and village. The recent migration to Britain 
can therefore be viewed not as a radical departure from 
old ways or a search for a new life, but instead as a 
quest for a better life within the framework of existing 
cultural norms and values which are transported and 
adapted to new surroundings as the opportunities arise. " 
(5) 
The pattern of migration usually followed family or 
kinship ties with the result that particular communities 
in Britain came to be drawn from a number of villages in 
the same area. Migrants who followed a brother or uncle 
to Britain were initially dependent on each other for 
work, accommodation and welfare. According to Shaw this 
had the conservative effect of ensuring that migrants 
acted 'according to their original purpose and cultural 
values'(6). However, the range of jobs available to 
Pakistani men gradually increased, as did home-ownership, 
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and as some men became more independent of each other 
relatives at home began to fear that they would be led 
astray by the Western way of life. It was felt that it 
the man were to be joined by his wife and children they 
would be able to ensure that he continued to recognize 
his obligations to his kin. 
The values and culture of life in Pakistan were 
transported into the British context and together with 
the kinship and village ties, plus Dahya's 'emotional 
aloofness', provided a conservative and consolidating 
influence within the first generation of immigrants. 
Traditional attitudes to the use of domestic space, the 
role of family members and the sense of belonging to a 
wider kin group still remained strong. Initially 
migrants were concerned to send money home to Pakistan 
but with the re-uniting of families in Britain they 
turned their attention to succeeding in terms of the 
local community's hierarchy. Shaw lists among the 
criteria of such success the number of properties and 
businesses owned, the size of one's house and the 
decoration of the front room. The most successful 
families are usually those with several wage-earning 
members, such as grown-up sons who are earning and who 
pool resources (7). 
One typical aspect of South Asian life is the 
biraderi which roughly corresponds to the wider kinship 
group. This definition is somewhat vague as it does tend 
to be manipulated to suit the occasion. The biraderi is 
the source of help and support as well as being the 
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marriage pool. The practice of Jena-dena underlies 
biraderi relationships and creates ties of obligation. 
Lena-dena is the giving and returning of gifts which is 
governed by rules and customs. The obligation to return 
lena-dena gifts may be seen as a mechanism for starting 
new relationships which may be long-term as the 
obligations entailed are never completely discharged by 
either party. In such a way it is possible for new 
members to enter the biraderi. The process begins with a 
small gift and if the relationship is to continue the 
parties will increase the amount and value of the goods 
exchanged. Shaw has investigated the operation of this 
system within the Pakistani community in Oxford. She 
found that generally people will not return gifts of 
exactly the same amount as it creates bad feeling by 
indicating that the recipient of the initial gift does 
not want the relationship to continue. Thus networks are 
created and the community is reinforced. 
Caste plays an important part in the choice of a 
marriage partner for a son or daughter. Marriage is a 
method of cementing kinship ties and although initially 
it was felt important to bind the immigrant family 
members to those remaining in Pakistan there has been an 
increasing feeling that marriage partners should be found 
among the immigrant and second-generation communities in 
Britain in order to match education, status and origin. 
Strict rules of intra-caste marriage are stretched 
somewhat although there are still some cases of marrying 
a Western-educated, urban British-born Asian to an 
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uneducated rural spouse from Pakistan. This is one area 
of tension between the generations but it is difficult to 
tell how widespread this practice is. 
The operation of patron-client relations is 
facilitated by the biradari structure. Shaw points out 
that most biradaris include people in positions of 
authority who are able to look after the interests of the 
other members of the kinship unit. 
"Moreover, the flexible nature of biradari membership 
makes it possible for a biradari with no such influence 
to approach possible patrons and enlist their aid; those 
approached could then behave as important biradari 
members and expect the allegiance of the entire biradari, 
even though influence is exercised on behalf of 
individuals. " (8) 
Shaw notes that the nature of the representation offered 
by a patron to a biraderi is not that expected in a 
Western context. It has more to do with personal 
matters, favours, use of influence, etc. Patrons may 
also speak on behalf of Muslims in defence of Islam and 
they may then be perceived as influential and 
consequently worthwhile adopting as a patron.: 
" This fact has not escaped would-be patrons who see how 
they may thus legitimize their claims to operate as 
patrons by acting as champions of Islam. Of course, as 
in Pakistan, some such patrons may be genuinely 
motivated by high ideals, while others may be motivated 
by self-interest; the important point here is that the 
processes by which patrons achieve positions of influence 
derive from the background in Pakistan. " (9) 
Shaw makes an interesting observation about the 
organisation of Muslim communities which provides a 
corrective to the assumptions about community 
representatives usually made by Western observers: 
"Although therefore issues of personal self-interest are 
dealt with by patrons, while issues of Muslim identity 
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mobilize the entire community, there are in fact many 
points of contact between the two. But in neither case 
has the need for a representative of the ethnic group 
become apparent; a community representative is 
consequently a representative for a biradari (and in 
particular one individual in that biradari) or for 
Islamic values which are often exploited in the interests 
of both patrons and biradari members. " (10) 
The Muslims of Bradford come from Bangladesh and 
from various regions of Pakistan - Azad Kashmiris from 
Mirpur, Punjabis from Lyallpur and Pathans from 
Campbellpur and Peshawar, plus a very small number of 
Gujerati Muslims from India. The Muslim community 
numbers roughly 50,000. It is a young community 
predominantly accounting for 23% of school children in 
the district. The community is mainly concentrated in 
four of the inner city wards. Although the Bangladeshi 
community in the Bradford district numbers only 3653 
people, it has the most rapid growth rate of any 
community in Bradford and they are significantly worse 
off than any other group in the district on almost any 
measure of deprivation (11) 
In Bradford, as the earlier wave of East European 
immigrants began to leave the textile mills for higher 
wages in other sectors, the industry turned to female 
labour. However, women were not allowed by law to work 
the night shift and in the mid-1950's new more productive 
machinery capable of being worked 24 hours was 
introduced. More labour was needed and single men 
emigrating from India and Pakistan were ideal for this 
purpose. Male labour was actively sought by some 
manufacturers through advertising in Pakistan. Several 
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factors contributed to the flow of migrants to Britain 
including Indian partition, the compensation gained by 
Mirpuri villagers for the Mangla Dam in the 1960's, and 
the economic motivations mentioned above (12). It has 
been argued that the steady flow of immigrants was 
boosted by the Immigration Acts of 1962 and 1971 as 
Asians sought to ensure that families were united. The 
time limit increased the pressure for anyone who had been 
thinking of emigrating to Britain. It was necessary to 
take the opportunity at once before it was too late. As 
families arrived and as cheap inner-city properties were 
bought up the desire to return receded. 
Asians were welcomed by textile manufacturers as 
cheap and compliant labour and were probably important in 
keeping the industry competitive for several years 
longer(13). Few belonged to trade unions and their pay 
and conditions reflected this fact. They were paid at a 
rate close to that of female employees, e. g. in 1961, 
when the average manual wage was £15 Asians received an 
average of £8.25; in 1971 the average manual wage was 
£36.12 and Asians received £16.10 (14) . By the 1970's 
the textile industry was struggling to stay competitive, 
and more than 10,000 jobs were lost between 1970-76. 
From 1977 onwards job losses became even more severe both 
in textile mills and in engineering plants which were 
either closed entirely or subject to swingeing cuts by 
their multinational owners. By 1984 Bradford City 
Council estimated that 37,000 (18% of the working 
population) was unemployed in the district. Immigrants 
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were often the first to 
set up shops, resti 
resulting in a dramatic 
businesses in the city 
in 1984 (15). 
This facilitated 
be laid off. Some of the Asians 
iurants and small businesses, 
rise in the number of Asian-owned 
- from 650 in 1978 to over 1200 
the self-sufficiency of the 
community and enabled it to maintain a distance from the 
wider society: 
"The complete range of commercial facilities available is 
one reinforcer of the separateness of the South Asians. 
There is little need for contact with the host population 
except in the areas of education and employment, and it 
is thus easier to maintain identification with cultural 
roots. " (16) 
Numbers of Asians were successful in their competition 
with whites for employment in transport and supermarkets 
which led to resentment from the white unemployed. 
Halstead points to two further factors which increased 
the climate of racial intolerance and discrimination - 
the rapid growth in the Asian population at a time of 
job, housing and schooling underprovision and the 'high 
profile' of the cultural differences between the Asian 
and the white population. Whereas earlier immigrants 
had been able to blend less conspicuously with the host 
community due to common European cultural heritage, Asian 
dress, diet, music, religion are far less familiar and 
due to marriage practices there has been virtually no 
inter-marriage between the communities. 
Although initially the immigrants tended to settle 
together without distinction of region, caste or 
sectarian origin, as numbers grew this changed. Dahya 
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describes a two-stage process of community formation - 
initially a fusion of differing groups followed by 
fission and segmentation in which ties of village-kinship 
and sectarian affiliation become more salient (17). 
Lewis, however, suggests that a third stage exists based 
on co-operation. In Bradford this latter tendency was 
manifested in the formation of the Council for Mosques in 
1981 and has grown in strength since then given a 
particular boost by the Satanic Verses affair: 
"Now more than ever, Bradford Muslims feel that they 
share a common cause, and that without co-operation and 
unity they will never be successful in the pursuit of 
their common and collective interests. " (18) 
Nevertheless Lewis points out some of the factors 
that militate against such unity and co-operation among 
the Muslims of Bradford. Islam itself is not a monolith. 
There are differences of practice and belief among 
Bradford's Muslims and these are compounded by 
differences in regional, caste and biraderi affiliation. 
And there are the generational tensions to take into 
account: 
"members of a "semi-industrialised, newly urbanised 
working class community that is only one generation away 
from the rural peasantry", who are themselves still 
struggling to come to terms with the radical changes that 
have taken place in their own lives, are also having to 
cope with the 'strategies of survival' being developed by 
a rapidly emerging second and third generation, whose 
life-experiences - urban, secular-educated, and English- 
speaking - differ radically from those of their parents. " 
(19) 
Bradford had a total of 10.9% of its workforce 
unemployed at the time of the last census in 1991 and 
shows up badly in the national league tables for 
indicators such as life expectancy and infant mortality 
(See fig. 1) Although the trends in perinatal and infant 
mortality are going down they are still at higher levels 
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than in the country as a whole and are significantly 
higher in those wards where there is a high concentration 
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The Health of Bradford 1991, Annual Health Report of Director of Public Health 1992. 
Pakistani and Bangladeshis experience a far higher 
rate of unemployment than the white community - at 36% it 
is four times greater than the 8.9% within the white 
community. Ethnic minorities as a whole in Bradford only 
represent 10.3% of the workforce but constitute over one 
quarter (26.6%) of the total unemployed in the district. 
The five inner city wards of Bradford Moor, Little 
Horton, Toller, Undercliffe and University although 
containing just 15% of the total workforce in the 
district accounted for almost one third (31.6%) of the 
total unemployed in the district (see fig. 2). 
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Ethnic group Unemployed % of Total District 
kate 
Number (%) Unemployed Workforce 
White 16,978 8.9 73.4 89.7 
All Asian 5,369 29.6 23.2 8.5 
Indian 845 15.4 3.7 2.6 
Pakistani 4,111 36.1 17.8 5.4 
Bangladeshi 293 36.4 1.3 0.4 
Other Asian 120 25.3 0.5 0.2 
Black 566 21.3 2.4 1.3 
Chinese 34 12.6 0.1 0.1 
Other 192 23.6 0.8 0.4 
Total 23,139 10.9 100.0 100.0 
Bradford Economic Review, Bradford EDU, Spring 1993, Issue No. 1. 
As can be seen from Fig. 3 there is a severe problem 
with homelessness in Bradford and it is particularly 
acute given the low starting base of housing available 
and the increasing population. overcrowding has been a 
FIGURE 1.3 - HOMELESSNESS IN BRADFORD, 1983-91. 
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problem in Bradford for many years and this is a factor 
in the health levels in the district. Overcrowding has a 
general negative influence on health and increases the 
spread of infectious diseases. 
The Muslim population tends to be poorer and more 
numerous than the other Asian communities of the Sikhs 
and Hindus. The Sikhs, largely from the Eastern Punjab, 
are probably the most integrated and prosperous Asians in 
Bradford. Indications of this are near 100% home 
ownership, a recent tendency to seek better accommodation 
in the suburbs of Bradford and a comparatively high 
standard of living (20). This group tended to move out of 
textiles into engineering where employment prospects were 
better and are the only Asian group that has ever had a 
majority of wives in employment (21). 
Halstead points to such indications of their 
comparative integration (in contrast to Muslims), as the 
frequenting of pubs, the lack of any principled objection 
to co-education or Western clothes, and the willingness, 
of some at least, to dispense with turbans and beards to 
improve their employment chances. Nevertheless the 
Gurdwaras (Sikh temples) still provide the focal point 
for the religious, social, political and educational life 
of the majority of the Sikh community(22). There are 
now 5 Gurdwaras (Sikh temples) in Bradford and various 
other Sikh organizations. The Sikhs played an important 
role in the Bradford branch of the Indian Workers' 
Association (founded 1964). Though traditionally Labour 
voters, the Sikhs have never fielded a candidate in local 
elections. 
The Hindu community in Bradford is somewhat larger 
and made up of two distinct groups, the larger from 
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Gujerat and the smaller from the Punjab. Almost half of 
the Gujerati group came from East Africa. The social 
organizations of the Punjabi and Gujerati Hindus have 
developed independently, probably due to linguistic 
differences. Punjabis form the majority in the Hindu 
Cultural Society which was formed in 1968 and opened a 
temple seven years later. The temple is a centre for 
community activities such as worship, marriages, the 
celebration of festivals, sporting and musical 
activities, language classes for children and English 
classes for women. The largest Gujerati association in 
Bradford is the Shree Prajapati Samaj, which was founded 
in 1975 and set up a temple in 1980(23). The Hindus are 
comparatively affluent and although there are fewer Hindu 
working women than in the Sikh community, they are still 
four times more likely to be in paid employment than 
Muslim women (24) 
Significantly the perception of the Sikh and Hindu 
communities is coloured by popular views of the Muslims: 
"Compared to Hindus and Sikhs, the Muslims have higher 
birthrates, more overcrowded housing, a lower standard of 
living and higher rate of unemployment (Telegraph and 
Argus 8.1.87) But because of the numerical preponderance 
of Muslims in Bradford, it is their experience which 
determines the overall picture of the city's black 
population. " (25) 
Islam in Pakistan 
It is appropriate to return to the comment made by 
Lewis about the differences in belief and practice among 
the Muslims of Bradford. This is an important factor, as 
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we shall see in the next chapter, as it affects not only 
degrees of sensibility on certain issues and the 
organization of local Muslims but also international 
allegiances and thus plays a part in the conflicts in 
Bradford. 
We need to take a brief look at the religious 
tradition from which the immigrants came as a starting 
point. The. Islam of South Asia is dominated by Sufi 
dynasties and these 'aulia' (friends of God) are viewed 
as mediators between human beings and God and are revered 
as saints with pilgrimages being undertaken to their 
tombs (26). Sufism is a more mystical strain of Islam 
which is organised into 'brotherhoods' but which remains 
part of the broader Sunni tradition. These saints taught 
Islamic ideas to the illiterate faithful through the 
tradition of vernacular devotional hymns of praise to 
Muhammed and various saints. Pakistani Muslims are 
mainly Sunni with also a 15% Shia minority. Most Sunni 
Muslims belong to the Hanafite tradition which is divided 
into the Deobandi and Barelvi theological schools. 
Philip Lewis has studied the way that historical 
experiences have influenced the development of the Islam 
of South Asia. He summarizes the trends thus: 
"Alongside this tradition of saints and shrines, the 
trauma of colonialism generated a range of responses 
within South Asia: an apolitical revivalism, rejecting 
western intellectual and cultural influences; an Islamic 
modernism, which sought to remain faithful to the Islamic 
tradition, yet open to an honest engagement with the 
West; 'Islamism', a religio-political movement, 
presenting the faith as an ideology, seeking to capture 
political power and translate a nation of Muslims into an 
ideological, Islamic state. Among the intellectuals, a 
progressive writers' movement emerged, which looked 
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critically at the abuses of religious and political 
leadership, and was concerned with social and economic 
reform. " (27) 
The Deobandis 
This sect is named after an Islamic seminary in a 
small town 100 miles north of Delhi. It was founded in 
1867 by Muhammed Qasim Nanutawi and Rashid Ahmed Gangohi. 
It was a response to a perceived shift in power to a new 
British and Christian elite. This group aimed to 
preserve and promote an Islamic identity in the face of a 
rapidly changing socio-economic milieu. Although they had 
been classically trained they were critical of the 
existing Islamic education and in their seminary they 
sought to raise standards through the study of Hanafi law 
in an effort to counter non-Islamic influences. While 
stressing tradition they were not averse to using modern 
methods: 
"Besides drawing upon British educational institutions 
and missionary societies as a source of organisational 
inspiration for their seminary, the Deobandis also made 
extensive use of the press, the postal service and the 
rapidly expanding railway network to spread their 
message, and to elicit subscriptions, from far and wide. " 
(28) 
The seminary at Deoband gained a reputation for 
excellence within north Indian Islam and further 
popularity came from their use of Urdu rather than 
Persian. 
"The founders of Deoband were reformist sufis, as well as 
'ulema. As pirs to many of their students they saw 
themselves as exemplars rather than intercessors. They 
took their responsibilities as Sufi guides seriously. " 
(29) 
However, they were strongly critical of the shrine cults 
which had developed, seeing them as a non-Muslim 
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accretion. Certain practices have been condemned e. g. 
taking a fast or sacrificing an animal in the name of a 
pir. However, the effects of such condemnation has been 
limited since the mainstay of such practices are the 
rural peasantry and the bulk of Deobandi support comes 
from the Muslim elites (30). 
Deobandis affiliated themselves to the Indian 
Nationalist movement from the end of 19th century in 
reaction to European displacement of Islamic law and 
education and also because they were supported by weavers 
whose trade had been devastated by colonialism. The 
Deobandis have tended to argue the separation of the 
private domain of faith from the public domain of 
politics (31). 
Barelwis 
This group takes its name from Bareilly, the home 
town of its founder Ahmed Riza Khan (1856-1921). As a 
member of the Qadiri Sufi order, Ahmed Riza defended the 
practices associated with pirs and shrines and supported 
the popular notion of pirs as intercessors between human 
beings and God. The Barelwis espouse: 
"a more populist Islam, more infused with superstition 
and also syncretism that make up the religious beliefs of 
the peasantry. " (32) 
They believe in miracles and the power of the pirs and 
promote worship at shrines and the wearing of amulets. 
According to Rex the Pirs can be divided into two 
classes: 1) those whose role is one of primitive 
magician; 2) those who teach a doctrine of mystical 
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discipline to achieve escape from animal passions and 
build around themselves bands of disciples (33). 
While such practices are criticized by reformers 
Lewis argues that they have played a vital role in the 
development of popular Islam: 
"It was they who generated and propagated devotional 
songs in vernacular languages, and who thus rooted 
Islamic teachings in the minds of the rural majority, 
most of whom had no access to the languages of high 
Islamic culture - Arabic and Persian. There shrines 
became the centre of a rich annual cycle of religious 
festivals, celebrating the Prophet's birthday, his 
ascension (mi'raj), the death anniversary of the founder 
of the order and of God's saints. " (34) 
One of the major areas of theological contention 
between the Deobandis and the Barelwis is the status of 
the Prophet and the saints: 
"Riza, using well-established Sufi arguments, insisted 
that the Prophet had "knowledge of the unseen" and was 
the bearer of God's light, which the saints also 
reflected. For the Deobandis, however, such claims were 
deemed excessive and encroached on prerogatives proper to 
God alone. " (35) 
The Barelwis particular attachment to Mohammed was a 
factor in the intensity of the response to the Satanic 
verses in Pakistan and India and among immigrants from 
those countries in Britain. The head of the Council for 
Mosques at the time of the Rushdie affair was a Barelwi. 
Tablighi Jamaat 
This movement also known as Tahrik-i-man, the faith 
movement, was founded by Maulana Ilyas (1885-1944). He 
had been trained as a Sufi and 'alim and had taught at 
the Deobandi seminary in Saharanppur. Ilya was following 
his father who had been preaching Islam to the nominally 
Muslim Meo rural immigrants from Mewat to south Delhi. 
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Since Islam was not well inculcated in these groups they 
were vulnerable to missionary activity from the Hindus 
and Christians. 
The aim of Ilyas' movement was to: 
"embody and commend the Qur'anic injunction of Sura 
3; 104: "that there might grow out of you a community (of 
people) who invite unto all that is good, and enjoin the 
doing of what is right and forbid the doing of what is 
wrong'. Ilyas, in pursuit of this aim eschewed all 
controversial issues and avoided any political 
involvement. His emphasis was on individual moral and 
spiritual renewal, the precondition for any authentically 
Islamic endeavour in the public domain. " (36) 
Tablighi Jamaat encouraged the faithful to 'engage 
in door-to-door revivalist activities'(37). The movement 
formed a disciplined, egalitarian supportive group 
engaging in congregational worship, mutual service and 
prescribed study. The movement has received recognition 
from many leading Muslims who have seen it as a valuable 
development and it has been claimed that it is the most 
influential movement, in terms of numbers, among Muslims 
in the subcontinent and perhaps in the world (38). 
Jamaat-e-Islami 
'The Islamic Organisation' was founded in 1941 by 
Maulana Maududi (1903-1979), a journalist, whose 
influential career was referred to in the last chapter. 
Maududi conceived of Islam as not only a religious creed 
but as an ideology and legal system. He was critical of 
the 'ulema and their devotional practices and rigidity 
but his major efforts were aimed at exposing the West and 
its ways as the 'new jahiliyya' and protecting Muslims 
from its malign influence. The aim of the Jamaat-i-Islami 
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is to transform Muslim countries into Islamic states. 
Maududi's writings have been translated into many 
languages and have been influential with the Muslim 
Brotherhood. However in Pakistan the Jamat has not been 
so successful. Its constituency is the urban educated 
classes: 
"successful but unsatisfied people. Separated by their 
education from traditional communities, they are not part 
of the political elite. Like uprooted peasants and 
bazaaris, these strata turn to Islam to symbolize their 
anxieties, their hostilities to the powers, domestic and 
foreign that thwart them, and their dreams of a more 
perfect future. " (39) 
The Jamaat has not performed well at the polls and while 
between them the religiously based parties attracted less 
than a quarter of the national vote in 1970 elections the 
Jamiyat Ulema-i-Pakistan (representing Barelwi interests) 
and the Janiyat-i-Islami (representing Deobandi 
interests) were more successful (40). 
The Ahmadiyya Movement 
The Ahmadiyya movement arose out of attempts to 
reform popular Islam and to energize the faith to defend 
itself against Christian and Hindu missionary attempts. 
It was founded by Mirza Ghulam Ahmed (d. 1908) from 
central Pubjab. However, Ghulam Ahmed began to claim 
that he was the Mahdi and had received direct 
communications from Allah. The Mahdi is expected by 
Muslims as a sort of Islamic Messiah who will appear in 
the last days. Given the sacred nature of the 
Prophethood of Muhammad, and the general acceptance of 
him as the last Prophet, such claims were greeted with 
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outrage. However, Ghulam Ahmed was able to gather a 
small number of followers mainly drawn from the educated 
sectors of society. 
In 1953 Pakistan's foreign minister was a member of 
the sect and became the target of anti-Ahmadiyya protests 
which triggered Pakistan's first period of martial law. 
In 1974 the Constitution was amended to reclassify 
Ahmadiyyas as non-Muslims. The movement's leader was 
forced to flee the country in the 1980's and established 
his headquarters in Britain in 1984. 
The rivalry between the sects and antipathy to the 
Ahmadiyyas has continued within the Muslim communities in 
Britain: 
"In Pakistan it was the Deobandis who spearheaded 
opposition to the Ahmadiyyas, and this they have 
continued to do in Britain. So if the Barelvis met at 
Wembley to condemn the Saudis, the Deobandis have 
regularly used the same arena to chastise the Ahmadiyyas. 
So, for example, resolutions passed at their fifth Annual 
Conference in October 1989 included demands that all 
remaining Ahmadiyyas be removed from influential 
positions in the Federal and Provincial governments of 
Pakistan; that their literature should be confiscated; 
and the Islamic law on apostasy must be enforced. " (41) 
In 1991 the Ahmadiyya sect set up an exhibition at 
Bradford Central Library. Given that this group is seen 
as outside the Islamic pale by the majority of Muslims it 
is not surprising that a demonstration was held outside 
the library to try to force Bradford Council to remove 
the exhibition. 
Islamic Sects in Bradford 
The first mosque in Bradford opened in 1959 and 
today there are 34 mosques mainly in disused premises, 
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houses or Churches. The first mosque was run by the 
Pakistani Muslim Association and included both East and 
West Pakistanis and various sect members. However, it 
came to be dominated by Pathan and Punjabis from Chhachh 
and its first full time alim was from the Deobandi 
tradition. The first Barelwi mosque was opened in 1966. 
The number of mosques in Bradford has grown from six in 
1969 to 17 in 1979 to 34 in 1989 with 9 supplementary 
schools for the teaching of Islam. The Barelwis and 
Deobandis control roughly half each of the mosques with 
the majority of the supplementary schools controlled by 
the Barelwis (two of the mosques are Shia, three are of 
the Wahabi tradition promoted by Saudi Arabia, fifteen 
are Barelwi and thirteen are Deobandi) . There 
is one 
Ahmadiyya centre. 
Lewis has researched the breakdown of regional 
groups and their level of control in Bradford: 
"In 1989 the Mirpuris dominated the management of fifteen 
mosques and seven supplementary schools; the Chhachis 
seven mosques, and the Sylhetis from Bangladesh five; 
finally the Gujeratis were dominant in two mosques and a 
further two supplementary schools. Regional loyalties 
have, however, intersected with questions of sectarian 
affiliation in some exceedingly complex ways. " (41) 
Today Bradford mosques attract mixed congregations from 
different regional groups e. g. Punjabis worship at the 
Bangladeshi mosque and the Gujarati mosques. This is 
encouraged by the Deobandi habit of using Urdu. 
Lewis notes that although there are numerous 
differences of caste, class, region and sect among 
Bradford's Muslims there are also many threads which bind 
them together. Urdu is one of these. It is the mother 
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tongue of only a small minority of Muslims in Bradford 
but is studied by Pushto, Gujarati and Punjabi speakers 
in their mosques and understood by some Bangladeshi. 
Unlike the strong sectarian split which exists among 
Muslims in Birmingham the Bradford Council for Mosques 
has managed to keep representatives of the different 
sects together. Lewis attributes its success partly 
to its care in restricting itself to a specific and 
limited agenda, shared by many Muslims. The 'ulema, who 
have for the most part been imported from Pakistan, do 
not have a good grasp of the British political scene and 
generally, they are not powerful players in the community 
(43). Their low pay leads to a high turnover and it is 
the Mosque Committee that acts as spokesperson on issues 
relating to the Muslim community in Bradford. (44) 
The Deobandis have made moves to train their own 
imams in this country and there are Deobandi seminaries 
in both Bury and Dewsbury. (Dewsbury is also the 
European headquarters of Tablighi Jamaat). Both 
seminaries are largely managed by Gujaratis. The Howard 
Street Mosque appointed its first English speaking alim 
from the Bury seminary in 1989 followed by another mosque 
appointing a graduate from Dewsbury in 1990. However, 
given that the syllabus at the seminaries remains largely 
unchanged from that taught for many years in South Asia 
it is still not adapted to the British context. Lewis 
finds that some of the contradictions experienced by 
young Muslims in Britain are reinforced by the structure 
of the education for ulema in the seminaries: 
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"Different people teach the English and Islamic 
components of the course and there is little co-operation 
between these groups. The Islamic dimension of the 
syllabus is taught by 'ulema with a thoroughly 
traditional training: in Dewsbury its central elements 
are Arabic, Qur'anic Studies, Islamic (Hanafi) 
jurisprudence, the articles of belief and the six 
canonical collects of Hadith. Philosophy and theology 
are not taught, and historical studies are largely 
restricted to the lives of the four 'rightly guided' 
Caliphs, who were the Prophet's immediate successors. 
The obvious question this poses is how far such a 
syllabus, which includes only a tiny fraction of the rich 
storehouse of Muslim scholarship, and virtually excludes 
all contemporary scholarly discussion and debate, Muslim 
and non-Muslim, can provide a sufficient basis for the 
transmission of Islamic thought in a British context. " 
(45) 
Muslim Organisation 
The muslims have organised themselves to enter the 
political arena in Britain. The first Asian to be 
elected to both West Yorkshire County Council and 
Bradford Metropolitan District Council in 1973 was from 
Bangladesh as was another Labour candidate Choudhury M. 
Khan who failed to get elected but later became very 
influential as president of both the Bangladeshi People's 
Association and the Council for Mosques. Pakistani 
Muslims have generally been more successful in local 
politics than the Bangladeshis. In 1988 three Pakistanis 
were elected to Bradford Council including Mohammed Ajeeb 
the first Asian-born Lord Mayor in 1985-86. Today there 
are eleven Muslim members of Bradford Council. 
It is generally perceived that Muslims are less in 
favour of integration than their Hindu or Sikh 
counterparts. Attitudes vary among different sectors of 
the Muslim community and second-generation Asians may 
well see things differently. The generational conflict 
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is particularly problematic for young urban Muslims born 
in a Western environment trying to relate and communicate 
with older generations predominantly from a rural 
Pakistani background. Kitwood and Borill (46) have shown 
that although young Muslim adolescents in Bradford 
experience conflict between rival value systems, their 
primary loyalty is still to their own families and 
Islamic culture. On the other hand, some Muslim 
youngsters claim to be engaged in the process of 
educating their parents in Western values, and that they 
themselves are learning to combine the best qualities of 
both cultures - "respect and an ability to question. " 
(47) 
Bradford Muslims have a higher profile than their 
larger counterpart Muslim communities in Birmingham and 
London. This can be explained by the fact that the 
Bradford community is more homogeneous and better 
organized. Lewis points to the fact that the Bradford 
Council for Mosques comprises all the different sects 
represented in Bradford unlike Birmingham where there are 
two such councils, and London which has two umbrella 
organisations, both of which were established in 1984. 
A crucial factor has been the confidence the community 
has gained during its campaigns on various issues and the 
attention this has attracted from the media. Today the 
media looks to Bradford whenever it wants the Muslim view 
on an issue. 
The Muslim groups also have their youth wings. The 
'Young Muslims' come from a Deobandi/Tablighi Jamaat 
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background. ' They observe Islamic norms of modesty by 
wearing appropriate Western clothes and they provide a 
forum for discussion on things Islamic as well as 
recreational activities. They produce a magazine which 
reflects in its content some of the problems which face 
young Muslims in Britain today. They are building up a 
library of books, audio- and video-tapes which look at 
issues which are topical for Muslims around the world. 
Its membership is drawn from across all regional and 
sectarian groups in Bradford (48). 
The Islamic Youth Movement (IYM) which operated from 
1972-80 was drawn from a Jamaat-i-Islami background and 
included personnel brought over from South Asia. It was 
sponsored by the Muslim Educational Trust and recruited 
members and support from Bradford schools. Its aim was 
to train the next generation's leaders for the UK Islamic 
Mission but the movement collapsed as members moved on 
into further education or jobs. (49) 
The Asian Youth Movement (AYM) was formed in 1978 
and was a secular organisation which brought together 
Asians of different faiths to fight against racism. 
Al Falah (an Arabic word meaning prosperity) was set up 
in 1970 as a Muslim youth group which sought to combine 
recreational activities with religious exploration. In 
1983 the two groups clashed over the desirability of 
separate Muslim schools. While al Falah's supported this 
move the AYM feared that it would 'automatically 
disadvantage Muslims'(50). 
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AYM's secular approach soon came to seem out of step 
with the trends in the Asian community and the inter- 
communal tensions in South Asia, which have been 
reflected at the local level in Bradford, have hindered 
the transcendence of religious identities. 
The Muslim community in Bradford is distinct in 
terms of dress, culture, language and religion and for 
the most part is concentrated in a few inner city areas. 
Within these areas the community is able to supply many 
of the services needed and this geographical separation 
emphasises the 'otherness' of the Muslim community from 
the white majority. The community is disadvantaged in 
terms of health, housing and employment and education 
which results in rising frustrations particularly among 
the young. There are lines of division within the 
communities of caste and sect and events in the Indian 
sub-continent are reflected in Bradford. There exists a 
rivalry between Iran and Saudi Arabia for influence among 
British Muslims and this becomes salient during times of 
conflict as for example over the Rushdie Affair or the 
Gulf War. 
Against this background it is possible to view in 
Chapters Five and Six the issues and incidents which 
transformed smouldering tensions into open conflict 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONFLICTS IN 
BRADFORD 
This chapter and the chapter that follows will look 
at the tensions and conflict that have existed between 
the Muslim community and the white majority community in 
Bradford since the early 80's and explore the impact that 
these have had on the relationship between the 
communities and on the formation and development of the 
Muslim community. In addition to references to relevant 
literature, the subject is explored through a series of 
eight interviews with members of the Muslim community 
whose position in their community, or whose profession, 
allows them to reflect in an informed way on these 
matters. 
The conflicts and tensions that have arisen in 
Bradford are to some extent the same as could be expected 
in any old industrial town hit by the decline in 
manufacturing industry and provided with an ethnic mix 
which is the result of labour recruitment abroad in 
previous years of boom and plenty. Unemployment, with 
the associated poverty, poor health and frustration, are 
breeding grounds for ethnic resentment and often lead to 
the search for scapegoats. What is special about 
Bradford is that since the early 1980's it has become 
the focus for tensions and conflict which have had an 
international dimension and which link the local and 
particular with the general and universal - the struggle 
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for jobs between Muslims of Asian origin and the white 
community in Bradford with the ideological and political 
tension between Islam and the West. 
Yunus Samad traces the beginning of these conflicts 
to 1977 when the recession hit the industrial sector 
creating unemployment and stirring up resentment against 
a minority all too distinctive in their dress, customs 
and religion. Concern had been voiced by the Azad 
Kashmir Muslim Association and the Asian Youth Movement 
about the increasing level of racial tension in Bradford 
and they pointed to the increasingly active British 
National Party, the National Front and the Yorkshire 
Campaign to Stop Immigration, as well as to the increase 
in racially motivated gang fights, assaults and arson 
attacks, as evidence of this. (1) 
In 1981 twelve Asian youths were arrested for 
possession of incendiary devices. The youths claimed 
they had armed themselves to protect their community 
against a threatened 'skinhead' attack. Naturally this 
conjured up visions of race riots in the public 
imagination especially when assaults on Asians in other 
areas of the country were being reported and tension was 
high between Afro-Caribbeans and the police in Brixton 
and Liverpool. 
It is noteworthy that at this time solidarity and 
activism was expressed through the formation of secular 
movements such as the Asian Youth Movement and the United 
Black League. These brought together members from 
different ethnic and religious groups. In the future the 
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trend would be towards greater differentiation, 
particularly along religious lines, a development that 
can be seen either as an indicator of decreasing 
solidarity among the groups or as an increasing 
confidence in their own group identity . 
Within Bradford Council the All-Party Race Relations 
Advisory Group was formed and within the Muslim community 
the Council for Mosques was set up bringing together 
representatives from the various mosques (Barelwi and 
Deobandi) in Bradford. Samad argues that the creation of 
the Council for Mosques, with funding arranged through 
the Manpower Services Commission, was an attempt by 
Bradford Council to create a 'tame' Muslim organisation 
which could control the 'discontented youth'. "The 
result was to unify and institutionalise the religious 
leadership and increase their influence over the Muslim 
community at the expense of their secular opponents. " (2) 
The Halal Meat Campaign 
In 1982 Bradford Council provided guidelines to 
schools in a paper entitled "Education for a Multi- 
cultural Society: Provision for Pupils of Ethnic minority 
Communities" in which it was stated that the Council was 
"considering the provision of halal meat in schools and 
... actively investigating ways in which this can be 
done. " (3) By September 1983 the Education Authority had 
provided halal meat to fourteen hundred Muslim children 
and indicated its intention to extend the service across 
the Metropolitan area with the aim of providing halal 
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meat to 15,000 pupils within two years. In January of 
that year the Muslim Parents Association requested the 
conversion of five schools to voluntary aided status but 
were refused permission by the Council (4). 
Many in the Muslim Community were surprised when, 
in February 1984, the Council called a debate in full 
council on the issue of halal meat in schools. This 
seemed to be reneging on an already agreed decision. On 
this issue both Muslim organisations and secular groups, 
such as the Asian Youth Movement, were successful in 
pressuring the Council to fulfil its stated intentions 
and provide halal meat for Muslim pupils. Associated 
demands, such as alternative dress codes for Muslim 
girls, were met at this time. This was an important 
point of recognition for the Muslim community. Sher 
Azam, former Head of the Council for Mosques, comments: 
"So we made the environment suitable for the young people 
to learn so that they could identify and they feel that 
it is their school, not they are going to somebody else's 
school. They can go and eat their own food, they can go 
with the clothes which they wear and they don't feel as 
second class citizens. " (5) 
The Honeyford Affair 
In 1981 there had been all party support within 
Bradford Council for race relations initiatives whose 
stated objectives were: 
i) equality of esteem between different cultures 
ii) equality of opportunity in employment 
iii) equality of access to Council services 
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iv) the development of services that were relevant to 
all sections of the community 
v) the elimination of discrimination on racial 
grounds (6) 
In the same year a Race Relations Advisory Group was 
formed without executive powers and with very limited 
financial resources. However, it did possess power of 
influence given that it was composed of senior members of 
all political parties. All policies relating to race 
relations had to be submitted to this group for 
consideration and suggestions. Their remit was: 
1. To consider what are the obstacles for attainment of 
greater racial harmony and equality in Bradford. 
2. To examine in what ways the Council's policies might 
be extended or altered so as to contribute towards 
overcoming these obstacles. 
3. To establish priorities in any such policy 
development. 
4. To consider the reasons for any apparent low rate of 
take up of Council services by ethnic minority groups 
and to recommend action accordingly. 
5. To liaise with those outside bodies and organizations 
having an interest in the promotion of community 
development and good race relations in Bradford. 
6. To monitor the action taken by the Council services 
to ensure fulfilment of the recommended action. 
7. To ensure that ethnic minority viewpoints and values 
are given fair and adequate expression within the 
Council's policy-making arrangements. (7) 
There was only one Council officer responsible for 
servicing the group. Also within Education a 
Multicultural Education Support Group was set up and at 
this time an approved syllabus was developed for 
religious education within schools. 
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However, running concurrently with the campaigns on 
the provision of Halal meat in school was a much more 
serious challenge to the multi-cultural ethos that 
Bradford Council was trying to create in the education 
system. Ray Honeyford was appointed as Headmaster of 
Drummond Middle School in April 1980 and contributed 
articles on educational issues to The Salisbury Review, 
the Yorkshire Post and the Daily Mail. Mark Halstead, 
who has made a detailed study of the case, argues that 
after 1982 Honeyford's articles fall into two categories: 
"those which illustrate and seek to justify his new 
right-wing political allegiance, and those which attack 
both the principles and the practice of multiracial 
education. " (8) Halstead gives an idea of the range of 
subjects which exercised Honeyford: 
"the establishment of comprehensive schools and the 
introduction of mixed-ability teaching; what he describes 
as the 'malign influence' of the social-worker mentality, 
which he feels is creeping into schools; recent 
curriculum initiatives such as anti-sexist teaching, 
peace studies, life skills and world studies; and current 
trends in sex education, which he would like to see 
countered by greater parental involvement, if they are 
not to be given the right to withdraw their children 
completely from lessons. " (9) 
Honeyford's first article on race and education was 
published in The Times Educational Supplement in November 
1982 in which he set out his opposition to multiracial 
education. 1 In subsequent articles he criticized what 
he called the 'purdah mentality' of some Muslim parents, 
the teaching of minority cultures and languages, and the 
extended trips to the Indian sub-continent which disrupt 
the children's schooling. (10) By the time of his 1984 
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article in The Salisbury Review Honeyford was beginning 
to complain of the induced guilt feelings, produced by 
what he calls the 'race lobby', which were preventing 
people from expressing themselves openly and honestly. 
Most importantly he mentioned for the first time his 
belief that where white children form a minority within 
a school they suffer an 'educational disadvantage' 
thereby. Honeyford claimed that they were not as well- 
versed in their own language and culture as previous 
generations and that this group, unlike the ethnic 
minorities, lacked anyone willing to speak out on its 
behalf. 
It was this article which, on coming to the 
attention of Bradford Council and others (two months 
after its publication), began the public debate over 
Honeyford and his views. Opposition to Honeyford came 
from various quarters - the Asian Youth Movement, the 
Asian Workers support Group, the Azad Kashmir Muslim 
Association, the Bradford Council for Mosques and various 
white, left-wing individuals. In October 1985 the 
Drummond Parents' Action Committee (DPAC) was formed. 
Despite support from the majority of Asian parents there 
was some dissension. The Muslim Parents' Association did 
not take part in the campaign against Honeyford, and the 
direct action approach that Honeyford's opponents adopted 
did not meet with uncritical support from all Asian 
parents. The pupil strikes at Drummond Middle School, 
and the associated picket lines which were set up, were 
sometimes broken by Asian parents taking their children 
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into school. Attacks upon such strike-breakers occurred. 
DPAC demanded the dismissal of Honeyford in March 
1984 and there were a series of Council meetings and 
court hearings in an attempt to resolve the situation in 
accordance with the law and the Council's interests. The 
rivalry that existed between the Council for Mosques and 
the Asian Youth Movement continued. The Council for 
Mosques and DPAC called for the suspension of the boycott 
while the Appeal Court was considering whether the 
Council had the right to dismiss Honeyford. The Asian 
Youth Movement opposed this and the Bradford Drummond 
Parents Support Group was set up bringing together a 
broader alliance of left-wing groups to continue the 
pressure when DPAC was disbanded. However, when the 
appeal Court overturned the High Court ruling, the 
Council for Mosques once again attempted to secure centre 
stage and regain influence. The Council for Mosques 
organised a Muslim boycott of the schools and withdrew 
from the Multi-Cultural Education Support Group and the 
Race Relations Committee in protest. 
Honeyford had his supporters in the shape of the 
'Friends of Drummond Middle School' and the Association 
of Head Teachers which stood by him throughout the 
controversy. As would be expected there was a deal of 
rhetoric expounded on this subject with the attendant 
quoting out of context and intentional or unintentional 
misrepresentation. Halstead quotes the example of the 
leaflet, written in Urdu, which had been distributed from 
Asian community centres in Bradford -a supposed 
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translation from Honeyford's Salisbury Review article of 
1984: 
"A re-translation into English provided by Mrs. M. Iqbal, 
a Honeyford supporter and member of the local Community 
Relations Council, reads, 'Honeyford means we are 
illegitimate, we are criminals, we are illiterate ... 
volatile ... rascals ... useless- ... scroungers. ' 
(11) 
The agitation ended when Honeyford accepted early 
retirement in September 1984 (? ) with a settlement of [£] 
Honeyford sold his story to the Dail Mail in 1985 as 
"The Hounding of Honeyford" and he continued to write 
articles and undertake speaking engagements throughout 
1986-7. 
Halstead comments that offence was taken at 
Honeyford's articles not so much because of the content 
as the style. Honeyford raised issues which needed to 
be debated in the area of multi-cultural education and 
anti-racism but these were swamped by the condemnation of 
Honeyford's personal attitude to ethnic minorities (12). 
This is a view that some Muslims would share. In terms 
of the effects on the Muslim community itself, it 
certainly gave them their first real taste of agitational 
politics and, in the case of the Bradford Council for 
Mosques, gave them credibility as community leaders not 
only with the white community, who are always pleased to 
have a focus for negotiation, but also to some extent 
what Samad describes as the 'politicised Mirpuri youth'. 
In fact the flow of influence was to be both ways as we 
shall see in the cases of the Satanic Verses and the Gulf 
War. 
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The Satanic Verses 
'The Satanic Verses', written by Salman Rushdie, was 
published on 26th September 1988. The book was to cause 
international controversy and bring Bradford's Muslim 
community once again into the spotlight. The book was 
found by many Muslims to be highly offensive and 
insulting. It was banned in India on 5th October 1988 - 
a fact which the Islamic Foundation in Leicester was the 
first Muslim group to publicise in Britain. Shabbir 
Akhtar was prominently involved in the campaign against 
the book and is able to eloquently express the source of 
the outrage which was felt among many British Muslims: 
"In the Qur'an the Prophet is extolled as the model of 
righteousness, the perfect individual. His actions and 
ambitions are held to be worthy of our close scrutiny and 
imitation. Naturally for the Muslim conscience the 
imitation of the Prophet becomes a morally excellent 
action. Conversely, any attack on this holy pattern is 
aleady an attack on a Muslim's own professed ideals. " 
(13) 
It was considered that Rushdie in writing this book had 
treated the Prophet extremely disrespectfully and 
although Rushdie maintained that the book was fiction 
there is such a mix of fact and fiction, with many 
allusions and parallels to the early history of Islam, as 
to make it seriously misleading to the uninformed reader: 
"the work distorted not only the interpretation of 
events, but the very facts themselves - details about the 
circumstances of the life of the Prophet, the politics of 
Mecca and Medina, the manner of the avowed revelation, 
and the mode of life of the Prophet's family. Most 
international critics and literati could hardly be 
expected to be familiar with these historical minutiae, 
but every least-informed Muslim could. " (14) 
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As Akhtar points out it was not that Muslims were afraid 
of honest criticism or challenge to Islam, however, the 
tone and manner of Rushdie's approach were offensive: 
"Had the voice of mockery in The Satanic Verses been even 
slightly more subdued, there would have been grounds for 
restraint and forbearance. But an authentic Muslim is 
bound to feel intolerably outraged by the book's claims, 
for Rushdie writes with all the knowledge of an insider. 
... Muslims must and do take issue with his choice of 
idiom and the temper it serves. His treatment is 
uniformly supercilious and dismissive; his reservations 
are shallow, playful, predictable, unoriginal. ... 
Sceptics there have been and always will be. What 
matters is the quality and integrity of their 
reservations. " (15) 
Following the banning of the book in India, the 
Union of Muslim Organisations called a crisis meeting on 
15th October 1988 at which demands were limited to the 
insertion of a disclaimer at the beginning of the book 
stating that it was purely a work of fiction. Initially 
Muslims voiced their grievance in a low-key manner by 
writing to the publisher, to local politicians and the 
Prime Minister to express their concern. It was only 
when this failed to produce any acknowledgement of their 
distress, let alone any concrete results, that more eye- 
catching techniques of protest were employed. On January 
14th 1989 a demonstration was held by angry Muslims 
outside Bradford's law courts in the centre of town. it 
was here that a copy of the offending book was 
symbolically burned. Media attention ensured that this 
image had major impact nationally. It provided a 
convenient excuse for many of the white community to 
close their eyes to what the Muslims were attempting to 
communicate. In fact the first book-burning had taken 
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place in Bolton six weeks earlier but had gone largely 
unreported. In Bradford a number of youths ran amok 
through the town following the protests (fifty arrests 
were made (16)) which served to heighten the tension in 
the town even further. 
Events received a further twist when Ayatollah 
Khomeini issued a fatwa on 14th February 1989 calling for 
Salman Rushdie's execution. Two members of Bradford 
Council for Mosques were reported as having supported the 
fatwa although at an emergency meeting the next day the 
Council for Mosques argued that their members had been 
badly misquoted. One of the two members later left the 
organisation. There has been considerable debate among 
Muslims as to the legitimacy of the fatwa. Although 
death as a penalty for apostasy is not mentioned in the 
Qur'an there are conflicting traditions from the sunna 
(collected sayings of the Prophet). The four traditional 
schools of law founded in the 8th and 9th centuries 
unanimously require that adult male apostates (of sound 
mind and not acting under compulsion) should be executed. 
However, this would only be after they had been tried and 
found guilty by an Islamic court and then there would be 
three days grace for the apostate to reconsider and 
recant. Thus since Rushdie had not been tried by an 
Islamic court some of the most senior Sunni authorities 
declared Khomeini's fatwa invalid (17). 
As attacks on the Muslims by the media increased the 
Muslim protesters expanded their demands and now insisted 
that the novel be banned. The last official protest took 
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place on 17th June 1989 at which the Council for Mosques 
issued a ten point Islamic Charter. This included a call 
for continued lobbying of local and national politicians, 
making future electoral support conditional on a positive 
response and also establishing a think-tank of Muslim 
intellectuals to combat anti-Muslim propaganda in the 
media. (18) Various regional meetings, vigils, etc. have 
since been held and some unsuccessful efforts made to get 
the publication of the paperback edition of the book 
cancelled. Growing out of this there was a National 
Conference of Muslims in April 1990 which saw itself as 
beginning a nationwide debate on the future of Muslims in 
this country addressing education, politics, social and 
economic participation, and the role and responsibility 
of mosques and Muslim clergy (19). 
The Muslim Reaction 
"What he has written is far worse to Muslims than if he 
had raped one's own daughter, ' ... 'Muslims see Mohammed as an ideal on whom to fashion our lives and 
conduct, and the Prophet is internalised into every 
Muslim heart. It's like a knife being dug into you - or 
being raped yourself. " (20) 
Muslims all over the world were outraged by the 
publication of the Satanic verses but active campaigning 
took place mainly in India and Pakistan and among the 
Pakistani Muslims in Britain. Bhikhu Parekh points out 
that Muslim spokesmen in Britain initially stated their 
case badly speaking of being 'hurt' by the book or having 
their 'feelings offended'. Charges of apostasy and 
blasphemy were laid at Rushdie's door. The former is an 
Islamic concept, 'riddah', which Parekh describes as: 
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"'turning back' on Islam, forsaking it for unbelief or 
another religion, and conveys the idea of cultural 
treason or treachery and violation of a solemn 
commitment. " (21) The latter term is Christian rather 
than Islamic and was adopted because it would be familiar 
to a non-Muslim audience and was dealt with under the law 
- at least as far as Christianity was concerned. (22) 
Parekh summarizes the Muslim case against the 
Satanic Verses as it gradually emerged from the initial 
shock and hurt: 
1. The book was a wholly 'untruthful' account of Islam. 
If the book had not played so deliberately on 
recognizable history the 'gross inaccuracies' would not 
have mattered. 
2. The book was 'abusive', insulting', scurrilous', 
'vilifactory' in the treatment of holy figures from 
Islamic history. The language employed was 'indecent' 
and 'obscene'. The book was not a serious critique of 
Islam (something frequent and acceptable) but a 
transgression of Hodud (limits which no decent person 
should cross). 
3. The book was demeaning and degrading to Muslims and 
reinforced prejudices: 
"As a Muslim as well as a scholar of Islam, Rushdie owed 
it to his people to counter the 'myths' and 'lies' 
Christians had spread about them over the centuries, or 
at least to refrain from lending them his authority. 
Instead he had joined the Orientalist discourse, lowered 
Muslims in their own and others' esteem, and harmed their 
moral and material interests. "(23) 
The intensity of the insult and hurt was felt most 
powerfully by the Barelwis who, as already discussed, 
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have an extremely devotional form of faith and exalt 
Mohammed to an even greater extent than other Muslims. 
The term 'fundamentalist' was bandied around freely and 
the manoeuvring for influence between the Saudi Sunni and 
Iranian Shia was obscured by this blanket term. For 
many in the Muslim and white majority communities there 
was a great gulf of misunderstanding over this issue: 
"The Islamic community has been shocked by a book, ... 
The shock has been compounded by the realization on the 
part of Muslims that non-Muslims do not share their sense 
of outrage, and are (apparently) unwilling to understand 
the nature of the offence given and taken. For most 
people in this country, living in an 'open' or secular 
society, there is a real sense of puzzlement, first about 
the ways in which the grievance of Muslims has been 
expressed, and second, about the fact that Muslims have 
allowed their equanimity to be disturbed by the book at 
all. Has the controversy merely increased sale of a book 
which, left unnoticed, would soon have been forgotten? 
This question reveals the fact that few people outside 
the Islamic community have begun to understand the way in 
which Muslims perceive the author's offence. It also 
reveals that as far as Muslims are concerned the non- 
Islamic world has not yet understood what it means to be 
a Muslim. "(24) 
The Muslim youth, particularly the young men, 
played a significant role in the campaign against 'The 
Satanic Verses' and Rushdie. Although the Asian Youth 
Movement had collapsed due to internal rivalries the 
young people still exerted some leverage over the Council 
for Mosques, which was keen to maintain its influence 
over Bradford Muslims. Muslim youths exerted pressure 
upon the Council for Mosques to endorse the fatwa. 
Muslim and non-Muslim commentators have noted that this 
had a lot to do with the frustration and sense of 
humiliation and discrimination felt by the young Muslims, 
a sense which had been fed by the Honeyford Affair and 
was now being expressed in a sense of religious identity. 
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"The youth were resorting to Islamic idioms and metaphors 
to express their discontent against society which refused 
to accept them on an equal footing. " (25) They made up a 
large number of the demonstrations and at the last 
official demonstration their frustration erupted and they 
charged through the town and fifty were arrested. 
The backlash from the white majority created a 
degree of fear among Muslims in Bradford at two levels. 
Firstly, at the level of racial attack locally. However, 
for some Muslims what was more worrying was the response 
from uncomprehending politicians. Akhtar Malik, who 
works with the Youth and Community Service of Bradford 
Council, comments: 
"I'm sure that some people actually were so afraid that 
they took their families and went abroad during that 
period because that's how insecure they felt. A lot of 
people from the first generation were saying ... 'we have now felt as if we could be kicked out with this sort 
of thing, ... We no longer feel it as being our home'. 
And obviously to hit people hard like that it must have 
had to be quite an issue. " (26) 
As already mentioned, what some of the older Muslims 
in Bradford found particularly shocking was the lack of 
understanding of Islam, and what it means to Muslims in 
Bradford, which was revealed by the Rushdie Affair. 
Ishtiaq Ahmed and Sher Azam both commented that they had 
assumed that due to the thirty or forty years which 
Muslims had lived in Bradford, and the much longer 
colonial relationship between Britain and India and 
Pakistan, there would be a higher level of understanding 
of Muslims and their emotional attachment to their faith. 
Nighat Mirza, the Head of the Muslim Girls School in 
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Bradford, felt that it was healthy that hidden 
resentments were brought into the open: 
it .. It was good in a way because the community that 
felt bad about us had a chance to get the anger out ... 
in words which did not do any damage. And also they felt 
happier afterwards 'I've said what I wanted to say' and 
I think that sometimes you do need to release these 
pressures that are building up, if you don't then you are 
going to physically harm the other community .. 
Initially it upset me when the first letter came - and 
the second and the third. I thought this is terrible, 
but then I thought there's only a handful of these 
people. OK, they've written but it gave me a chance to 
write back, some of them actually put their addresses on 
so I wrote a letter back to them explaining our 
situation. " (27) 
In the course of interviews with Muslims in 
Bradford, a number expressed the opinion that the issue 
could have been better handled by the Muslim community. 
Some Muslims felt that there was a justification for 
using the Satanic Verses furore as an opportunity to 
focus public attention on other grievances of the Muslim 
community. However, Shenaz Bahadur (also of the Youth 
and Community Service of Bradford Council) describes the 
politicians, the Muslim community and others using the 
issue as a 'political football' (28). There were 
certainly wider issues at stake and longer-term effects 
which went far beyond the issue of Rushdie's book and 
these will be examined in more detail in the following 
chapter. Ishtiaq Ahmed, of the Bradford Racial Equality 
Council, clearly articulated the underlying themes in the 
Rushdie affair: 
"really it was about Muslims' presence, the presence of 
Islam in Britain. We wanted to stake a claim in the 
society, that we are here, we are here to stay and we are 
not going to tolerate abuse or insult that in any way 
denigrates our identity and our positions as citizens of 
the country. So in many ways our struggle was much 
broader than just The Satanic Verses. It was a struggle 
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for recognition and acknowledgement of our presence. Our 
fight to live in Britain as Muslims with dignity and 
respect. ... I think there 
is a much more open 
acknowledgement of Muslim presence and I think that in 
many ways our claim to the society and to live here as 
Muslims has been to some extent acknowledged and [is] 
being affirmed. That I think is a positive outcome of 
the Satanic Verses. " (29) 
Western Response 
Those of the dominant culture tended to perceive the 
Muslim reaction to 'The Satanic Verses' as exposing them 
as 'fanatics' and 'fundamentalists'. The book-burning 
episode provoked comparisons with Nazi Germany's book- 
burning2 and even the reputedly liberal intelligentsia 
showed themselves naive in their concern for the effects 
on the second generation Muslims of the 'medieval 
fundamentalism' of their parents (30). Much of the white 
non-Muslim response (at least from the middle ground) 
centred on the importance of free speech to British 
culture and the need for immigrants to accept the 
dominant culture or at least adapt to it in the public 
domain. John Patten, then Minister of State at the Home 
Office, wrote an open letter to 'influential British 
Muslims' on 4th July 1989 in which he explained the 
British Government's approach to 'The Satanic Verses'. 
He referred to two guiding principles : the freedom of 
speech, thought and expression and the notion of the rule 
of law. 
The Community Relations Council in Bradford was 
called upon to mediate in the conflict, a role which it 
was not prepared to adopt as it judged it as falling 
outside the CRC's remit. The Bishop of Bradford 
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played a positive role by holding a series of meetings 
addressing the issue throughout 1989. Initially the 
meetings were between Muslim leaders and members of other 
faith communities and later between the Muslim 
representatives and civic and political leaders. The 
Bishop, together with the two Archbishops, began a 
dialogue with Muslim leaders at Lambeth Palace in July 
1989 which produced, among other things, a joint Muslim- 
Christian working party to "examine the possibilities of 
using the law to deal with incidents in which the 
sensibilities of religious believers are outraged. " (31) 
Internationalization of the Conflict 
Protests by Muslims in Britain began to receive 
international attention and this gave a boost to a 
community feeling itself deprived, ignored and 
beleaguered. Ayatollah Khomeini's fatwa had, in the 
minds of many British Muslims, allied them with a 
powerful international actor and given their protests an 
urgency which the British authorities and Salman Rushdie 
himself could not ignore. The fact that the Ayatollah's 
ruling was considered to be Islamically unsound by many 
Muslims, and that Khomeini was the spiritual leader of 
the Shia people of Iran and consequently at some remove 
from the Sunni Muslims deriving from Pakistan, Bangladesh 
and Gujarat, did not prevent his enthusiastic adoption by 
many Bradford Muslims who used the flag of Iran or 
Khomeini's portrait as symbols in the campaign. (32) 
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"The secret of Imam Khomeini's instant appeal was that 
the one who had become the spearhead of the challenge 
thrown down by the people of Iran to the westernising, 
secular influences that had gained control there in 
earlier years had suddenly, dramatically aligned himself 
with the protest of the beleaguered Muslims of Bradford 
and elsewhere. ... The Ayatollah might have missed the 
mark Islamically speaking (unless you take Ibn Taymiyya's 
views as the only criterion) but he had hit the bullseye 
emotionally, affectively, amongst groups of Muslims who 
found themselves in situations where a siege mentality 
prevailed. "(33) 
Given the image of the Iranian Revolution and Ayatollah 
Khomeini in Britain it was not surprising that when 
British Muslims began to ally themselves with this 
Islamic power they would find themselves labelled as 
'fundamentalists'. All the fears that had focussed on 
Iran about religious intolerance and reactionary social 
regimes generated during the Revolution, now came to be 
associated with British Muslims and Bradford in 
particular. 
Sher Azam attended a meeting of the 46 nation 
Organisation of the Islamic Conference at Riyadh which 
called for the withdrawal of the book and proposed a 
boycott of the publishers if they did not comply. 
However, the fatwa was not endorsed. It was assumed in 
some quarters that British Muslims were being funded from 
abroad, most particularly Iran, and that they therefore 
owed their loyalty to authorities beyond British shores. 
Samad argues that in fact the Satanic Verses issue was 
part and parcel of the struggle for political hegemony in 
the Middle East between Saudi Arabia, and its Western 
allies, and Iran. He further points out that in the 
Indian Sub-continent where the book was first banned it 
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was in fact party politics which was the 'motive force' 
behind the agitation: 
"The fatwa was used by the pro-Iranian group to increase 
their influence over the campaign in Britain which had 
been initiated by the pro-Saudi groups. It ultimately 
forced Saudi Arabia to back down in the issue and opened 
the possibility for the Iranians to expand their sphere 
of influence into Europe at the expense of the Saudi's. 
Consequently, Salman Rushdie has become an unwitting pawn 
in the struggle for power between Iran and Saudi Arabia 
and the key to his freedom lies in the normalisation of 
Britain's and the West's relations with Iran. " (34) 
The Gulf War 
Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2nd August 1990. Within a 
few hours the Emir had left the country and Iraq's forces 
occupied and controlled the whole of Kuwait. Following 
the invasion the United States organised a broad 
international coalition, including Arab countries such as 
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, who would be willing to wage war 
to compel Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait if Iraq did not 
remove its forces voluntarily. President Bush had, 
through the United Nations, imposed economic sanctions 
against Iraq and deployed hundreds of thousands of troops 
plus sophisticated aircraft and precision-guided 
munitions. A deadline for Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait 
was set for 16th January 1991. Mediation attempts were 
made by the French, the Soviet and various Arab parties 
among others: 
"In mid-November, President Hassan of Morocco proposed a 
special summit to find an "Arab" solution to the crisis. 
President Gorbachev, before he agreed to UN Resolution 
678 authorizing the "use of all necessary means" to eject 
Iraq from Kuwait, invited Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz to 
Moscow on November 28 for a final attempt to mediate the 
conflict; no progress was made. On December 4, King 
Hussein of Jordan, Yasir Arafat of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, and Ali Salim al-Bid, the vice- 
chairman of the Presidential Council of Yemen, met with 
Saddam in Baghdad. In mid-December, Algeria's President 
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Chadli Benjedid announced his intention to work with Iraq 
to find a negotiated solution. Saddam took none of these 
opportunities to begin a negotiating process. If he had, 
the willingness of the international co-alition to use 
force would have fractured and there likely would have 
been no war. "(35) 
Iraq refused to withdraw from Kuwaiti territory and 
war was engaged. Saddam had gambled that the political 
consequences for Arab governments of allying themselves 
with the West and waging war against an Arab neighbour 
would be too severe to contain and that the alliance 
would fall apart. The tactics that he used to try to 
ensure this result also swayed Muslim minorities such as 
that in Bradford: 
"he worked actively to engineer their downfall in the 
period preceding the outbreak of war. Saddam again and 
again enjoined the Arab people to launch a "jihad" 
against the "imperialist aggressors" and their "agent" in 
the Arab world, and explicitly called for the overthrow 
of Fahd and Mubarak. Saddam described the American 
decision in November to enlarge the deployment of its 
forces as evidence that it was losing the battle among 
the Arab masses. " (36) 
There are several factors which made the Gulf War a 
confusing and difficult time for Muslims in Britain. At 
the simplest level there are holy places in Iraq which 
might have been damaged by the war such as the Karbala 
Shrine and the shrine of Abdul Quader Jilani (37). 
Added to this are the lines of allegiance derived from 
funding and proclivities - Barelwi hostility to Saudi 
Wahhabis, Iranian funding for Muslim projects in Britain. 
A national conference was held on 20th January 1991 
at which a resolution was passed which stated that 'USA- 
led aggression against Iraq' must be halted and foreign 
forces should be withdrawn from Muslim territory. The 
Saudi royal family was condemned for bringing non-Muslim 
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forces into the 'Islamic heartlands' and was declared 
unfit to be custodian of the holy places of Mecca and 
Medina (38). There was by no means unanimity among the 
Muslim community and at the conference Sher Azam's 
attempt to hold a more moderate line calling for the 
withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait and Western troops 
from Muslim lands was shouted down (39). 
Sher Azam and other Muslim representatives had made 
attempts to play the role of mediators by visiting 
Baghdad, Amman and Riyadh speaking as Muslims to Muslims 
in an effort to avoid bloodshed. These efforts were 
unsuccessful, the war began and their efforts had to be 
abandoned (40). 
Pir Maroof, an internationally respected figure 
among Barelwis, and a resident of Bradford, visited Iraq 
in early January 1991 and came back reporting Hussein's 
repentance and return to the faith: "Now he knows that 
Islam must come first. As for the West: it wants to 
crush him before he has nuclear weapons. I can see the 
same thing happening in future years to Pakistan. " (41) 
Following the bombing of the bunker containing civilians 
in Baghdad on 13th February 1991 the Council for Mosques 
released a press statement which strongly denounced the 
'massacre': "these deaths must ... 
be avenged in 
accordance with Islamic law ... The House of Islam is 
at war with all those who attack its interests including 
those so-called Muslims who are ... fellow comrades 
with the force of western imperialism. " (42) 
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Muslim Councillors in Bradford were acutely aware of 
the damage that such statements could do to the image of 
British Muslims and community relations in this country. 
Councillor Ajeeb made clear his view that it was not 
religion but politics and economics that was at the root 
of this war. In a criticism of the Council for Mosques 
statement, he pointed out that not only Muslims were 
outraged at civilian casualties but he cautioned against 
any 'talk about vengeance'(43) 
In speaking to Muslims from Bradford estimates of 
the amount of support for Saddam Hussein among the 
Muslims vary from one quarter to one half of the 
community but given that Saddam's supporters were more 
vocal than his detractors such impressions can be 
misleading. It is ironic that from seeing Ayatollah 
Khomeini as the champion of Muslim sensibilities, the 
very leader who had been locked in a brutal and costly 
war with Iraq for years, a section of Bradford's Muslims 
should now portray the Iraqi leader as the champion of 
Islam. Yet it was also understandable, as the same 
underlying frustrations and dissatisfactions, the same 
poor self-image, lay behind the great attraction of a 
strong Muslim, if not Islamic, leader from whichever 
quarter he might come. The appeal of a perceived 
underdog standing up to the controlling might of Western 
political and economic interests was powerful indeed - 
for Third World nations as much as for Muslims. When one 
also considered the cynicism of the West in arming and 
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supporting Saddam in his war against Iran then the 
motives of the West appeared dubious to say the least. 
Even those who condemned Saddam's invasion of Kuwait 
were asking questions about why the West had failed to 
intervene in other areas of the world where similar 
invasions had taken place. Of course, there was oil to 
be considered but also a sneaking suspicion that it was 
because Iraq was a Muslim country. Despite the fact that 
Muslim countries were fighting alongside the Western 
powers - Pakistan, Egypt, Algeria, etc. - this was more 
fuel for an anti-Muslim conspiracy theory or ethos which 
will be examined in more detail in the next chapter. 
The importance of identity, and the recognition of 
that identity, has been a thread running through the 
experience of Bradford's Muslims from the halal meat 
issue to the Gulf War. In part this has been a struggle 
for rights and justice as Muslims in Bradford perceived 
them and in part a rejection of certain Western values. 
In response the white community has, through the 
encouragement of the media very often, increasingly seen 
the Muslims in Britain as alien and different, having 
outside loyalties and a dangerous tendency towards 
'fundamentalism'. All of these aspects were highlighted 
in Chapter Three in the discussion of Islam and the West 
and indicate the existence of common elements across the 
local, national and international levels. 
Having given a narrative outline of some of the 
conflictual events which have taken place in Bradford 
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over the past ten years the thesis now turns to examine 
the perceptions and feelings of some of the Muslims of 
Bradford, and to look at how they think these events have 
affected their sense of identity and their relationship 
with the white majority community. 
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1 1. that 'the responsibility for the adaptations and adjustments 
involved in settling in a new country lies entirely with those who 
have come here to settle', since their initial immigration was an act 
of free choice; 
2. that their comitment to a British education (i. e. an education 
which is deeply embedded in British and European culture) was 
'implicit in their decision to become British citizens'. 
3. that the maintennance and transmission of the mother culture of 
immigrants 'has nothing to do with the English secuylar school but is 
a private matte for the immigrant family or community', and that it 
was a recognition of this fact which enabled earlier Jewish and East 
European settlers to survive and flourish in this country 
4. that any attempt to 'confer a privileged position' on minority 
groups, whether through positive discrimination or through attempts 
to 'enhance the status and self-respect of settler children by 
teahcing the culture of their parents' mother land and a critical 
view of British imperialism', is misguided, patronizing, and 
ultimately against their own best interests. 
5. that the main need of second generation Asian and Caribbean 
children, who have in any case already absorbed sufficient Biritsh 
culture fo rhtem to ne considered primarily bi-cultural, is now to 
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master that culture so that they can compete on equal terms in what 
is in fact 'a pretty ruthless meritocracy' in this country; 
6. that what is holding black achievement back at the moment is not 
racism but a 'lack of support for school and its values among West 
Indian parents', together wiht the misguided 'cultural revisionism' 
of (p. 57) the multi-racial 'bandwagon' (as seen, for example, in the 
'literary McCarthyism' of vetting school books for negative 
references to race and colour); 
7. that only an emphasis on the 'common needs of all children' and 
an abandonment of anything promoting an 'artifical and harmful folour 
consciousness' will help to generate 'a truly equal and harmonious 
multi-cultural society'. 
2 Parekh points out that a 
Members of Parliament had burnt a 
outside the House of Commons and 
been found acceptable to hang the 
few months earlier several Labour 
copy of the new immigration rules 
that at some demonstrations it had 
Prime Minister's effigy. (Parekh ) 
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CHAPTER SIX: IMPACT OF 
CONFLICT S ON COMMUNITY 
RELATION S IN BRADFORD 
Chapter Five reviewed the key conflicts that have 
affected relations between the Muslim and majority white 
communities in Bradford. In this chapter the aim is to 
look at the impact of these events in a more personal and 
detailed way through the evidence of eight members of the 
Muslim community who agreed to give in-depth interviews 
on what it means to be a Muslim in Bradford and how that 
identity has evolved through the course of the tensions 
and conflicts of the past decade. 
The crudest and most obvious effects of the 
conflicts in Bradford, particularly the Rushdie affair 
and the Gulf War, have been increased racist attacks, 
verbal and physical, on property such as the Council for 
Mosques and on Muslim and other Asian citizens (mistaken 
for Muslims by ignorant attackers) (1). In May 1991 
graves were vandalised in the Islamic burial plot within 
Scholemoor cemetery . More than sixty graves 
had their 
headstones pushed over or smashed and racist graffiti 
sprayed on walls together with Swastikas and the National 
Front logo(2). Bowen sees this, and other incidents, as 
indicative of the depth of feeling against Bradford's 
Muslim community. He sees the tide of anti-Islamic 
sentiment in Bradford growing steadily over the past ten 
years: 
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"Locally, however, there was no sharp divide between an 
anti-Islamic feeling that had intensified during the 
controversy and exacerbation of such feeling during the 
Gulf War. In Bradford, they tended to be seen as 'of a 
piece'. A crescendo of anti-Islamic feeling could be 
traced from the days of the disputes over the provision 
of Halal meat for school-dinners and the published views 
of Raymond Honeyford. It had increased during the 
furore over Satanic Verses. It was given global 
dimensions during the Gulf War. In some local thinking 
there were strong lines of connection between the 
controversy over Salman Rushdie's book and the Gulf War. " 
(3) 
This impression is confirmed by Sher Azam, the former 
Leader of Bradford Council for Mosques, who commented 
that discrimination had increased in terms of employment 
opportunities as well as tensions and hatred against the 
Muslim community (4). 
The wider impact of the Rushdie affair was even more 
destructive with rioting in Islamabad, Kashmir and Bombay 
resulting in deaths and injuries while in Brussels the 
murder of two imams added to the catalogue of increased 
racist activities in Europe (5). However, there have 
been many more subtle psychological and emotional effects 
- some negative and some positive - which may be explored 
through the words of Bradford's Muslims. 
Unification 
one effect of the media coverage of the Rushdie 
Affair was the 'homogenization' of the Muslim community 
in Britain. Cottle argues that the British press 
unintentionally 'united the Muslim community, created a 
new orthodoxy, and made every Muslim who wished no harm 
to Rushdie feel 'inauthentic' and not a 'true Muslim'(6). 
Another commentator observes: 
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"The racialisation of religion, especially Islam, has 
reached a new peak after the Rushdie affair. Communities 
which were previously known by national or regional 
origin - Pakistani, Mirpuri, Bengali, Punjabi - are now 
all seen as part of the Muslim community ... Minority 
communities have therefore come to be seen not only as 
primarily defined by religion, but also as being 
internally unified, homogeneous entities with no class or 
gender differences and conflicts. "(7) 
The secular groups who were in evidence during the 
Honeyford controversy had given way to religiously-based 
groups, so that the boundaries in this conflict were 
drawn above regional and denominational identities and 
below class or colour lines. In interviews conducted 
for this thesis a number of views regarding the Rushdie 
affair and how it was handled by Muslims were encountered 
and it is possible that the 'new orthodoxy' that Cottle 
refers to was a temporary phenomenon and may be more 
applicable to the perception of observers rather than to 
Muslims themselves. 
Cottle, in looking at the role of the media in the 
Rushdie conflict, concludes that television news has 
with its powerful images confirmed certain narrow 
cultural stereotypes of Muslims. He argues that this 
medium provides an: "added 'authenticating' dimension of 
visuals and heightened news credibility sustained by the 
occupation of a seeming 'middle-ground' or 'consensus' 
position of news reporting", which increases its 
impact. (8) 
The Impact on Cross-Community Work 
During the Satanic Verses controversy and afterwards 
the level of tension in Bradford was very high: 
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"Hostility, hatred, racism, lawlessness, rampant 
aggression and obscurantism: each of these seemed to have 
its field-day in Bradford in the fall-out from the 
controversy over Satanic Verses. The affair acted as a 
trigger, releasing otherwise pent-up emotions. They were 
often the ugliest emotions in the human repertoire. " (9) 
Bowen comments, and his view is echoed by Muslims 
interviewed for this research, that this set back the 
work to improve relations between the ethnic communities 
in Bradford which had been going on since the 1960's and 
created the worst climate of tension between the 
communities that had been seen in the city. 
Individuals who had been part of the efforts to 
increase understanding and co-operation between the 
communities felt their confidence shaken. Bradford 
Concord, an interfaith society, was divided about whether 
it should abandon its efforts. However, commitment 
prevailed and the work continues. Some of those who had 
been champions of multicultural education at the time of 
the Honeyford affair began to question the validity of 
such approaches (10). Certainly in the public sphere 
multicultural education issues took a back seat. 
In a study a researcher concludes that the increase 
in knowledge about Islam has not been accompanied by an 
increase in understanding among the white community: 
"The evidence of this research, together with such things 
as letters to the local press and events in West Bowling 
show that a complacent ignorance of things and people 
Islamic has moved to an awareness that there is a radical 
difference in culture and values, and this has bred 
hostility from the white population. Thus, the Rushdie 
affair has come to be a symbol for social, or racial, 
politics and the mutual alienation has become self- 
perpetuating, a recipe for separatism. " (11) 
In Chapter Five Nighat Mirza's view that it is healthy to 
bring such underground feelings to the surface and air 
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them was cited. This view is elaborated by Ishtiaq 
Ahmed who has been involved with interfaith activities in 
Bradford as well as work with the Racial Equality 
Council: 
"I think it has certainly exposed what I call the 
artificial cordial, what I call hypocrisy of silence, 
that everything is all well and good between various 
communities. ... [halal, Satanic Verses, Gulf, etc] 
each of these issues has not been without reaction and 
hostility from the community and in a way all of them 
actually on the one hand exposed the fragile nature of 
relationships between two communities and also suggested 
to leaders of these communities that they have to double 
their efforts in order to achieve a level of 
understanding on both sides if we are going to talk about 
race relations or a good relationship between the two 
communities in meaningful terms. That's one side of the 
debate. The other side of the debate is the fact that we 
have survived Honeyford and we have survived halal meat 
and we have survived Satanic Verses and Gulf War without 
major disasters [and this] indicates the strengths of the 
relationships. "(12) 
Identity 
The increasing differentiation of the black and 
Asian communities in the course of these conflicts and 
campaigns has been noted in Chapter Five. The issue of 
identity is central to the self-questioning and 
development of the Muslim community throughout the past 
ten years in Bradford. The Satanic Verses controversy 
raised very sharply the issue of the immigrant's status 
and obligations within a host society. Muslims were told 
in no uncertain terms that they were to conform to the 
laws, norms and values of the British society within 
which they had chosen to live. If this were not possible 
for them then they should leave. Naturally the rights 
and obligations of both the immigrant and the host 
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community were perceived as a more complex 
interrelationship by the Muslim community. 
Modood and others point out that events such as the 
Rushdie affair and its aftermath illustrate only too well 
the hopeless inapplicability of liberal assumptions about 
the inevitability, and indeed desirability, of the 
integration and assimilation of minority communities. 
Today the idea of the melting pot appears less relevant 
than Enoch Powell's recognition of 'native English 
chauvinism and Asian community formation' (13). Moreover 
Modood rejects the American three generation model of 
immigrant integration based on the experience of white 
settlers in the USA.: 
"That model postulates that the immigrants slave and 
self-sacrifice to see their children succeed in the new 
country; the second generation assimilate and conform to 
succeed; the grandchildren, assured of acceptance and 
advancement, have a romantic yearning for their ancestral 
roots. British racism, however, extorts such a high price 
for the success of the second stage that Asian teenagers 
... are beginning to say 'so far it is we who have had 
to make all the changes, now it is the turn of the 
British to change to accept the fact of our 
existence. "'(14) 
This point is borne out by the observations of Sher Azam 
on his own community: 
"I came from Pakistan myself, and I was brought up there. 
When I came here I can live with some injustices, a 
certain amount of discrimination because I see that I 
wasn't born in this country. So although I accept this 
as my home I also see that there is a degree of 
discrimination which is going to be tolerated by me 
because I wasn't born [here]. The problem for the second 
generation is that they will not accept the injustices, 
they will not accept the discriminative laws and 
practices. ... " (15) 
Many Muslims see the enhanced sense of identity among 
British Muslims, and particularly young Muslims, as an 
overwhelmingly positive outcome of conflicts in recent 
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years, despite the potential racist backlash. Akhtar 
Malik, who works within Bradford Council's Youth and 
Community Service, feels that many people have been 
forced into an awareness of their identity by painful 
realities and no longer have the luxury of distancing 
themselves from issues relating to their own community: 
"I think people are realizing that when it comes to the 
crunch you will be labelled, you will be identified and 
therefore your identity is what you have and if you hold 
together you probably have a better chance of survival 
than if you were on your own singled out one by one. .. 
I think they needed that awakening. I think they were 
probably asleep before then. ... If you accept your identity, if you accept who you are, then life is much 
easier in my view. " (16) 
This sense of the outside pressure to be clear about your 
identity was felt strongly by Nasreen Bhutt (a worker 
with Asian women and girls for Bradford Council): 
"you're expected to know more about your religion than a 
Christian or anyone else does about their own, because 
it's really high profile all the time. It is demanded of 
you always to have a very clear idea of where you stand 
on everything. " (17] 
She comments that for her this has resulted in making 
clear the links between religion and politics for 
Muslims: 
"for me religion and politics are very close because if 
you say you are Muslim you are making a political 
statement, it's 'not about your private belief. [If you 
are a Muslim] you don't have private belief, you are open 
to be challenged. " [18] 
This questioning of identity among young Muslims 
should not be equated with an uncritical acceptance of 
their parents' culture and lifestyle. It involves the 
forging of a new identity, above all a Muslim identity 
but a British Muslim identity. Nighat Mirza, Head of 
the Muslim Girls' School in Bradford, notes that a few 
years ago Muslim youngsters were more apt to refer to 
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religion as something that concerned their parents rather 
than themselves. In recent years, they have become more 
involved with group discussions on their faith and there 
is an increased curiosity about the religion and less 
attachment to the customs and language of the parents' 
generation. According to Nighat Mirza the young 
generation have been investigating the parameters set for 
their behaviour by Islam and if they find they have 
transgressed them then they are bringing themselves back 
into line. In terms of the dress code girls and young 
women are wearing headscarves, boots with long skirts, 
that is, Western clothes that conform to Islamic notions 
of modesty rather than Pakistani traditional dress.: 
"They have begun to feel [able to say] to the parents, to 
the community, that 'I am a Muslim, I will do this, this, 
this, because God has asked me but I will not participate 
in this because it is nothing to do with Islam'. And 
this is due to the education they have had in school. 
Although it wasn't Islamic, being literate meant that 
they could find the answers for themselves. Parents 
initially could not pass that on to them. " (19) 
Of course, there are plenty of counter-examples of young 
people who have been alienated from their own faith and 
British society through a disillusioning experience in 
schools and the job market. Levels of crime, drug abuse, 
school absenteeism, and so on are increasing among Muslim 
youth, most particularly males. ' 
Radicalisation of Muslim Youth 
Samad, who has researched the situation of Muslims 
in Bradford, sees the young Mirpuri working class of the 
city as having been radicalised by a decade of racial 
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discrimination, with the Rushdie campaign as the 
culmination of a build-up of anger and hurt running from 
the Bradford Twelve incident through to the Honeyford 
controversy. He portrays the Council for Mosques as 
'stealing a march over their secular rival [the Asian 
Youth Movement]' and drawing the 'angry young men' into 
the agitation. The youth are seen as using Islamic 
symbols and language as a vehicle to voice their 
discontent rather than as part of a deeper search for 
identity: 
"Only this would account for the support of the youth 
which transformed the opposition to the Satanic Verses, 
in Bradford, into a popular agitation unlike anywhere 
else in the country. It was this push from below which 
made the Council of Mosques adopt alternative issues such 
as the Gulf crisis to maintain their influence over the 
youth. The problem in Bradford is primarily a racial 
issue which is continuously reformulating itself. If no 
serious attempt is made to deal with its root causes, it 
could well become more militant. " (21) 
Indeed, as Bowen notes there are some Muslim apologists 
who assert that the Western and Islamic ideologies are 
inevitably locked into conflict and who welcome the 
consequent struggle as radicalising young Muslims. (21) 
Nasreen Bhutt recalls that when she was teaching at 
Keighley College during the Gulf Crisis she became aware 
of how the young Muslim men in her class had become 
politicized because of their Muslim identity. In a class 
of twenty there were five Muslims and they were very well 
well-versed on the issues - reading newspapers and 
bringing cuttings to college. Their white counterparts 
were frustrated at their inability to take part in an 
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informed discussion and had to resort to verbal attacks 
and worse. 
Sher Azam, the head of the Council for Mosques at 
that time, comments that previously the young people, 
were looking to the wider community to find their friends 
but that when the various campaigns - against Honeyford 
and Rushdie - were being carried on by their parents, 
they were shocked to find that they were marked out as 
different and in some cases no longer accepted by their 
white friends. Certainly they turned back to their 
parents, and the campaigns associated with the Council 
for Mosques, to try to understand what it was about and, 
according to some parents, as a result took a greater 
interest in the study of Islam (22). Ishtiaq Ahmed of 
Bradford Racial Equality Council stresses the importance 
of the identity issue for the young: 
"I think they are struggling for a recognition, a 
recognition of their aspirations and needs, and they want 
people to acknowledge that they matter also and their 
needs matter also. So they will use any opportunity to 
assert themselves and affirm themselves. There is also a 
strong indication that there is a widespread hostility 
against Muslims generally, as one reads the media, that 
is the impression they are getting. So I think their 
participation in Gulf War and Satanic Verses (protests] 
was about their identity and about them asserting 
themselves and saying, not only to the white majority 
community here but also to the Muslim community and 
Muslim elders, that they matter and they are around and 
their presence should be acknowledged. One of the fears 
among the older generation is that our youngsters are 
losing their Muslim identity, their faith identity, 
because they are being influenced by the growing 
secularism in the society. So these were opportunities 
for our youngsters to say, 'well, that is not the case, 
the fact that I don't go to mosque five times a day for 
daily prayer, the fact that I don't dress like a Middle 
East Arab or Pakistani or Bangladeshi, the fact that I 
don't have a beard doesn't mean that I am very loose in 
my views about my faith identity. My faith still matters 
to me but I have found different expressions of it and 
therefore don't discard us, don't dismiss us'. " (23) 
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The Development of Community Identity 
Although there have been difficulties and, at times, 
increased hostility generated against the Muslim 
community there is also a feeling among Bradford's 
Muslims that the conflicts have brought benefits to 
individuals and to the community as a whole. Muslims 
speak of an increased self-confidence and awareness of 
their identity, and comment that if it has been difficult 
then it has taught them to be tough (24). Some members 
of the white majority community provided positive support 
for Bradford's Muslims during the various campaigns and 
some older members of the Muslim community are willing 
to acknowledge how useful this was although some of the 
younger activists are perhaps more equivocal. Nighat 
Mirza believes that both communities have benefited from 
the experience: 
if. 
. . Suddenly this situation came and you want 
to know 
who are your enemies and who are your friends and it .. 
. clarified that. And obviously you want to have a good 
relationship with those people, ... and you work very 
hard to see that the link remains. And the more that 
link became strong, the more links were made then 
through those people. So actually on the whole we also 
benefited from the experience. And I feel sure that the 
white community benefited from the experience because 
... it was an educational experience for them too. 
They certainly realized that this community is with us 
and jg going to participate in what we do and the 
decisions we make so it's important to them too. " (25) 
If the Muslim community as a whole has become more 
assertive and self-confident then the same is true of 
individuals who found themselves thrust into the 
limelight such as Nighat Mirza, the Head of the Muslim 
Girls' School in Bradford. Particularly during the 
Rushdie affair a great deal of attention was focused on 
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the Muslim Girls' School and the opinion of Nighat Mirza, 
as head, was sought by the media and other interested 
observers. She feels that this pressure developed her 
own abilities and confidence to express her views and 
opinions as a woman and as a Muslim: 
"I was once a very shy person who never took part in any 
discussion who said 'somebody else will say this. 
There's bound to be somebody else who'll make the same 
point'. And later on these issues began to come and 
people were directly asking me and therefore Ih to say 
'this is what I want, this is what I feel'. I think this 
is the reason which altered my own confidence as a woman 
coming from an education system which didn't do much for 
me. I learned a lot during this nine years. ... And I 
think to some extent the indigenous community learnt a 
lot during that short span of time. We've been here 
nearly 50 years but it was these 9 years that the 
community became aware of us, began to know there is such 
a thing as Islam, began to know that there are people who 
have these values and they began to respect us for that. 
... I am happy [about]the way things moved. I hope they 
don't stop now and I hope that we don't wait for another 
crisis before we can begin to talk to each other. I hope 
the process will continue as it did at that time. "(26) 
Islam as Threat 
There are certainly a number of people in the Muslim 
community in Bradford who believe that there is a 
conspiracy in the West against Islam. The questions that 
Muslims in Bradford are asking are not just about their 
own situation in Bradford or in Britain. They are looking 
around the world and becoming more aware of the suffering 
of Muslims in different countries and they fear that 
these are not isolated incidents. Akhtar Malik reports 
that in many conversations with Bradford Muslims he finds 
people expressing the opinion that during the Cold War 
the adherents of communism and capitalism were so 
absorbed in mutual antagonism that Islam was considered 
as little more than a side issue. With the demise of the 
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Soviet Union and the so-called 'defeat of communism', 
Islam becomes the likeliest candidate to emerge as the 
enemy figure for Western capitalist interests: 
"which force is it which is militant, which is 
widespread, which in terms of area covers quite a large 
part of the world from the Far East right up to Africa 
into Europe? ... You 
have Muslim communities in just 
about every country of the world ... it could be a few 
hundred, it could be a few thousands, it could run into 
millions, and as a collective they have their one faith, 
... they could 
be black, white, brown, whatever, but 
they have their identity as Muslims ... " (26) 
Some Muslims believe that the West is afraid that if 
Muslim countries got together to form a bloc it would be 
a real force to reckon with and, of course, there have 
been Islamic leaders who have been much of the same 
opinion. The West, therefore, must prevent any such 
coming together by Muslim nations: 
"in terms of reserves, petrol and oil reserves and in 
terms of raw materials and population, in terms of land 
mass, whichever factor you consider, as an aggregate .. 
. the Muslims make up quite a large chunk of everything" 
(27) 
This view is being expressed in the academic literature 
as already discussed in Chapter Three. A prime example 
are comments made by Jonathan Paris in a recent article: 
"Notwithstanding the fragmentary nature of Islamist 
movements, a success or two could transform Islamic 
fundamentalism into a revolutionary snowball that might 
reach across borders toward a greater "umma", or unity 
through Jihad, much like the Prophet Mohammed's creation 
of a unified conquering army of Islam in the seventh 
century. Will a charismatic Sunni Arab fundamentalist, a 
Nasser with a beard, come along in the next century with 
a messianic message and unite the fragmented protest 
movements into a pan-Islamic political force? " (28) 
Such comments also reflect the concerns of Western 
governments. Martin Indyk, national security adviser for 
the Near East and South Asia, stated in a speech in May 
1993 that the United States should: 
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"help the people and governments of the Middle East to 
confront this emerging threat [of radical Islamic 
fundamentalism], in part by pursuing peace with vigor, in 
part by containing extremism throughout the region, and 
in part by holding out an alternative vision of 
democratic political development and free market economic 
development. "(29) 
Many Muslims see in Bosnia, a Muslim minority left 
to suffer its fate largely unaided by powerful non-Muslim 
states. What is happening in Bosnia is of great concern 
to Muslims in Bradford and they see there yet another 
example of the West's antipathy to Islam and to Muslim 
peoples. Akhtar Malik points to the characterisation of 
parties to the conflict in former Yugoslavia where there 
are Serbs, Croats and Muslims: 
"And when somebody like me listens to that, I quite 
clearly know why they do that - Muslims are being singled 
out. They are white, they are European and they are 
Serbs and Croats aiad they are Muslim by religion. so 
their faith is being singled out ... You can be whiter 
than white, you can be whatever but you will be singled 
out as a Muslim. .. " (30) 
Some version of this conspiracy theory, to a greater 
or lesser degree, has appeared in many of the interviews 
with the Muslims of different generations and educational 
backgrounds which have formed part of this research. 
Bowen also notes that some Muslims in Bradford and 
elsewhere have linked Saudi Arabian and Egyptian 
encouragement of Western military engagement in the 
Middle East with their earlier reluctance to condemn The 
Satanic Verses: 
"Thus the publication of Satanic Verses was sometimes 
explained locally by what might be called 'a Trojan Horse 
theory'. That is, in the context of what was seen as a 
wider, well-orchestrated and powerfully resourced 
onslaught on Islamic values and Muslim populations, the 
publication of that book, written by someone who came 
from an Islamic background, was a subtle development in 
the global plot against Islam by wealthy, powerful 
Western political consortia aided by secularising 
publishers. " (31) 
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Conclusion 
The impact of the conflicts in Bradford on the 
Muslim community cannot be considered to be entirely 
negative. Gains have been made to some extent in terms 
of recognition of rights; certainly in terms of 
definition and assertion of identity. In the course of 
the protests the Muslim community has gained a greater 
self-confidence and yet there is evidence that some 
Muslims feel increasingly vulnerable in the face of the 
rise in European racism and what some identify as the 
Western conspiracy against Islam. There have been costs 
incurred in the form of increased hostility from some 
sections of the white majority community, a perception of 
Muslims as loyal to outside powers, as alien and strange, 
in a word as a threat. As discussed in Chapter Three 
the image of Islam as threatening and alien has a long 
history in the West and the trend continues with both 
popular media coverage and analyses in the academic 
literature continuing to reinforce such images. 
The rejection of secular ideologies and the 
search for an authentic Islamic identity, which was 
detailed in Chapter Three in the exploration of Islamic 
revivalism and radicalism, is echoed among the Muslim 
minorities in countries such as Britain. The move from 
secular political movements working for racial equality 
towards religiously-based movements working for the 
recognition of identity, as well as accordance of rights, 
is an indicator of this. This development is highlighted 
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in Chapter Ten in interviews with young Muslims from 
Bradford. 
The tensions that exist between the Muslim and the 
white majority communities can explode into conflict 
given the right trigger. The impact of such conflicts is 
cumulative and, as shown in Chapter Four, the economic 
and social position of Muslims in Bradford is worsening 
and the strain, particularly on the younger generation, 
is enormous. Preventative work needs to be undertaken 
now at national level, as well as community level, in 
the fields of law and politics as much as in the field of 
community relations. 
Efforts are already being made in the Bradford 
context to counter negative images of Islam and Muslims, 
to build bridges between the communities and to engage in 
dialogue between faith groups. The next chapter looks at 
some examples of this work and attempts to assess its 
relevance and effectiveness in the Bradford situation. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN : BRADFORD 
INITIATIVES 
In Section One the theoretical background to inter- 
group conflict resolution was explored and Section Two 
has introduced the case study through a review of the 
backdrop to relations between Muslims and the white 
majority in Bradford, the specific history of the 
immigrant community and some of the tensions and 
conflicts that have arisen between the immigrant and host 
communities during the past years. 
In referring to the work of community relations in 
Northern Ireland there is an assumption that the types of 
inter-group work carried on between Protestants and 
Catholics, within what has been termed the 'cultural' 
rather than 'structural' approach, have some relevance or 
applicability in the Bradford setting. An initial survey 
of the Bradford scene reveals a number of activities that 
one could term community relations work and which could 
be categorised within the framework of Fitzduff's 
typology. Below this typology is presented with a number 
of examples of cross-community work already being carried 
out in Bradford. 
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Bradford Initiatives in Fitzduff's Typology 
Work designed to decrease 
prejudices within and between 
Interfaith Education Centre 
schools in Bradford, and 
providing personnel and 
assemblies, training for teac 
ignorance, suspicion and 
communities 
-A resource centre for 
the community generally, 
materials for religious 
hers, etc. 
Department of Peace Studies Day Conference on Muslims in 
Bradford - an attempt to promote inter-community dialogue 
and allow a platform for the expression of views. 
Issue based discussions - racism/sexism - on an ad hoc 
basis within the Youth and Community Service of Bradford 
council. 
Contact Trips - occasionally organised for mixed groups 
of Asians and white youth within the Youth and Community 
Service e. g. to Northern Ireland. 
Anti-Sectarian Work 
Work designed to decrease discrimination and sectarianism 
at individual, group and institutional level. 
Anti-Intimidation Work 
Work designed to address intimidation occurring within or 
between communities. 
Work designed to affirm and develop cultural confidence 
that is not exclusive. 
Bradford Festival - Mela - An annual cultural event 
featuring a South Asian-style festival. 
Eid Committee - An initiative of the Muslim business and 
professional community to promote positive images of 
Islam and the Muslim community. 
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The development of collectively agreed principles of 
justice and rights upon which political frameworks can be 
based. 
Racial Equality Council - advice on legal rights and 
social benefits for minority communities. 
West Bowling Anti-Racial Harassment Scheme - an inter- 
service attempt to encourage the reporting of racial 
harassment and a co-ordinated response from the various 
services. 
Designed to facilitate political discussions within and 
between communities. 
Work concerned with developing theology which can 
facilitate the development of pluralism and co-operation. 
Muslim-Christian trip to Pakistan - study tour to explore 
the religious and cultural background of the immigrant 
community and engage in interfaith dialogue. 
Bradford Concord Group - an interfaith discussion group. 
Developing approaches to resolving conflicts which 
increase possibilities for agreed political settlements. 
Church Mediation - e. g. role of Bishop of Bradford during 
the 'Satanic Verses' affair in bringing different groups 
together. 
Workshop Approach - the exploration of issues and 
training in skills for the handling of inter-group 
conflict. 
It is clear that there are already initiatives 
being undertaken which correspond to some of the work 
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being carried out in Northern Ireland. Of course, some 
of this work crosses boundaries of categorisation and it 
is not always self-consciously styled conflict resolution 
or community relations. In Chapter Eight we will return 
to this issue and explore with the insights of 
professionals working in the field of inter-community 
relations in Bradford how applicable these approaches 
might be. 
However, before returning to the broader picture it 
may be useful to look in more detail at three examples 
drawn from the above categories and to explore the 
genesis, motivations, and success of such approaches in 
the light of the theoretical discussion in Chapter Two. 
Oriental Arts 
The work of oriental Arts in Bradford particularly 
in connection with the Mela, is a prime example of what 
has been termed in Fitzduff's typology 'cultural 
traditions work', which she defines as 'work designed to 
affirm and develop cultural confidence that is not 
exclusive'. It is typical of the 'cultural' approach 
to conflict resolution in that it is a small-scale, 
local, spontaneous initiative which is concerned with 
changing attitudes and improving understanding and 
relations between communities. 
The organisation Oriental Arts was formed in 1976 by 
six Asian college students who saw a need for culturally 
appropriate entertainment for the Asian community. At 
that time the major form of leisure activity for the 
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Asian community was the Asian cinema but there were no 
live performances in Bradford. Oriental Arts organised 
their first show in Bradford Central Library bringing 
together local dancers and musicians. Tickets were sold 
to the general public and the event was a success. This 
inspired the group to continue to promote Asian arts in 
Bradford. 
Given that this was a small-scale local initiative, 
between 1976 and 1980 all the work was carried out on a 
voluntary basis. Events were funded through the sale of 
tickets and by small grants from local Asian businesses. 
However, in 1980, official funding was received in the 
form of grants from Bradford City Council and Yorkshire 
Arts making possible the appointment of an Ethnic Arts 
Co-ordinator, Champak Kumar. 
The motivating idea of the organisation has been 
the promotion of cultural diversity through education of 
the public in the areas of Asian history, culture, 
language and tradition through exhibitions, provision of 
resources (equipment, handicrafts, etc. ) and advice, and 
the holding of workshops throughout the West Yorkshire 
region. 
From 1980 Oriental Arts pioneered workshops 
with schoolchildren, teachers and headteachers from the 
different Bradford communities. In some areas of 
Bradford Metropolitan district the school population is 
100% white and exposure to Asian arts and culture has 
been minimal. This was seen as an exercise in community 
relations with the aim of inspiring the children to 
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explore other cultural traditions. Work has also been 
carried out with many community centres, youth clubs, 
Bradford College and Bradford University. The cultural 
events, from classical concerts to Bhangra, are open to 
all sections of the community. 
One of the major roles that Oriental Arts plays in 
the field of cultural traditions work is the organisation 
of the annual Mela which forms a highlight of Bradford 
Festival. The first Mela took place in 1988 as an open 
air event in Woodhead Road Playing Fields and attracted 
10-12,000 people. Since that time it has been held in 
Lister Park as a large-scale multicultural event with 
many market stalls with food, music and video cassettes, 
handicrafts and promotional materials for various 
organisations. There is a full arts programme with Asian 
music and dance, a circus and funfair, strolling 
artistes, jugglers and much crowd participation. The 
Mela is free and attracts families who might otherwise be 
prevented from attending the box office events. In 1992 
120,00 people attended the Mela making it the biggest 
annual Asian event in Europe. Champak Kumar is 
enthusiastic about the positive effects of the Mela: "you 
see people from all walks of life, different colours, 
different faiths - everybody all enjoying together. You 
see people coming into the City Centre, mingling with 
each other, talking to each other ... " (1) 
The organisation has expanded its field of 
activities over the years and has not only a regional but 
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a national profile and has been used as a model for 
similar organisations in other parts of the country. 
In Champak Kumar's view such an approach is helpful 
in improving community relations: 
" we are purely an artistic organization and we have 
never involved ourselves into religious and political 
activities and whatever we have provided is to do with 
Asian arts ... And one of our biggest achievements, 
which has come through setting up oriental Arts, is that 
we. have managed to create very good race relations 
through the use of music, dance and drama working with 
different communities and different people. " (2) 
In its publicity Oriental Arts states that it 
"recognises and values the cultural diversity which 
exists in British society and endeavours to respond to 
artistic needs without prejudice. " (3) and lists as its 
aims: 
- to improve accessibility regardless of race, creed or 
gender. 
- to introduce Asian Arts to youths/students with a view. 
to encouraging participation and training for 
tomorrow's generation by setting up apprentice schemes. 
- to enhance Bradford's reputation as a centre for Asian 
Arts in the UK 
- to develop courses in Sound Engineering and Music 
technology 
- to increase women's involvement in the arts 
- to develop Asian dance and theatre 
- to improve standards and to strive for excellence. (3) 
Funding is often a problem and this has 
repercussions on the level of participation from the 
community. Many of the people who come together to 
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organize, for example, a multicultural festival 
eventually feel drained and, without sources of funding 
and support, there is a phasing down of activity. 
Although these people are still active in their own 
spheres they are restricted in what they are able to do 
on a wider scale. It is important not to lose the 
foundation and the momentum that has been built up: "You 
can lose things within a minute but it is very difficult 
to bring those people together again and we have spent, 
what, nearly fifteen or sixteen years working in the 
field of bringing all the people together. " (4) 
In this type of work the salience of identity and 
the recognition of identity is evident. Such activity 
could be seen as fulfilling a dual purpose. On the one 
hand creating a self-affirming experience (self here seen 
as the identity group) and at the same time reaching out 
to transmit this positive cultural image to the majority 
community - to create, in Fitzduff's words, a cultural 
identity that is not exclusive. The participation of 
different sections of the community connotes acceptance, 
recognition and the accordance of value to the 
identities of the various Asian groups. In this regard 
Hayes' comments about the role of self-perception are 
germane: 
"Much of what presents as inter-group or ethnic conflict 
is, I believe, determined by the self-perception of the 
groups concerned, their perception of others, and their 
preconceptions of others' view of them. Underlying most 
of these conflicts is a failure of communication, a lack 
of empathy and understanding which results in 
stereotyping and scapegoating, and a basic lack of trust 
without which no social, political or other contract is 
conceivable. " (5) 
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The cultural assertion that such work implies generates a 
firm foundation for inter-group communication and 
engagement. The exposure of the majority community to 
the culture of the minority is important but the degree 
to which understanding and empathy, at anything other 
than a superficial level, is nurtured remains open to 
question. 
Eid Committee 
The Eid Committee is an interesting phenomenon in 
that it emerged not from the religious leaders of the 
Muslim community but from the Muslim business and 
professional class in Bradford. It is an example of a 
spontaneous, ad hoc response to a developing situation. 
It began with one individual being galvanised into action 
and then grew into a more systematic and enduring 
association. 
At the end of the Gulf War there was a strong 
consciousness among the Muslim community that, through 
Saddam Hussein's use of Islamic rhetoric and the media's 
presentation of the events of the war, Muslims were 
being singled out in a very negative way. Earlier 
events, such as the Satanic Verses affair, added to a 
general feeling that the Muslim community was being 
unfairly treated by the press, politicians and other 
sectors of society. Muslims were being portrayed "as 
fundamentalist, as extremists, as a threat to the world, 
and very radical and extreme people who were going to 
bring the house down. " (6) There was suspicion that this 
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was not accidental: "We felt that this was an inaccurate 
view being portrayed by certain non-Muslims to denigrate 
Islam for their own purposes and to present Muslims in a 
bad light. " (7) 
In response a Muslim businessman, Amjad Bashir, felt 
the need to find some way to present a counter-image 
which would illustrate for the other communities the 
positive aspects of the Islamic way of life. Initially a 
group of ten professional and business people from 
Bradford met to discuss the issues. From the ideas 
generated on this occasion a project was decided upon to 
be taken as an experiment in working together and in 
reaching the general public with a positive message about 
Islam and the Muslim community in Britain. It was decided 
to organize a Mela to celebrate Id-ul-Fitr, the end of 
Ramadan, the month of fasting. As this occasion is 
celebrated with prayers, present giving and the sharing 
of food in the Indian Sub-continent it was decided to 
try to re-create such a family atmosphere in Bradford 
through a Mela or festival. Once again the festival was 
to include entertainment in the form of 'acceptable 
Muslim music', stalls for food, books, and jewellery, 
and the aim was also to encourage non-Muslims as well as 
Muslims to join in the celebration. 
The process of planning and organising the event 
became an important aspect of affirmation in itself. 
Given the limited time to organise the event (five weeks) 
and the fact that the organising had to be carried out 
during the fasting period, there were extra strains upon 
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the group. However, combining fasting, working, breaking 
fast, going to the mosque and meeting as a group to 
organise the Mela until the early hours formed a strong 
bond of purpose and created the feeling of a positive 
identity. 
The two day Mela included a dinner to which 
representatives of the different faith communities of 
Bradford were invited - Christian, Jewish, Sikh, Hindu 
and Muslim. Representatives from the public, private and 
voluntary sectors were also invited together with local 
politicians. The event was well supported and commended 
by the invitees as a contribution to community relations 
which should be followed up by similar events and further 
opportunities to mix and exchange views informally. 
The success of this event, in terms of the 
organising groups ability to work together and bring off 
the event, as well as the response from the Muslim 
community and the effort at 'bridge-building' that it 
represented, encouraged the group to continue its work by 
organising another event around Eid-ul-Ada. This feast 
day commemorates the story of Isaac and Abraham and 
Muslims sacrifice an animal at this time. One of the key 
features of the sacrifice is that the meat be divided 
into thirds to be given to the family, the neighbours and 
the poor respectively. This practice has not been 
institutionalised in the British setting for various 
reasons. The Eid Committee therefore sent 
representatives to the Social Services Directorate and, 
following discussions, it was agreed that together they 
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would organise a meal for some of the elderly people of 
Bradford. A day centre for the elderly was chosen and 
the social services were supplied with the meat donated 
by local Muslims. Members of the Eid Committee were 
present on the day to meet the elderly people. The 
event was reported in the local paper. It was felt that 
the needs of the Muslims had been met, the elderly of 
Bradford had benefited and some positive publicity had 
been generated for the Muslim community. (8) 
The following year the mela was repeated with equal 
success as was the provision of food to Bradford social 
services. This time this latter event was held in the 
Pakistan Community Centre and people from a number of day 
care centres were invited to join the meal. In total 
between 150-200 men and women from different communities 
and backgrounds were brought together for the occasion. 
Entertainment was provided with classical Indian and 
Pakistani dances and a party atmosphere was created. 
In addition, for those Muslims who were in hospital 
at the time of the Eid, a typical Pakistani/Indian style 
meal was prepared and taken into the wards and offered to 
all including doctors, nurses, Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike. These have become annual events. 
As well as the 'bridge-building' exercises between 
the communities the Eid Committee also undertakes 
activities within the Muslim community itself. One 
example concerns the vexed question of the timing of the 
Eid celebrations. It is perfectly permissible in Islam 
for each community to decide for itself the timing of the 
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Eid based on the sighting of the moon at the beginning of 
the new month. However, in Bradford there are 
disagreements among groups within the city with the 
result that Eid is held on one day in one part of the 
city and another day in another location. This has led to 
confusion for schools who, although willing to make a 
holiday for the children and staff on this day, found 
themselves confronted with two or three conflicting 
dates. Bradford Council faced a similar problem when 
wishing to give the day of Eid as a holiday to their 
employees. The Eid Committee arranged a meeting of 
Muslims with Imams and the mosque committees to find a 
formula to decide upon one date for the Eid for all of 
Bradford. However, this was not entirely successful and 
the debate continues. 
The group is not self-consciously political but they 
meet with political leaders to make the views and beliefs 
of Muslims known and also with civic and community 
figures such as the Chief Constable of West Yorkshire. 
However, among members of the Eid Committee, as 
elsewhere in the Muslim community, there is a feeling 
that it is the Muslims that are making the primary effort 
in trying to improve understanding and relationships 
between the communities: "There isn't the same degree of 
warmth and friendship and enterprise being shown by the 
other communities and sometimes it causes some of us to 
despair a little. It's one-sided effort. " (9) Reference 
was made in the last chapter to the increasingly 
widespread view among the Muslim community , according to 
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Muslim commentators, that Muslims are being persecuted 
as a religious group in many places throughout the world 
and every fresh example from Bosnia to India is taken as 
further proof of hostility towards Islam and Muslims. 
Sometimes this leads to despair: "And really one wonders, 
the efforts that we are making to try and live together - 
in the end is it just going to be a voice in the 
wilderness? Are we just working and there is going to be 
no reciprocal effort from the other side? " (10) There is 
concern about the rise of neo-Nazism in Europe and fears 
about what could happen in Britain. An additional fear 
among those engaged in cross-community work is that this 
perceived persecution will prove a spur to fundamentalist 
elements within the Muslim community. 
Referring to the discussion of ethnicity in Chapter 
Two, one can see from the above the role of external 
factors in defining group boundaries and observe the 
strategy of the re-creation of a positive group image as 
a counter to perceived threat from outgroups. The 
primary identification of the Muslim community in 
Bradford is as a small cohesive group of immigrant South 
Asian Muslims in Britain. At the same time there is a 
consciousness of being part of the worldwide Muslim umma 
which is being persecuted in various ways. Thus there 
exists not just an identification with South Asian 
Muslims but also with Palestinians, Bosnians, Afghans and 
so on despite significant differences in cultural 
identity between these groups and the Muslims of 
Bradford. These then are the concentric allegiances of 
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which Smith speaks. These are dynamic: "Ethnic boundary 
change and cultural movements illustrate several general 
characteristics of ethnicity. Underlying all of them is 
the interactive quality of the variables related to group 
identity: culture, boundaries, conflict, and the policy 
outcomes of conflict. " (11) 
The importance of building up a positive self-image, 
and seeing this recognised, is once again evident. This 
is the basis from which a" group can enter into conflict 
amelioration or resolution. It is a necessary first step 
in any conflict situation where groups feel themselves to 
be devalued, oppressed, or discriminated against vis-a- 
vis another group in society. Hayes notes the same 
point in the Northern Ireland context: 
"A self-confident group, secure in its own values, can 
deal with other groups much more constructively than a 
group which is insecure, lacking in self-confidence, or 
which sees itself as oppressed or undervalued by the 
wider society. " (12) 
A higher positive profile for the Muslim community in 
Bradford is an important element in improved community 
relations. However, the effectiveness of such local 
initiatives in the face of widespread media fascination 
with the militant aspects of Islam internationally is 
hard to assess. 
Joint Christian-Muslim Trip to Pakistan 
A conjunction of local concern among some Catholics 
in Bradford about the lack of understanding between the 
Christian and Muslim communities, and a national focus 
through the Catholic Justice and Peace Groups on racism, 
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led Father Ed O'Connell (the Columban Fathers' Justice 
and Peace Officer) and David Jackson (at that time the 
Co-ordinator of Bradford's Interfaith Education Centre) 
to consider the possibility of a trip for a mixed 
Christian-Muslim group to Pakistan, the origin of the 
majority of Bradford's Muslim community. 
The trip was organised as a joint study tour, and 
the aim: 
"was to experience something of the background of many of 
Bradford's Muslim community, to further dialogue between 
Christians and Muslims whilst recognising the very real 
differences between the two faiths. It was also hoped to 
further the development of areas of shared concern in 
fostering good community relations in Bradford. The group 
was particularly interested to explore the way in which 
Christians and Muslims related in Pakistan, a Muslim 
State in which Christians are a small minority. "(13) 
The group comprised eight Christians - four Roman 
Catholics, two Anglicans, a Methodist and a Baptist and 
four Muslims who belonged to three denominations (maslak) 
which were representative of the Muslims of Bradford. 
The participants were each in some way involved or 
concerned about community relations and interfaith 
dialogue. The Muslims in the group played a key role in 
hosting the group while in Pakistan and arranging 
hospitality and the Christians were able to tap into 
Christian organisations and churches for financial 
backing. Much of the funding came from the Columban 
Fathers who have houses in Lahore and Sind. 
However, there are those in both faith communities 
who are suspicious of any inter-faith venture or dialogue 
and support was not forthcoming from every quarter. 
Within the Muslim community there was some concern about 
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the motives of the Christians in making such a trip. A 
number of Muslim religious leaders were stern in their 
warnings to the Muslim participants about the danger of 
losing their own faith. The fear was voiced that the 
Christians were aiming to spy out the weaknesses of Islam 
and use them against the Muslim community here, or 
possibly were aiming to use the trip as a missionary 
opportunity. As a result at least two Muslims who were 
approached declined to travel with the group. 
Nevertheless leading Muslims in Bradford gave the venture 
their backing. Naturally there were also anxieties about 
how the group itself could interact during such an 
intensive three week journey given the very different 
"faith needs, views and ideas" (14) that existed within 
the group. 
Motivations 
There were a range of motivations for making this 
trip among the participants ranging from a desire 
primarily for personal education to enable one to 'live 
intelligently' in a community like Bradford, to enriching 
one's understanding of the background of people with whom 
one works, to a desire for further knowledge and contact 
growing out of a long-standing commitment to racial 
justice in Bradford. Tony Peck, a Baptist Minister, 
found himself at that time in a typical situation in 
Bradford's inner city with a church congregation, white 
and elderly in the main, finding itself in the midst of 
an area of immigrant settlement. In Tony Peck's words 
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such a church community had been "struggling to 
understand the Muslim community and not finding it 
easy. "(15) Thus the trip appealed to him as particularly 
relevant: "I felt it would help me in my own 
understanding of where people had come from, literally 
and every other way. To be able to actually see people's 
lives in Pakistan and to understand them .. ." (16) 
From the Muslim point of view the trip provided an 
opportunity to re-visit their country of origin but also 
to travel with a group of people from different faiths. 
Ishtiaq Ahmed was quite clear about his hopes and 
expectations for the trip: 
"My own personal motivation was to be able to give myself 
enough space to be able to share some of my ideas and my 
views about inter-faith dialogue. About not [only] what 
is common between us and our faiths, but also some of the 
major differences between our faiths and talk about and 
exchange ideas and views about not how we can get 
together but also what has kept us apart. And I thought 
this trip to Pakistan would give us something like four 
weeks where we will have to travel together, live 
together and in many ways live our faith together and 
give us ample space and opportunity to have discussion 
and get to know each other. " (17) 
In the mind of one of the originators of the idea, 
David Jackson, the aim was modest but specific: 
"The idea of the trip was not an end in itself. It was 
to use the trip to Pakistan to travel in each other's 
shoes into each other's faiths, so it was a journey in 
faith and that was the notion. It was then to come back 
to Bradford and to use the visit as a stimulus to any 
sort of work that you could do together in Bradford. But 
not to create any false sort of groupings but to 
continue the network of relationships that had been made 
before. Just simply to strengthen them on the basis of 
having travelled together we would get to know one 
another extremely well and we would become friends. And 
that has in fact happened. " (18) 
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Content 
There was a long period of preparation before the 
trip was made. Regular meetings were held to discuss the 
aims and expectations of the trip and to foster good 
intra-group relations and communication. Interfaith 
explorations were made in Bradford through visits to 
mosques, churches and discussions with schoolchildren and 
women's groups of Asian origin. 
The trip included travel to Peshawar, Rawalpindi 
Mirpur and Lahore with visits to mosques, churches and 
shrines, an Islamic seminary, meetings with politicians, 
health workers, women's groups, schools, and also a visit 
to an Afghan Refugee camp near Peshawar. The group also 
visited Christian communities in and around Lahore. The 
trip proved physically and emotionally demanding. 
The visit to the Christian communities in Pakistan 
made a profound impression on members of the group. The 
Pakistani Christians, from the sweeper castes (the 
lowest caste in Hindu society), work in the brickfields 
in poor conditions living a life of unyielding poverty. 
Although there were also well-educated Christian members 
of the middle-class in Pakistan. The British Christians 
were interested to see a Christian minority (albeit 
indigenous rather than immigrant) living within a Muslim 
country. For the Muslims who had not visited such 
Christian communities before this also presented a new 
perspective. As a result the idea of a further trip was 
mooted to look specifically at the life of the Christian 
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minority in Pakistan. This trip has since been 
undertaken. 
There was also an opportunity to meet with Pir 
Maroof, a holy man within the Barelwi tradition, who 
spends part of his time in Bradford. To see the Pir, his 
activities and his standing, within Pakistani society 
helped to elucidate for the Christian members of the 
group his role within the Muslim community in Bradford. 
For at least one of the Muslim members of the group 
visiting Pakistan in this way gave many new insights into 
a country which was already familiar to him from many 
previous trips. The different contending views which 
exist within Pakistani society were illustrated through 
meetings with fundamentalist groups, women's groups, and 
the editor of a left-wing monthly among others. The 
lively debate over the future shape and direction of 
Pakistani society became evident and any view of Pakistan 
as a uniformly Islamic society was dispelled. Such 
personal experience of the variegated nature of the 
society can serve to break down stereotypes by indicating 
the richness of Pakistani life. 
Reaction and Reflection 
The experience was felt deeply by a number of the 
participants with more than one person describing it as a 
'lifechanging experience'. The advantages for the 
Christian participants in seeing the place and way of 
life of the immigrant Muslim community in Bradford were 
commented on in terms of the increased level of 
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understanding of cultural practices and religious 
sentiments which fostered tolerance and empathy upon 
their return. An appreciation on the part of the non- 
Muslim group members of the level of cultural adaptation 
that the immigrant community has accomplished was also a 
result of the trip. It was also noted that a greater 
understanding of the variety of religious expression 
within Islam worked to inhibit a tendency to 
generalisation and stereotyping about Muslims in Britain. 
Linked to this was an increased realization that many 
behaviour traits and practices of Muslims in Britain are 
derived from Pakistani culture rather than Islam itself. 
It is not always clear how these two strands, religion 
and culture, can be separated. This is an issue that 
some second-generation Asian Muslims in Britain, 
particularly women, have been attempting to explore in 
order to be able to assert their rights and to develop a 
truly British Muslim identity. 
One possible result of such close confinement 
for three weeks is that barriers may be broken down: 
"One of the great strengths of the trip was our ability 
to gradually get beyond politeness or defensiveness and 
begin to ask hard question of Pakistani and British 
society. Part of our reticence, initially, was a 
realisation that the process of really understanding each 
other's faith commitment has hardly begun. " (19) 
In the report of the trip, 'Journeying Together', it was 
noted that members of the group had learned more of 
their own respective faiths through exposure to another. 
Ishtiaq Ahmed confirms this: 
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"I certainly found that in the process of it I learned 
quite a bit ... about my own faith and my own identity. ... I was being questioned by both 
Christians and Muslims about, who I am, what is my 
motivation, why do I have a faith of any kind. So in the 
process I was certainly made to think about my own faith 
and perhaps re-evaluate some of my own beliefs and ideas. 
Also it gave me the opportunity to express my own doubts 
and anxieties about Christianity. .. " (20) 
Despite an increasing openness during the trip it 
still proved difficult to undertake shared religious 
reflection and as a group this was avoided, to the regret 
of some members of the group. 
Not all impressions from the trip were positive. It 
was noted in Chapter Two in the discussion of contact 
experiences that greater familiarity may breed greater 
mistrust or dislike. There is no guarantee that 
similarities will always be found or differences be 
acceptable. One member of the group felt that the 
Muslims that they met on their journey were not really 
willing to enter into dialogue. While being happy to 
talk about Islam and explain anything which was unclear 
to the visitor, they were felt to be reluctant when the 
Christians wished to reciprocate. This was observed by 
one member of the group as a 'built-in resistance 
because they [the Muslims] were afraid we would be 
evangelising" (21) . Despite understanding some of the 
history and background which may have fostered such 
attitudes the person concerned was left with a negative 
impression. While meeting with all sections of the 
society obviously served to give a more diversified 
picture of Muslims and Pakistan there were negative 
images (for example from the meeting with militant 
fundamentalist groups) which could reinforce fears 
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previously held, such as of Islam as a militant or 
aggressive faith. One member of the group saw some 
things in Pakistan which frightened him about aspects or 
expressions of Islam. 
However the positive aspects predominated: 
"Since all the group work in community relations or 
education related areas in Bradford the spin-offs from 
the trip have been innumerable. Everyone, in their 
individual reports, mentioned such things as increased 
confidence, understanding and insight in relating to 
those of another faith and culture; a greater awareness 
of the possibilities and limitations of inter-faith 
dialogue, whilst at the same time having a deeper 
commitment to it; a sense of gratitude for individual 
friendships made across religious and cultural 
boundaries, which has allowed discussion and sharing at a 
deeper level because of the trust built up. " (22) 
Follow-up 
Part of the rationale of the trip was the sharing of 
insights and information by the group upon their return, 
within their own constituencies and beyond. The group 
members have given talks about their experiences and 
inter-faith issues in local churches and interfaith 
discussion groups. Displays of photographs have been 
mounted and slide shows given at various schools, usually 
to multi-racial classes. This provided an opportunity 
for Muslim schoolchildren to share something of their 
family background with the non-Muslims in the school and 
also for those who have never visited their parents' 
country of origin to learn more about their own cultural 
background. Students and teachers of ESL (English as a 
Second Language) have also been given presentations. 
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Due to their experience some of the 
participants have been used as a resource within their 
denomination, for example, Lynne Kent is now the District 
Community Relations secretary of the Baptist Church for 
West Yorkshire, and Mollie Somerville was invited to join 
the Diocesan Race Relations Advisory Committee of the 
Catholic Church, as well as various other committees 
concerned with interfaith issues. The Muslims and 
Christians have been able to make joint presentations. 
Some members of the original group continue to meet in a 
Christian-Muslim House Group which takes a topical issue 
for discussion on a regular basis. 
One of the major projects undertaken by the group 
upon its return was the production of a video tape of 
the trip together with a written report. These were 
later followed by a professional video commissioned by 
the Columban Fathers called 'Barriers or Bridges' which 
looks at the issue of interfaith dialogue between 
Christians and Muslims in Bradford. This latter video 
had a wider participation and an even wider application 
according to Ishtiaq Ahmed: 
"I think the message of the video, some of the key themes 
of the video are applicable nationally and not only to 
Christian-Muslim dialogue but also to dialogue between 
any two faith communities. And we were very lucky to get 
some of the very key individuals from both faith 
communities to actually speak very honestly about their 
fears, their anxieties about each other and also how they 
see both faith traditions moving forward together in the 
setting of Bradford. "(26) 
Impact 
On 
= Personal and Co 




impact of the experience 
of the trip varied. Bill Steel felt that his 
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understanding of how the Muslims felt when they first 
arrived as immigrants and the hurt and shock of the 
Satanic Verses affair had been deepened while at the 
same time he now felt that he had a clearer picture of 
what the dangers in Islam are in terms of extremism and 
fundamentalism, and the consequent importance of 
supporting the moderate voices and those Muslims open to 
dialogue within Bradford. 
Even on a personal basis it has helped to make 
initial contacts across communities easier given a shared 
reference point. For Muslims in Bradford it was 
significant that Christians had been to Pakistan and had 
made the effort to discover what their background and 
life had been like in their country of origin. This 
created on the one hand a starting point, a point of 
contact, but on a deeper level Lynne Kent believed that 
it showed that "you actually gave them some value in 
their identity ... it is about taking people 
seriously"(27). Experiencing the culture shock of being 
in Pakistan meant that the Christians were able to try 
to convey the tremendous cultural adjustment undertaken 
by Pakistanis immigrants to Britain. This was felt to be 
a very valuable insight which needed to be communicated 
to the majority community. 
Lynne Kent also realized that traits in the Muslim 
community which she had assumed were due to religious 
observance were actually derived from the culture: "It 
brings you up short really to realize that you have been 
going on the wrong track for a while and imagining 
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something is religious when in fact it isn't. It 
actually shows you how things can get either blamed on 
religion or falsely attributed. " (28) 
In terms of community relations in Bradford, Ishtiaq 
Ahmed felt that it has been one of the most important 
catalysts for change in the past three or four years 
given the follow-up work that has been done especially 
using the video. 
Nighat Mirza, the Head of the Muslim Girls' School 
in Bradford, believes that the trip has influenced 
professional decisions that she has made. At the school 
Christianity is part of the syllabus taught and her 
initial idea, before the trip, was to have this taught, 
either by herself or another Muslim teacher, from an 
Islamic perspective. However, following the trip she 
decided that the subject should be taught by a Christian: 
"And I think that [the trip to Pakistan] actually made me 
feel very confident and also I realized that we can 
sometimes make assumptions about other people's beliefs 
because of limited contact with them or what we read 
through books. And it's important to have that open- 
mindedness to say, well, let this person explain why they 
believe in whatever they believe in, how they believe in 
it and how does it affect their lives and take it from 
there. Rather than saying Christians believe this and 
Muslims believe this and definitely they are wrong. "(2 9) 
For Mollie Somerville the impact of the trip was 
quite profound. She was able to spend a further week at 
the end of the trip in a village in Pakistan with the 
family of one of the other group members and this 
provided an extra insight. On her return she began 
learning Punjabi and wearing the Shawal Kameez as a 
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deliberate statement and she also took up a position at 
the Muslim Girls' School in Bradford. For her, however, 
the most important result is not her representation on 
various committees and advisory groups but: "ordinary 
life, for example, within my family how our perception of 
things changes and how that spreads then to people 
outside and so on. And to evaluate the effectiveness is 
very difficult. " (30) 
Being placed in such a very different culture and 
travelling with members of a different faith forces one 
to re-evaluate one's experience if one is at all open as 
Tony Peck found: 
"I think the other thing is that it helps you to reflect 
again on your own faith ... When you are standing 
in 
the middle of a Muslim village as we were and you think 
to yourself if I had been born in this village I'd be a 
Muslim, you've got to start re-evaluating then what you 
think. Particularly I suppose theologically about the 
balance between the doctrine of creation and the doctrine 
of redemption. Baptists have always tended to major on 
the second but the whole thing of creation, that these 
people are part of God's created order, it does cause 
you to reflect on all that. So hopefully it deepens your 
own understanding. Perhaps broadens it a bit actually. " 
(31) 
David Jackson also felt that for him the personal 
impact on his faith development was significant: 
" it deepened my appreciation of what it means to be a 
Muslim in Bradford. It deepened my own faith and helped 
me to continue that journey from a narrow denominational 
sort of Christianity out towards an ecumenical 
Christianity and then out towards an appreciation of 
different world faiths which I had begun academically 
many years ago but this was a sort of more personal 
deepening ... So it was more a spiritual journey 
although the physical journey was extremely interesting 
and beautiful,. . ." (32) 
In general terms the effects of such an experience 
are commended by David Jackson: 
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"It's not just on the level of personal contact ... I 
think commitments made, and sights seen, on trips like 
that can almost provide unalterable directions for 
people. They may not be able to express that commitment 
later, circumstances may change. But for me anyway I 
cannot walk away from the desire to build bridges and 
sustain relationships and make sure that policies in 
Bradford education reflect that awareness that we are a 
multifaith society - actually we are not a multifaith 
society, ... 
" (33) 
On the individual level it has empowered the participants 
of the trip to challenge prejudice in the community: 
So it breaks down the barriers in that sense and it would 
be impossible for, I suppose, racial, religious, and 
spiritual stereotypes to arise without question. They 
would now be questioned. There would now be people 
around who would say that is not right, I know 
differently. " (34) 
Critique 
Reviewing this trip as an example of the 'contact 
hypothesis' in action, several comments could be made. 
It is clear that for the members of the group there were 
very many positive outcomes of the experience, as already 
mentioned - greater understanding of the culture and 
faith of the immigrant group, a more variegated picture 
of the society of the immigrant group used as a counter 
to stereotyping tendencies, a greater appreciation and 
respect for the achievements of the immigrant group in 
adapting to British society, in some cases a greater 
degree of empathy and so on. However, it is true to say 
that the members of this particular group, self-selected 
as they were, were already open to members of a different 
culture and faith, to a greater or lesser degree, and so 
were predisposed to seek the positive in the experience. 
Nevertheless there were some examples of negative images 
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being reinforced by experiences on the trip which again 
runs counter to the notion that ignorance is the root of 
prejudice. However, it has also been argued that to 
gain a clearer picture of the differences between groups 
is part of the process of understanding and respecting 
the other as much as is discovering similarities. 
It was shown in Chapter Two that the theorists of 
Social Identity Theory and students of the 'contact 
hypothesis' have noted that it is important that 
interaction be between individuals as members of groups 
rather than as individuals per se: "Thus what are likely 
to affect intergroup behaviour are not interpersonal 
relations, but intergroup relations of status, power, 
material interdependence and so on ... " (34) However, 
interaction appears to have taken place at both these 
levels leading to the forming of personal friendships and 
relationships of trust at the individual level and 
positive images being generalised to the group. Of 
course, for the Christians on the trip the input was 
greatly amplified with many messages being received from 
the context as well as from within the group. These may 
have been either cross-cutting or reinforcing. 
Moving from the level of the individual experience, 
and the changes produced thereby, to the level of the 
group of which these persons were representative, it 
remains true that positive images and increased knowledge 
and understanding were produced as a result of the trip. 
However, there remain the objective conflicts of interest 
at the societal level. The experience appears to have 
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confirmed for the members of the group the importance of 
working to resolve these through the means at their 
disposal whether through the political process, the 
education system or through recourse to law. 
The difficulty remains of attempting to communicate 
personal convictions produced as a result of a specific 
experience to a wider audience. The special impact of 
such an experience plays a role although in this case the 
aforementioned predisposition of members of the group 
does not indicate a radical change in attitudes but a 
increase in the sophistication of the understanding of 
the situation. So the question must be posed whether 
this trip really makes a difference to the relationship 
between the two community groups as groups or whether 
the secondary impact, through talks, slideshows, etc., is 
so attenuated as to be negligible. 
Against such a harsh assessment must be laid the 
role and status of the individuals who comprised the 
group. These were not just a random sample from the 
respective communities but were people already actively 
interested or engaged in interfaith or community 
relations type work. Referring to Fitzduff's comment on 
the importance of 'contextual necessities' the value of 
such a trip in building a network of trusting 
relationships between people in key positions in the 
interfaith and community relations field in Bradford is 
evident. This was partly the motivation for the trip 
according to David Jackson and was explicitly recognised 
as a benefit by various members of the group. 
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Ishtiaq Ahmed stresses the importance of having a 
'core group of people in each city whose main concern is 
trying to improve understanding and relationships between 
various faiths that are part and parcel of our 
cities. "(36) Of course, such a trip is only one way of 
doing this. 
There have been concrete benefits from the 
networking done on the trip. For example, during the 
conflict over the dismantling of the Ayuddha mosque in 
India there were fears that the crisis would spill over 
into Bradford's Hindu and Muslim communities. Two 
members of the group, Ishtiaq Ahmed and Phillip Lewis, 
arranged to meet with leaders of both faith communities 
to issue a statement and then to bring in representatives 
of other faith groupings and follow the statement with a 
series of meetings. This was seen as a safety valve; a 
way of recognising the problem and dealing with it 
constructively. There have also been a series of events 
to allow for the expression of feelings about Bosnia in a 
cross-community form. 
David Jackson believes that the Interfaith 
Education Centre holds a special place in the political 
awareness of Bradford: "And that might not be there if it 
were not for the easy relationships and consensuses that 
have been arrived at through these sort of contacts. "(37) 
Also during the drawing up of the consensus on religious 
education in schools in Bradford, which formed the basis 
of the agreed syllabus, a great deal of personal 
networking was done and this network still exists. 
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However, since that time the political climate has 
changed and the emphasis is not on a multicultural or 
multifaith approach to education. Due to changes in the 
law a new agreed syllabus must be found: "So that 
battle will have to be fought coming up and what will 
we rely on - the networks and relationships that have 
been established, partly through the Interfaith Centre, 
partly helped by the visit to Pakistan, ... " (38) 
This chapter has presented illustrations of 
community relations work being carried out in Bradford 
with reference to Fitzduff's typology and three case 
studies have been discussed and evaluated in the light of 
the theoretical discussion in Chapter Two. 
In the next chapter this theme is continued with the 
report of a consultation held with Bradford professionals 
working in areas related to community relations to 
discuss the potential for conflict resolution approaches 
to improving relations between the Muslim and the white 
majority community in Bradford. As part of this process 
there was further reflection on the categories of work 
identified in Fitzduff's typology and their application 
in the Bradford context. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONSULTATION ON 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS IN BRADFORD 
In Chapter Seven Fitzduff's typology of community 
relations work in Northern Ireland was related to the 
Bradford context and case studies were used to highlight 
some of the approaches to inter-community work already 
being applied in the area. This chapter takes this 
exploration a stage further with a report on a 
consultation on community relations and conflict 
resolution in Bradford at which professionals with 
experience of work between the Muslim and white majority 
communities were invited to discuss the state of 
community relations in Bradford and possible developments 
in this field. 
Participants were also asked to complete a 
questionnaire which required them to consider the various 
categories of work described in Fitzduff's typology and 
to indicate where this work is already being carried out 
in Bradford, where it is not, and how it might be 
improved or introduced. 
However, before discussing this material it will be 
useful to sketch in the background to the approach to 
community relations at local and national government 
level which has been traditionally adopted in Britain. 
Ethnic Groups and Social Policy 
During the 1966's it was assumed by policy makers 
that over time, and allowing for the influence of the 
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education system, new immigrants to the country would be 
changed into 'Black Britons' who would exhibit only 
superficial differences from the indigenous population. 
It was considered that once the children of the 
immigrants who were born in Britain entered the education 
system this process of assimilation would be well under 
way. In the health authorities and social services this 
type of assimilationist view was implicit as clients were 
treated in what has been termed a 'colour blind' manner. 
"It was generally accepted that the problems which 
immigrants presented did not affect the global principles 
on which provision operated. "(1) 
However, experience since then has demonstrated that 
these assumptions were ill-founded: "Under the veneer of 
acceptance there lay the reality of local government 
policies which in practice recognised racial differences 
(based on colour) and often enhanced second class 
provision under various guises. " (2) There were a number 
of reports produced documenting racial discrimination and 
a series of studies' by parliamentary select committees 
and others specially appointed to look at aspects of 
inequality. ' 
The Race Relations Act of 1965 can be considered as 
a watershed as it signalled official recognition of the 
inappropriateness of assimilationist assumptions. This 
legislation was increasingly strengthened in 1968 and 
1976. In 1976 a special responsibility was placed on 
local authorities not only to eliminate discrimination 
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but also to promote equality of opportunity and good race 
relations. 
National institutions were set up to manage the 
policy for enforcing the legislation (the Race Relations 
Board) and promote equal opportunities and good race 
relations (the Community Relations Commission). The 1976 
Act merged the two institutions into the present 
Commission for Racial Equality. Special funding was made 
available under Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government 
Act to assist local authorities in meeting special and 
additional needs created by the presence of immigrants 
from the New Commonwealth and their children. In this 
way much of the responsibility for policy development on 
the ground was passed to local government and to separate 
bodies to be carried out within the parameters set by 
central government. 
In reviewing the way in which these parameters have 
been interpreted by local government since 1976 Nanton 
describes implementation as patchy both between 
authorities and within them: 
"Broadly, it has tended to be those urban authorities 
with significant black populations which have been most 
active in developing policies. The policies developed 
have varied in degree and with varying emphasis on 
different elements. The elements themselves however may 
be identified as ethnic record keeping and monitoring, 
'race' training for staff, specialist appointments, 
consultation with local minority groups and positive 
action' through training and grant aid. "(3) 
The first three elements of these policies subsume a wide 
range of initiatives including the development of 
authority-wide strategies, specific departmental 
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initiatives including reviews of services, the setting of 
equality targets, establishing authority-wide 'race 
units' and formalising procedures to eliminate scope for 
discrimination employment. These type of policies were 
given added impetus following the urban riots of 1981. 
Race policies became a feature of party politics as, 
with a few exceptions, many of the pioneering authorities 
which developed policies based on race specific criteria 
were Labour authorities in areas with large black or 
Asian populations. As Nanton points out race 
initiatives had become part of Labour Party orthodoxy 
throughout Labour authorities and by the mid 1980's, 
especially after the 1983 election and the riots of 1985, 
there was increasing political polarisation on the issue 
of explicit race equality strategies. 
However, a number of analysts have criticized these 
policies in terms of the lack of any indication of 
specific action which local government should implement 
and the wide variation and imprecision in both service 
delivery and employment policies. Stewart and Whitting 
have illustrated how service delivery policy statements 
range from a concern with harmonious relation to concerns 
about particular dietary requirements(4). Connelly 
reviewed the range of social services departments 
responses in areas of black and ethnic minority residence 
and has drawn up a typology of responses which range from 
doing nothing, to minor adjustments in service provision 
through to the inclusion of an ethnic dimension in 
considering current and future use of resources(5). 
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. 
Troyna and Williams have illustrated the variety of 
understanding of racism in local education authority 
policy documents(6). These range from structural, 
ideological, cultural and behavioural views of the nature 
of racism. 
As has been shown in this brief discussion of the 
development of responses to a multi-ethnic and 
multicultural society, official approaches have 
concentrated their efforts in the areas of legal 
safeguards and redress, resource provision for ethnic 
minorities with some training on 'race awareness'. A 
conflict prevention and/or conflict resolution approach 
has not played a significant part in strategies to 
improve community relations. However, as has been 
indicated in the previous chapter there have been 
initiatives which have sought to deal with inter- 
community issues using a 'cultural' rather than a 
'structural' approach. This chapter explores this 
development further through the contributions of 
professionals working in community relations and related 
fields. 
Questionnaire on Bradford Community Relations 
Representatives from the West Yorkshire Police 
Force, the Racial Equality Council, Bradford Eid 
Committee, Bradford and Ilkley Community College, 
Bradford Metropolitan Council Youth and Community 
Service, together with Bradford Council's Policy Adviser 
on Race Relations, the Adviser to the Bishop of Bradford 
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on Interfaith issues, and the former head of the 
Interfaith Education Centre (presently an Inspector of 
Education), were asked to complete' a questionnaire 
relating the Bradford situation to the categories within 
Fitzduff's typology. A summary of the replies 
received follows. However, first the respondents were 
asked to assess whether the conflicts between the Muslim 
and white majority communities in Bradford were the most 
significant in the area and which other conflicts needed 
to be taken into consideration. 
Most Significant Conflict 
Although conflict between the white majority and 
Muslim communities is generally seen as an important 
conflict, it is clearly not the only conflict in Bradford 
and neither is it necessarily the most significant one. 
Philip Balmforth, an Inspector in the West Yorkshire 
Police Service and a Community Liaison officer within 
Bradford, finds in his experience that much more serious 
conflicts exist between the Hindu and Muslim communities 
and the Sikh and Muslim communities than between the 
Muslim and white majority communities. Philip Lewis, the 
Adviser to the Bishop of Bradford on Interfaith Issues, 
sees these inter-minority conflicts as complicating 
factors which make the inter-community relations in the 
city in general much more complex. He 'comments that 
Hindus and Sikhs share what he terms the ''Islamophobia'' 
of the white majority and the conflicts of South Asia 
fuel suspicion and fear in Bradford. 
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Anne Dye-Sharp, a Youth and Community Development 
Officer within local government, believes that the 
racial conflicts in Bradford may be more severe than 
those based around religious identity but admits that the 
divisions between white, secular society and Islam "add 
the most controversial dimensions to racial/cultural 
misunderstandings/conflicts" (7). David Bowen, a 
lecturer at Bradford and Ilkley Community College in 
Community Religions and active in interfaith dialogue, 
and David Jackson, an Education Inspector/Adviser for 
Bradford LEA and former head of Interfaith Education 
Centre, both point to the rich/poor divide in Bradford as 
being of great significance for conflict in the city. 
However, David Bowen notes that the Muslim/white 
majority conflict is given especial salience as it is 'a 
microcosm of major global tension' (8) and also has 
potentially wider impact. 
Amjad Bashir, of the Bradford Eid Committee, 
believes that while relations between the Muslim and 
white majority communities in Bradford of great concern 
there are other conflict-generating issues which also 
merit attention. For example, across all communities 
there is concern about rising crime - more people being 
affected and more people, from all communities including 
the Muslims, participating in it. Another issue which 
affects all sectors of society but which is felt as 
particularly acute within the Muslim community, is the 
generational divide between those original immigrants to 
Britain and the second and third generations who have 
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been born and brought up in Britain. The life- 
experiences across the generations are very different 
and, according to Amjad Bashir, there is an increasing 
failure of communication and understanding which creates 
intergenerational conflict. 
Fitzduff's Typology 
Fitzduff's typology of community relations work in 
Northern Ireland has already been presented as a useful 
guide to some of the various approaches to cross- 
community work and its relevance to the Bradford context 
has already been discussed in the previous chapter. 
Below are some of the reflections on the applicability 
of this work and its potential in Bradford from a number 
of those whose professional lives give them insights into 
some of the problems and the potential of the 
multicultural, multifaith situation of Bradford. 
Mutual Understanding Work 
Examples of areas where this work is being carried 
out, suggested by the respondents, were: the Interfaith 
Education Centre, the Touchstone Centre (run by the 
Methodist Church), Bradford Concord (Interfaith 
discussion group), within the Justice & Peace Groups of 
the Catholic Church, at some community centres and 
women's centres such as the Millan Centre, and in some 
schools which have attempted to bring a multifaith/ 
multicultural dimension into the curriculum. Also 
organisations such as the South Asian Forum (which brings 
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together representatives from the Hindu, Muslim and Sikh 
communities) meet together to discuss issues of common 
interest. 
The extent of the work being carried out was 
perceived very differently by different respondents. 
Philip Balmforth, of the West Yorkshire Police, believed 
that a great deal was already being done. However, 
Nadira Mirza, a Youth and Community Worker with 
responsibility for Asian Women and Girls within the Local 
Authority, believed that in fact this work was not being 
undertaken. Amjad Bashir was of the same opinion and 
introduced what was to become a recurrent theme, the 
belief that where this work is carried on it is only 
amongst the leaders of the communities, at a professional 
level. At this level there are communication links and 
consultation does take place to some degree. However, 
there is a feeling that there is no discourse or 
interaction between the communities in general on such 
topics. There is a general recognition that the 
connections between the leadership need to be broadened 
to the grassroots. 
All agreed that much more work needed to be done in 
this area. The work that is done is often ad hoc, 
unstructured and unplanned. More systematic approaches 
are needed in all areas - churches, youth service, 
schools, and in the political and community sphere. 
Ishtiaq Ahmed stressed that the multifaith/multicultural 
work that is being carried out in some schools needs to 
be extended to all schools in the district. Nadira Mirza 
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suggested that this could be done in schools and 
community centres by utilizing natural situations (such 
as discussions or counselling sessions) which arise, in 
addition to providing structured training fora at 
different levels (appropriate to the age and ethnic 
background of the participants). 
Frank Hanley, the Race Relations Policy Adviser of 
Bradford Council, is involved with a 'Community & 
Cultures' course with the Directorate of Legal Services. 
This is aimed at 'front line' staff and seeks to improve 
understanding. and work organisation to meet the needs of 
minority ethnic communities. Sessions are held within 
community settings and he stressed that they are under 
the control of the organisation concerned and it is their 
agenda which is followed within the context of the 
services provided by the Council. 
Anti-Intimidation work 
Within the Police Service officers are introduced to 
the different ethnic minorities in Bradford and given 
advice on how to deal with cases of racial harassment. 
There are also victim support schemes operating in 
Bradford. Various agencies of Bradford Council, such as 
the Housing Department, attempt anti-intimidation work 
and tenants are informed that racial harassment is not 
acceptable and offenders are usually prosecuted and 
fined. The LEA has a policy on racial harassment in 
schools which is just being implemented and there is also 
counselling within schools after instances of such 
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harassment. The Racial Equality Council also plays a 
role by providing advice and support. However, there is 
considered to be scope for expansion in this area. The 
need is for more training and the role of Bradford's 
educational institutions is seen as vital in this respect 
with the Department of Peace Studies at the University of 
Bradford being cited as well-placed to participate in 
such ventures. 
Anti-Sectarian Work 
Equal opportunities policies exist within the 
Police, Fire and Prison Services and the Council plays an 
important role here. There is an equal opportunities 
policy within Bradford Council but, as Anne Dye-Sharp of 
the Youth and Community Service commented, although the 
Council continually attempts to bring about improvements 
in this area, it is often blocked. David Jackson 
commented that Managers of Work within Bradford Education 
have been asked to draw up an equal opportunities policy 
as part of their values statement/action planning, and 
schools either have, or are developing, an equal 
opportunities policy. 
Frank Hanley was able to confirm that this work is 
being done and that the Council are currently revising 
their procedures and practices in relation to employment. 
There is now a new system for dealing with cases of 
racial and sexual discrimination. The personal 
harassment policy and procedure are also being revised as 
is the recruitment and selection procedure. There are 
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also revised grievances and disciplinary services. A 
training programme will be introduced for managers on 
their roles and responsibilities which will look at the 
workforce and the local community. There have also been 
attempts to develop multi-agency work to combat racial 
harassment in the district. 
Cultural Traditions Work 
Examples of this work that were cited by the 
respondents were the activities of the Eid Committee, 
through the organisation of Bradford Festival and Mela 
(both discussed in detail in the Chapter Seven), and 
initiatives such as the exchange in 1993 between Karachi 
Grammar School and Carlton Bolling College in Bradford. 
The various Council Directorates are also involved in 
this type of work to some extent, however, there is no 
systematic co-ordination. 
Some schools have a multi-cultural policy which 
dates back to mid-1980's and in some cases schools will 
design topic work to "affirm/develop cultural 
confidence"(9). One example of a cultural traditions 
initiative that was cited is the Asian radio station, 
Sunrise Radio. However, this station is a satellite of 
a London firm owned by Hindus and has been accused by 
Muslims of being pro-Hindu/Sikh (10). In addition there 
are specific responses to crises such as the series of 
meetings/seminars organised by Bradford and Ilkley 
Community College over the Satanic Verses controversy. 
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Philip Balmforth noted that more care needs to be 
taken with the Festival and mela to ensure the free and 
full participation of all sections of the community. 
There have been instances of white majority stall 
holders, and other members of the general public, being 
intimidated by gangs of young Asians and prevented from 
attending these type of events (11). 
Once again the respondents felt that more could be 
done in this area. Philip Balmforth suggested that more 
conferences, seminars and community trips ("provided that 
the right kind of person can go" (12)) would be useful. 
He noted that the younger Muslims do not appear see the 
Muslim elders as their leaders and will denounce them for 
being 'out of touch'. This point was confirmed by Amjad 
Bashir and also came through clearly in the interviews 
with young Muslims which are reported in Chapter Ten. 
Balmforth also stressed that if events are organised 
then it is important to include members of the other 
minority groups, such as the Hindus and Sikhs, as it is 
important that community relations be comprehensive in 
its approach in Bradford. 
However, a critical note was struck by Nadira Mirza 
who commented that "Most of the work in this area has a 
supposed multi-cultural approach but does not touch on 
the racism and prejudice related to culture and 
religion. " (13) The inference here is that existing 
approaches are superficial and do not reach to some of 
the difficult underlying issues. 
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Justice and Rights Work 
Ishtiaq Ahmed, from the perspective of the Racial 
Equality council, mentioned the work being done by the 
Anti-Racist lobby and various black organisations. The 
Racial Equality Council itself is involved in this type 
of activity. 
Bradford Law Centre undertake this sort of work 
although David Bowen commented that its "effects are too 
circumscribed and too often threatened by economic 
insecurity" (14) . There are many semi-official advice 
centres set up in community centres throughout Bradford 
although Philip Balmforth commented that there may be 
some lack of expertise in such schemes. 
Bradford Council has produced an Equal Rights 
Statement which should be acted on by all Directorates. 
Equal rights are a Council priority and this is backed up 
by developing Action Plans and monitoring their progress 
annually. 
David Jackson felt that more needs to be done in 
terms of political initiatives as well as legal provision 
and implementation and community organisation. Amjad 
Bashir believes that the Race Relations Act, as it exists 
in its present form, is not sufficiently comprehensive in 
its coverage. The Act does not cover discrimination on 
the basis of religion rather than race although legal 
provisions in Northern Ireland deal directly with this 
type of discrimination. He would, therefore, favour an 
extension of the Act along the lines which exist in 
Northern Ireland to cover such minorities as Muslims who 
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do not constitute a racial group. David Bowen commented 
that special attention also needed to be given to target 
groups such as women and young people. 
A further contentious issue has been the non- 
provision of government funding support for Muslim 
schools despite financial support for Roman Catholic and 
Jewish schools. It appears, however, that the Muslim 
Girls School-in Bradford is going to be the first Muslim 
School in the country to receive such funds from the 
government. This will be a popular move as the school's 
application has had all party support within Bradford for 
some time. 
Nadira Mirza believes that this work needs to be 
done through the legal institutions at local, national 
and European levels and that the groundwork must be done 
in schools and "all venues where young people meet or 
congregate" (15). 
Inter-Church (Interfaith) Work 
Bradford and Ilkley Community College have been 
running 'Community Religions' courses on a part-time 
basis which are open to the general public. According to 
David Bowen, these have played an important role for some 
people in the community. However, they too are 
threatened by the present economic situation. The 
churches themselves are active through their various 
agencies, such as the Diocesan Race Relations Commission, 
and the Bishop of Bradford has an Adviser on Interfaith 
issues, Philip Lewis. The joint Christian/Muslim trip to 
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Pakistan discussed in Chapter Seven is a good example of 
a successful interfaith initiative. 
There have been a few churches in Bradford that have 
had representatives of other faiths participate in 
services and address Sunday congregations but this is not 
typical. Philip Balmforth commented: "when will we see 
the Asian community wanting to attend Christian services 
... is it all one-way traffic? Christians into Asian 
religions. I find that most Asians are completely 
ignorant of Christian beliefs and traditions. " (16) 
David Jackson believes that the contacts between 
faith communities need to be developed and formalized. 
There are some moves to institute a Peace Pilgrimage for 
faith communities in Bradford to walk to different places 
of worship and have joint prayer/reflection, 
food/celebration, etc. This is a regular annual event in 
London and contacts have already been made with 
organizers there. Both Nadira Mirza and Amjad Bashir 
referred to the work of the Calumas Foundation in London 
which seeks to improve understanding particularly between 
the Jewish and Muslim communities. It was suggested that 
such a model could be adopted in Bradford and that 
Calumas might be able to provide guidance in this. 
Political Options Work 
The general response was that this is not very well 
developed although there is a feeling that there is 
potential here. The Race Relations Unit of the Bradford 
and Ilkley Community College/University offer periodical 
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seminars in this area and there are occasional events 
sponsored by the University and Bradford and Ilkley 
Community College separately. Some political discussion 
goes on in Roman Catholic Justice and Peace Groups and 
also in Leeds Diocesan Race Relations Commission. There 
is some political representation locally, as Philip Lewis 
noted, with eleven Muslim Councillors and one Sikh 
Councillor - all of whom are members of the Labour Party. 
Amjad Bashir commented that while communities within 
their own groups do discuss politics there is little 
political discussion going on between the communities or 
between the communities and the political parties 
although in this latter area there has been more activity 
in recent years. 
Conflict Resolution Work 
With regard to the police force Philip Balmforth 
advised that: "All police officers are trained in 
cultural awareness by trained trainers under the umbrella 
of 'Equal Opportunities' training. All new recruits to 
Bradford area are taken to mosque, gurdwara and Hindu 
temple for more localized training. The Prison Service 
have similar training for nominated 'Race Relations 
Liaison Officer' at each establishment" done nationally 
at their national college. "(17) He believes that this 
work is already well-developed with even the fire service 
being provided with a Section 11 funded post to relate 
specifically to ethnic minorities. 
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David Jackson noted that the Interfaith Education 
Centre had started to provide a religious/cultural 
awareness programme for non-school sectors such as health 
workers in hospitals and the community. However, the 
course has so far been` largely provision of information 
with some discussion of the types of conflicts which are 
likely to arise. Although there is no training in 
conflict resolution skills per se, the "practical 
experiences shared are centrally to do with mediation, 
prejudice reduction and conflict resolution" (18). David 
Jackson believes this work needs developing and 
"sharpening to incorporate conflict resolution work more 
puposefully'(19). Nadira Mirza recommended that 
training in such skills be carried out at all levels in 
statutory and voluntary organisations. 
Contextual Necessities 
Fitzduff spoke of the contextual necessities which 
are required to form the framework for such community 
relations work. In the context of Northern Ireland she 
spoke of the importance of community development work and 
its link to effective community relations work. She 
pointed out that: 
"Community Relations work can happen more easily and more 
effectively when there are already structures and 
networks in place through which contacts can be 
facilitated that are not seen to be associated with 
political or religious loyalties. The lack of such 
networks and available groups and community leaders with 
which to work seriously hinders the initiation of work 
designed specifically to address cross-community 
division. " (20) 
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Various networks exist in Bradford between the three 
major religio-cultural communities (Muslim-Hindu-Sikh) 
but David Bowen and Nadira Mirza both lament that they 
only appear to be operative when crisis threatens. 
Philip Lewis commented that the Bishop of Bradford, the 
Provost of the Cathedral and himself are involved in 
networking formally with the police and informally with 
the minority leaders. Anne Dye-Sharp is more sanguine 
as she noted that there are many workers in the voluntary 
sector who are also community leaders and, therefore, 
many networks exist amongst ethnic minority leaders and 
between them and the white workers/groups that have never 
been acknowledged. Given that this is the case, the need 
is to recognize, acknowledge and strengthen the existing 
networks rather than create new ones. 
David Jackson knows from experience how useful these 
networks can be although they are ad hoc and informal. 
He knows that if a conflict arises (e. g. over Gulf War, 
Ayuddhya Hindu-Muslim conflict) he can call 
representatives of Christian, Hindu, Muslim, Sikh 
communities and the Racial Equality Council together to 
prepare agreed statements for transmission to schools as 
guidance for teachers. There is, in his opinion, a need 
to formalise the links and broaden the base of these 
networks. There is concern, however, that these networks 
are limited and are not being infused with new blood. 
Amjad Bashir expressed the need to encourage the younger 
members of the communities to involve themselves in this 
process of networking and co-operating across community 
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and faith divides. This is seen as a priority for those 
who are already taking responsibility in this area. 
Within the police force there are Community Liaison 
Officers in each of the five police divisions in Bradford 
and these can also play a role within such networks. 
In referring Fitzduff's typology to the Bradford 
situation there is no suggestion that the contexts are 
similar only that the types of work undertaken are useful 
in both situations. The group was asked to consider what 
would have to be taken into account that is specific to 
Bradford when undertaking such work. Points that were 
raised included the size and number of the various ethnic 
communities and the strength of the Muslim community vis- 
a-vis the other religious groupings. Also it was 
recommended that sufficient account be taken of the Afro- 
Caribbean community which is small but which is seen as 
playing a significant role with young people. Both David 
Bowen and Anne Dye-Sharp felt that this group has often 
been ignored in Bradford. 
Anne Dye-Sharp commented that much of the 
indigenous community is very parochial in their view. 
However, David Bowen also referred to the "idealism and 
forward thinking tradition" of some aspect of, Bradford's 
heritage as represented in the Independent Labour Party. 
He also pointed to the relatively good record of 
Bradford's interaction with Jewish settlers 100 years ago 
and their experience in, and contribution to, the 
city(21). Philip Lewis stressed the important role 
that religious identity plays in Bradford: "Religion 
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needs to be acknowledged as an increasingly important 
component of ethnic identity and not subsumed beneath 
black or Asian categories which obscure rather than 
illuminate issues. "(22) It is also important to consider 
the "knock-on effects" for Bradford's Hindu, Sikh and 
Muslim communities of conflicts in the Indian Sub- 
Continent(23). 
Frank Hanley recommended that anyone wishing to 
undertake such work should spend time getting to know a 
wide number of people in the community, their 
organisations, and various statutory agencies such as the 
Council. David Jackson echoed this advice as he believes 
that a good knowledge of the different sections/factions/ 
personalities which exist within the various faith 
communities, and the different agendas and perceptions 
within and between groups, is required for effective work 
to be carried out. He argues that a good grasp of the 
influence, power and histories of the various actors on 
the Bradford scene would be a prerequisite for this type 
of work. 
More co-operation between the educational 
institutions such as Bradford and Ilkley Community 
College and Bradford University was envisaged with 
specific topics being highlighted for conferences and 
seminars. One particular suggestion was the provision 
opportunities for young people to express their views 
and be heard by the older generation (24) There was 
perceived as being some scope for developing co-operation 
with schools and sixth-forms for sessions on conflict 
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resolution. Meetings with key politicians and senior 
officers of the Council were suggested to introduce such 
approaches to community relations and conflict 
resolution. It was also suggested that sessions for 
particular professional groups such as youth workers, 
health workers, housing workers and activists, among 
others, could be provided and that broader-based 
consultations could be held in the future. 
Report of Consultation 
Following a presentation on the role of conflict 
resolution and community relations approaches in inter- 
group tensions and conflict (with reference to work in 
Northern Ireland), the invited group of professionals 
from Bradford took part in an informal discussion of the 
issues. The discussion brought up several key themes 
relating to community relations and conflict resolution 
and prevention work in Bradford, including the possible 
location of such work, how it should be conducted and 
what would be necessary to facilitate such work. 
David Jackson, from his perspective in the education 
sector, expressed the hope that there will be a 
redefinition of education to include the discussion of 
values. There does now exist an aspect of the curriculum 
termed the "spiritual and moral dimension" and he saw 
this as an opportunity to introduce programmes which 
would give children the skills to handle conflict, 
communicate with others and practice the skills already 
discussed in this thesis. Within schools he believes 
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that the Religious Education slot in the timetable is 
where such skill development and issue discussion would 
belong. At the moment this has a very low priority in 
Bradford schools and many schools do not deliver 
religious education at all. However, David Jackson 
pointed out that there are other areas where this 
reflection and discussion on moral and spiritual issues 
can take place, for example, in English classes through a 
discussion of literature or through the creative 
subjects. He reported that above the fifth form there is 
a concentration on 'A' levels, NVQ's and BTecs designed 
to get young people into jobs or further education and 
there is "almost a desert in terms of personal and social 
education and [the discussion of] moral values" (25). 
Research is at present being carried out by Helen Reid in 
the Department of Peace Studies looking at the role of 
conflict resolution in religious education in Bradford 
and when this work has been completed it should provide a 
useful resource to develop work further in this area. 
Anne Dye-Sharp works in the Youth and Community 
Service of Bradford Council and sees that in some areas, 
e. g. Keighley, the situation is so bleak for young people 
that efforts have to be aimed at a more basic level such 
as making it safe for people to be on the streets and 
providing facilities. She believes that discussion and 
moral reflection would be hard to introduce without some 
prior ground work. 
One fruitful area that Anne Dye-Sharp identified is 
the need for discussion between groups from different 
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ethnic backgrounds. She commented that in her experience 
members of different identity groups do interact quite 
well but they are subject to peer group pressure exerted 
to make them conform to, what she sees as, more extremist 
attitudes(26). This observation is confirmed in 
discussion with young people from the Muslim and white 
majority communities as reported in Chapter Ten. Anne 
Dye-Sharp pointed out that venues are available but that 
what tended to happen was that people dealt with the 
stress situation that had just surfaced. Nevertheless, 
it was recognised that there is a need for preventative 
measures to be introduced well before crisis point is 
reached. 
Frank Hanley, the Policy Development Officer for 
Equal Opportunities within Bradford Council, believes 
that there is scope for new approaches to community 
relations to be introduced into Council practice. 
However, he expected that Councillors and Officers of the 
Council would need to be convinced that such approaches 
could be successful and effective before they would be 
willing to invest time and effort. 
David Bowen, a lecturer in Community Religions at 
Bradford and Ilkley Community College and active in 
interfaith dialogue, expressed the view that the 
explicitly religious dimension of relations between the 
communities also needed to be addressed. He sees it as 
necessary to approach the situation of Bradford 
theologically, accepting it as in some way God-given: "It 
is to be received and accepted positively and the 
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religious teachings are to be reviewed in he light of the 
potential of living in communities like this. " (27) He 
remarked that the need is for religious communities not 
to be backward-looking and inward-looking but forward- 
looking and outward-looking: "We have to take 
responsibility for the heritage we have received and what 
we do with it. And for what is going to come out of, or 
grow, from it in a destructive way if we do not address 
it in a positive way and transform it positively and in 
co-operative ways. " (28)) 
Another important theme that arose during the 
discussion was the necessity for a sensitive and co- 
operative approach when dealing with inter-cultural work. 
Anne Dye-Sharp highlighted this by referring to her 
experience of relating to female assertiveness training 
for Asian young women. She explained how problems arise 
when the young women return to their own cultural 
environment and find that there is a clash between the 
value systems. The trainers are not available, however, 
to follow up and help with problems that arise. Anne 
Dye-Sharp believes that a lot of harm is done through 
such irresponsible piecemeal approaches. People's lives 
are changed without reference to the complicated 
framework within which they have to operate. She 
suggested that a more sensitive approach is required, one 
which takes account of the context and the multifaceted 
nature of human relations. 
Frank Hanley echoed this point stressing the need 
for support groups for those who are willing to engage in 
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such processes: "Building up people's expectations and 
reshaping them and then leaving them off on their own is 
very dangerous. It's not fair to them. " (29) 
Ishtiaq Ahmed of Bradford's Racial Equality Council 
gave a perspective from the Muslim community. He spoke 
of a prevalent view among professionals from the white 
majority community who work with the Muslim community, 
that they are there to "put something right . 
something they have detected wrong in that community 
because it doesn't actually fit their model and then they 
see intervention in order to put that right. " (30) He 
believes this has produced a negative reaction from the 
Muslim community. He advised that what was needed was a 
more gradual development built on a firm foundation: 
"There seems to be a high degree of arrogance among white 
professionals when it comes to dealing with Muslims, or 
for that matter, Asians, or for that matter blacks, in a 
whole range of social issues and they somehow assume a 
God-given right to intervene without any prior 
negotiation, without any framework" and this can result 
in creating more problems than it solves (31). Rumours 
circulate about such experiences and create resistance 
towards those who do genuinely wish to negotiate an 
interaction. (32) 
As Anne Dye-Sharp explained the problems are not 
always intentional. A cultural conflict can develop 
within the minds of children as it is virtually 
impossible to live in a culture without it impinging upon 
one. Ishtiaq Ahmed agreed that this was a valid point 
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and one which the Muslim community had accepted. He felt 
that it was in the other direction, with white majority 
professionals entering Muslim communities, where people 
did not realize that moving into a different cultural 
milieu it is necessary to have some understanding of the 
different frameworks and practices there, given that 
these also must impinge on their outlook and challenge 
their assumptions: "So all I'm saying is that exchange 
and negotiation works in both directions but what I've 
seen very little of is that willingness to exchange (with 
some exceptions) among white professionals wanting to 
work in Muslim communities. " (33) 
The field of conflict resolution theory has been 
criticised for its lack of awareness of the cultural 
dimension. Much of the theory has been developed within 
a Western intellectual tradition. Burton in his 
explication of his human needs theory posits that: 
"universal patterns of behaviour exist ... making 
possible a generic approach to conflict resolution across 
cultures and across social levels within cultures. " (34) 
This view has been criticised as an attempt to generalize 
Western concepts and values by denying the validity or 
relevance of other cultural approaches. By contrast 
Avruch and Black have attempted to develop what they have 
termed ethnotheories and ethnopraxis in relations to 
conflict and conflict resolution (35). They argue that 
in order to understand any behaviour, but particularly 
conflict behaviour, the cultural understanding of being 
and action of any given group in conflict must be 
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studied. They recommend a preliminary 'cultural 
analysis' of the conflict situation. this debate remains 
largely at the academic level at present and there is 
needed some practical application of this cultural 
dimension in situations of intergroup conflict such as 
exist in Bradford. 
The issue of negotiation and co-operation between 
communities in work on conflict resolution was taken up 
by Frank Hanley. He made the point that very often it is 
the majority, through their attitudes and behaviour 
towards the other group, who actually set the agenda for 
the minority. However, he was convinced that within a 
conflict resolution approach a shared agenda was 
required, something that takes skill and time to develop. 
Frank Hanley described it as a process of empowering 
people to assert themselves. 
One of the major problems that was stressed by those 
present was the small number of people active in such 
cross-community work as in, for example, interfaith 
dialogue: "If one looks around at the people who are 
involved in interfaith [dialogue], they are only a 
handful, a few from the Muslim community, a few from the 
Hindu and the Sikh communities. And God forbid if they 
were all in one aeroplane and it got highjacked - we 
wouldn't have anyone to meet for interfaith 
dialogue. "(36) The need stressed by the group was to 
bring on what Ishtiaq Ahmed referred to as 'opinion 
leaders', establishing a much broader group of people who 
would be able to support such work and take on some of 
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the responsibility which is at present carried by a few 
active members of each community. Amjad Bashir, of the 
Bradford Eid Committee, commented that within the Muslim 
community there are only a handful of active people in 
cross community work. He fears that the communities will 
become more isolated, rarely interacting, if practical 
steps are not taken in the near future. He believes that 
the Muslim community itself needed to identify people who 
could be encouraged to take an active role, some people 
who would be knowledgeable about problems that exist and 
could network within the community so that there is 
support for individuals wishing to take a more outward- 
looking proactive role. 
Philip Lewis, adviser to the Bishop of Bradford on 
interfaith issues, commented that there are many 
initiatives within Bradford but the problem is 
communication: 'letting the right hand know what the left 
hand is doing'. He does not envisage by that a co- 
ordinating body as the scene is already too complex for 
that and he feels it would not be feasible. However, 
workers in this field should be aware that there are 
different groups working away on an agenda with common 
elements but with different perspectives and approaches. 
With this information it would be possible to discover 
where it would be fruitful to co-operate. He admitted 
that it would not always be appropriate to do so. it 
would be helpful for those engaged in such work to know 
that there are more allies and potential allies 
around. (37) 
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Ishtiaq Ahmed proposed a concrete suggestion for how 
to build up the number of individuals involved in 
community relations work. It would be possible to take 
specific topics, for example, homelessness, crime, and so 
on, and invite an appropriate audience: "That way you 
would have a broader audience that shared a general 
consensus on issues. People have their hobbyhorses ... 
and it's a question of bringing them together on the same 
race-course. " (38) 
Conclusion 
From the discussions in Chapters Seven and Eight it 
is clear that community relations work in Bradford is 
being carried out and that some of the contextual 
necessities highlighted by Fitzduff are in place. 
Networks between the Muslim and white majority community 
do exist but need to be acknowledged and strengthened and 
communication between workers in these fields needs to be 
improved to facilitate co-operation and the best use of 
resources. A major concern is that the number of people 
involved in these networks is relatively small and the 
links are mainly at the level of leadership rather than 
throughout the grassroots. Two priorities emerge: 
1) to involve the grassroots in this type of work. 
2) to nurture and encourage the next generation of 
leaders and key individuals in the various communities 
and sectors of society to take on the responsibility of 
maintaining and improving the networks, and initiating 
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new approaches to conflict prevention and resolution 
between the communities. 
From the questionnaires it appears that work within 
most of the categories identified by Fitzduff is already 
taking place in Bradford to some degree although all 
areas need to be expanded. However, the emphasis on 
anti-discrimination in employment and housing, provision 
of welfare rights, the development of multicultural 
education and the provision of resources (such as 
community centres) for ethnic minorities have been the 
dominant approaches to improving community relations. 
As the political climate has changed since the mid- 
1980's resources devoted to these traditional areas have 
in any case been cut (for example Section 11 funding has 
been dramatically reduced in recent years) There has 
been an increasing hostility towards any policies or 
activities which attempt to improve intercultural and 
non-racist relations in education (39). Various 
initiatives in the field of cultural traditions and 
interfaith work have emerged in recent years but there is 
still an emphasis on structural approaches - equal 
opportunities and racial equality. The cultural 
approaches to community relations remain to be more fully 
developed. 
In particular conflict resolution work emerges as an 
area where little is being done especially in the sphere 
of training. As suggested by the participants in the 
consultation, such training would be valuable for many 
sectors, from professionals in statutory and voluntary 
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bodies to members of the general public and young people 
in particular. The development of training workshops for 
transmitting and practising the skills for dealing with 
conflict constructively is an important aspect of the 
field of conflict resolution. The following chapters 
explore in detail a research project designed to respond 
to the need for opportunities for interaction between 
young people from the Muslim and majority communities and 
the need to develop conflict handling skills. 
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CHAPTER NINE: CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION AND PREVENTION - 
A WORKSHOP APPROACH 1 
It became clear in Chapter Eight that in the area of 
conflict resolution there was a limited amount being done 
in Bradford, particularly in the area of skills training. 
The need for preventative work rather than response to 
crisis situations was explicitly noted by the 
professionals involved in the dialogue in the previous 
chapter. In the terms of the discussion in Chapter One 
this means interventions at the level of conflict 
formation. This corresponds to the levels of discussion 
and polarization in Fisher and Keashley's 
conceptualization of conflict development (see diagram in 
Chapter One, p. 25) . Appropriate 
interventions at this 
stage would be third party intervention to bring members 
of conflicting groups together to look at prejudice, 
cultural differences, to improve understanding and 
increase knowledge and training for individual members of 
groups in conflict to increase their capacity to 
communicate effectively and to handle conflict when it 
arises. 
This chapter presents the results of a research 
project intended as a practical application of conflict 
resolution in a situation of inter-group tension and 
conflict. Two series of workshops were undertaken with 
volunteers from Bradford school sixth forms from both the 
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Muslim and Majority white community. This chapter will 
first describe the concept and aims of these workshops, 
their design and some of the methodological 
considerations which need to be taken into account and 
finally provide a report of their conduct and evaluation 
through the means of questionnaires. 
Chapter Ten will describe the series of interviews 
which were designed to assess the effects and 
effectiveness of the workshops, their design and 
objectives together with consideration of the 
methodological difficulties associated with this means of 
evaluation. The results of the workshop will be 
evaluated through analysis of the content of the 
interviews. 
Aims of the Workshop 
The aims and objectives of the workshop fell into 
two main groups: 
1. To gather data from young members of the Muslim and 
white majority community in the following areas: - 
a) images and perceptions of, and attitudes towards, 
the other group; 
b) level of knowledge and understanding 
of the different customs, religion and lifestyle of 
the two groups; 
C) impact of the various conflicts 
between the communities on young people 
d) views and perceptions on the state of 
relations between the two communities 
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This data was to be gathered from the first round of 
interviews. 
2. To ascertain the effectiveness of workshop based 
approaches in the following areas 
a) The usefulness of conflict resolution-type 
training in ameliorating intergroup tensions and 
improving inter-group relations by: 
i) exposing and confronting prejudice 
ii) providing more accurate information on the 
groups 
iii) providing a positive experience of co-operative 
working situation 
iv) developing skills for communication, 
understanding and handling conflict 
b) The possibility of changing attitudes or behaviour 
through such exercises: - 
i) between individuals 
ii) between individuals as members of groups 
c) The effectiveness of particular exercises in 
accomplishing their stated purposes 
This data was to be collected through questionnaires 
completed at the time of the workshops and a review of 
the complete cycle of interviews conducted before the 
workshop, immediately after and following a two month 
break. 
Design of Workshop 
The workshop itself can be described as a 
'contact situation' and, in the light of the discussion 
on the 'contact hypothesis' in Chapter Two, it was 
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considered necessary to provide superordinate goals for 
the participants within the workshop, as well as 
experiences of co-operation between members of the 
different groups, in order to maximize the potential 
positive impact on inter-group relations. It was 
important that the experience itself should be enjoyable 
and provide a positive stimulus to further inter-group 
interaction. The superordinate goals were sometimes 
provided on an exercise by exercise level but there was 
also the explicit recognition that the work they were 
doing was: a) an aid to research on intergroup relations 
b) helping the Bradford community find ways of improving 
the relations between the Muslim and white majority 
community. 
The workshops provide a form of 'experiential 
learning'. In this context Katz and Lawyer point to 
several assumptions when designing communications 
training workshops: 
a) Learning is highly unique and individual. 
b) Learning is sometimes a painful process. 
c) Learning is an outgrowth of the learner's experience. 
d) Learning is a co-operative endeavour. 
e) Learning requires a supportive climate, it requires 
an atmosphere of openness and trust. 
This approach to learning contrasts with the directive, 
teacher-centred style which has been dominant in the 
education system. A useful model which helps to 
illustrate the areas of knowledge and understanding which 
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the facilitator is attempting to expand within the course 
of a workshop is the Johari Window: 
ARENA 
FACADE 
Not known to self 
BLIND SPOT 
UNKNOWN 
At the beginning of a workshop or a training event 
the ARENA pane is small while the FACADE pane is, by 
contrast, large. At this stage the individual adopts 
roles or projects false images of the self. The aim is 
to expand the ARENA pane as the process develops in the 
workshop bringing blind spots into conscious awareness 
and revealing areas within the UNKNOWN. 
The introduction, through experiential learning, of 
skills which are necessary for the constructive handling 
of conflict and for positive interaction with others was 
an important aspect of the workshop process. As a basis 
for this, and running throughout the workshops, a 
important objective was to build the self-esteem and 
confidence of individuals as individuals and as members 
of their respective groups. Given the importance of this 
consideration it was decided that the groups should work 
separately on some of these issues before beginning to 
work together in a mixed group. 
The exercises were drawn from various manuals 
on conflict resolution, communication skills, prejudice 
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reduction and non-violence training 1 and were combined 
to address the aspects of inter-group interaction dealt 
with in the previous theoretical discussions in this 
thesis. An annotated agenda of the various workshops is 
attached as Appendix 1. The table below briefly 
recapitulates the necessary elements of a training for 
self-development, prejudice reduction and conflict 
handling skills which form a necessary whole for 
constructive inter-group behaviour. 
1. Self-esteem/self-confidence 
- individuals and groups 
2. Self-analysis/self-awareness 
- needs, values, fears, hurt, strengths, 
weaknesses, etc. 
3. Communication skills 
- listening, assertiveness, situation 
analysis 
4. Empathy 
- imagination, sensitivity 
5. Creative thinking 
- generation of alternatives 
- decisiveness 
(6. Problem-solving, negotiation, mediation) 
The first point refers to the necessary foundation 
from which an individual or group feels able to interact 
with another group. This is especially important where 
the group feels itself to be discriminated against, its 
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identity undervalued or unrecognized, or its interests to 
be marginalised by another more powerful group. 
The second element is essential in recognizing some 
of the processes at work within individuals that affect 
interaction with others, especially when in a conflict 
situation. An ability to discriminate between the needs, 
values and interest of oneself and one's group and to 
understand the fears and hurt which underlie reactions to 
another group is vital in order to be able to focus on 
what it is possible to change and improve in a situation 
of conflict. 
Communications skills are evidently important. It 
is necessary to hear what the other party is saying, to 
focus on their perceptions, and the underlying values and 
needs in order to see where the conflict really lies and 
discern a way through it. At the same time it is 
important that the views of oneself or one's own group 
can be clearly formulated and expressed without 
aggression but with certainty, clarity and confidence. 
Analysis here refers to an ability to analyse a situation 
rather than oneself and one's own behaviour, the 
development of logical and observational skills is also 
important here. 
The fourth element takes this process a step further 
by not only listening to the other party but being able 
to put oneself in the shoes of the other and try to see 
things from their perspective. This requires the 
development of sensitivity and imagination and represents 
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a significant breakthrough in constructive conflict 
handling. 
Having clearly identified the conflict and the 
interests and needs related to it, it is then necessary 
to look to a solution. At this point a degree of 
flexibility is needed, an ability to see the 
possibilities in a situation and to be able to generate 
more than one alternative scenario for the development of 
a conflict and its resolution. Decisiveness here means 
being able to gather sufficient information, process it 
and then act with confidence and good judgement without 
avoidance or procrastination. 
All the above elements have been incorporated into 
the design of the series of workshops which were 
conducted with young people from the Muslim and white 
majority communities. This is necessarily a large agenda 
and a more long-term period of training is required to 
develop in all these areas. 
The final point gives a sample of possible 
strategies or frameworks for working on a conflict 
situation which could be chosen for specialist training 
to follow the more general training described above. 
Organisation of Workshops 
The initial plan was to hold workshops for 16-19 
year olds from the Muslim and white majority communities 
drawn from Bradford schools. The workshops were to take 
place on neutral ground and outside school hours. 
Initially three facilitators were considered necessary 
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for the numbers envisaged. The participants were 
recruited from six schools in Bradford2. Due to 
cultural restrictions it was felt easier to organise 
separate workshops for young men and young women. The 
workshops for young men were to be followed by those 
for young women with the workshops being adapted in the 
light of the experience of the first round. 
The schedule was to provide for two-day workshops 
with the young men segregated into Muslim and white 
majority groups with a further two day workshop bringing 
the groups together. The schedule for the workshops is 
attached as Appendix 2. The same pattern was proposed 
for working with the young women. 
Below is a summary of the content of each of 
the workshop sessions and what it was intended to achieve 
(a more detailed annotated agenda is provided in 
Appendix 1). 
Separate Groups 
Day One: Session One 
This session was to provide the foundation for the 
workshop. Exercises concentrated on group-building and 
affirmation/self esteem linked through a 'reflection' 
exercise to empowerment - believing that it is possible 
to change oneself and one's behaviour. 
Session Two 
This session continued the self-reflective and self- 
analytical theme with the emphasis on prejudice and in- 
groups and out-groups. The exercises were intended to 
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reveal hidden prejudices, indicate the range of 
differences that exist even within a relatively 
homogeneous group, and indicate how elements of one's own 
self-view are projected on to figures of the 'other'. 
Day Two: Session One 
This session was intended to help participants 
analyse what is happening in a conflict and in their own 
emotional reactions. The exercises should illustrate the 
importance of clear communication - both giving and 
receiving information. The emphasis in these exercises 
lay in being open to listen to the other and their views 
and perceptions and attempt to understand how they 
perceive the situation. This leads on to the section on 
thought and behaviour patterns and how to change them. 
Session two 
The aim in this session was to take the trust of the 
group to a deeper level and explore typical reactions 
and behaviour patterns, why these have become ingrained 
and how they can be broken. This session was also to 
raise the issue of the artificiality of a workshop 
environment and to explore how the skills and insights 
gained can be transferred into 'ordinary life'. This 
included an exercise to look at strategies for self- 
support. Time was also spent on acknowledging and 
expressing hope and fears about joining with the other 
group for the next workshops. 
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Mixed Workshop 
Day Three: Session One 
Since this constituted a new group, the aim of the 
first session was to build group feeling, individual 
respect and co-operation. 
Session Two 
This session dealt with prejudice - how everyone 
has some prejudices, how prejudices against oneself and 
groups one belongs to can be 'internalized' i. e. how 
negative images propounded by outgroups can be adopted or 
unconsciously accepted by oneself and one's group. 
Exercises also provided the opportunity for groups to 
express their feelings about being stereotyped and 
discriminated against and assert themselves by refusing 
to accept such judgements. 
Day Four* Session one 
This session was intended to directly address 
misunderstandings between the groups as groups of Muslims 
and white majority. Questions were posed group to group 
and time allowed to prepare answers. Questions related 
to religion, culture and lifestyle. The aim was to 
create a greater trust in the mixed group, a greater 
level of understanding and empathy. 
Session Two 
This session was intended to explore handling 
conflict and finding alternative strategies and tactics 
for responding to it. The session included time for 
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evaluation through means of a questionnaire to be 
completed by all participants. 
Evaluation: the Question of Methodology 
In discussing action research in the introduction to 
this thesis it has become clear that research within 
peace studies does not see itself as within the 
positivistic scientific tradition and, given the nature 
of this study, it is clear that values are being adopted. 
However, this creates, or some would argue makes 
explicit, many difficulties in the process of evaluation. 
In this section some of the difficulties and dilemmas 
presented by the evaluation of such research projects are 
discussed. This discussion should be seen as the 
necessary context of the results here presented. 
Several methods of evaluation and assessment were 
adopted. Below are presented the different methods 
adopted together with the aspects of the workshop which 
they were intended to assess: 
a) Observation during workshop 
- change in attitudes or behaviour 
- openness to change 
- skill development 
- effectiveness of particular exercises 
- enjoyable 
- bring out learning points 
- engage the group 
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b) Questionnaire - general opinion of workshop 
- which exercises worked well and why? 
- which exercises did not work well and why? 
- any exercises culturally inappropriate? 
c) Group evaluation throughout course of workshop 
- brainstorm - positive, negative points and 
ideas for improvement 
d) Individual interviews 
-a series of three interviews: before workshop, 
immediately afterwards and two months later. 
Associated with each of these methods are certain 
disadvantages and problematical aspects and these need to 
be taken into account when reviewing the results of the 
workshops. 
Observation 
In this case the workshop leader or facilitator must 
also be the observer of the process and content. 
Naturally this plurality of roles creates tension. In 
the case of the workshops with the young men there were 
three facilitators who were able to share 
responsibilities within the workshop and consult 
afterwards as to what had occurred. In the workshops 
with the young women there was one assistant and one 
facilitator in the separate workshops and two 
facilitators in the mixed workshop. 
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In all the cases the facilitators were female and 
this factor plays a role in the interaction between them 
and the participants. In the case of the workshop with 
the young Muslim men there were also cultural factors to 
be taken into account. It is possible that the 
perception of the facilitators as authority figures set 
up some antagonism between some of the participants who 
were espousing more traditional Islamic views and the 
female workshop leaders. However, the frequency of 
female teachers within the school system should have 
made this less of a problem. Nevertheless, the 
atmosphere within the workshop appeared to have been 
affected by having the facilitators and the participants 
divided by gender. With the young men of the white 
majority community the cultural dimension was not present 
but the gender factor was still felt to have exerted an 
influence within the workshop setting. 
This perception may be the result of gender bias or 
sensitivity on the part of the participants or on the 
part of the observers. In either or both cases it appears 
to have played a role. 
In the workshops with the young women the fact of 
the gender homogeneity created a more informal 
atmosphere, a point of communication between facilitators 
and participants (as well as between participants 
themselves) and a context of shared assumptions within 
the workshop. This was explicitly commented on by one 
member of the white majority group. In addition the 
segregation by gender was considered desirable for 
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cultural reasons. It can only be speculation as to 
whether the increase in confidence and in expression of 
views and self-assertiveness which occurred among the 
groups would have taken place to the same degree if the 
workshops had not been gender segregated. 
A further consideration was the venue itself. it 
was decided to hold the workshops in the Department of 
Peace Studies to avoid using any school buildings which, 
might have been viewed as 'home territory' for any of the 
participants. Also a number of the teachers from the 
various schools had indicated that the pupils would 
probably be interested to visit the university. However, 
this arrangement had the disadvantage that the university 
was the 'home ground' of the facilitators and thus may 
have created more of an authority image. This was not 
perceived to be a problem in the young women's workshop 
although it may have been a factor to consider when 
working with the young men. 
When one views the organisation of the workshop 
itself and the results recorded, it is important to take 
into account the frame of reference of the researcher. 
During research on the thesis topic certain expectations 
have already been set up about the nature of relations 
between the groups, how they will see each other and 
react with each other and how best to improve relations 
between them. In the same way, having constructed a 
research plan there is a tendency for the researcher to 
acknowledge or perceive those research findings which are 
expressed in an appropriate or an expected way. These 
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then are the biases which any researcher must be aware of 
when undertaking such a project. 
A related question is that of the objectivity of 
the researcher. If the researcher (as well as the 
workshop facilitators) are members of one of the 
communities who are deemed to have conflictual relations 
then their presence in the workshop alters the balance 
within the workshop, and especially so when they are 
perceived as being 'in control' or possessing authority 
in that situation. Further pressure is set up when the 
observer is also the researcher who requires results for 
a specific purpose, in this case the writing of a thesis. 
In such a situation the level of personal investment is 
high and the assessment of the outcome of the workshop 
may not be considered to be entirely unbiased. One needs 
also to take into account the personal sensitivities of 
the researcher vis-a-vis the groups with which she is 
working. An example is the question of gender within 
the workshops with the Muslim, and to a lesser extent, 
the white majority young men. Are there really 
antagonisms present or are there sensitivities on the 
part of the facilitators which assume they are present, 
or interpret situations in those terms? 
A further question, and one not only of methodology 
but of responsibility, is the degree to which the 
facilitator balances the needs of the group against the 
requirements of the research. Within the research design 
the workshop is intended to bring out certain indicators. 
Naturally, unexpected factors will emerge. To what 
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extent should the researcher address herself to the needs 
of the individual or the group when they fall outside the 
scope of the research plan. For example within the 
workshop there was a potentially disruptive development 
when one participant brought up a personal matter which 
was of such significance and emotional import that it may 
have been necessary to abandon the agenda and deal with 
the material that had arisen. Fortunately, in this case 
it was not necessary but it remains an important 
consideration when one is dealing with real life 
situations and real lives. 
Altrichter stresses the need to see ethical 
considerations as an integral part of the research 
project: 
"Some researchers consider ethical considerations as 
highly necessary nowadays, others as unjustifiable 
hindrances to progress. Most, however, would view them 
as quite distinct from the quest for insight, i. e. from 
epistemological deliberations of research. It must be 
emphasized that the argument here proposed is different. 
At least for a type of research like action research 
(which aims to integrate the path from a practical 
problem via its analysis to change by means of a 
consistent strategy) ethical considerations are also 
highly practical and conducive to the progress of 
insight. " .. (3) 
Questionnaire 
The questionnaire which was completed at the end of 
the workshop by all participants is attached as 
Appendix 3. The questionnaire was kept as simple and 
direct as possible with the intention of providing 
enough stimulus to enable participants to understand what 
was required in completing the questionnaire but not to 
unduly influence their answers. The phrasing of the 
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questions was kept vague so as to allow for the free 
interpretation of the participant. However, this could 
also have made it more difficult for some participants to 
complete the questionnaire. 
An aspect that was commented upon by at least two of 
the participants relates to the amount of explanation 
that is given before an exercise. It is important to be 
clear about the purpose behind an exercise in order to 
make it comprehensible and more worthwhile to the 
participants but at the same time one does not wish to 
pre-empt the results by detailing the expected outcomes. 
In the same way in the questionnaire if one directly asks 
if an exercise achieved a stated outcome one may risk 
influencing the reply received. 
Argyris and Schoen identify two typical 'behavioural 
worlds' which have relevance to the situation under 
consideration (4). The first is characterized by an 
attitude of 'mystery and mastery': "Actors try to remain 
in control and withhold information from their partners 
'as a precaution 111 (5) . In the second model action and 
problem solving is seen as a shared task which can only 
be achieved if each person is able to influence the 
development of the situation and has access to all the 
relevant information: 
"Research itself is based on the accessibility of 
information and cannot flourish if important data are 
withheld or faked. If researchers themselves are playing 
the game of 'mystery and mastery' they will encourage a 
similar attitude in their partners and thereby undermine 
the very basis of research. In this sense, ethical 
claims are at the same time epistemological claims aiming 
to ensure that the epistemological basis for insight and 
understanding is not destroyed. "(6) 
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It is, therefore, important to the value of the research 
findings, as much as to the ethical propriety of the 
relationships between researcher and partners, that an 
appropriate balance be found. 
In an attempt to discover whether workshop exercises 
developed for Western participants were suitable for 
culturally mixed groups, a final question on the 
'cultural appropriateness' of the exercises was inserted 
in the questionnaire. This term, however, was not 
sufficiently explained before the questionnaires were 
completed. Within the Muslim young men's group the term 
was taken by some to mean religiously inappropriate and 
answered in that sense as will be discussed below. It is 
possible that with more explanatory discussion beforehand 
this question might have yielded more useful information. 
It was, however, largely disregarded by the participants. 
Reports of Workshops 
Muslim Grow 
There was a considerable problem with recruitment of 
the necessary numbers of young men to take part in the 
workshops. Eleven Muslims and seven non-Muslims were 
interviewed prior to the workshops. The first weekend 
workshop was held for the Muslim group and eight of those 
interviewed arrived to take part. 
There was considerable embarrassment among the 
participants who were clearly not used to methods of 
experiential learning. There was a resistance to 
anything that appeared trivial or not directly related to 
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the topic of Muslim-white majority relations. Thus the 
elements of the programme designed to release tension and 
to create an enjoyable working atmosphere were not 
particularly successful. The group was small and most of 
the participants knew each other already. It soon became 
clear that there were opinion leaders within the group 
and they appeared to exert quite a strong influence 
during group discussion. This was later confirmed by 
observing the different opinions expressed by some 
participants when in the group and when alone or 
communicating through writing. The embarrassment showed 
itself by mildly disruptive behaviour although one 
influential participant made strenuous efforts to be 
helpful and co-operative and proved a valuable 
restraining force on some of his colleagues. 
It became clear in the course of the workshops that 
the team of facilitators were, for certain of the 
participants, considered to be an ignorant audience to 
be educated about Islam as part of a wider mission to 
correct non-Muslim misinterpretations and 
misrepresentations of Islam. Three members of the group 
particularly were highly politicized in their 
ideological, as opposed to religious, stance on Islam. 
A theme throughout was the essential difference 
between Islam and national or regional cultures. 
Reference was made to the 'Paki mentality' of Bradford's 
Muslim community, meaning the attachment to cultural 
tradition and the inability to separate this from the 
teachings of Islam. A strong consciousness was expressed 
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by some members of the group of being oppressed and 
misunderstood locally, nationally and internationally. 
Frequent references were made to Muslims suffering in 
other parts of the world such as Palestine and Bosnia. 
Here, too, the necessity to 'educate' the facilitators 
was expressed in lecture style exchanges between 
participants and workshop leaders. Any reference to the 
previous knowledge or experience of the facilitators (for 
example the fact that one of the facilitators had lived 
for two years in Pakistan working with Muslims) was 
studiously ignored by the participants. 
At some points differences of opinion emerged in the 
interpretation of Islamic doctrine and the participants 
exhibited a respectful and constructive exchange between 
themselves on these matters. At least one participant 
possessed a more secular view but he was, however, in no 
way excluded from the group. 
The group, dominated by the opinion leaders, was 
very concerned with the image it was presenting to the 
facilitators and as Muslims to non-Muslims in general. In 
the setting of the Muslim group it was relatively easy 
for individuals to come up with many positive attributes 
about themselves revealing a strong self-image and a 
relatively high degree of self-confidence. At least half 
the group could be described as embarked on a project to 
create a new identity as British Muslims. During breaks 
in the workshop the facilitators were introduced to a 
newsletter produced by some members of the group and 
other schoolfriends. The newsletter had an international 
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scope and touched on matters of ideology and religion, 
and contained political comment and news about the 
Muslim communities 'suffering' in different parts of the 
world. At least one member of the group was involved in 
an international Islamic organisation which described 
itself as being 'Muslim fundamentalist' and had been 
banned in several Muslim countries. 
However, the sense of confidence expressed, 
individually and as a group, contrasted strongly with 
fears that emerged about meeting the white majority 
group. There were concerns that the Muslims would 'let 
themselves down' in front of the other group. Fears also 
became apparent about interaction between the groups 
descending into clashes - verbal or otherwise. A 
particular exercise which was used to elicit 
stereotypical images held by Muslims about the white 
majority and vice versa was particularly sensitive and 
there was great reluctance to share this piece of work 
with the white majority group for fear of 
misunderstanding and consequent clashes. 
Six participants arrived on the second day and 
expressed their feeling of commitment to the facilitators 
(not wishing to 'let them down') rather than to the 
process. Considerable embarrassment was experienced by 
some group members when others were either late or did 
not arrive at all. This can be seen as reflecting once 
again the groups sensitivity over its image and the 
perceptions of outsiders. 
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Throughout the workshop there was an impatience with 
any exercise or activity which contained an element of 
fun or enjoyment. Such activities were perceived as 
being irrelevant. On the second day this was tempered by 
sincere attempts to find the usefulness in these 
apparently useless exercises. Although the feeling on 
the second day was more relaxed the level of sensitivity 
was still high and the atmosphere was liable to change 
very quickly. The degree of trust exhibited also varied 
considerably throughout the workshop and anything 
perceived as less than adult, serious and to the point 
was considered, at least by the opinion leaders, as 
demeaning and produced a consequent change in the 
atmosphere and level of openness. Overall it became clear 
that straightforward debates on issues were considered 
highly preferable to experiential learning and, most 
probably, more suitable to the purposes of the group. 
There was a strong sense that the main reason for 
participating for more than half of the group was to come 
together with the non-Muslim group and 'set them 
straight' about Islam. This resulted in particular 
restlessness during the second day as this was not 
relevant to their purposes. The final exchange between 
the facilitators and the participants was the request to 
know whether the facilitators had learned anything about 
Islam as a result of the workshop. 
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White Majority Young Men Workshop 
The difficulties experienced in recruiting male 
Muslim participants were greatly magnified in the case of 
recruiting members of the white majority group where the 
relevance of the issue was less acutely perceived. Of 
seven young men interviewed five arrived on the first day 
of the workshop. This proved to be far too small a 
number to operate the workshop effectively. A total 
imbalance in the number of facilitators and participants 
also added to the difficulties. The low turnout 
generated extra pressure for participants to contribute 
and to speak in the group. Although superficially there 
was less tension between facilitators and participants 
due to shared assumptions and culture there was, 
however, a strong sense of participants humouring 
facilitators throughout. The impression was given that 
most of the participants were already well aware of 
anything that the exercises were trying to communicate. 
This was later confirmed by three of the participants 
directly. The group was fragmented with three 
participants being friends from the same school and one 
young man from a different school. There was also a 
university student who remained something of an outsider 
throughout the process. There was little group feeling 
and this also hindered the development of the workshop. 
On the second day the group from the same school did 
not arrive and the workshop had to be cancelled. In 
order to ascertain the reasons for this a follow-up group 
interview was arranged. The reasons that emerged were 
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that this group of intelligent, confident white males 
felt patronized by the exercises. It was again clear 
that debates and verbal exchanges were preferred to 
experiential learning. There was a feeling that this 
group was already introspective and self-analytical and 
had nothing further to learn in this regard. In terms of 
facts or insights they felt that very little new had been 
gained. Given this assessment, the amount of time 
participation in the workshop required was too great. 
Some of the exercises were felt to be repetitious. Some 
hesitation was expressed about the nature of the 
exchanges with the Muslim group. Fears of verbal clashes 
and possible retaliation from the Muslim group as a 
result of things that happened in the workshop were 
expressed. Interestingly, this apprehension was not felt 
mainly for these. three young men themselves but for 
another participant who attended some lessons with 
members of the Muslim group. However, this was not the 
perception of the participant concerned who had been 
committed to the process and had arrived on the second 
day. One of the group felt that one of the facilitators 
in particular had a strong 'line' to push and this was 
felt to be imposed on the participants as the 'right way 
of thinking' with the result that the participants did 
not feel that they were allowed to express their own. 
views. Although this was essentially an interaction 
between one facilitator and one participant, it 
nevertheless influenced the group of three in their 
decision not to continue with the process. 
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Evaluation 
From the evidence of the evaluation sheets completed 
anonymously by the six Muslim participants at the end of 
the workshop, it appears that all the participants felt 
that the workshop had been useful. Some participants in 
particular were able to point to exercises which had been 
useful to them and describe the skills which they were 
meant to develop. 
All except one participant enjoyed the exercise 'Us 
and Them' in which stereotypes of Muslims and the white 
community are directly addressed within the relatively 
safe environment of a culturally homogeneous group. The 
exception thought that the exercise 'made people think 
cruelly about one another'. It was clear that this 
exercise answered the expectations of the group and 
provided a more familiar method of working. It was also 
important for those participants who were eager to 
communicate to a white audience the 'correct' view of 
Islam. One person commented "I'm expressing things today 
for the first time to non-Muslims". 
Although some of the participants enjoyed a number 
of the games which were meant to release tension and 
lighten the atmosphere generally they were, on the whole, 
felt to be a waste of time and increased a sense of 
embarrassment. A number of the group also felt acutely 
embarrassed by the bad timekeeping of some of the 
participants. One commented that turning up late or not 
turning up at all is "very embarrassing ... you feel 
you are letting someone down who trusts you". 
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It was interesting to observe that one exercise, 
'Vive la Difference' (in which participants were asked to 
arrange themselves along an axis with positive and 
negative poles according to their view on a particular 
controversial issue) was referred to as "religiously 
inappropriate" by two participants on the grounds that 
social and political issues were presented which "were 
factors strongly held in our religion". Why this should 
have caused concern is unclear unless the spread of 
opinions indicated the lack of clarity in religious 
understanding or interpretation. Another participant 
commented that in this exercise "people were influenced 
by others and did not express their true beliefs - they 
went with the tide". 
At the end of the workshop the participants were 
asked to write down anonymously one hope and one fear 
they had about meeting the white majority group in the 
mixed workshop. The comments were very revealing. 
Contrast: 
"I think we should not go into depth on any religious 
issues, which may cause a clash of interests. " 
with: 
"I have a fear things will be discussed too implicitly. 
I'd rather things be open and honest, no matter how 
extreme the opinions are on both sides. " 
One poignant combination illustrates the negative 
possibilities in contact situations: 
"I hope we clear the stereotypes and images we have of 
each other. " 
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"I hope we don't finish off worse than we already are. " 
And three comments from the same person which show some 
of the expectations from the joint workshop: 
"I hope that the Muslim group doesn't make a fool of 
itself so that the discussion isn't disrupted. " 
"I wish that you don't organize any activities which 
might result in conflicts arising. " 
"I fear that the meeting is disrupted and the members 
feel horrible. " 
These comments reveal the fragility of the confident 
group image in the face of the white majority and imply 
previous bad experiences of interaction between the two 
communities. 
Young Women's Workshop 
After careful consideration of the comments of the 
young men in their evaluation of the workshops, it was 
decided to streamline the process reducing the time spent 
in separate groups to two sessions and removing material 
which had been found unhelpful or repetitive. The agenda 
for the mixed workshop remained the same. 
The Muslim Group 
Of fourteen young Muslim women interviewed nine 
attended the first workshop. There was some early 
disruption due to the late arrival of some participants 
but the latecomers made a surprisingly smooth integration 
into the group and the group process was not 
significantly disturbed. The members of the group proved 
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to be a little shy at first but interested in the work 
and open-minded. An excellent group feeling developed 
very quickly creating a very constructive working 
atmosphere. In the course of discussion growing out of 
the exercises there emerged a commitment to the Muslim 
faith but some degree of struggle with cultural norms 
which were often confused with religious precepts by 
members of the Muslim community. In the exercises 
relating to self-esteem it became apparent that there was 
either a difficulty for the majority of girls to discern 
their positive attributes or to express them to others. 
This presented a stark contrast with the group of young 
Muslim men. It was clear that for the participants in 
this group an important aspect of the workshop experience 
was making new friends. Within the group a great 
openness to new ideas was exhibited from the beginning 
helped by the facility with which a supportive and safe 
environment was established within the group. 
The Majority White Group 
Eight young women from the majority white community 
arrived for the workshop, all prompt. By contrast the 
atmosphere in the group was noticeably cooler with a 
higher level of embarrassment and even a suggestion of 
suspicion. This made the exercises flow less smoothly 
although there was full participation by the group. Some 
opening up within the group began with the identification 
of common experiences of discrimination and prejudice. 
The humour associated with this discussion significantly 
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improved the atmosphere and a much stronger group feeling 
emerged. Nevertheless there remained in general a higher 
level of skepticism with regard to the exercises than in 
the Muslim group. Despite the cooler atmosphere in the 
group the level of personal sharing was high, indicating 
a higher degree of trust among the group than was 
superficially evident. The confidence level in the group 
was generally quite low and, as with the Muslim group, 
there was difficulty in finding and/or expressing 
affirming images of themselves. At the close of the 
session the reaction to the workshop was very positive 
with a general eagerness expressed to meet with the other 
group. One member of the group indicated that she would 
not be able to attend the rest of the workshop sessions. 
Mixed Workshop 
It was clear in the early sessions that all the 
group were nervous and expectant and the natural 
exuberance of the Muslim group was somewhat subdued under 
this influence. However, the exercises aimed at 
integrating the group proved very successful and the 
group relaxed and the warm, lively atmosphere generated 
by the Muslim group affected all present creating an 
excellent working environment. The group as a whole was 
not surprised by what emerged from the exercises relating 
to prejudice. The majority felt themselves to be 
sufficiently self-aware in this respect. 
There was some difficulty in eliciting examples of 
discrimination from this group but the level of cross- 
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cultural identification as women was very high. The two 
groups had shared experiences of sexist behaviour and the 
protectiveness of parents to their daughters which formed 
a bond of understanding. Both groups exhibited a range 
of opinions within their own cultural set which led to 
lively discussion and was a practical illustration of the 
diversity of the identity groups. A further exercise on 
prejudice, with the young women working in small groups, 
proved very effective with a high level of understanding 
of the issues of prejudice and an ability to identify and 
empathize with the experience of members of other groups. 
The first day ended with a high level of interest and 
commitment among the group. 
The promptness of all the participants on the second 
day was a clear indication of the level of interest and 
enjoyment that members of the group took in the workshop. 
An exercise in which the Muslim and the white majority 
groups were able to pose questions to each other proved a 
useful opportunity for the clarification of some 
misunderstandings. However, there was some difficulty 
on the part of the Muslim group in devising questions to 
ask the majority group given that they felt they already 
had a good understanding of the majority culture. The 
difficulty in separating the Asian culture from the 
Muslim faith was once again discussed and the particular 
importance of this for Muslim women in British society. 
The range of answers from both groups was illuminating 
and interesting and there followed an open and forthright 
discussion which evidenced the high degree of trust which 
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had already been established between the members of the 
entire group. This session could easily have been 
extended given the interest and animation of the group. 
In the group evaluations, and in the discussions 
that followed the exercises, it appeared that there was a 
certain difficulty sometimes in drawing out the lessons 
of the exercises. However, members of the white 
majority group expressed their opinion that their general 
understanding of Muslim ideas had increased. and both 
groups asserted that their stereotypical image of the 
other had lessened. Surprise was expressed at how well 
the groups were able to interact with each other. 
It became clear that a difference existed between 
the young women from different schools. Two young women 
from one particular school exhibited a lower level of 
confidence and appeared to be marginalised within the 
Muslim group during one exercise. Comments from some 
Muslims participants on stereotypical images of the 
educational attainments and academic abilities of Asians 
appeared to produce an alienating effect on these two 
young Muslim women. It was interesting to note that the 
Muslims' view of themselves differed from school to 
school, such that for one young woman it was rare for 
Asian young women to be doing 'A' levels while in another 
school it was the Asian young women who outstripped their 
white counterparts in academic achievement. Both views 
had been generalised and had to be re-evaluated in the 
light of the evidence presented from the other schools. 
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Unfortunately, towards the end of the workshop one 
trust exercise was not well handled and proved 
uncomfortable and the final role plays were not 
sufficiently engaging to the participants. Nevertheless 
the level of commitment to the process remained and the 
atmosphere continued to be very good within the group. 
The ease with which the two groups interacted in the 
workshop situation produced a tendency to minimise the 
difficulties for both communities in interacting in the 
wider society. A sense emerged that there were not, in 
fact, many problems between the communities although this 
was clearly contradicted by reference to the wider 
context as well as by comments made by the young women 
themselves in their individual interviews. 
Evaluation 
The comments discussed below are derived from 
evaluation sheets which were completed by the 
participants at the end of each of the separate workshop 
and of the mixed workshop. The questionnaires were 
anonymous (only membership of group being indicated) to 
foster a frank expression of views. More detailed 
evaluation is possible with reference to the series of 
interviews conducted with the participants of the 
workshop which are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Muslim Group 
The group put great emphasis on the meeting of new 
people and the making of friends. The exercises 
relating to self-analysis were found to be useful by a 
majority of the group and some were surprised by the 
unrealized prejudices that were revealed. There was a 
great eagerness among members of the group to hear other 
people's points of view and this comment recurs time and 
again in the evaluation sheets and in the interviews. 
The evaluation sheets reveal that there was a recognition 
of specific skills being learned, despite appearances to 
the contrary during some of the discussions in the 
workshop. The experience of the workshop increased the 
level of confidence of some group members, a fact which 
is brought out in more detail in the interviews. 
As previously mentioned, there was a lower degree of 
self-esteem exhibited in the women's groups and a typical 
comment on the affirmation exercise reveals this: "It 
made me bring out the positive things about myself which 
is the opposite to the usual. " One participant expressed 
her appreciation of the opportunity afforded by the 
workshop for Muslims to talk together. She found it: 
"useful and enjoyable because the younger generation get 
the chance to talk openly". It would have been 
interesting to explore the implication of this comment 
further. Another young woman observed that prejudice is 
learned in the home, passed on from parents to children, 
and while the child has the chance to form its own 
opinion when it is older, the influence of the 
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environment is still very important : "It really matters 
what kind of white people you are surrounded by - if they 
are prejudiced you are kind of stuck too! " 
Majority White Workshop 
Common themes in the evaluation of this group were 
the apprehension with which they approached the workshop, 
the difficulty of expressing positive views of themselves 
and the increase in confidence generated by the 
experience - ability to speak before the group, express 
opinions, etc.; one young woman commented "I feel more 
acceptable as a member of a group". Generally there was 
more interest in working in a larger group than in pairs 
where the pressure to speak or to produce ideas was felt 
by some to be too strong. 
It has already been observed that the degree to 
which personal experiences were shared within the group 
was quite significant. One element of the explanation 
may be the fact that it was more comfortable in an all 
female group making it easier to speak freely, as 
suggested by one of the participants herself: "I don't 
think the atmosphere of confidentiality and relaxation 
would have been achieved as well in an integrated group 
[i. e. gender integrated]" The turning point in the 
workshop was the recognition of common experiences, with 
a consequent high degree of identification, encouraging 
participants to relate to each other more freely. This 
process was seen as leading to a deeper and more open 
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sharing of ideas. This factor also proved to be 
important in the mixed groups. 
Mixed Group 
For the Muslim group the general comments centred 
around the opportunity to meet new people, make new 
friends, express one's views and opinions and listen to 
the views of other. The ease with which the group came 
together as a whole was surprising to the Muslims and the 
twin results of friendly warm relations and a greater 
understanding of each other were remarked upon by several 
of the Muslim participants. 
What the Muslims found particularly important was 
the opportunity afforded to remove misunderstandings 
about the Muslim way of life: "it gave the Muslims an 
opportunity to clarify certain issues and vice versa. " 
Another Muslim participant commented that she had 
enjoyed: "Being able to discuss our culture and religion 
and showing the other group [that] things are not quite 
what they seem. " The opportunity to be heard by members 
of a group was important for many of these participants 
for a number of reasons - as Muslims and as women: "At 
first I didn't really think that I could express my 
opinions and feelings in a mixed group. However, it was 
completely different, I found the guidelines and the 
attitudes of the white group created a situation where 
expressing views wasn't embarrassing or difficult. " 
Once again many comments related to listening to 
other people's views and being able to express one's own. 
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A number of times the desirability of debate was 
mentioned which seems to indicate that this is the form 
of communication and 'exchange of views' which is 
fostered in schools. Only a few mentioned the skills 
which they had learned from the exercises in the mixed 
workshop. The general interaction with the other group, 
the sharing of information and insight into each other's 
lives were the most important aspects for most of the 
group. 
In the light of the apprehension of some of the 
Muslim women, who were unsure whether they would be able 
to express their views in a mixed group, this comment 
from a woman from the majority community is interesting: 
"The first day with the mixed group made me a little 
nervous because I thought maybe the Muslim women would 
think automatically that we were racist but once we got 
to know each other we got along really well. " 
The emphasis on communication skills linked with 
self-esteem and confidence was clear and recurs in the 
interviews with participants after the workshop as 
revealed in such typical comments as: "It was great to 
see people opening up and expressing themselves so well. " 
and "It gave me a chance to speak and be heard. " 
Having discussed the aims, design and conduct of the 
workshops, the following chapter turns to the series of 
interviews intended to assess the impact and 
effectiveness of the workshops. 
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CHAPTER TEN: CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION AND PREVENTION- 
A WORKSHOP APPROACH 2 
This chapter will look in detail at the series of 
interviews which were conducted with each of the 
participants in the workshop. The aims and objectives of 
the interviews, their design and some of the 
methodological considerations which must be borne in mind 
when reviewing the results will be discussed. Following 
a discussion of the profile of the groups provided by the 
material from the initial interviews there will be an 
individual by individual assessment of the effects of the 
workshop and any value derived from it by the 
participant. This will form the basis of a discussion 
on the implications of these results in the light of the 
evaluation criteria mentioned in the last chapter (also 
see below p. 282). 
In addition there were initial interviews taken with 
the Muslim and non-Muslim male participants in the 
earlier workshop and a number of young women who did not 
actually take part in the workshop itself. There is much 
of interest here which relates to relations between the 
communities and which would be valuable in considering 
community relations approaches in Bradford. Consequently 
these interviews will also be discussed. 
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Aims 
As part of the evaluation process a series of three 
interviews was devised for each participant in the 
workshop. The first interview was to be held before the 
workshop, the second shortly thereafter and the third 
approximately two months later. It was hoped by this 
means to reveal some of the effects of the workshop, if 
any, and the possible utility of such workshops within a 
general community relations approach to resolving and 
preventing conflict. 
Altogether 47 young people were interviewed of 
which 18 were young men and 29 young women reflecting the 
discrepancy between in the level of interest (and perhaps 
availability) between genders. A total of 73 
interviews were conducted. 
1st Int. Sep. W/S Mix W/S 2nd Int. 3rd Int. 
M. M. 11 8 - - - 
W. M. 7 5 - 
group 
int. (3) - 
M. F. 14 9 9 9 7 
W. F. 15 7 6 5 4 
TOTAL FEMALE 15 14 11 
Key: M. M. = 
M. F. = 
Muslim Male 
Muslim Female 
W. M. = 








As can be seen from the above chart the workshops with 
the young men did not complete their course and hence 
there are only the initial interviews. In the case of 
the young women 10 were available for the complete set of 
three interviews and 14 for only the first and second 
interviews with one young woman only available for the 
first and third interviews. It is this set of ten that 
provides the fullest picture. 
Evaluation Criteria 
Below the two sets of research data being sought are 
recapitulated: 
1. To gather data from young members of the Muslim and 
white majority community in the following areas: - 
a) images and perceptions of, and attitudes towards, 
the other group; 
b) level of knowledge and understanding 
of the different customs, religion and lifestyle of 
the two groups; 
C) impact of the various conflicts 
between the communities on young people 
d) views and perceptions on the state of 
relations between the two communities 
The above data is presented in the summarized report of 
the first round of interviews. 
2. To ascertain the effectiveness of workshop based 
approaches in the following areas 
a) The usefulness of conflict resolution-type 
training in ameliorating intergroup tensions and 
improving inter-group relations by: 
i) exposing and confronting prejudice 
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ii) providing more accurate information on the 
groups 
iii) providing a positive experience of co-operative 
working situation 
iv) developing skills for communication, 
understanding and handling conflict 
b) The possibility of changing attitudes or behaviour 
through such exercises: - 
i) between individuals 
ii) between individuals as members of groups 
c) The effectiveness of particular exercises in 
accomplishing their stated purposes 
The above data is presented in a point by point 
evaluation drawing on the complete series of interviews 
with participants. 
As discussed in Chapter Nine in addition to the 
interviews data was gathered through participant 
observation and written questionnaires. The aims of the 
interviews and the information they were hoped to elicit 
were as follows: 
-First 
Interview 
- establish degree of contact and openness to the 
other group 
- elicit any particular experiences which affect 
intergroup relations 
- establish the basis from which change must take 
place for this individual 
- assess ability of participants to express 
themselves 
- establish degree of awareness of 
problems/conflicts between the communities 
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Second Interview 
- anything new learned about the other group 
- any attitudes changed as a result of the experience 
- towards individuals 
- towards the other group 
- any changes behaviour as a result 
- any negative results 
Third Interview 
- what had most impact and why? 
- Any evidence of changed behaviour 
- towards individuals 
- towards the group 
- any increase in degree of interaction with other 
group 
- any skills learned at workshop put into practice 
Once again before presenting the results of the 
interviews it is salutary to explore some of the 
disadvantages and drawbacks of this method of data 
gathering. The danger, or temptation, of posing leading 
questions is as much a problem within an interview as 
within a questionnaire. The phrasing of a question may 
influence the answer received and further difficulties 
lie in the tonality and presentation of a question within 
a spoken interview. The advantage of a spoken interview 
is that one is able to add supplementary questions or to 
rephrase the question if it appears to have been 
misunderstood or if it has not proved particularly 
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fruitful. The danger here is that the interviews become 
incomparable as a result. 
A problem which affects the content of such 
interviews is the lack of understanding of the purpose of 
the interview by the interviewee. Once again, it is 
necessary to make clear the purpose of an interview 
without pre-empting the results by indicating, or being 
supposed to favour, certain results or answers. It is 
also debatable whether the interviewees should be allowed 
preparation time to consider the questions before they 
are actually interviewed. This has the benefit of 
providing fuller, more considered answers but removes the 
element of spontaneity and immediacy which may reveal 
more about the interviewee's views. 
Unlike in a questionnaire, the interviewee is faced 
with the person to whom they must present their replies. 
Natural apprehensions about what the interviewer will 
think of the interviewee are likely to intervene. There 
may be fears of appearing racist or fears of offending 
the interviewer (particularly if you are a Muslim 
speaking to a member of the white majority community). 
The interviewee may feel under pressure to produce the 
result it appears the researcher expects. There may also 
be a wish to please the interviewer by saying what the 
interviewee thinks she wishes to hear. It may be that a 
personal bond has grown up between the interviewer and 
interviewee in the course of the process and the 
interviewee wishes to make the interviewer feel good 
about the work by indicating that the workshop has been 
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in some way successful and the researcher's efforts have 
not been wasted. A sense of responsibility or obligation 
such as was mentioned by one of the Muslim young men on 
the questionnaire ('letting down someone who trusts you') 
may have developed towards the researcher and may shape 
answers accordingly. 
Such difficulties are common in social scientific 
research. While it is important to try to eliminate as 
many biasing factors as possible this will clearly not be 
entirely possible. A clear awareness of such influencing 
factors needs to be developed by the researcher. In 
addition a sense of responsibility towards the 
participants in research concerned with conflict 
resolution is a necessary element in a researcher's 
approach in this field. In engaging . 
in such action 
research situations it is not possible to retain a 
wholly detached scientific observer stance - one is 
necessarily engaged, and must recognize that one is 
engaged, in the process. 
The results of these interviews can be looked at in 
a number of ways. They provide a comparison between 
members of an homogeneous group whereby a general 
impression of the nature of the group e. g. their level of 
contact with the other community, their understanding of 
the culture of the other group, their appreciation of the 
conflicts between the communities, can be ascertained. By 
means of a review of the set of interviews for each 
participant it should also be possible to assess the 
effectiveness, or otherwise, of the workshop in achieving 
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any of the above aims, for example, in creating a 
positive experience of contact and co-operation between 
the groups, in introducing and practising new skills for 
communication, changing the attitudes or behaviour of 
members of one group towards the other in a positive way, 
or increasing understanding or the acquisition of new 
knowledge about the other group. Comparisons may also be 
made between the groups to see if there was a 
differential impact 
For the purposes of the interviews each person was 
assigned a code letter alphabetically in as they were 
interviewed. This was to allow the interviewees to feel 
free to voice their opinions without the inhibition of 
knowing they would be attributed by name. In the reports 










Thus a young woman from the Muslim community 
will be, for example: 
IFD = Muslim, female, individual 'D'. 
The section begins with a sketch of the Muslim and 
white majority groups using information gained from the 
first round of interviews. This provides a profile of 
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the group and interesting background on the views and 
perceptions of the young people. This will be followed 
by individual reports for each of the fifteen 
participants in the workshops. 
The Muslim Group - First Interviews 
of the group of nine Muslim young women who attended 
the workshops, three had contact with white majority 
community mainly through school. The degree of contact 
with the white community varied considerably from 
individual to individual within the group. For example, 
IFD2 (1) had always been surrounded by Asians, living in 
Asian areas and going to Asian majority schools until the 
fourth form when she transferred to a white majority 
school whereas IFF (2) felt she had more contact with 
non-Muslims than Muslims due to the area in which she 
lived. It is, however, clearly possible to live in an 
ethnically mixed neighbourhood and not have much contact 
between the groups: "Where I live it's Christian so I 
wouldn't really know what it was like living in a Muslim 
community at all. I don't really feel that I belong in 
the community where I live ... I don't talk to anyone 
really. " (3) In some areas the relations between white 
and Muslim neighbours are very cordial but the relations 
between the groups can vary significantly from area to 
area as was frequently pointed out by the participants. 
Many of the Muslim group felt they had a good 
knowledge and understanding of the white majority culture 
since being the minority they had had to adapt to living 
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in Western society. Differences that were most 
frequently noted between the cultures usually centred 
around restrictions on freedom, habits of socialising, 
drinking, smoking, etc. For some young women the pull 
between the two cultures sometimes caused problems. IFP 
experienced this as a clash between her own wishes and 
the restrictions placed on her by her parents (4). On the 
contrary, however, IFN did not feel such a personal 
struggle, she was confident in her own beliefs and was 
secure enough not to feel threatened by Western 
culture(5). 
It was revealing to hear of the pressure to conform 
exerted by the peer group. IFB spent a lot of time with 
English friends and was criticized by Asian peers for 
'wanting to be English' (6). She found that the white 
majority were often referred to in derogatory terms and a 
deliberate separateness maintained between the groups 
even when they attended the same school. This confirms 
the view expressed by Anne Dye-Sharp of Bradford's Youth 
and Community Service and noted in Chapter Eight. She 
suggested that the young people from the ethnic groups 
are in fact able to interact well but are subject to peer 
group pressure which keeps them apart. A number of the 
participants referred to. this phenomenon as will be seen 
in the individual reports below. Anne Dye-Sharp 
concluded that there was scope for bringing such groups 
together to break down these barriers. 
The amount of disruption caused by the Satanic 
Verses controversy also varied from school to school. 
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The tension in the schools was mainly expressed through 
jokes and in passing comments. In some case members of 
the Muslim women's families took part in demonstrations 
and protests against the publication of the book. IFB 
commented that assumptions were made among the Muslim 
community about people's views: "they think that all 
Asians think the same which is a real shame because some 
of them don't! "(7) 
Some members of this group felt that the tension 
over the Gulf War was greater than that caused by Salman 
Rushdie's book while others did not notice any change in 
the school at this time. Some schools organised 
discussions around the Gulf War, for example, in English 
lessons, and this may have served as a safety valve. 
In reflecting in general terms on the relations 
between the communities there were a great variety of 
opinions. Two young women felt that there were no 
serious problems between the communities. Two felt that 
things were gradually getting better but that it was a 
slow process. Two felt that the situation was not 
getting better and could even get worse. The separation 
of the communities was commented on as being an indicator 
of poor relations. 
The distinction between religion and culture, which 
appears to be a point of contention between some young 
Muslim women and other members of the community, was also 
seen as an obstacle to improved relations and a 
contributory factor in misunderstandings between the 
communities. As IFD2 commented: "I think we should 
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return to Islam rather than our country of origin. I 
believe that it doesn't matter where you come from it's 
what you believe that counts. " (8) The majority 
community, as well as members of the Muslim community, 
often confuses the traditions of South Asian cultures 
with the doctrinal imperatives of Islam. 
The White Majority Group 
All of this group, apart from one young woman whose 
aunt married a Muslim, only have contact with Muslims in 
a school setting. Most of the young women admitted to a 
minimal knowledge of the religion and culture of the 
Muslim minority. Mostly this was limited to some notion 
of the various celebrations and festivals, the 
observation of the restrictions on the freedom of Muslim 
women vis-a-vis their white counterparts, and so on. In 
two cases the Muslim friends or acquaintances were 
considered not to be very 'traditional' or as not really 
'following their religion' and therefore not typical of 
the Muslim community. A number of the Muslim 
participants expressed a great willingness to explain 
aspects of their religion and culture to members of the 
white majority community. One Muslim woman had 
specifically noted that it was very good when members 
of the white majority asked questions as it gave Muslims 
a chance to explain and clear up misunderstandings. 
Contrast this with WFM's (9) comment that at school the 
pupils do not really talk about religion, or WFD's 
explanation of why she did not have a good understanding 
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of the Muslim religion and culture: "because they [the 
Muslims] don't really talk about it much. .. If they 
started talking about it, I would but they don't seem to 
talk about their private lives much, you know. They're 
quiet. " (10). All evinced an interest in learning 
more about the Muslim community and expressed an 
appreciation of living in a multicultural environment. 
One interesting comment from WFA2 revealed that her 
primary source of knowledge about Muslims had come 
through R. E. in school and this had communicated an 
overwhelmingly negative impression (11). 
Although aware of the demonstrations and riots 
surrounding the Satanic Verses controversy none of the 
young women were personally affected and most did not 
feel a significant degree of tension or hostility in 
their schools. However, in the case of one young woman 
the tension between pupils from the different communities 
was quite evident as she had just moved from York to 
Bradford and had the advantage of a fresh perspective. 
During the Gulf War there were discussions in school and 
differences of opinion but no major conflicts. 
General comments centred around the segregation of 
the communities and the barrier this presents to 
understanding. The role of the media in fuelling fears 
between communities was also mentioned. Even when the 
situation was perceived as improving the presence of 
racism was acknowledged. WFL elaborated on this point: 
"a lot of people that I know would say to me, "No, I'm 
not racist because I know so-and-so and so-an-so"(12) 
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and they would later pass racist remarks and offensive 
comments. "I think that a lot of people in Bradford 
would say that they weren't racist and had a good 
relationship with the Muslim community but really they 
don't because they still think that they are better than 
them because they are white. " (13) 
WFD noted that the geographic separation between 
the communities is mirrored in the school: "They don't 
mix a right lot, not really. .. And they 
don't in the 
schools I've gone to but they might feel pressured into 
keeping away or we might feel we are not allowed to speak 
to them, I don't know. " (14) Thus segregation coupled 
with a reluctance to speak about cultural and religious 
matters leads to misunderstanding. 
Interviews with IFB, Muslim, Female. 
IFB is a confident and outgoing person who has had a 
lot of contact with the white majority community, 
previously having many friends from this group. Latterly 
she has become more associated with Muslim young women 
and she has experienced criticism from family and friends 
over her apparently "English" ways. 
Her motivation for taking part in the workshop was 
mainly to get to know new people. Within the separate 
Muslim workshop IFB found the experience to be extremely 
positive and she was one of the chief animators of the 
group. She admitted to being tense before joining the 
mixed group and being cautious about what she would say 
in order to avoid upsetting the majority group or causing 
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conflict between the groups. Nevertheless within a very 
short time within the mixed group all nervousness had 
dissipated and IFB found the workshop enjoyable and 
rewarding and she was not aware of any tension between 
the groups at all. She took the freedom she felt to make 
jokes without fear of offending anyone as an indication 
of the degree of tolerance and good feeling within the 
mixed group. 
When asked what she had learned about herself, she 
referred to two motifs which were to recur within many of 
the interviews: surprise at how quickly she was able to 
make friends with members of the groups (particularly the 
majority white group) and her own willingness to express 
herself in front of the group. Given IFB's already 
confident manner, the former point is probably the most 
significant factor here. 
In terms of gaining more knowledge about the white 
majority culture, the workshop did not really add 
anything to IFB's present, as she feels, good 
understanding. IFB did feel that she developed an 
ability to express her opinions and to hear the opinions 
of others. As commented above it is likely that this was 
already a strength of this participant. 
What is particularly interesting in the case of IFB 
is that she has had experience of moving in a circle of 
friends mainly, from the white majority community and, 
more recently, mainly from the Muslim community: 
"The first interview that we had I told you that I had 
been with English people a lot and then, now I hang 
around with Asian people. I started getting influenced 
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in my views about English people and thoughts that I used 
to have about English people were beginning to change, 
and I knew they were wrong, that they shouldn't really 
be changing because they were wrong opinions. But as I 
was getting influenced by all the Asian friends that I've 
got, I started having more Asian friends. ... And I 
knew that they were wrong thoughts but somehow I still 
seemed to have that feeling when I saw them [members of 
the white majority community]. And going to the 
workshops just sort of switched that straight away. And I 
was thinking 'don't get influenced too easily'. If it's 
right, it's right; if it's wrong, it's wrong. So my 
opinions have changed because now when I see them again, 
I know them and I know they're not like that. It sort of 
brought me back to my own view. " (15) 
What is also revealing is a comment made by this 
participant in reply to a request for criticisms of the 
workshop: "some of the activities I couldn't see the 
point in it, so I thought, what is she wanting us to do, 
what's it supposed to make us think? I couldn't 
understand that" (16). When asked how this could be 
overcome in the future, she replied: "be more explicit 
about what exactly we are supposed to be thinking. " (17) 
Clearly this attitude could very well influence what is 
reported to the researcher as already discussed above. 
In the final interview, some two months, after the 
workshop the details of the exercises had faded and what 
remained was a general positive impression of the 
experience: "I think that what sticks in my mind [is] 
knowing that everyone got on so well, and the conclusion 
at the end of the day was that everyone was really happy 










of middle-class parents who has 
spent most of her life living in an Asian area and has 
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attended a school with a majority of Asian pupils. In 
recent years she has moved to a school where the majority 
in the school are white non-Muslims. She is highly 
motivated academically, confident and outgoing. Her 
stated motivation for taking part in the workshop 
reflects a concern over the portrayal of Muslims in the 
media where she finds that the religious identity of 
Muslims is confused with the national identity of 
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis and there are no positive 
images of Muslims succeeding in British society. She 
wished to take the opportunity to meet other Muslims who 
are 'doing well' and, it may be inferred, present herself 
as a Muslim who counters the stereotype. 
Despite being somewhat hesitant and nervous in the 
mixed group at first she soon felt able to relax and feel 
comfortable in the group. She commented that she found 
the white participants to be different than she expected 
and compared them favourably with the white majority 
pupils at her own school. This was surprising given 
that, of the six white young women present, two of them 
were from the same school as she. 
She believed she had gained more confidence to speak 
out in groups and, with regard to her attitude towards 
the white majority community, she indicated that 
sometimes previously she had been quick to prejudge but 
that she was now making attempts to alter this behaviour. 
IFD2 found the experience overall to be positive and 
enjoyable and took an active part in both workshops. 
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_Interview with I FE, Muslim, Female 
IFE, as she admits herself, is rather a shy person 
in group discussion and she took part in the workshop in 
the hope that she would be able to overcome this to some 
degree. She described the workshops as being: "Something 
else to do" (19). In terms of her attitude and behaviour 
to the white majority community she could find no change 
either directly following the workshop or with the 
passage of a two month interval - "I've never had 
anything against them, so .. ." (20) She was surprised 
by the willingness to understand the Muslims shown by the 
white majority group in the workshop. 
The major impact that the workshop had was in 
increasing IFE's confidence, helping her to work more 
fully in a group and to speak her views in front of other 
people. When asked if she had learned anything about 
herself during the workshop she replied: "I'm not as shy 
as people make me out to be. I can talk in front of 
people I've met for the first time. " (22) 
IFE found the experience very enjoyable and would be 
willing to take part in some similar exercise in the 
future. 
Interview 
IFF has had a lot of contact with non-Muslims and 
was undertaking work 
in her sociology class on the 
integration of Asians into 
British society. The hope of 
gathering some useful 
information was the primary motive 
for her taking part in 
the workshop. 
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IFF did not believe that she had learned anything 
new about the white majority community because she felt 
that she was already thoroughly socialised into Western 
culture. As a consequence she did not find that her 
attitude or behaviour towards the majority community had 
changed in any way as a result of the workshop. 
She found that she was able to 'socialise' with both 
the Muslim and the white majority group quite easily and 
commented that she was not used to making friends in such 
a short time and so surprised herself. The major gain 
for this participant, apart from the new friends she 
acquired, appears to have been the skills which she began 
to develop such as an improved ability to analyse 
feelings and thoughts, listening skills and improved 
powers of expression. 
IFF would have preferred to have had a larger group 
which might have provided a wider variety of opinions and 
suggested that there should have been more debates within 
the workshops. She concludes, however, that the 
experience was 'really enjoyable and interesting' (23) 
particularly meeting the other participants. 
Interview with IFN, 19, Muslim, Female 
IFN is confident in her religious and cultural 
identity and has a consciousness of the suffering being 
endured by Muslims in other parts of the world which she 
would wish to do something herself to ameliorate. She 
specifically wished to develop her communication skills 
within a group since she intended to go to university and 
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wished to prepare herself to take an active part in the 
seminars which will form part of her course. 
She very much enjoyed the sessions with the Muslim 
group and, despite being nervous, found the mixed group 
to be very understanding and both experiences to be 
'brilliant! '. She discovered that she was able to make 
friends with new people and trust them to such an extent 
that she would talk about personal things that she 'never 
dreamt of saying' (24) to someone she had known for such 
a short time. She did feel that the workshop was able to 
help her improve her communication skills. 
Perhaps most significantly her expectations of the 
white majority group were not fulfilled and she was 
surprised: "Especially those stereotypical views that I 
held about the whites. I don't speak to some of the 
girls at our school but they were different over there 
[in the workshop]. They were understanding. ... I 
thought they might be racist or something like that, but 
they weren't. " (25) However, in attempting to generalize 
from this experience it is possible to see how fragile is 
this new-found view: "they are not as like one another as 
you tend to think because I don't really mix with the 
whites because they've got a stereotype of Asian girls. 
They weren't as I thought they would be but maybe that's 
only a section of the population. " (26) (emphasis added) 
Nevertheless when asked if these altered views would 
change her behaviour in any way she replied: "Well, if I 
meet someone [from the white community] I'll give it a 
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try to get a friendship going, ... because they are 
not as bad as it seems [in] all these stereotypes. " (27) 
IFN was not available for a third interview and it 
was, therefore, impossible to observe whether her good 
opinion of the young women from the majority community in 
the workshop was able to be generalized or whether she 
received counter-experience which allowed her to class 
them as exceptions to the rule. 
Interview with IFO, 18, Muslim, Female. 
IFO lives in what she describes as a Christian 
community, that is to say a white majority area, but 
feels out of place and cut off from her neighbours. She 
holds a pessimistic view of relations between the 
communities which she believes are not going to get 
better and could, in fact, get worse. 
IFO's motivation for taking part in the workshop was 
the hope that it would be useful in her school work and 
interesting to meet other people and hear other views. 
She was quite surprised to find how comfortable she felt 
in the mixed group despite initial nervousness. She 
found she felt more at ease than expected - usually in a 
group she does not feel at ease: "I'm quite quiet. I 
don't like'to express my opinions so openly and loudly in 
that way but I was quite surprised, I was putting my 
views across and I felt quite comfortable in doing that. 
So I was quite surprised. " (29) 
She gained in terms of skills managing to improve 
her listening and communicating skills and finding that 
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she could express herself in front of others, something 
which is usually quite difficult for her. Two months 
after the workshop she described herself as 'listening 
more now' (29) 
However, she didn't feel that she had learned 
anything new about the white majority community and her 
ideas and behaviour towards them had not changed in any 
way as a result of the workshop. She comments very much 
to the point: "It didn't have much effect on me but I 
enjoyed doing the course" (30) She does go on to soften 
this judgement by saying: "I don't know, it just made me 
aware of things that I wasn't really conscious of 
otherwise. Just prejudging people, things like that. 
Just made me aware of things like that. " (31) 
Interview with IFP, Muslim, Female 
IFP has had some contact with the white majority 
community through the school and her neighbourhood. She 
feels some tension between the two cultures which 
sometimes creates friction between herself and her 
parents. IFP feels that things are getting worse in 
terms of community relations in Bradford. She judges 
this by the fact that there are more and more 
controversial issues leading to conflict (also between 
other communities e. g. Hindus and Sikhs) and the fact 
that she used to have more friends from other 
backgrounds. 
IFP was interested to take part as she wished to 
participate in an exchange of views between Muslim and 
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non-Muslim young women and also as the workshop 
appeared to relate to her work on sociology at school. 
She found that it was easy to operate in both the Muslim 
and the mixed group and was not aware of any tension. 
She described herself as learning quite a lot from 
the experience, for example, communication, listening, 
working in a group and similar skills. Once again the 
theme of self-confidence recurs: "I could speak out for 
myself, I could speak my own views, I could listen to 
other people and I gained confidence. I am quite 
confident now. I think it has really helped me. I 
didn't think I'd ever be able to speak out in front of 
other people but I've overcome that. " (32) 
Although IFP would not say that she has learned 
anything new about the white majority community as a 
result of the workshop, and that her ideas about that 
group have not changed, she does feel a change in her 
behaviour towards that group: "I wouldn't say I learned 
anything that I didn't know already but I think it's made 
it more easy, I think I am more willing to make friends - 
before I was reluctant to speak to girls from a different 
background to me because I thought 'oh, what will they 
think of me, what shall we talk about? ' But after the 
workshop I found that you can talk to anybody - it 
doesn't matter if they are different to you. ... I 
think I find it easier to talk to white girls now than I 
did before. " (33) 
IFP found the experience very enjoyable and would 
like to take part in such an exercise again. An 
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interesting aspect here is that shortly after the 
workshop IFP had an experience which shook the positive 
image of co-operation and friendship between the 
communities that she had brought away from the workshop: 
"The thing is, after the workshop I was going home one 
day and a girl from our school made a really racist 
comment. I don't know why she did that but she just made 
a passing comment and I was really upset. After the 
workshop I thought, I was really beginning to believe, 
'oh it's not as bad as people make out', and then this 
particular girl, she went and said that and I thought 
'oh, what's the point'. I was very very down. What's 
the point of people trying so hard and then someone has 
to go and mess it all up. Sometimes I think, 'oh well, I 
suppose they are not so bad' and then one person has to 
say something and then that makes me feel really upset. 
So .. ." (34) 
Interview with IFQ, 17, Muslim, Female 
IFQ lives in a mixed area and goes to a mainly Asian 
school. She is very positively disposed towards members 
of the white majority community although she has had some 
slight disagreements with unfriendly neighbours. She 
did not find there to be much tension around during 
either the Satanic Verse affair or the Gulf War. She has 
an interest in religion and culture and that is what drew 
her to taking part in the workshop. She was also spurred 
on by having nothing to do during the Easter holidays. 
Interestingly, she enjoyed being together in the 
mixed group more than being in the Muslim group and this 
was partly due, from observations made at the workshop, 
to comments passed about educational standards and 
inferred comparisons between schools in Bradford. Being 
one of only two from a particular school marginalised 
this participant to some extent. She formed an extremely 
generous opinion of the white majority participants 
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describing them as 'really nice caring people': "I never 
thought they would be like this. I thought you know, I 
thought something else, they probably won't like us or 
something but they were nice. I liked them. " (35) She 
described the experience of the workshop as having 
reinforced her already positive feelings towards the 
white community with the result that she was, immediately 
after the workshop, more open to making friends with 
white young women. 
However, she was more critical of the Muslim group. 
During the workshop she was working mainly with non- 
Muslims because she felt that they 'really got us 
involved and asked our points of view' (36). When 
working with the Muslim group, particularly on the last 
exercise which was a role play, IFQ did not feel 
involved or consulted by the other Muslim participants. 
Decisions were made and roles allocated without involving 
two of the Muslim young women in the process and they 
consequently felt marginalised and devalued. 
Possibly as a result of this, coupled with IFQ's 
new-found confidence, her relationship with other 
Muslims changed. In the third interview, two months 
after the workshop, IFQ explained that she had been 
taught that Muslims are always on their best behaviour, 
never do anything wrong, are, in fact, perfect Muslims. 
She comments: "But since going to the workshop I know 
that not everyone is really Muslim. They think they are 
but they're not. That's something I really learned. " 
(37) Since the workshop she has been challenging her 
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Muslim friends on their attitudes and behaviour and 
pointing out what, in her opinion, it means to be a 
Muslim. 
Despite some reservations on the work with the 
Muslim group IFQ very much enjoyed the workshop. 
IFR has friends in the white majority community, 
both inside and outside school, and believes that things 
are slowly getting better in terms of relations between 
the communities but that time is needed. She joined the 
workshop in order to find out about her own and other's 
religion. 
IFR found no difficulty in the Muslim group but was 
anxious about coming together as a mixed group: 
"When I was in the Muslim group, well, we basically 
shared the same ideas because we were all Muslims but I 
thought this is easy because we're all Muslims and we're 
getting on. I thought 'I wonder how it will be when we 
get to the non-Muslims'. But when we did go with the 
non-Muslims it was really great. I couldn't believe it 
actually because I thought, you know, we'll be on one 
side and the non-Muslims on the other but we all got on 
great. It was great. " (38) 
When asked if anything new had been learned about the 
white majority community she replied: "Well, I learned 
quite a lot about them. Like they are not exactly as we 
expected them to be. Like we have this picture that all 
the white community fits into, you know, they are all 
more [or less) alike ... they had some of the same 
interests and one or two of them had the same careers 
which I was thinking of. They are basically the same as 
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us apart from the colour. " (39) However, IFR felt that 
she already got on well with white non-Muslims but 
talking to the young women in the workshop had made her 
realize that they are the same in so many ways. She 
believed that she had previously been too quick to 
prejudge people and she now would try not to make so many 
assumptions. 
Two months after the workshop this greater 
confidence towards members of the majority community had 
made practical changes in R's behaviour: 
"before the workshop, I was sort of careful about what I 
asked white people about their certain traditions or 
something, but now I know that most of them won't be 
offended by just asking. So when I don't know something 
I just ask them without being shy or something. So I 
feel that I can really talk to them without feeling that 
I've offended them in some way. " (40) 
Once again one of the chief benefits of the workshop 
for this participant related to self-confidence and 
self-expression: "I speak up now without feeling that 
I've offended anyone. I can express my own views and 
I've got more confidence. Since the workshop it's become 
more easy to talk to other people. It usually takes me 
ages to get to know someone but now I can make friends 
quite quickly. " (41) In the third interview IFR had 
found that whereas she used to be more shy when meeting 
new people, waiting for the other to make attempts to get 
to know her, she had been able to approach others and try 
to find out more about them. 
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White Majority Young Women 
Interview with WFA2,17, White Majority, Female 
WFA2 was the only participant from her school and 
had had minimal contact with the Muslim community. She 
did not have much background knowledge apart from the 
negative images that had been presented to her in RE 
lessons at another school. She took part in the workshop 
because she felt she needed the 'experience of a workshop 
situation'(42) and wished to improve her ability to 
communicate with others as well as to learn find 
something more about Muslims. 
She did not feel uncomfortable in either group and 
did not find any difference in working in the two groups. 
As previously mentioned, WFA2 felt that what had been 
communicated to her through her R. E. lessons had been a 
negative image of Islam and Muslims and through the 
experience of the workshop she found that she had gained 
a positive counter-image. Although she had not really 
accepted this negative image of Muslims as she says 'it 
was all I had'. (43) She found that she respected and 
understood the Muslim religion more although this had not 
really changed her behaviour 
WFA2 had noticed in herself an increase in self- 
confidence and the ability to communicate more in groups. 
She described an interesting process in the internal 
dynamics of prejudice: "you can also have a conflict in 
yourself because you can also be thinking 'well, I don't 
want to be like this' but part of you is saying 'but I am 
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and this is my point of view'. It like sets up an 
internal conflict. But if you get more understanding of 
the situation then you can see that it's resolved" (44) 
Interview with WFD, 16, White Majority, Female 
WFD has some Muslim acquaintances in school but she 
feels that the groups do not mix and that there is not 
much real communication between the majority and the 
Muslims. She took part in the workshop to see what 
people thought and felt about different issues. 
WFD feels that she did learn something about the 
Muslim community. Some practices which she had not 
understood before and dismissed as being 'daft' or 
'silly' she discovered she could respect: "before I used 
to think that some of the stuff they did was silly a nd I 
thought there were no reason for them but after being 
there I found out that there's reasons for everyt hing 
that they do and it's not just a silly fad. " (45) The 
Muslims from the same school as WFD were not known to her 
prior to the workshop but since that time they have 
remained on friendly terms. 
In the area of skills WFD believed that she had 
significantly benefited from the experience: 
"before I went (to the workshop) I didn't used to like 
talking in front of people, I felt bad and I used to 
think that people used to laugh or stuff like that - but 
they don't. I learnt quite a bit, mostly that I'm not as 
shy as I thought I was and that I can get on with people 
more easily. I used to find it difficult to talk to 
people I didn't know but I met a lot of people there and 
I got on with them all. " (46) 
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WFD was also surprised at the degree of trust she 
was able to place in the group. She found herself 
telling them things which were quite personal. Two 
months after the workshop WFD was finding that her 
increased confidence, although she was still relatively 
quiet and shy, had helped her to participate more in 
group discussions in lessons and put her views forward 
more confidently. She also found that she was more aware 
of other people's feelings and was less quick to prejudge 
the behaviour and attitudes of others: "It just made me 
more aware of people and realizing that their ideas are 
important to them even if it's stuff that I didn't used 
to understand before. It's important to them. It's got a 
meaning behind it. Not if they don't think the same way 
they are really stupid. " (47) 
The experience of doing the workshop was for WFD 
overwhelmingly positive. She very much enjoyed it and she 
feels she gained insights and confidence from it. 
Interview with WF T, 17, White Majority, Female 
WFJ used to have some Muslim friends but, since a 
change of schools, she doesn't have as much contact as 
before. Her knowledge of the Muslim community is limited 
and her Muslim friends tended, in any case, to be non- 
traditional. She is aware that there is a lot of racism 
in Bradford. Unfortunately WFJ was not available for the 
second interview shortly after the workshops but two 
months later she was still able to recall a significant 
amount of what had happened. WFJ felt that her attitudes 
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to Muslims had not changed: "I didn't have any 
prejudices, well, known prejudices to me, against them 
before. So the way of thinking hasn't changed but the 
way I've acted has perhaps because I've talked to them 
more. " (48) 
Generally WFJ found she was more aware of other 
groups and she had spoken to more members of the Muslim 
group at school. She enjoyed the experience and feels 
she 'got a lot out of it' (49). 
Interview with W FL, 17, White Majority, Female 
WFL has an aunt who is married to a Muslim and she 
knows a number of her uncle's family. Through this and 
other contacts she feels she has acquired some 
understanding of Muslim beliefs and culture. She finds 
that there are always tensions between the different 
groups in school even when there is not any specific 
conflict. She did not feel that she learned very much 
that was new about the Muslim community from the workshop 
and her ideas have not changed as a result. However, she 
was surprised to find a variety of views among the Muslim 
group when it came to the Satanic Verses controversy. 
She had previously thought that all Muslims felt the same 
way about it. She feels she will not make such 
assumptions about the 'Muslim view' in the future. 
WFL had been discussing stereotyping in her 
psychology class at school and found that the work done 
on this topic in the workshop had given her some insights 
and 'brought it home' to her in a more concrete way. 
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She felt at ease with both groups and was able to 
express her opinions, however, she preferred the mixed 
group as . "everyone was saying more and everyone 
had 
opened up a bit more because they had got to know 
everybody else. " (50) She found the attempts to develop 
listening skills useful. She believes she did learn 
something from the question and answer session. 
Interview with WFM, 17, White Majority, Female 
WFM has Muslim, friends in school although they do 
not talk about religion. She was not really affected by 
the Satanic Verses controversy or by the Gulf War. She 
does not feel that relations between the communities are 
getting any better and this is evidenced by the 
continuing separation of the communities. WFM does not 
necessarily see this as a negative thing as she views it 
as positive to keep one's own religion and culture. 
WFM's primary motivation for getting involved was 
her hope to do a degree in Peace Studies at the 
university and she thought this topic would be relevant. 
She did not like working in a separate group and she 
found that in the mixed group the atmosphere was more 
friendly and people worked together much better. 
WFM was the only participant who felt that usually 
she got to know people quite quickly but in the workshop 
she found she held herself back. She found she did not 
get involved as much as she would have liked to have 
done, feeling constrained about the presence of people 
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from other schools and fears of how they would react to 
her. 
She did find that she learned something about 
Muslims: "they are not as different as I thought. 
There's a tendency to think they are really different 
than yourself but they are not. They're the same, 
they've just got a different religion. It was easy to 
get on with them. " (51) She developed a greater degree 
of empathy so that she could more easily imagine what it 
is like to be a Muslim in Bradford. This has had a 
positive influence on her: "before if someone was saying 
something [about a minority group] you would just join in 
but now I hold back and I don't get involved. " (52) 
In terms of skills WFM found that she enjoyed 
communicating in a group, found she could establish good 
relations in a mixed group and had also learned to be a 
more attentive listener. She enjoyed the experience and 
was glad that she had taken part. Unfortunately WFM was 
not available for the final interview. 
Interview with W FZ, 16, White Majority, Female 
WFZ had moved to Bradford from York four years 
previously and had found the multi-cultural community of 
Bradford quite a culture shock. She felt she did not 
know very much about the Muslim community and that this 
kind of ignorance creates barriers. She hoped to lessen 
her ignorance of the Muslim community by taking part in 
the workshop and she also hoped that it would have some 
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relevance to psychology which she was interested in 
studying. 
WFZ had expected to be given much more factual 
information about Muslims and did not find that she 
learned very much that was new. She felt that people got 
to know each other more quickly in the separate groups 
but there was more involvement of everyone in the mixed 
group. 
WFZ's gains from the workshop were limited although 
she felt that she had learned not to prejudge situations 
or people before one had sufficient information as there 
were always different interpretations. However, she felt 
that, in terms of changed attitudes or behaviour towards 
Muslims, she had only developed a knowledge of how they 
feel abut their religion and that in any case she had 'a 
pretty good attitude anyway' (53) 
She developed her listening skills, recognizing that 
she had a tendency to interrupt and to cut off the other 
person. She now tries to hold back and let the other 
person have their full say. 
Her major criticism is that the workshop was too 
short and should have been a day longer in the mixed 
groups. She thought that participants would have been 
willing to attend for another day to continue the process 
as everyone that she had spoken to had enjoyed the 
workshop. She herself had enjoyed the experience. 
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Discussion 
Having presented the summarised content of the 
interviews with those who took part in the workshop it 
should now be possible to assess the utility of such 
workshop-based approaches in ameliorating inter-group 
tensions and improving inter-group relations. Reference 
can be made to the evaluation criteria mentioned above. 
a) i) Exposing and Confronting Prejudice 
The exercises on prejudice, which took place within 
the separate groups, appeared to be effective in as far 
as a number of the participants included in their 
evaluation comments their surprise at discovering their 
hidden prejudices. In the course of the interviews, 
comments from Muslims such as: 'they [the majority group] 
are not what I expected them to be' the 'whites 
understood more than I expected' and 'they are different 
than the stereotype I had of them' indicated, more or 
less explicitly, that while the majority of the Muslim 
young women would not consider themselves to be 
prejudiced against the white majority group, on closer 
inspection they were influenced by the negative views of 
the white majority community expressed by their friends, 
as in the case of IFB, or by their grandmother as in the 
case of IFD2, or generally by the community they live in 
as with IFN. There were indicators of perceptions of a 
negative image held by the white community in comments 
about the white group 'not liking us' (IFQ) or being 
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racist and having a stereotypical idea about Asian girls 
(IFN) . 
The white majority group clearly indicated that 
though they considered themselves tolerant and 
unprejudiced they had changed some ways of thinking 
about, or acting towards, the Muslim group. WFD had 
previously dismissed Muslim cultural or religious 
practices as 'silly and a fad' and WFM had joined in 
derogatory comments with friends about Muslims. WFL had 
assumed that Muslims all thought the same way about such 
issues as, for example, the Satanic Verses affair, in 
effect denying Muslims their individuality as she later 
realized. Finding that 'they' (the Muslims) were 'not as 
different as I thought' (WFM) and being now able to 
respect their religion more (WFA2) all indicate some 
degree of prejudice realized and/or abandoned. 
However, this group considered itself, as 
individuals and as a group, to be open-minded, valuing a 
multi-cultural situation, interested in other cultures, 
and so on. They were already very well disposed to 
discover the best in each other. 
a) ii) Providing More accurate information 
The Muslim group realized that not all white people 
are Christian, necessarily racist or different from 
themselves. However, they felt themselves to be already 
so exposed to white culture that they did not feel, on 
the whole, as if they had gained much that was factually 
new. For the non-Muslim group they discovered the 
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reasons behind some of the religious practices of the 
Muslims and gained specific insights into cultural 
practices such as arranged marriages. They did gain a 
general impression of the Muslim community as a more 
differentiated group in itself and also became aware of 
the possibility of making friends with their counterparts 
in the other community. 
The information content in the workshop, in terms of 
facts about cultures and religion, was not high and was 
clearly imbalanced between the two groups. In the 
question and answer session it was clear that the Muslim 
group was struggling to find questions to ask the white 
majority group. 
a) iii) Providing a Positive Experience of 
a co-operative working situation 
This has been cited in Chapter Two as one of the 
important factors required in order to make a 'contact 
situation' effective in improving inter-group relations. 
In this regard the workshop can, on the testimony of the 
participants, be considered an unqualified success. It 
was clear to the facilitators that the experience of the 
workshop, particularly in the mixed groups was very 
enjoyable for all the participants. One participant was 
fulsome in her praise: "I'd like to say that I had a 
brilliant time. I can't remember when I've enjoyed 
myself so much (54). And IFB's already quoted comment 
that she recalls the general experience rather than 
the 
details of the exercises: "what sticks in my mind 
[is] 
knowing that everyone got on so well, and the conclusion 
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at the end of the day was that everyone was really happy 
and it was such a success. " (55) indicates the positive 
nature of the workshop experience. 
An interesting aspect of this is that in the final 
interview when eleven participants were asked what they 
could remember about the workshops eight people replied 
the 'building a tower' exercise. This particular 
exercise involved small mixed group of Muslims and non- 
Muslims engaged in a co-operative exercise with limited 
verbal communication. The reasons given for this being 
so well-remembered were overridingly that it was fun to 
do and that everybody co-operated together. The 
elements of a positive overall experience with strong 
elements of co-operation and, to some arguable degree, 
superordinate goals are precisely those elements which 
are embodied in this exercise which proved to have been 
the one most enjoyed by the group. 
a) iv) Developing Skills for Communication, 
Understanding and Handling Conflict 
Fourteen of the fifteen participants commented to a 
greater or lesser extent on the fact that they had gained 
skills or discovered aptitudes through the workshop. An 
increase in self-esteem exhibited in a willingness to 
speak out views, express themselves in front of other 
people and feel generally more confident was a common 
experience within the group. It was clear, as indicated 
in some of the individual reports above, that certain 
participants were very doubtful about the value of their 
opinions and insights. Self-confidence and self-esteem 
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on the individual level is the basis for the constructive 
handling of conflict situations. The emphasis on 
improved communication skills and the interest in 
developing listening skills, even after two months had 
passed, also shows the acquisition of, or at least 
recognition of, the importance of communication skills in 
conflict situations. In terms of increased understanding 
only one participant referred to increased skills in 
analysing thoughts and feelings in the interviews. 
However, in the questionnaires completed at the end of 
the workshop when asked to name particular exercises 
which worked well and say why, thirteen of the sixteen 
participants indicated one or both of the exercises which 
concentrated on the analysis of one's own thoughts and 
feelings. Others commented that the exercises were 
difficult to do or they could not think of suitable 
situations in their own lives to use as examples. 
b) The possibility of changing attitudes 
or behaviour through such exercises 
Here the evidence is slight. Of the Muslim group 
four out of the nine participants reported some positive 
change in either attitude or behaviour towards the white 
majority group, for example, being more willing to talk 
to members of the white majority community or more open 
to making friends with women from this community. Among 
the white majority group four indicated some change in 
their attitudes or behaviour towards the Muslim group, 
for example, an increased understanding and respect for 
Muslim beliefs. Given that the degree of prejudice and 
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hostility towards the other group among these 
participants was low to begin with the results cannot be 
considered very significant. 
c) The effectiveness of particular exercises 
This can be established by reference to the 
questionnaires and the interviews and is useful in the 
design of future workshops on similar themes. 
It is clear that even within such a group, where 
hostility towards other cultural groups is low, there 
remains some degree of prejudice and a reluctance or 
inability to develop more than superficial contact with 
members of the other group. What can be concluded from 
the experience of running this series of workshops with 
this group is that major area of benefit for participants 
lay in the acquisition of skills and confidence and the 
more general effect of having had a positive inter-group 
'contact' experience. It would have been possible to 
increase the amount of factual information sharing in the 
workshop through the choice of exercises. 
It would have been instructive to record the 
impressions of the male groups following a mixed workshop 
given the much higher level of prejudice and hostility 
evidenced by a number of those interviewed. 
Further Interviews 
As explained in the last chapter the workshops with 
the young men had to be abandoned before the process was 
completed and the Muslim and white majority groups were 
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never brought together. Thus it was impossible to 
collect a full set of interviews. However, the initial 
interviews with the seven members of the white majority 
community and the eleven members of the Muslim community 
provided in themselves some interesting material which 
deserves to be discussed. In addition seven young women 
from the majority community and five young women from the 
Muslim community were interviewed but did not take part 
in the workshop (one young woman took part in the 
separate workshop but could not attend the mixed group). 
This material will also be discussed as it provides 
insight into the level of understanding and contact 
between the communities in Bradford. 
Young Men from White Majorit-y 
. 
Five of the young men described themselves as having 
a few Muslim friends which were, in some cases, good 
friends. Given that these young men were friends from 
the same school, they shared some of the same Muslim 
friends. However, these friends were considered to be 
quite westernised and not typical representatives of the 
Muslim community. A lot of the information that the 
group possessed about the Muslim religion and culture was 
gained from discussions with these friends although there 
was also enough of an interest to watch relevant 
documentaries and so on. WMO, who came from another 
school and lived in a white majority area, had contact 
with Muslims through school but only one Muslim friend 
who he did not see much of as he lived in another town. 
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He described himself as ignorant of the culture and 
religion of the Muslim community having at best pieces of 
information that did not fit together. 
WMP stressed the difference of the Muslim community: 
"Well, I think, they are sort of like they're alien. I 
think people worry about them because they don't 
understand them. ... Different. Totally different to 
Westerners. Large families. I know it sounds 
stereotypical but - just foreign. " (56) By contrast WMO, 
having not particularly considered the Muslim community 
at all, did not think of Muslims as being different from 
anyone else in Bradford. The media was criticised for 
not providing either sufficient or balanced 
information: "Well, I don't think you get a very good 
impression. You don't hear a lot of good things about 
Muslims. 
... You hear a lot about Middle Eastern 
countries, how they are at war and a lot about arranged 
marriages. I mean all the images you seem to get seem to 
be bad. " (57) 
Two of those interviewed had quite strong negative 
opinions about the Muslim community as a whole. For WMR 
the attribute which is often quoted as a positive aspect 
of Muslim culture, the close-knit nature of family and 
community life, was seen as having a negative aspect in 
that the Muslim community tends to exclude those outside 
its culture. IFR despite having Muslim friends at school 
had found it difficult to get close to Muslim families. 
This opinion was no doubt influenced by the fact that WMR 
had once had a Muslim girlfriend whose father had 
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disapproved of the relationship and refused to allow him 
to see his daughter. WMR explained that his parents had 
not Christened him intending him rather to choose his own 
religion, or none, when he was of an age to decide for 
himself. This is the kind of freedom of choice which he 
feels is denied to most Muslim young people. 
WMR considers himself to be open-minded although he 
concedes that in the past that was not always the case: 
"I can't say I'm not a racist because I know it would be 
untrue. In my life when I was younger I did say some 
anti-black, anti-whatever things but now I am old enough 
I have my own mind, I can see that that was wrong. " (58) 
He now sees himself as 'neutral'. However, he does have 
some strong views on Islam and its practice: "I do feel 
there's quite a lot ... that could 
be changed about 
the Muslim religion which could help not only them but us 
as well. " (59) His major complaint is that some Muslims 
are too arrogant in their beliefs and wish to impose them 
on other people being convinced that they possess the 
true faith. WMR fails to see why Muslims cannot let 
people have their own views and is offended when Muslims 
tell him that he will go to hell for not believing in 
God. 
WMR believes that the attitude of the Muslim 
community is sometimes hypocritical. During the Satanic 
Verses controversy WMR saw the Muslim community as 
demanding the right to be heard and to exercise their 
full democratic rights and yet at the same time not 
allowing the same rights, such as free speech, to others. 
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They also exhibited a disregard for British law, e. g as 
in the case of the fatwa : "they want their freedom of 
speech in this country, which is fine they should have 
that freedom of speech in this country, nobody's 
disputing that, but they don't let anyone else have their 
freedom of speech in this country which is the main thing 
I think that needs definitely looking at with the Islamic 
religion. " (60) The lack of democracy in the Muslim 
culture is seen as extending to arranged marriages and 
Muslims are urged to 'set their own house in order' if 
they wish to demand their democratic rights within the 
broader society. 
WMS takes an even stronger line. He believes that 
Muslims, whether living in minorities in the West or in 
nation states of their own, do not have a very 
'progressive culture', they do not progress at all. He 
believes that they do not wish to integrate into the 
British society: "I think they have a very strict 
religious outlook which again I think is the main thing 
which is stopping them from progressing in this society. " 
(61). WMS sees the Muslim culture as being stagnant, not 
inventing anything. He finds their ideas, customs and 
lifestyle are the same as they were hundreds of years ago 
and believes that they would regress completely if it 
were not for the supporting presence of the Western 
world. He makes exceptions for individuals such as his 
friend although he is not seen as a typical 
representative of the Muslim culture. He also feels that 
the media plays a misleading role by being biased towards 
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integration which WMS believes is not possible to the 
extent that most people suppose. Equality, while being 
the 'correct thinking' and morally right, brings with it 
a breakdown of order and the production of wars thus it 
is necessary to have a strong country that is capable of 
controlling all other countries. 
WMS has himself been the subject of a racial attack. 
He was beaten up by the brother of a Muslim pupil who 
accused WMS of calling him names. WMS does not wish to 
be seen as racist but he realizes that some people might 
think him to be so. He does believe that anybody who is 
seen burning a book should be expelled from the country. 
He finds that the British have a tendency to be too 
tolerant: "in Britain we seem to have this thinking that 
everybody should be allowed to retain their own culture 
and still live in our country and take all the benefits 
from our country and our culture. " (62) Integration 
into the mainstream rather than multicultural development 
is seen as being preferable. 
Overall WMS takes a rather pessimistic view of the 
prospects for community relations in Bradford believing 
that things are going to get much worse. He is 
consequently seeking to leave Bradford. 
Muslim Young Men 
This group of young men all enjoy living in Bradford 
and living within the Muslim community. They feel at 
home in their own culture where everybody knows everybody 
else and the community is supportive or 'sticks 
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together'. IMC, after coming from Pakistan, had always 
lived in what he terms 'black neighbourhoods' and gone to 
'black' schools and as a result had never felt himself to 
be in the minority. This changed when he moved to 
another school with a higher number of white majority 
pupils and here he began to face discrimination which 
became so intolerable to him that he left the school 
after eighteen months. 
IMF had only moved to Bradford from London eighteen 
months earlier but he appreciated living in an all Muslim 
area. He comments that before coming to Bradford he had 
thought that the town was completely Muslim but he 
discovered there are some non-Muslims there too. IMG 
believes that most people in Bradford are good and have 
good relations and IMD finds that everybody mixes in 
Bradford. Both have friends from the majority community 
and live in mixed areas. IMH does not believe that there 
is much racism in Bradford as people have become used to 
living in a multicultural environment. He admits there 
might have been racism before however not now - things 
are definitely getting better. 
However, four members of this group spoke of being 
the victims of racial attacks which were generally seen 
to be linked to specific areas which have become 
dangerous for Asian people to go. In the city centre 
also members of minorities are often subject to abuse. 
IMJ had attended a Catholic school where he experienced 
difficulties. There was only a small minority of Muslim 
pupils and quite a number of racist clashes. He left the 
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school as a result. However, he comments that on moving 
to a majority Asian school he finds that there is not the 
same degree of solidarity between the Asians. When they 
were in the minority they would stick together but once 
in the majority then differences appeared to divide them 
and set them fighting amongst themselves. At this new 
school IMJ comments that the white majority pupils suffer 
more from racial harassment from Asians. IMJ considers 
his brother, for example, to be a racist who will torment 
other non-Asian pupils although he does point out that 
his brother had also been the victim of a racist attack. 
Despite his negative experience with some white 
majority youths IMB describes the white majority as 
'fairly decent people same as us' (63) and as coming 
mainly from the working class which is the same 
background as most of the Muslim community. IMD feels he 
knows more about the white majority culture than his own 
since he has grown in it and that the media plays a large 
part in socialising people. IMH also feels that most of 
his information comes from the media: 
"We really only know what we see from television and 
stuff like that because we can't really see what's real 
and actually happening. From what we see it's alright. 
It's different from ours obviously. There are a few 
differences but it's not really our part to criticize it. 
I can't really explain it so I can't say how I would like 
it personally. I can't really tell. " (64) 
IMC feels that Muslims have no choice but to become 
familiar with white majority culture: "We have to know a 
lot about it because we are in the minority and I feel in 
a way the white culture is forced upon us ... We have 
to accept certain things about the white culture to fit 
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in. So we can't afford to be ignorant of white culture. 
We have to be aware of it. " (65) IMC believes that the 
older generation often compromise too much with the 
demands of the majority culture: "They are old men who 
just don't understand about the new generation of Muslims 
and they compromise on anything. " (66) Previously IMC 
had been a member of the Young Muslims, one of a number 
of youth organisations for Muslims, but he had found that 
"their approach was too gentle" (67). He is now a member 
of what he describes as an international Muslim 
fundamentalist organisation called, Party of Liberation 
(Hesbo Takir) . He proudly recounts that the views of 
this group are "a little outspoken" and that they have 
consequently been banned in Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and 
Iran. 
IMK also takes a critical view of Western culture: 
"Culture doesn't bother me because it doesn't affect 
me. "(68) He is more concerned with religious rather than 
cultural issues. He finds that: "in this society I don't 
think many people actually think about life or think 
about themselves as an individual. "(69) 
Reactions to the Satanic Verses controversy varied 
throughout the group but there was a high degree of 
consciousness among some of the group about the image the 
Muslim community presents to the rest of society. IMB 
did not blame the white majority community but rather the 
government for causing the problems at this time and IMJ 
felt that his fellow pupils at Catholic school were 
friendly and understanding especially as the film 'The 
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Last Temptation of Christ' was released about this time 
and the Catholic reaction was similar. However, IMJ did 
protest against the book for as he explains: "I'm pr etty 
into my religion and I'm always up for demonstrations but 
I don't believe in going round smashing windows and 
beating up white lads and burning books and stuff. " (70) 
IMH also attended a demonstration with his friends but 
did not feel able to judge whether there had been an 
increase in racism as a result as he did not really come 
into contact with the majority community very much. 
When asked if his view of the white community had 
changed as a result of the Satanic Verses affair, IME 
replied: "A little - for the worse I think. I thin k it 
has affected the relationship between the whites and the 
Asian community and they are starting to drift apart. " 
(71) IMG also concurs with this view and was himself the 
victim of racist attacks during this period. 
IMB believes that the hostility between the 
communities can be whipped up whenever there is any 
conflict such as the Gulf War: 
"There was a bit of hostility between us at the time but 
it's cooled down but the Gulf War brought it again. And 
with Salman Rushdie reappearing constantly you are just 
bringing it back up again. And Bosnia, that's bringing 
up a lot of hostility. A lot of racial hatred between 
people. If you watch the films of Bosnia of Muslims 
getting killed some just go up and get a white face and 
just beat him up, some will and they do. It shouldn't 
happen but they do. " (72) 
However, the Rushdie affair was also seen as 
providing a lot of negative publicity for the Muslim 
community. Here is IMC's view of what happened: 
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"I didn't go down to the Salman Rushdie protest but as it 
was I think a lot of the Muslims showed their complete 
ignorance, I have to say that, because a lot of them who 
went down there they had never actually read the Satanic 
Verses, all they went down there was for a good time, you 
know, wreck the town up. There was a lot of fighting 
against whites, you know, just for the reason that they 
were white - 'yeah, they're our enemy, they're all pro- 
Salman Rushdie'. And they took out their feelings in the 
wrong way. There is a lot of ignorance about. ... I'd 
say 9 out of 10 people are truly ignorant about Islam, 
they have no idea what Islam means. " (73) 
IMF makes a similar point: "My view on the Salman Rushdie 
affair was that the Muslims here gave a very wrong 
impression of how a Muslim should act. We gave the 
impression, which is completely wrong, completely 
different to what a Muslim should do, we gave the 
impression that as Muslims we're barbarians and 'kill 
this person', and 'he should be killed' and 'stop these 
books'. That is very wrong. " (74) IMF was concerned 
that the view others in the majority community held of 
him might have been affected: "It affected me quite a lot 
this issue in the way that other people in the majority 
community look to you as if 'this guy is a barbaric sort 
of person, he's only here to kill people', and blood and 
slaughter and things like that, which is completely 
wrong. "(75) 
IMK also believes that the Muslim community over- 
reacted and that the disruption caused by the riots gave 
a bad impression of Muslims. Although he was previously 
sensitive to the view that the majority community took of 
Muslims he now feels that this is a waste of time: "At 
that time I bothered about the view that non-Muslims 
would have on Muslims. I bothered about that view. I 
don't bother about that view anymore. The reason is it 
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doesn't matter what we do we never seem to have the right 
view. The right view never comes through. " (IMK) He has 
become disillusioned not only about the majority 
community but also about a wide section of the Muslim 
community as well: "First of all I thought at the time 
'it's a problem they don't understand us' but it is 
inevitable. It doesn't bother me. What really bothers 
me is getting the Muslim community sorted out here for a 
start because most of their views are just as bad 
anyway. " (76) 
During the Gulf War IME had the impression that the 
majority of the Muslim community backed Saddam Hussein 
and that there were a number of racial attacks of Asians 
on members of the white majority community. And IMF 
describes the Gulf War as 'an even worse tragedy for the 
Muslim community' where the Muslims showed themselves to 
be divided against themselves. Nevertheless, IMH 
believes that despite the fact that there was a lot of 
talk about the Gulf War Bradford was not significantly 
affected. 
IMD distances himself completely from such concerns. 
On being asked if he had been affected by any of the 
conflicts in Bradford, he replied: " Not really. I'm not 
really bothered. I don't give a damn what they do, I 
just want to live my own life. I thought it was stupid 
anyway that Gulf War". (77) 
IMH felt that overall there was 'more or less 
harmony' between the communities in Bradford although he 
was concerned about the rise of racism in other parts of 
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Europe and warned that such things could flare up here 
anytime. He took the view that relations were improving 
because the Asian community have "settled down and they 
[the different communities] have learned to accept each 
other now" (78). As he points out: 'it is not like they 
have just come and are new' (79) . However, there is 
still hidden racism, that is to say, discrimination which 
is passed off as something else but IMH believes that is 
more the case in other parts of the country rather than 
in Bradford. 
Further Interviews - Young Women 
Twenty-nine young women were interviewed, only 
fifteen of whom attended the whole series of workshops 
and were interviewed more than once. Below is an 
overview of some of the views expressed by those 
remaining fourteen Muslim and white majority women. 
Muslim Young Women 
Of the five Muslim women in this group three did not 
have much contact with the majority community, one had 
contact through the local imam who is a white convert and 
has a lot of contacts with the white majority community. 
Another woman has contacts through friends of her father 
from the majority community. 
Living within a Muslim community is considered 
generally to have many advantages - people have the same 
culture and so understand each other, 'one can expect 
help' from the community, and so on. However, this was 
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seen by IFW as having both positive and negative aspects: 
"I suppose in a sense that's good because you can relate 
to Asians and the people you know but then on the other 
hand you're not meeting very much different people. You 
are not socialising outwards, you are sort of socialising 
in a circle. A sort of cycle going around instead of 
actually getting to know other people. " (80) 
IFC2 also had an ambivalent attitude since seeing a 
Panorama programme on the Asian community in Bradford. 
She had seen Bradford as : "At first, you know before 
that Panorama programme, before that it was brilliant. I 
loved it because it was a happy, multi-cultural, not 
biased, not racist place. It's more fun, it's equal and 
then suddenly when the Panorama programme was shown I 
just realized how bad the area is with prostitution, 
drugs, homelessness, bad cases like that. " (81) The 
school which IFC2 attends was shown on the programme and 
it was stated that 93% of the pupils did not achieve 
grades A-C in their exams. IFC2 was keen to explain the 
reason for this. She believed the programme has been 
"biased, unfair, unjust and unbalanced" (82) 
An understanding of white majority culture was felt 
in a more practical way by those who had friends outside 
school. For example, while H did not meet white friends 
out of school and consequently felt that she didn't know 
much about their culture, IFB2 visited white friends in 
their homes and felt she understood the culture quite 
well. The white community are perceived as having a lot 
more freedom than their Muslim counterparts but this is 
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not necessarily considered an advantage. Two members of 
this group specifically mentioned the high level of 
illegitimacy and single parenthood and this was felt to 
be a waste of the opportunities open to these girls. 
The lifestyle being different in this respect, H finds it 
difficult to relate to some of the white majority 
community although there was generally a feeling that the 
white community are friendly and it is possible to get 
along with them. The majority culture was also 
criticized for its lack of family commitment. This was 
contrasted with the culture of the Muslim community where 
respect for elders and caring for one's parents are 
enjoined. However, IFV felt that the younger generation 
of Muslims did not sufficiently appreciate what their 
parents generation had done for them and did not give 
enough respect to their elders. There is obviously some 
fear among the older generation that the younger 
generation will abandon the old ways. IFW comments that 
the "Asian community is constantly reminded that Asians 
should stay Asians" especially with regard to cultural 
differences which would keep the communities separate. 
If she does something which it is considered 
inappropriate for an Asian woman then she is told 
immediately. 
During the Satanic Verses controversy IFV 
experienced a lot of tension in the school with quite a 
lot of verbal abuse and some fighting. Graffiti was 
daubed on walls and arguments occurred between some of 
the teachers and the young Muslim men. IFH also noticed 
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a change in her school: "It just felt like there was a 
hostile environment at school. It just wasn't the same as 
it had been. " (83). However, not all the results were 
negative. IFH comments that the Muslim community in her 
area seemed to get closer and the experience began to 
make the Muslim community stronger. She herself feels 
that relations with white majority pupils have become 
better since the conflicts. She finds that she is still 
able to get along with the white people in school in 
spite of what happened: "I didn't really talk to white 
people as much before. I can get on with them better 
now. " (84) 
IFB2 describes herself as having had a very strong 
view on the Rushdie case but she believes that with age 
she has become broader-minded. She found that the 
experience increased her sense of identity as a Muslim. 
IFW, however, believed that the Muslim community brought 
too much attention to the book by their actions. She 
comments: "I think sometimes the Asian leaders are a 
little too .. I don't know, maybe they've got powers and 
they just go a little bit overboard sometimes. " (85) 
IFB2 has a very positive view of the situation in 
Bradford. She believes that the bond between Muslim and 
white majority is quite close because people are growing 
up in an environment where people understand each other's 
culture. She takes a very optimistic view of the future 
believing that the next generation are going to be 'very 
understanding' and that previously the white majority 
community didn't understand the Muslims very well but 
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that has now changed. She thinks that parents should 
encourage this process: "Integration, it comes from the 
parents. They have to teach their children to get 
integrated and to form relations and not just to be, you 
know, keep themselves to themselves. Try and let other 
people know about their culture and that will develop 
understanding more. " (86) 
IFC2 also believes that things have improved in 
Bradford and that the previous racial discrimination, in 
employment for example, is no longer prevalent in 
Bradford (although she thought that it returned to a 
slight extent during the Gulf War and Satanic Verses 
controversy). The situation also could be helped by 
increased inter-faith dialogue. 
The attitude of the white majority community towards 
the minority is considered to be characterised by a lack 
of interest. IFW lives in a mixed area and there are 
only three or four Asian families living in the street. 
There is not much contact and she finds that the Asians 
are "just forming a group within ourselves" (87) . The 
majority are not trying to become friends with their 
Muslim neighbours. IFV comments in a similar vein: "I 
think we can understand the way of white people much more 
easily than they can understand us, I don't think they 
try to find out. They just look at the surface you know. 
They don't try to find out what they're [the Muslim 
community] like really. " (88) She finds it fun and 
interesting to live in a multi-cultural environment and 
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does not believe that cultural differences should form a 
barrier. 
Majority White Young Women 
Of the eight young women interviewed three had no 
contact with members of the Muslim community and the 
other five had friendly relations with Muslims mainly 
through school. A number of the young women got their 
information about Islam and the culture of the Muslim 
community through school e. g. in R. E. lessons, or through 
assemblies, etc. as well as talking with their Muslim 
friends. The topics of interest included arranged 
marriages, celebrations, fasting, etc. One young woman 
mentioned the Panorama programme and also commented that 
it gave a completely negative view of Bradford's Asian 
community. She remembered particularly the women who 
seemed to be, in her words, 'brainwashed' into thinking a 
woman's place is in the kitchen and also the comment from 
one Muslim man that religion was more important than the 
children's education. Nevertheless WFX felt that it is 
pleasant to have different cultures in Bradford and to, 
as she put it, 'see how coloured people live' (89). 
WFA felt ambivalent in her feelings about Islam and 
Muslim teachings: "I think Muslims place a lot of value 
on family and religion is important, ... I'm not sure 
what I think about the religion. I think in some ways 
it's quite brutal and restricting for women especially 
but if people have a faith that they really believe in 
then I respect that. " (90) 
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For WFT it was not so much the religious aspects as 
the language barrier that alienated her from Muslims. 
She believed that colour should not make a difference and 
that one should judge a person on how they behave but 
she found it difficult to accept that Muslims would speak 
another language in which they could be 'saying things 
behind your back'. For this reason she commented: "I 
like Jamaicans more than I do Muslims really because they 
speak our language" (91) 
When asked about the situation in Bradford during 
the Satanic Verses affair and the Gulf War, four of this 
group were either not affected or could not remember 
anything about these events. WFA commented that the non- 
Muslim community did not understand the anger that the 
Muslims felt over Salman Rushdie's book and WFX, 
remembering the marches in the town centre, found it 
"distressing to see that much anger" (92) WFA's 
perception appears to be borne out by WFC's reaction to 
the demonstrations: "If they're mad about it I don't see 
why they can't do something about it instead of causing 
riots in town. It's just not on. " (93) 
The tension during the Gulf War was generally felt 
to be at a much lower level and as WFX observed: "There 
was more tension with cricket than with the Gulf War. " 
(94) This is not a flippant statement. It was 'a really 
big issue' as some Pakistani boys from another school 
came to WFX's school with their cricket bats with the 
intention of beating up white England cricket team 
supporters. Pakistan had just beaten England in an 
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important cricket match. WFY describes the situation as 
chaos with the police having to be called in to 'calm 
things down'. There was lingering resentment from the 
Rushdie case which fuelled animosities but it was 
admitted that such a violent outbreak was unusual. 
WFT, although in a state of some confusion about the 
Ayuddyha Mosque conflict, the Gulf War and the Satanic 
Verses, finds herself facing one of the internal 
conflicts described by WFA2 in the first section. On the 
one hand she believes that: "us lot, us whites, I mean we 
do a lot for them lot. I mean we are always over there 
stopping wars so they should be grateful" (95) but at the 
same time she is aware that the Pakistanis were recruited 
to work in this country and that they were "used as 
slaves. So it's us to blame really" (96) 
In general terms the majority of this group see 
things as getting better between the communities in 
Bradford with some reservations. WFG actually does not 
believe that there is any conflict between the 
communities (which probably accounts for why she did not 
attend the workshop) . WFY believes that in some places 
relationships are quite good. For example in her street, 
the Muslims and the white majority neighbours exchange 
food. She believes that things have improved over the 
past few years. WFK would concur but adds that there are 
still some areas in which there is a danger of physical 
violence. WFX believes it has to do with understanding 
and accepting each other's cultures: "I think people 
don't know much about each other's cultures to really 
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understand each other. They just tend to insult each 
other a lot. "(97) She feels. that even where the majority 
community finds it hard to accept behaviour it is 
necessary to tolerate the views of others: "like 
Pakistani women being like doormats. But they don't think 
that and it would be wrong for me to say something to 
them about that because what they think they're doing is 
right and that's the way they feel about it. " (98) And 
she feels that, at the same time, the Muslim community 
also needs to try and understand the culture of the 
majority community. 
WFT, however, is convinced that things have been 
getting worse and worse is yet to come. Once again the 
salience of territory is highlighted - there is still a 
danger that in certain areas 'the blacks will beat the 
whites ' and in other areas the 'whites will beat the 
blacks'. She believes that there will probably come a 
'big fight between the whites and the blacks' (99) 
WFC also believes that relations between the 
communities are 'not very good at all' because most 
people are racist: "There's always this sort of gap isn't 
there? Like in our sixth form. ... I've got friends 
who are Muslim ... but there are two different groups 
and I don't think it's right because I want to get to 
know people but I don't really know them because people 
don't accept them. .. .I think there's quite a few 
people that are racist but I just think that the Muslim 
group think that we are racist, you know. " (100) 
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Conclusion 
What has emerged from the interviews with the 47 
young people, from both the Muslim and white majority 
communities, is that there is a great variety of views 
and experiences within both groups. The level of contact 
between individuals from each community varied 
significantly with most people having some degree of 
contact in school. Some had close friends from the other 
community, some lived in mixed areas and some had 
scarcely any contact at all. 
As expected there was an imbalance in the degree of 
knowledge and comprehension between the groups with the 
minority having much more access to information about the 
culture of the white majority (although where there was 
little contact there was only a superficial 
understanding) and with many of the white majority being 
ignorant of Islam and Muslim culture and way of life. 
There was evidence of peer group pressure exerted to keep 
the groups separate and of the reinforcing effect of 
incidents of racism, particularly for young men, on this 
segregation. However, the openness and positive 
disposition towards the other group (in spite of some 
very negative experiences for some of the young men) 
indicated that there is scope for interaction between the 
groups which would be valuable in improving community 
relations. The interviews also revealed a wide variety 
of views on issues such as the 'Satanic Verses' 
controversy among both groups. 
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It was clear that undertaking such work with groups 
of young women is much less problematic. The discrepancy 
between the genders in respect of level of interest in 
taking part in the workshops, and commitment to the 
process, was clearly marked although there may also have 
been practical factors such as timing and availability 
which affected this so it is difficult to draw firm 
conclusions. What can be remarked is the higher level of 
politicization (or the ideologisation of Islam) among 
members the Muslim male as opposed to the female group. 
Also the degree of apprehension among the young men about 
their counterparts in the other group given the 
experience of clashes, attacks and the higher level of 
tension between the groups of young men generally. Also 
the level of confidence and self-esteem appeared 
significantly lower among the female groups than the male 
groups from both communities. 
It was apparent that the agendas were different for 
each of the groups. Most strikingly among members of the 
young Muslim men's group, but also among the young Muslim 
women's group, the desire to counter stereotypes about 
Muslims and to present to a white audience a more 
accurate picture of Islam and the Muslim community was 
evident. 
In terms of the usefulness of a workshop-based 
approach to conflict resolution and community relations, 
it can be concluded that in the areas of exposing and 
confronting prejudice, in providing a positive experience 
of a co-operative working situation between the two 
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groups, and in developing skills for communication and 
handling conflict there was some degree of success. Less 
effective were the dimensions of providing accurate 
information about the groups and significantly changing 
attitudes or behaviour. This latter point, as discussed 
above, relates partly to the fact that the groups were 
already well-disposed towards one another and hence it 
would be more revealing to undertake this work with 
groups which were not self-selected. 
It may be argued that the effectiveness of the 
approach would be enhanced if the objectives of the 
workshop were limited. In the case of this research 
project data gathering for evaluation purposes was also 
an important aspect of the process. Nevertheless, the 
combination of skills training and attitude/behaviour 
change as the result of group interaction offers the 
possibility of developing a more complex set of 
reinforcing experiences. 
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There exist points of conflict between Muslims as a 
group and the white majority community at different 
levels. At the local level in terms of racial 
harassment, at the national level over specific issues 
such as Honeyford and Salman Rushdie, at the 
international level over conflicts which contain an 
element of Islamic identification, for example, the Gulf 
War, Bosnia. This is clearly illustrated in Bradford 
where the Muslim community is relatively well organised 
and populous. Bradford has become a focus for campaigns 
and hence media attention and thus provides an 
interesting study which may have relevance for other 
areas of Britain. 
However, Muslim-white majority community 
interaction is only one potential arena of conflict. 
There also exist conflicts between the different ethnic 
minorities in Bradford with the rivalries and disputes 
between Hindus and Muslims and Sikhs and Muslims which 
occur in the Indian Sub-continent being reflected in 
Bradford. The picture is further complicated by 
competition for recognition and support from local and 
national government. 
In addition there is a significant international 
dimension 'to the Muslim-white majority tensions in 
Bradford (and Britain as a whole) which derives from the 
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identification of British Muslims with the world-wide 
Muslim umma. Thus what is happening to Muslims in 
Palestine or Bosnia is also felt as relevant to the 
Muslims of Bradford. This was illustrated during the 
Gulf War when a significant proportion of Muslims in 
Bradford were torn by conflicting loyalties and competing 
allegiances. Revivalist and radical Islamic thinking has 
also influenced Bradford's Muslim community. The 
younger Muslims particularly find themselves in a 
precarious economic position and subject to the stresses 
of operating in two very different cultural milieus at 
home and in the wider society. They are seeking to 
develop an authentic British Muslim identity which also 
prominently features an international dimension. 
The backdrop to these developments is the long 
history of antagonism between Islam and the West . This 
has contemporary relevance for young British Muslims 
exploring and reinterpreting history in an attempt to 
define their own religious identity and ideological 
standpoint. It also informs the increased reference in 
international relations literature and in policy analysis 
to the potential threat which Islamic fundamentalism 
poses to Western interests . 
Azar has pointed to the existence of multi-communal 
societies as one of the preconditions for conflict. He 
argues that when identity groups within such a society 
are denied their fundamental human needs the situation is 
ripe for conflict emergence. In the course of the 
interviews with Bradford's Muslims the saliency of the 
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need for security, identity and 
identity has emerged very clearly. 
the recognition of 
These factors have 
played an important role in the various conflicts that 
have occurred in Bradford during the 1980's and 1990's. 
Perceptions in this area are made particularly acute by 
the increasing climate of racism in Europe and by the 
poor economic position of the younger generation. As has 
been shown in this thesis there is a great sensitivity 
among the Muslim community about the image of Islam and 
Muslims that is being communicated to the white majority. 
There are strong feelings of being misrepresented and 
misunderstood. The poor self-image that this fosters 
creates a precarious basis from which to engage in a 
dialogue for right and recognition with the majority 
community. 
Although the situation in Bradford may share some of 
the preconditions for the development of protracted 
social conflict intergroup relations are thankfully a 
long way from this point yet. Relations between the 
Muslim community and. the white majority community may be 
characterised as a situation of low level tensions which 
occasionally erupt into full-blown conflict given a 
sufficient stimulus. Unfortunately, the environment is 
conducive to the development of such conflict. The 
Muslim and white majority communities are largely 
geographically separated and these segregated sectors 
have become no-go areas for members of other identity 
groups. Although there are mixed schools there is peer 
pressure for the groups to remain apart and there is 
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little exploration of cultural and religious differences. 
There is a relatively high degree of ignorance on the 
part of the white majority of the culture, religion, and 
customs of the Muslim minority and this fuels 
misunderstandings and incomprehension when such incidents 
as the Satanic Verses controversy erupt. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that a greater understanding of 
cultural differences will not necessarily guarantee 
agreement on issues. 
Community Relations 
Referring to Fisher and Keashly's table of conflict 
stages the situation in Bradford may be characterised as 
at the level of discussion moving to polarization as 
particular overt conflict erupts and with the danger of 
moving to the level of segregation. It is clearly 
indicated that efforts need to be concentrated at the 
level of conflict prevention. The concept of 
complementarity is equally relevant here. Referring to 
Fitzduff's categories there is need for work in the 
Justice and rights, anti-sectarian, political options 
arenas as well as for mutual understanding, cultural 
traditions and interfaith work. There are, of course, 
conflict resolution and mediation efforts which have been 
undertaken in response to crises and these remain 
valuable resources in the range of options open within 
community relations. 
This thesis has shown that much of this work has 
been carried out in Bradford over the past few years 
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although there is a general feeling among the 
professionals working in community relations and related 
areas that this is insufficient and needs to be 
increased. Concerns centre around the lack of 
acknowledgement accorded to such work and failures in 
communication between groups and individuals who are 
operating in this field. There is little co-ordination 
and thus opportunities for co-operation and a more 
directed use of complementarity in approaches are 
missed. The networks exist although they are often only 
activated in crisis situations. The more regular 
contacts are limited to a relatively small. number of 
people and there is concern that the younger generation 
are not being drawn into this cross-community work that 
needs to be maintained and expanded. The links appear to 
be mostly at the level of professionals and leadership 
and there is a need to extend these to the grassroots. 
The categories in Fitzduff's typology which were seen as 
being least represented in Bradford were political 
options and conflict resolution. Although there have 
been mediation initiatives and third party interventions 
in times of crisis, there has been no systematic training 
in the micro-skills that are necessary to prevent the 
escalation of tensions into violent conflict. 
Conflict Resolution 
The workshop based approach can be seen as having 
two major areas of impact: 
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1) improvement of inter-group relations 
2) transmission of skills for handling conflict 
Workshops designed to improve inter-group relations, as 
in this research project, seek to improve understanding, 
reduce prejudice, increase knowledge of the other group 
and provide a positive example of inter-group co- 
operation. This approach may be seen as complementary to 
conflict prevention work being carried out in the 
community such as mutual understanding, cultural 
traditions and interfaith dialogue. In the second area 
the aim is to enable and empower members of the various 
groups to negotiate difference and handle conflict 
through the development of the micro-skills of conflict 
resolution such as communication, self-awareness and 
analysis, ability to empathize. The design of such 
workshops can thus be seen as part of the development of 
conflict resolution theory in the relatively neglected 
area of conflict prevention. 
The effectiveness of such approaches as evidenced in 
this research project can be assessed as follows: 
1) Improvement of inter-group relations 
Some slight improvement in attitudes and behaviour 
towards the other group was detected among those young 
women who took part in the complete series of workshops. 
However, given that this self-selected group already 
possessed positive attitudes towards the other group it 
is hard to assess the utility of this methods in this 
regard. It would have been more revealing to bring 
together the young men from both communities where the 
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level of prejudice and hostility appeared to be higher. 
The fact that one of the factors in the breakdown of the 
process was fear of overt conflict and retaliation 
indicates that there is scope for work in this area. 
2) Transmission of skills 
In this area the workshops can be seen as being 
effective as evidenced by the testimony of the young 
women who took part in the complete series of workshops. 
The improvement of communication skills, self-analysis, 
and empathy together with the development of the self- 
esteem and self-confidence necessary for constructive 
engagement with others, particularly in situations of 
conflict, was clearly indicated. In the area of conflict 
prevention a workshop/training approach as part of a 
longer term process could be significant in providing the 
skills for negotiating difference and handling conflict 
constructively within the community. 
Future Research and Development 
Further research is required in the general area of 
culture and conflict resolution. In the research project 
on workshop based approaches to conflict resolution, the 
design and structure of the workshops was intended to be 
sensitive to cultural sensibilities. It was hoped that 
the participants themselves would be able to contribute 
to an understanding of where these methods needed to be 
adapted to be more culturally appropriate. Given that 
the participants were second generation and have been 
socialised into a Western environment the provisions made 
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within the workshop structure to accommodate cultural 
differences were seen as adequate. However, there still 
remains much to be learned at the deeper level of 
assumptions about the nature of relationships and 
conflict within different cultures which has been beyond 
the scope of this thesis but which would enrich the 
development of theoretical and practical intercultural 
conflict resolution training. 
The effectiveness of training methods for the 
transmission and development of the skills for handling 
conflict should also be the subject of ongoing research 
with data drawn from actual experiences of training with 
assessment by both participants and researchers. 
Whether such a workshop approach has potential for 
affecting behaviour and attitudes between conflicting 
groups remains to be proved conclusively. Further 
research with larger numbers of people, perhaps within 
schools or other institutional settings where the groups 
are not self-selected, is required before a more 
conclusive evaluation can be made. 
Training in conflict resolution skills would be 
beneficial for many sectors of society and needs to be as 
widespread as possible, for example, for professional 
groups such as police, social workers, teachers, as well 
as for those within the various communities who are in 
positions of influence or leadership. Particularly 
important, however, is the transmission and development 
of these skills among the general public. Resources 
could be provided at local or national government level 
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to develop this work in community and youth centres and 
to incorporate skills development into curricula in 
schools. This should be seen as a complement to the legal 
and institutional attempts to provide equal opportunities 
and improve community relations. 
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Ishtiaq Ahmed, 26th November 1992 & 26th May 1993. 
Sher Azam, 10th November 1992. 
Shenaz Bahadur, 3rd November 1992. 
Amjad Bashir, 24th June 1993 & 22nd March 1994. 
Nasreen Bhutt, 15th December 1992. 
David Jackson, 19th May 1993. 
Lynne Kent, 22nd June 1993. 
Akram Khan-Cheema, 25th November 1992. 
Champak Kumar, 22nd June 1993. 
Akhtar Malik, 24th November 1992. 
Nadira Mirza, 15th December 1992. 
Nighat Mirza, 4th November 1992 & 22nd march 1994. 
Tony Peck, 28th May 1993. 
Mollie Somerville, 25th May 1993. 
Father Bill Steel, 25th may 1993. 
5 mins Team intros and guidelines 
(guidelines for behaviour within the workshop) 
3 mins Agenda Review 
(Brief introduction to morning exercises) 
5 mins Intro everyone 'One thing I would like out of the 
workshop' (exercise to air expectations) 
10 mins Adjective Name Game 
(ice breaker and introduction exercise) 
35 mins Listening and Affirmation Exercise 
(exercise to introduce and practise listening skills 
and begin building up self esteem) 
20 mins First Thoughts 
(exercise to bring out hidden prejudices) 
15 rains Break 
30 mins Us and Them 
(exercise to explore stereotypes of own and other 
group) 
10 mins Outsiders 
(exercise to bring out feelings of being a member of 
an 'outgroup') 
5 mins Tropical Rainstorm 
(exercise to bring group back together) 
Session Two 
Time Exercise 
3 mins Agenda Review 
(briefly review exercises for afternoon) 
45 mins Thought Patterns 
(exercise to practise self-analysis - feelings, 
motives, habitual responses) 
15 mins Imaginary Walk 
(exercise to develop trust in the group and to 
exercise imagination) 
15 mins Break 
45 rains The Survival Game 
(exercise to examine perceptions and interpretations 
of situations) 
20 rains Evaluation 
(Evaluation through individual written questionnaire) 
5 mins Closing - something that you have learned about 
yourself (short exercise to round off day and bring 
group together) 
5 mins Agenda Review and Intro 
(brief review of exercises for morning) 
10 mins Name Game 
(ice-breaker and introductions) 
40 rains Personal Road Maps 
(introductions and building of group trust) 
15 rains Break 
40 mins Concentric Circles 
(group building and self-esteem exercise) 
30 mins Building a Tower 
(group co-operation and comunication exercise) 
10 mins Evaluation 
(group evaluation with comments noted on flip chart) 
3 rains Agenda Review 
(brief introduction of afternoon exercises) 
20 rains Internalized Oppression 
(exercise to show how stereotypes affect self-view) 
15 rains Pride 
(exercise to build up positive image of own group) 
30 mins Experiences of Discrimination 
(open discussion) 
15 rains Break 
5 mins Livener 
(exercise to increase energy level) 
60 rains What I never want to hear ... (exercise in self-affirmation in the face of 
prejudice) 
10 mins Evaluation 
(group evaluation with comments noted on flip chart) 
5 rains Closing 
(exercise to round off day and bring group together) 
3 rains Agenda Review 
(brief introduction to morning exercises) 
5 mins Gathering 
(short exercise to bring group back to workshop 
format) 
60 mins We'd like to hear 
(questions and answers in identity groups) 
15 mins Break 
35 mins Empathy 
(exercise to develop empathy) 
40 mins Quick decisions 
(exercise to develop decisiveness and show range of 
altenatives possible in situations) 
3 mins Agenda Review 
(brief introduction of afternoon exercises) 
25 rains Trust circle 
(exercise to develop trust within the group) 
20 rains Choosing scenarios for Role play 
(groups choose desired situation for role play) 
10 mins Break 
90 mins Role Play exercise 
20 rains Evaluation 
(evaluation through individual written questionnaire) 
5 rains Closing 
(exercise to round off workshop) 
Initial Interviews February 1993 
Workshops Feb/March 1993 
Post-workshop interview March 1993 
Follow-up interviews May 1993 
Second Group 20 young women: 10 Muslims + 10 non- 
Muslims 
16-19 years old 
Total 6 days: day =2x3 hours 
Each group total of 24 hours: 12 separate + 12 mixed 
Suggested Schedule 
Initial interviews March 1993 
Workshops April 1993 
Post-workshop interviews April 1993 
Follow-up interviews June 1993 
Age 
Ethnicity 
How did you find the workshop - useful, embarassing, 
enjoyable, a waste of time? Please give details. 
Which exercises worked well? 
Why? 
Which exercises did not work well? 
Why? 
Were any of the exercises culturally inappropriate? If so 
which ones and why? 
General Comments 
First Interview (Pre-workshop) 
How do you feel about Bradford? 
What sort of contact do you have with the other group? 
How do you find that - easy, awkward, threatening? 
Do you have any friends from the other group? 
How do you see the other group? 
How much do you feel you know about the other group - 
lifestyle, customs, religion, etc? 
How did you feel about - (halal, Honeyford, ) Rushdie, Gulf 
War? 
What was your motivation for taking part in the workshop? 
How did you feel about the workshop: 
a) in your own group? b) with the other group? 
What do you feel you learned about yourself during the 
workshops? 
What did you learn about the other group? 
Have your ideas and feelings about the other group changed in 
any way? What ways? 
Are there any ways that you feel what you have experienced in 
the workshop will affect the way you behave towards the other 
group in the future? 
In what way? 
What criticisms would you have of the workshop? 
Have you any ideas of how you would improve the workshop? 
What do you remember about the workshops? Any specific 
exercises or learning points? 
Are there things which you experienced during the workshop 
that you have found useful to you since then? 
What are they and in what way have they been useful? - Skills? 
If there was not anything useful to you in the workshop why do 
you think that is? 
Have your relations with the other group changed in any ways 
and if so what are they? 
Do you see any change in the way you see the other group now 
from before? Any other comments? 
